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ABSTRACT

Developing an understanding of the degradation of organic pesticides, herbicides and

fungicides in natural systems is an essential component in the environmental management of

our agricultural activities. Free radicals are being increasingly recognised as having

importance in environmental chemistry, particularly of aqueous systems. For example the

hydroxyl radical and the superoxide radical anion are believed to be relevant to the

degradation of organic molecules in the environment. This thesis reports the results of a

comprehensive study into the reactions of radicals commonly formed in aqueous systems with

a variety of commercially available pesticides'

Gamma and pulse radiolysis techniques have been used to initiate reactions and

determine relevant kinetic data such as rate constants. Products generated have been

characterised by HpLC and mass spectrometric techniques. Aå initio calculations have been

employed to gain insight into the transient species formed.

Nine pesticides currently in use in Australia were studied and include Aciflurofen,

Chlorsulfuron, Cyrom azine, Dichlorophen, Dimethrimiol, Hexazinone, Ioxynil, MCPA and

Napropamide.
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ABBREVIATIONS

BFA Heptafluoro butyric acid

Conduction Band

DTA Delta Transient Absorbance

electron spin resonance

H-adduct Hydrogen atom adduct

HPLC High Performance Liquid Chromatography

HOMO Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital

Infra Red

LC-MS Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry

LUMO Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital

NMR Nuclea¡ Magnetic Resonance

NPA Natural Population AnalYsis

OH-adduct hydroxyl radical adduct

TFA Trifluoro Acetic Acid

TLC Thin Layer ChromatograPhY

Valance Band

u.v Ultra-Violet

IR

VB





Addendum

In the abbreviations, DTA should be replaced with TDA.

Page 5, line 3, should have the word powerful omitted.

Page 11, Section 2.I.5, should read, Hydrated electrons are generated by irradiation of water, t-
butyl alcohol is used to scavenge the hydroxyl radicals generated by the irradiation.

Page 15, Section 2.2.2,1ine 4, should read, This is because superoxide is not scavenged by other

molecules other than the target molecule, while the hydroxyl radical is scavenged.

Page24, Section 3.3.2,\ine2 should contain Sangster and O'Donnell, not Sangster and

O'Donnell.

Page25, Section 3.3.2,paragraph 2,last line should read value not valve.

Page26, Section 3.3.s,paragraph Z,line 6, should read Tripropylamine not Triproplyamine.

Page 30, Section 3.5.1, line 3, should read Beer's Law, not Bragg's Law.

Page 31, last line, factor should read [Sr]/[Sr], not k2[Sr]/kl[Sr].

Page 38, Paragraph 2,line 5, should read HCCH, not HCHr.

Page 39, Figure 4.08, caption, symbol for product F should be I not n.

Page 48, Table 7.01 should read Table 4.01.

Page 54,Line J , should read elu4 may add to carbonyl, not carboxyl.

Page 57,Line 3 should read slightly, not slightlY.

Page 63, Paragraph 1, should read bromine atom not bromide atom.

Page 82, Section 5.6, line 1, should read, Absorbance of the hydrafed electron at 640 nm was

observed to decrease in the presence of small amounts of Ioxynil (1xl0/M) at pH 7.0 (phosphate

buffer).

Page 83, Section 5.6, Paragraph2,lirre2, should read, Time resolved studies out to 1000 ps

produced only a minimal decrease in the absorbance at290 nm, suggesting the transient does not

react or reacts to products within the inadiation pulse.

Page 96, Section 6.2,Paragraph2,Iine2, should read, This suggests that the transient formed by

reaction of the hydroxyl radical with Chlorsulfuron possesses a charge since it has been

previously been shown since the transient reacts with itself (through second order kinetics).

page l12,Paragraph 1, line 6-8, Should read there is no detectable reaction between oxygen and

the transient. The back reaction can not be commented on.

Page 111, Paragraph i, line 4, should read OH-adduct, not H-adduct.

page 126, Section 7.4,line 6, should read, A deviation from second order kinetics indicates that

transients produced by the reaction of Dichlorophen with the hydroxyl radicals reacts with

oxygen.



Page 137, Figure l37,the left structure in the third row needs a radical dot on the ,.phenoxy,,
oxygen, while the neighbouring carbonylic oxygen carries a superfluous radical dot.

Page 149, Paragraph 1, the abstraction from the weaker N-H bond is not considered because the
mass spectral data indicates that the product has not increased in bond saturation. Abstraction
from the N-H bond would increase the saturation of the molecule.

Page 180, Section 9.4,line 3, should read, The TDA spectrum is different from that observed in
Figure 9.02i; the absorbance bands at 330 nm and the maximu m at 490 nm are significantly
reduced.

Page 181, Paragraph l, Figure 9.15 should be Figure 9.14.

Page 186, Table 9.02, footnote in table should read Dimethrimiol, not Ioxynil.

Page 189, Section 9.6, line 1, should read, Absorbance of the hydrated electron at 640nm was
observed to decrease in the presence of small amounts of Dimethrimiol (1x10tM; at pH 7.0
þhosphate buffer).

Page 203' Last line, should read, because of the substituents, not because of the rest of the
molecule.

Page204, Section 10'2, lines 7-9, should read, Experiments performed by Mabury and Crosby to
compare their reported value with pulse radiolysis indicated that the steady state method
produced results that are up to five time slower.

Page 223 Radical dot on the H-abstraction production radical (from the hydroxyl radical
reaction) is missing.

Page 230, Figure 11.05, Product A should have the symbor I not Ä.

Page 23213, should have figure lI.l7(a) present. See below.

Common errors through-out the thesis

The double isotope pattern of chlorine should be 9.g:6.3: l, not 4:3:1.

:. Frickie should be replaced with Fricke.

Through out the thesis a conclusion is reached to the charge of the transient by use of the
addition of 1 M NaClOo. In all cases, the charge of the transient was concluded not only from
the effect of the salt on the decay rate, but the fact that the decay had previously been shãwn to
be second order by the decreased pulse method.
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Chapter 1

1,.0 Introduction

1..1 BACKGROUND
The use of organic pesticides in modern agricultural practices is now standard

procedure. However, history has shown that the use of such chemicals can produce

environmentally unfavourable results t1-61. Accumulation of agricultural chemicals in any

ecosystem can cause irreparable damage. In recent years this has led to the development of

more environmentally friendly pesticides which require smaller application rates and degrade

more rapidly in the environment after application [1].

Loss of a pesticide after application through environmental degradation means that

reapplication of the pesticide is required each rotational year. There are two mechanisms for

the degradation of pesticides in the environment, chemical and microbiological. Chemical

degradation can be divided into t'wo separate subgroups: photochemical degradation and

hydrolysis U-91. The mechanism of photochemically induced degradation of organic

pesticides in aqueous media is the primary research interest of this project. A particular focus

is placed upon investigating the rates, mechanisms and products of reactions of free radicals

derived from photochemical processes with pesticides.

1.2 PHOTOCHEMISTRY AND PHOTOCHEMICAL DEGRADATION

1.2.1 Natural system photochemistry

Environmental conditions (such as pH, oxygen content etc.) do not always favour the

hydrolysis and microbiological degradation of organic compounds that enter an aquatic

ecosystem. The degradation of these chemicais may then occur through photochemicaliy

mediated pathways. Photochemical degradation can be considered to occur via one of two

mechanisms: either direct or indirect photolysis.

1.2. l. I Direct Photobtsis

Conditions that control the rate of direct photolysis are; solar flux, quantum yield and

molar absorbance. There are a number of compounds that are known to undergo direct

photolysis in sunlight. Known inorganic chromophores are nitrates, hydrogen peroxide and

ferrous ions [7]. These compounds exhibit absorption greater than the 290 nm cut off line for

solar radiation. Whether or not a particular organic pesticide is susceptible to direct

photolysis depends on its ability to absorb wavelengths longer than 290 nm'
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1.2. 1.2 Indirect Photol]¡ sis

Indirect photolysis is the reaction of reactive species produced by direct photolysis

(such as radicals) with other compound (the substrate).

Indirect photolysis is a means of degradation for pesticides whose degradation via

other mechanisms (chemical or microbial) is hindered. While direct photolysis can occur in

distilled water, indirect photolysis can only occur in water where there is at least one

absorbing species and another compound for the absorbing species to react with [7]. Natural

water has these conditions [10].

Prediction of pesticide degradation rates through indirect photolysis are almost

impossible due to the large number of variables involved. It is known that the rate of indirect

photolysis is dependent on such variables as the attenuation coefficient, water depth, rate of
direct photolysis of the precursor to the reactive species and the number of competing

reactions for the activated species [1 1].

lndirect photolysis pathways in aquatic systems are especially abundant 17, l2).

Pesticides that show no degradation in distilted \¡/ater when ir¡adiated with wavelength

greater than 290 nm can show significant degradation when irradiated with the same light in
natural water [11, 13]. The increased degradation in natural water is due to the indirect

photolysis of the pesticide through radical initiated degradation.

1.2.2 Photochemical treatment for industrial discharge water

As well as being involved in pesticide degradation in natural water, direct and inclirect

photolysis are also employed in the purification treatment of industrial discharge water which
contain organic contaminants. In the industrial scenario (unlike the natural situation)

conditions experienced are such that the water body can be manipulated to optimise the

degradation of the organic contaminant [14].

The sun is not the only source of radiation that can be used to initiate direct
photolysis. Ultra-Violet (U.v.) light, which can possess wavelengths shorter than solar

radiation is often used to induce the direct photolysis of organic compounds that would not
undergo direct photolysis in normal sunlight [14].

Indirect photolysis can also be optimised for compounds that do not absorb U.V.
light. The addition of reagents to the solution that do absorb U.V. light are used to produce

highly reactive free radicals. These free radicals then react with the organic contaminant.
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The two methods employed by industry frequently for the decontamination of organic

polluted discharge water are the addition of the reagent Titanium dioxide (TiO2) or Ozone

(O¡), both of which are coupled with U.V. light [14]'

1.3 PRODUCTION OF FREE RADICALS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION

1.3.1 Production of radicals in natural water

Free radicals and.other reactive species produced from the photochemical reactions of

organic and inorganic solutes may initiate the degradation of organic pesticides. The

formation of these radicals are as follows.

I.3.l.l Superoxide radical anions (O'z-)

Humic acids are the product of the decay of organic matter. The structure of a humic

acid varies widely with its origin. Humic acids absorb sola¡ radiation to become

electronically excited. It is thought that the excited humic acid reacts with dissolved oxygen

(Oz) reducing the oxygen by energy transfer from its excited state (the mechanism of this

process is not completely understood). The end result is the production of the superoxide

radical anion (O't) t151. Other mechanisms postulated for the production of superoxide

radical anion is the one electron transfer from reduced metals, and the heterogeneous

photocatalysed reaction of semi-conductors (ie. TiQ) [16].

1.3.1.2 Hvdrosen Peroxide

The superoxide radical anion reacts with itself to form hydrogen peroxide (HzOz) 116-

251 (reaction 1.01)

2O'z-+ 2H* + HzOz + Oz (1'01)

Though humic acids are essential for radical production, it should be recognised that as the

concentration of humic acid in water rises, the ability of light to penetrate the water

decreases, therefore decreasing the amount of photolysis that can occur. Humic acids can

also react with the newly formed radical, therefore prohibiting any reaction between the

radical and a pesticide [22].

l. 3. 1.3 Hydro4¡l radicals

Hydrogen peroxide absorbs slightly at wavelengths longer than 290 nm and therefore

can undergo direct photolysis when inadiated with solar radiation, forming hydroxyl radicals

('oH).
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HzOz4 z'OH (1.02)

The absorption coefficient of hydrogen peroxide at 300 nm is less than 1 M-lcm-l,

showing the photolysis of hydrogen peroxide is inefficient. It has been estimated that to

destroy 37Vo of Chlorobutane (initial concentration 2 pM) through the photolysis of hydrogen

peroxide alone in natural water would require eight years U9,24,26].

It can therefore be observed that the photolysis of hydrogen peroxide to form

hydroxyl radicals is not likely to be a main source of free radicals. Hydrogen peroxide,

however, can also react with iron (tr) in aqueous solution to form hydroxyl radicals by a

Fenton type reaction (reaction 1.03). This method of generating hydroxyl radicals in natural

water is greatly dependent on the amounr of iron (II) in the water[2j-29].

Fe(II) +HzOz + Fe(III) + OIf +'OH (1.03)

Another mechanism for the formation of hydroxyl radicals in natural water is through

the photolysis of nitrate ions. Nitrate ions can be found in most natural waters in
concentrations between 1 and 25 ppm [30]. The amount of hydroxyl radicals formed through

the photolysis depends greatly on the concentration of nitrate ion in the water. It has been

observed that an increase in nitrate concentration of 1.4 to 25 ppm only produces a 7 fold
increase in the concentration of hydroxyl radicals [26]. This non proportional rise is thought

to occur because of the nit¡ate ion self quenching effects [13, 3 l].

NO3-lb NO3-*->+-+'OH (1.04)

The quantum yield of the photolysis of nitrate to produce hydroxyl radicals is 0.002 at 20oC

in the pH range 6.2 to 8.21261.

l. 3. 1.4 Radical Concentration

Studies have been conducted to determine the concent¡ation of the hydroxyl radical
and the superoxide radical anion reactive species in natural water. Measurements of the rate

of auto-oxidation of cumene, along with kinetic models have been used to estimate the steady

state concentration of hydroxyl radicals in natural waters. Most papers have reported the

steady state concentration of hydroxyl radicais to be between 10-15 to 10-17 M. This
concentration varies because of the variations in the amount of iron and nitrate ion between
different natural waters [7].
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The concentration of hydrogen peroxide and superoxide radical anions in natural

water must be determined together. The method used involves monitoring the fluorometric

depletion of an enzyme through its reaction with hydrogen peroxide. An assumption is made

that the only mechanism for formation of hydrogen peroxide is through the

disproportionation of superoxide radical ions (reaction 1.01). This type of measurement

aliows for upper estimates of the concentration of superoxide radical anion. The upper limit

to superoxide concentration in natural water is 10-8 M t7]'

1.3.2 Production of radicals for industrial discharge water treatment

A review emphasising the number of techniques available for industrial discharge

water containing organic pollutants has been published by Lengrini et aI- [14]' The two most

popular methods at the present time are the use of titanium dioxide, and ozone coupled with

U.V. Iight 132-381. Both methods use indirect photolysis by the generation of free radical

species to react with the contaminant'

l. 3.2. I Titanium Dioxide

Titanium Dioxide is a semi-conductor thus there is only a small difference in energy

between the vaiance band (VB) and the conduction band (CB)' The energy difference

berween the two bands is such that radiation with wavelengths less than 387.5 n^ nufu

enough energy to promote an electron from the valance band to the conduction band l3l ,39)'

TiOz+hv+e-çs*h+vg (1.0s)

It is the production of the electron in the conduction band (e-cs) and the hole in the valance

band (h*vs) which provide the site for the reactions of the waste compounds. This is because

h*ve is a powerful oxidant while e-cs is a powerful reductant. The degradation of waste

compounds occurs through one of two mechanisms. The first involves the absorbance of the

compound onto the titanium dioxide where the pollutant reacts with the oxidising and

reducing e-ce ând h+v¡ bands[l3]. Waste chemicals that do not absorb onto the titanium

dioxide, degrade because hydrogen ions and oxygen react with the e-ce and h*v¡ resulting in

the formation of hydrogen peroxide and hydroxyl radicals [40]' It is the production of

hydroxyl radicals that will cause the majority of the degradation, though reaction with other

radicals could potentially induce degradation of the pollutant [36-38]'
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1.3.2.2 Oz.one
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Ozone is itself a very powerful oxidant (E = 2.07 V versus the Normal Hydrogen

Electrode (NHE)) [32], but when ozone is coupled with U.V. light the full porenrial of the

technique can be observed. Ozone when irradiated produces perhydroxyl radicals (HO2'),

superoxide radicals and hydroxyl radicals, through a series of cyclic reactions described by

Lengrini et al. lI4, 321. These radicals are responsible for the degradation of the organic

contaminates in the discharge water.

1.3.3 Radiolytic soil decontamination

Ionising radiation can be used to generate radicals in aqueous solution. This

knowledge has been used previously by Hilarides et al. f47, 421 to decontaminate soils

containing the pesticide dioxin. In this experiment soils were artifrcially contaminated with

dioxin (100 ppb). The soils were then inadiated with gamma rays using cobalt 60 (this

technique will be discussed later) with doses up to 450 kGy. This method proved effective in
removing 60 to 70 Vo of the pesticide.

ln an attempt to determine the individual effect of the active species involved ( ie.

superoxide radical anions, hydroxyl radicals and hydrated electrons) on the degradation of
dioxin, single reactive species were singled out for examination by similar methods

employed in section 2.L. Il was observed that there were only minor effects in changing the

radical type on the amount of degradation of dioxin.

The economical viability of cobalt 60 radiation technique to detoxify contaminated

soils was also evaluated against other known methods for pesticide decontamination. It was

estimated (not including the capital costs needed for initial set up) that to purge soil of
organic contaminates would cost between (US) $100 to $200 per ton of soil. V/hen

compared to other accepted methods of soil decontamination (ie. high temperature furnaces),

this method is the cheapest on the market. The only negative aspect of the process is the

initial capital cost involved with setting up a reactor capable of performing cobalt 60

irradiations. An estimated (US) $275 000 would be required every five years .When 
the

capital costs are included this method is stiil competitive with existing techniques.

1.3.4 Radiolytic aqueous degradation

No attempts at a commercial decontamination plant for polluted water using radiative
techniques could be found by the author in the literature. There have, however, been

numerous studies conducted observing the reaction between organic compounds and
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radiolytically generated radicals. These studies where recently reviewed by Buxton et al',

Neta er al. and Bielski et aI. 143-451. Studies of the reaction of radicals with organic

pesticides have not been so prevalent. The first investigation into the effects of radiation

induced radicals was artempted by Buxcholtz et aI. in 1977 1461. This study involved the

steady state irradiation of aqueous pesticides and analysis of the formation of products by

Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC). The study did not investigate any possible reaction

mechanisms. Initial interest in examining the mechanisms of these type of reactions was

shown by Getoff and Solar [47]. In this paper the rates and reaction mechanisms were

investigated for the ortho, meta and para of the pesticide chlorophenol with 'OH and H' and

elaq¡ generated using dynamic and steady state methods'

The number of papers investigating the reactions of radiolytically generated radicals

with organic pesticides have been relatively few. Papers recently pubtished include Fox 1993

[48], Giere r et aL Igg4 l2sl,Terzain et at. 1995 [49], Quaint et al' [50] and Merga 1996 [66]'

1.4 OUTLINE AND SCOPE OF THESIS

The work in this thesis is the accumulation of the work completed on nine separate

pesticides. The pesticides were chosen with varying functionality to be representative of a

number of pesticides widely available in Australia. The reaction rates, reaction pathways,

properties of radical intermediates and radical final products of the reaction were measured in

aqueous solution using steady state and dynamic methods' The data allowed for the

determination of free radical mechanisms with the organic pesticides studied as well as the

initial products of the reaction. This data can be used to predict the fate of these pesticides if

radical mediated degradation occurs (through natural or artificial methods)' specifically

through ionising radiation methods such as described by Hitarides et al' [4]' 42]'

Following this introductory chapter is a section summarising the literature of the

radicals used in this report. It includes the radiol¡ic generation of radicals in aqueous

solution as well as the types of reactions that these radicals undergo with specifìc organic

functional grouPs.

Chapter 3 describes in detail the experiment procedure that was used throughout the

rest of the thesis. Included is the detailed report of the pulse radiolysis, steady state and

theoretical calculations undertaken'
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Chapters 4 to 12 are self contained sections detailing the results of the experiments

for each of the specific pesticides studied. The results obtained from the pulse radiolysis,

steady state and theoretical studies are discussed in relation to the mechanism of the reaction

of the radical with the pesticide.
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2.0 Radiation Chemistry

2.1 RADIOLYTIC RADICAL PRODUCTION

A convenient method for the generation of radicals is through the use of ionising

radiation. When water is inadiated with ionising radiation, energy is deposited into the

solution causing chemical changes that results in the formation of ions, excited molecules

and free radicals along the path of the radiation. The end result of this energy deposition into

liquid water is the formation of the following radicals and molecular products described in

equation 2.02.

HzO æ HzO*, e-, H2Ox (2.0I)

Hzoæ.oH,H.,eiuq¡-,Hzoz,H2,H3o*(2.02)|5|

The G valuesr for reaction 2'02 are G('oH)=2'8' G(etuql) =2"1' G(H')=0'55'

G(H2)=g.45, G(HzOz)=0.7 and G(H*¡=3.6 for pH values between 4 and 10 [51, 52]. The G

values of the irradiation of water remains relatively constant between the pH values of 4 and

10. Outside of this pH range the G values exhibit a strong pH dependence [53]' : '"r r':r¡-í

I 'ty\¡rf', u: .t!, r... i

By variation of the pH and the species present in the inadiated aqueous solution, one

radical can be selectively generated in excess. This allows for the reaction between a

pesticide and a single radical of choice.

The conditions required to form radicals selectively are stated below

2.L.1 Hydroxyl radicals

Hydroxyl radicals a¡e selectively created by saturating the solution with nitrous oxide

(NzO). This converts all hydrated electrons to hydroxyl radicals by reaction 2.03151,521.

eiaq¡- * N2O -+'OH + Nz + OH- (2'03)

kz'o¡ = 9' 1x10e M-ls-l

2.1.2 P erhydroxyl and superoxide radical anions

perhydroxyl and superoxide radical anions can be produced through three different

mechanisms. The first involves the addition of sodium formate (HCOzNa) [45]'

t G Value is def,rned as the number of molecules formed for every 100eV deposited'



COz'-*02+ COz+O'z-
kz.oo = 2.4xI0e M-ls-l

(2.06)

The second reaction involves the use of r-butyl alcohol in an oxygenated solution. The r-

butyl alcohol effectively scavenges the hydroxyl radicals[a5].

02 *e1aq¡ - O'z-

kz.ot =2xloloM-ls-l
(2.07)

H'+ Oz + HOz'
kz.o8 = 2x10loM-ls-l

(2.08)
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HCOz- +'OH + COz'- + H2O
kz.o+= 3.5x10e M-ls-l

HCOz-+H'+ COz'- +Hz
kz.os = 1.4x108 M-ls-l

'OH + HO-C(CH3)3 + H2O +'CH2-C(CH3)OH
kz.os = 5x108 M-ls-l

H'+ H2O2 + OH'+ HzO
kz.n = 1x108M-ls-l

(2.O4)

(2.os)

(2.0e)

(2.1t)

The last method involves the addition of hydrogen peroxide. This method, unlike the

previous ones, does not require the presence ofoxygen in solution [45].

elaq *HzOz+ OH'+OH-
kz.ro = 2x101oM-ls-l

(2.10)

'OH + HzOz+ HOz'+ HrO e.I2)
kz.tz = 3x10i M-ls-l

Superoxide radical anions and perhydroxyl radicals are in an acid-base equilibrium, with a

pku of 4.8 [45].

HOz'e O'2- * H+ (2.r3)

At low pH the perhydroxyl radical predominates, while at neutral and high pH the superoxide

¡adical anion predominates.

2.1.3 Hydrogen atoms

Hydrogen atoms are formed at low pH by the addition of perchloric acid. Addition of
/-butyl alcohol to water eliminates hydroxyl radicals by reaction 2.0g 145). Saturating the
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solution with nitrogen or ¿ì.rgon eliminates oxygen from the system and therefore stops the

formation of the perhydroxyl radicals by stopping reaction 2.08.

ê(ao)-*H+¡uq1 ÐH'
k .r¿23x1oro M-ls-r

'OH + X- -+ X'
X=Cl k2.rsu = 8.0xl0e M-ls-l
X=Br kz.lsu = 2.2xl0e M-ls-l
X=I k2.ls. = 1.4x1010 M-ls-l

X- + X'(+ Xz'-

(2.r4)

2.1.4 Dihalogen radical anions

Dihalogen radical anions are formed by the one electron oxidation reaction of the

hydroxyl radical with a halide [43]. The halide must be in excess to ensure that the hydroxyl

radical reacts with the halide and not the compound being studied.

(2.1s)

(2.16)
I

The addition of nitrous oxide doubles the yield of hydroxyl radicals (reaction 2'03) and

therefore doubles the yield of the dihalogen radical ion.

For the formation of the dichloride radical anion, the pH must also be lowered as the

formation of the dichloride radical anion is thermodynamically unfavourable at neutral to

high pH. The pH is generaily lower with the perchloric acid due to its low reactivity with any

of the radical products generated through radiolysis [43].

2.1.5 Hydrated electrons

^/o
are the addition of excess t-butyl alcohol to scavenge

the hydroxyl radicals (reaction 2.09). The solution is saturated with nitrogen or argon gas to

stop the formation of the superoxide radical anion by excluding oxygen from the solution

(reaction 2.01) 144, 541.

2.L.6 Oxide radicals

Oxide radicais are formed by deprotonating the hydroxyl radical. This requires an

increase of the pH of the system above 13. The solution is also saturated with nitrous oxide

to ensure all the hydrated electrons are converted into hydroxyl radicals for deprotonation'
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2.1.7 i¡zideradicals

Chapter2

Azide radicals are generated by the one electron oxidation reaction of the azide ion

with the hydroxyl radical (reaction 2.17) and the hydrogen atom. The azide ion must be in
excess to ensure that the hydroxyl radical reacts with it and not the compound being studied.

'OH + N¡--+ N3' + OH - e.t7)1431
kzn = l.lxloro M-ls-t¡541

The yield of azide radicals can be nearly doubled by the saturation of the solution with
nitrous oxide to convert all the hydrated electrons into hydroxyl radicals (reaction 2.O3).

Hydrogen atoms also react with the azide anion to form azide radicals.

2.1.8 Sulfate radical anions

Sulfate radical anions are generated by the one electron reduction ofthe persulfate ion

by the hydrated electron (reaction 2.1S). The persulfate ion must be in excess to ensure that

the hydrated electron reacts with it and not the compound being studied.

SzOs= * eiaq) ? SOo'- + SO¿= ...(2.1g)
kz.ra = 1.4xlo10 M-' s-t ¡551

The solution is saturated with nitrogen or argon to stop the competing reaction of the

formation of the superoxide radical anion (reaction 2.07). The solution also has the addition

of excess r-butyl alcohol to ensure that the hydroxyl radical does not react with the solute

(reaction 2.09).

2.1.9 Carbon dioxide radical anions

Carbon dioxide radical anions are formed by the reaction of hydroxyl radicals and

hydrogen atoms with the formate ion as observed in reaction s 2.04 and 2.05. The solution is
also saturated with nitrous oxide to convert the hydrated electron into hydroxyl radicals,

therefore doubling the yield (reaction 2.03). It is also used to stop the formation of the

superoxide radical anion by excluding oxygen from the solution and stopping reaction 2.06.

2.2 PROPERTIES OF RADICALS

Reactions of radicals with organic solutes in aqueous solution has previously been

reviewed by several authors 143-45,561 dnd the typical reactions of radicals used within this
study are summarised below.
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2.2.I Hy droxyl radicals (OH')

The oxidising potential of the hydroxyl radical ís 2.7 V ('OH /OH- versus NHE) in

acidic solution and 1.8 V in neutral solution where the free energy of neutralisation of OH- by

H* is less 144,51, 57, 581. As well as oxidation by electron transfer (reaction 2.2I), hydroxyl

radicals are potent at hydrogen atom abstraction from organic molecules (reaction 2.I9).

Hydrogen atom abstraction. 'OH + RH + R'+ H2O (2.re)

R'-+ Products (2.20)

Electron transfer. 'OH+RX+RX'++OH- (2.2r)

Another reaction possible with hydroxyl radicals in the presence of unsaturated organic

compounds, especially aromatics is electrophilic addition.

Electrophilic addition.

M,54,59f

'OH+PhX+HOPhX' (2.22) lr4,

2.2.2 Superoxide radical anions (O'z-)

As the name suggests has a dual nature. It is a negatively charged species which

allows it to react as a Bronsted base and a nucleophile. A superoxide radical anion also has

an unpaired electron, making it a free radical. Overall, five types of reactions are possible for

superoxide radical anion:

Basicitv. Superoxide radical anion is in equilibrium with its pronated form the

perhydroxyl radical (HOz). The pKu of this equilibrium is 4.75 + 0.08, implying that

superoxide is a relatively weak base [40].

HOz' <+ O'2- * H* (2.23)

Superoxide is a relatively weak base because it is a small non-polarisable anion which is

stable in aqueous media due to a tightly bound solvation sphere. The ability of superoxide to

act as a base is increased by the dismutase reaction of the perhydroxyl radical (formed when

superoxide extracts a hydrogen ion) which drives the equilibrium to the right.

O'z- + HA e HOz'+ A-

HOz'+ O'z- + HOz-+Oz

(2.24)

(2.2s)
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Therefore the effective basicity is actually more than the Bronsted basicity. Ultimately,

however, superoxide only has a short lifetime in water and kinetic factors, not

thermodynamic factors determine its activity. This means that only acid-base reactions that

are of similar rate of reaction (reaction 2.24) to the dimutase of superoxide will be of

importance [60].

Nucleophilicit]¡. A superoxide radical anion is expected to be a poor nucleophile

because of its strong hydrogen bonding to the solvent. Any nucleophilicity reaction must

again compete with the disproportionation reaction (reaction 2.25). It can therefore be

postulated that superoxide radical anion will not posses any nucleophilic properties in water

t601.

Free radical character. Superoxide's free radical reactions can be grouped into one of

two different types of reactions. It can either add to a double bond or it can abstract a labile

hydrogen atom.

Both of these types of reactions have been examined thermodynamically. Addition to

double bonds has been shown to be thermodynamically unfavourable [60]. This has also

been observed experimentally with no reactions being recorded with many different types of

unsaturated compounds and superoxide. Reactions via hydrogen abstraction proceed, but

only with molecules that have extremely labile hydrogen [60]. r.t't 7

Though both of these free radical reactions seem unlikely, the reaction of superoxide

with other free radicals does occur. These reactions occur at diffusion controlled rates and

are important in free radical chemistry [60].

R'+O'2-+RO2- (2.26)

One electron oxidation. Due to the stability of oxygen, the loss of the electron from

the superoxide radical anion to a substrate should be a thermodynamically favourable

process.

O'z-+ A -+ A- + 02

The reduction potentiar (o2/o'2-, versus NHE) is -0.33 v in water [60]

(2.27)
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One electron reduction. Superoxide radical anions in the presence of hydrogen ions,

can accept an electron to form hydrogen peroxide [60]. The reduction potential of this

reaction (O'z-tHzOz, versus NHE) is + 0.88 V.

O'z-+ e- +2H+ -HzOz (2.28)

It can therefore be concluded that superoxide will be a reasonable oxidant if hydrogen ions

are available to be consumed.

From the mechanisms of superoxide radical anion reactions, it can be observed that it

is not an extremely reactive species. Its importance however, in free radical mediated

degradation cannot be overlooked. The upper iimit for the concentration of superoxide is

approximately 10-8 M and concentrations are even higher in discharge rwater. The

environmental importance of superoxide has been acknowledged, but no direct studies have

been conducted to clarify this importance [7].

Most reactions with superoxide have been canied out using biologically significant

compounds. Mathematical models using these compounds have shown that when comparing

the reactivity of hydroxyl radicals to superoxide radical anions, the superoxide is actually

more effective at attacking the target molecule. This is because superoxide is considerably

less reactive than hydroxyl radicals and therefore superoxide tends not to be consumed by

scavenger molecules, unlike hydroxyl radicals which react with most scavenger molecules

t611.

2.2.3 P erhydroxyl radicals (HOz')

As stated earlier, perhydroxyl radicals a¡e in equilibrium with superoxide radicals

(reaction 2.23). Perhydroxyl radicals can act as either oxidising or reducing agents,

depending on the solute involved. Reduction potentials suggest that perhydroxyl radicals are

stronger oxidising agents while superoxide is a stronger reducing agent [52].

Hydrogen abstraction from an organic compound will only occur when weakly

bonded hydrogen atoms are attacked by perhydroxyl radicals [52]. A complete review of the

reactions of both superoxide and perhydroxyl radicals has been compiled by Bielski er ø1.

t451.
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2.2.4 Hydrated electrons (e1"n¡-)

The hydrated electron can be considered as an electron trapped by a small group of

water molecules.

e- + H2O €) e iaq) (2.2e)

The hydrated electron can be visualised as a singularly charged anion of approximately the

same size as an iodide ion. It possesses a large absorption in the visible region with a

maximum molar absoqption coefficient of approximately 18 000 M-lcm-l at approximately

700nm 144,5t1. € Ç "T/ * þ,.'^r ry ***--&-L .\Ð *4 l4 n/þ,rr, 7,

The hydrated electron has a standard reduction potential (versus NHE) of -2.9 V [51,

521, and therefore reacts rapidly with species with a more positive reduction potential. The

reaction can generally be represented as shown in reaction 2.30[44,5I,62].

e1a4-*M+M-l (2.30)

The reactions of hydrated elect¡ons with organic compounds can be characterised by

those expected for a nucieophilic reagent,l5l,52,55,62l including:

o Singularly bonded compounds are unreactive (ie. carbon).

o Halogen groups react rapidly (except fluorine).

o Aliphatic halogens react quantitatively with dehalogenation the result.

r Reactions are greatly enhanced by the presence of electron withdrawing groups.

o Attack on double bonds is accelerated by the presence of an electron withdrawing

group.

2.2.5 Hy drogen atoms (H')

The smallest and simplest chemical known. It consists of a single proton and an

eiectron. The hydrogen atom is the conjugate acid to the hydrated electron (reaction 2.3I).

When formed, the hydrogen atom reacts in a similar way to hydroxyl radicals. That is,

hydrogen atoms react through mechanisms such as hydrogen atom abstraction (reaction 2.32)

and addition to double bonds and aromatic systems (reaction 2.33) 1631.

ê1aq¡- * H* -+ H' e.3I )

H'+ RH +R'+ H2 o.?2\
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H'+ CeHo + CoHz' Q.33)

H'+M+M-+H+ Q.34)

Charge transfer reactions involving hydrogen atoms (unlike, hydroxyl radicals which

are oxidising species) proceed through an oxidation process (reaction 2.34). This is because

the reduction potential of Hydrogen (H*ruqy'H' versus NHE) is -2.31 V [44]. The hydrogen

atom is therefore a moderately less powerful reducing agent than the hydrated electron.

'When hydrogen atoms react with organic compounds they tend to behave more like the

hydroxyl radical rather than the hydrated electron [44]. A good example of this is the

reactions of the hydrated electron und hydtogen atom with chloroacetic acid (reactions 2.35

and2.36) 1441.

H' + CICH zCOzH + 'CHCICOzH + Hz Q'35)

e(aq; * CICHzCOzH +'CHzCOzH + CI- (2'36)

Though the reaction mechanisms of hydrogen atoms a¡e similar to hydroxyl radicals,

the reactivity of the hydrogen atom is significantly less when compared with hydroxyl 
,.

radicals. Addition reactions tend to have rate constants an order of magnitude lower ihan the

corresponding hydroxyl radical reaction 144,63-66} Hydrogen atoms also have a competing

reaction with themselves resulting in the formation of molecular hydrogen'

H'+ H' +Hz Q'3'7)

2kz.zt-2.38x1010 M-rs-r l44l

2.2.6 Oxide anions (O'-)

The oxide anion is the deprotonated form of the hydroxyl radical with the

deprotonation having a PKu of i1.9. The oxide anion differs greatly in its reactions with

organic moiecules from that of the hydroxyl radical. The hydroxyl radical tends to react with

organic molecules as an eiectrophile, while the oxide ion reacts like a nucleophile [59]'

While the hydroxyl radical readily adds to double bonds, the oxide ion reacts via hydrogen

abstraction from C-H bonds. If for example an aromatic compound contains an aliphatic side

chain, the hydroxyl radical will add to the ring while the oxide ion will abstract a hydrogen

from the carbon chain [44].

'OH + OH- <+ O'- + HzO (2.38)
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2.2.7 Dihalogen radical anions (Xz'-)

Chapte12

(Xz') (X= Cl, Br, I) have both radical and redox properties. As radicals they react

with each other and have the potential to start pol¡rrneric reactions. Often dihalogen radical

ions are generated to replace hydroxyl radicals in experiments because dihalogen radical ions

are often less likely to undergo hydrogen atom abstraction and more likely to undergo redox

reactions [43]. All dihaiogen radical ions are strong oxidising agents with reduction potential

(versus NHE) of 2.09V,1.77 V, 1.03 V for chloride, bromide and iodide respectively 143,
58, 67]. They react with the substrate by one electron transfer.

Xz'-+R+2X-+R*' (2.3e)

A number of reactions of dihalogen radical anibns have been summarised by Neta et al. l43l

2.2.8 Azide radicals (N3')

The azide radical is a strong one electron oxidant, having a reduction potential of 1.4 V"lf5
[(N¡-A{¡') versus NHE]. Reactions involving the azide radicals are generally faster than the

corresponding dihalogen radical anion. Azide reacts faster than the dibromide radical anion

even though the reduction potential of the bromide radical anion is greater. Azide generally

reacts with phenoxide ions and aniline at diffusion controlled rates [43].

2.2.9 Sulfate radÍcal anion (SO¿'-)

The sulfate radical anion is a very strong one electron oxidant with a reduction

potential estimated to be between2.5 and 3.1 v (so4=/So¿'-versus NHE) [43]. It is a more

selective oxidant than the hydroxyl radical but its reactions are generally slower than the
corresponding hydroxyl reaction [68]. The sulfate radical will react at diffusion controlled
rates with compounds sirch as phenol and aniline, it will also oxidise compounds such as

benzene. The product of the last reaction is a radical cation which quickly reacts with water
to form hydroxycyclohexadienyl radical, the same species made by the reaction of hydroxyl
radicals with benzene. Reactions with compounds like toluene also result in the formation of
the radical cation, however this then rapidly deprotonates to give the more stable phenyl
radical. Hydrogen abstraction also takes place from aliphatic compounds [43].
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2.2.10 Carbon dioxide radical anion (COz'-)

The carbon dioxide radical anion is a strong reducing species with a redox potential

of -2.0 V (COz'-lCOz versus NHE). It will transfer an electron very rapidly to compounds

containing functional groups such as nitro, quinone and pyridiniums [a3].
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3.0 Experimental

3.1. MATERIALS

The chemicals used throughout this report are phosphoric acid (88Vo), potassium di-

hydrogen phosphate, di-potassium hydrogen ofhophosphates, tripotassium orthophosphate,

sodium chloride, sodium bromide, sodium iodide, potassium ferrocyanide, ammonium ferric

sulfate, ammonium ferrous sulfate, sodium azíde, sodium formate, di-potassium persulfate,

sodium hydroxide (BDH A.R.), spectroscopic grade /-butyl alcohol (Fulka) and 70Vo

perchloric acid (Prolabo). All gases used [oxygen, nitrogen, nitrous oxide and nitrous oxide :

oxygen (4:1 v/v)l were of instrument grade or higher and used as purchased from BOC.

Organic solvent such as methanol, dichloromethane, hexane and ethyl acetate were received

as bulk solvenrs (CRC) and re-distilled before use. HPLC ion pairing reagents such as

trifluoro acetic acid (TFA) and heptafluoro butyric acid (BFA) were analytical grade and used

as received from Aldrich. Acetonitrile and isopropanol were HPLC grade and filtered through

a0.22 pm filter before use. Silica used in all flash columns was nonnal phase and purchased

from Merek. Water used in all experiments was deionised and purified through a Milli-Q

purif,rcation system (Millipore). NMR experiments were conducted in deuterated chloroform

(unless otherwise stated) purchased from Aldrich.

3.2 PESTICIDES

The purification technique for each pesticide is described below:

3.2.1Acifluorfen

Acifluorfen was received from Rhone-Poulenc as a water soluble salt of unknown

concentration. The following procedure was used for its purification.

To a clean dry 250 mL separating funnel approximately 75 mL of water and 75 mL of

dichloromethane were added. Two grams of the Acifluorfen solution was added. The

resulting mixture had a small amount of dilute sulphuric acid added and was then shaken for

approximately one minute. The resulting solution was allowed to settle for one hour into the

organic and aqueous layers. The organic layer was then collected and the solvent removed

under reduced pressure to yield a brown oil. The sample crystallised upon seeding.
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The sample was then washed with a small amount of hexane before being

recrysrallised from hexane. lH NMR ôg.g (s), ôg.0 (d), ô7.g (m),ô7.6 (dd),ô7.0 (dd), ô3.7

(dm), ô3.5 (t), ô1.5 (dq), õ0.9 (t), LC-MS (M-Hf 360/362 (3:t). \

3.2.2 Chlorsulfuron

Chlorsulfuron was received from Du Pont in a formulated mixture containing 75Vo

Chlorsulfuron and other ingredients such as fillers. The following procedure was used for its

purification. *

To a clean dry 250 mL separating funnel approximately 75 mL of water and 75 mL of

dichloromethane were added. Two grams of the formulated mixture was then added and the

resulting mixture shaken for approximately 1 minute. The organic layer was separated from

the aqueous layer and dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate. The organic layer was then

filtered and the solvent removed under reduced pressure to yield a white solid. The solid was

recrystallised from methanol: Overall yield was 56Vo. lH NMR ô2.5 (s), ô4:1 v/v (s), õ7.3

(s),ô7.5 (m), ô8.3 (dd) LC-MS (M+H)- 358/360. (3:1).

3.2.3 Cyromazine

Cyromazine was received from Ciba-Giegy as a technical grade mixture (96Vo). This

was recrystallised from warer. tH NMR (DzO) ô2.4 (m), õ0.4 (dm), LC-MS (M+H)+ 167.

3.2.4 Dichlorophen

Dichlorophen was purchased from Aldrich as a 95Vo pure sample. This was

recrysrailised from hexane.tH NMR õ7.2 (d), ô7.0 (dd), õ6.7 (d), ô3.g (s), LC-MS (M-Hr
267 /2691211 (4:3:L).

3.2.5 Dimethrimiol

Dimethrimiol was received from ICI as an analytical standard (99.3Vo). No further

purificationwasrequired. lHNMRô3.1 (s), õ2.4(t),ô2.2 (s), ô 1.5 (s),ð 1.3 (m), ô0.9 (s),

LC-MS (M+H)+ 210.

3.2.6 Hexazinone

Hexazinone was received from Du Pont as a formulated mixture containing 75Vo

Hexazinone and other chemicals as fillers. The following procedure was used for the

purification of Hexazinone.
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To a clean dry 250 mL separating funnel approximately 75 mL of water and 75 mL of

dichloromethane were added. Two grams of the formulated mixture was then added and the

resulting mixture shaken for approximately 1 minute. The organic layer was separated from

the aqueous layer and dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate. The organic layer was then

filtered and the solvent removed under reduced pressure to yield an orange oil. The oil was

dissolved in the minimum amount of dichloromethane and passed down a silica àash column

with 75Vo ethyl acetate I 25Vo hexane solvent mix, working though fo I00Vo ethyl acetate.

The fractions containing Hexazinone were identified by thin layer chromatography (TLC) and

U.V. light, combined and their solvent removed under reduced pressure to yield a white solid.

The solid was recrystallised from hexane. The overall yield was ZOVI. THNMRô4.5 (tt), õ3.3

(s), ô2.9 (s), ô2.3 (dq), ô 1.6 (dd), ô 1.2 (m), LC-MS (M+Hf 253.

3.2.7Ioxynil

Ioxynil was received from Rhone-Poulenc in the ester form of Ioxynil octanate. Base

hydrolysis was used to convert the ester into the desired alcohol.

CN

I
OCCzHro

o

OH

+ CzHreCOz-

Scheme 2.01. Base hydrolysis of Ioxynil octanate'

To a clean dry 500 mL round bottom flask was added approximately 200 mL of

methanol, 2 gm of Ioxynil octanate (0.004moles) and 0.1700 gm of sodium hydroxide (0.0043

moles). The resultant mixture was gentiy refluxed for 2 hours, allowed to cool and then

acidified with I M HCl. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The residue was

redissolved in dichloromethane and shaken in a separating funnel with saturated sodium

bicarbonate. The organic layer was separated from the aqueous phase and dried over

anhydrous magnesium sulfate, filtered and the solvent removed under reduced pressure to

yield a yellow solid. The resulting solid was recrystallised from carbon tetrachloride to yield a

white solid. Overall yield was I5Vo. THNMR õ8.0 (s), IR(all cm-t¡ 3400,3058 (OH (s)),2226

(cN(s)), 1534,1575 (aromatic),1245 (OH(b)), ll42 (co),481 (C-Ð, LC-MS (M-H) 370.

N

oH-
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3.2.8 MCPA (Methyl Chloro Phenoxyl Acetic acid)

MCPA was received from Nu Farm as a technical formulation. This was recrystallised

from water using hot f,rltration to remove any insoluble impurities. tH NMR ô 7.2 (m),

ô7.1(d), ô6.5 (d), ô4.7 (s), ô2.2 (s), LC-MS (M-Hf 199.61201.6 (3/I).

3.2.9 Napropamide

Napropamide was received from ICI in the formulated mixture containing 50%

Napropamide and other chemicals such as fillers. The following procedure was used for the

purification of Napropamide.

To a clean dry 250 mL separating funnel approximately 75 mL of water and 75 mL of

dichloromethane were added. Two grams of the formulated mixture was then added and the

resulting mixture shaken for approximately 1 minute. The organic layer was separated from

the aqueous layer and dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate. The organic layer was then

filtered and the solvent removed under reduced pressure to yield an orange oil. The oil was

dissolved in the minimum amount of dichloromethane and passed down a silica flash column

with 75Vo hexane I 25Vo ethyl acetate mixture, working through to L00Vo ethyl acetate. The

fractions containing Napropamide were identified using TLC and U.V. light. The fractions

were combined and the solvent removed under reduced pressure to yield a white solid. This

was recrystallised f¡om hexane. Overall yield50Vo. tH NMR ô 0.9 (t),ô1.1 (r), ô1.6 (d),ô3.3

(m),ô3.5 (m),ô5.1 (q), õ6.8 (d),ð7.4 (m),ô7.6 (Ð, ô7.8 (m), õ8.3 (m) LC-MS (M+H)+ 2lZ.

3.3 STEADY STATE IRRADIATION (COBALT 60)

All steady state irradiations in this report used the cobalt 60 source at the University of
Adelaide.

3.3.1 Source Set.up

The cobalt 60 source was set up so that six 25 mL volumetric flasks (used in all

irradiations unless otherwise stated) could be irradiated at once. The positions of the flasks

were marked so that the position of the flasks couid be kept constant.

3.3.2 Calibration

The cobalt 60 source was calib¡ated using the Frickie Dosimeter. The Frickie solution

was prepared by using the procedure below which was published in Sangaster and O'Donnell

[s1].
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Concentrated (95-98Vo) analyical (4.R.) quality sulphuric acid (22 mL) was added to

600 mL of Milli-Q water in a 1 L Volumetric flask. When the solution had cooled, A.R.

ammonium ferrous sulfate (0.56g) and A.R. sodium chloride (0.06g) were dissolved into

solution and the volume made up to 1 L The resulting solution was used to fill six volumetric

flasks. The flasks were placed into position and irradiated for two and a half hours. Once

irradiation was complete, the abso¡ption of each solution at 304 nm was determined on a

Hewlett Packard Diode Array U.V.-Visible Spectrometer, using an unirradiated Frickie

solution as the blank. The absorption value of each solution was used to determine the dose

rate of the cobalt 60 source at that position.

Dose rate calculations rely on the molar absorptivity of the ferric ion at 304 nm. To

ensure that the correct molar absorptivity was being used, a range of standard solutions were

made up using ammonium ferric sulfate.

3.3.3 Steady State investigation

The exact preparation of the solution varied slightly according to the desired radical

that was to be studied. Reagents added were as stated in section 2.1.

To a clean dry 200 mL volumetric flask an appropriate amount of pesticide was added.

The flask was f,illed with approximately 150 mL of Milli-Q reagent water and the resulting

solution was sonicated until the pesticide dissolved. Once all the pesticide had dissolved, the

additional reagenrs (if any) were added along with buffer (Phosphate 1x10-3M¡, filled to the

mark with Milli-Q water, separated into six 25 mL volumetric flasks, saturated with the

appropriate gas and sealed. Iradiation times varied with the pesticide concentration and the G

valve of the radical being reacted.

Experiments were repeated exactly, except HCIO+ was added to adjust the pH to 2

instead of the phosphate buffer.

3.3.4 High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC)

After irradiation, the rate of formation of the degraded products, and the rate of loss of

the pesricide was followed by High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC). The HPLC

system used contained a Reodyne injector, Wàters Model 481 Variable Waveiength U.V.-

Visible detector, Waters Model 510 and 501 Solvent Delivery Units, ICI Data Interface,

Waters Automated Gradient Controller, ICI DP 700 Data Processing Software and a Waters

Symmetry Cs Reverse Phase Steel Column (3.9x150 mm). The mobile phase varied

depending on the compound used in the experiment (Table 2.01). All solutions were filtered
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through either a 0.22 pm nylon or a 0.45 pm Polypropylene membrane before 80 pL of

sample was injected.

Once the major products of the degradation we¡e determined, they were collected. The

lml- loop on the injector was flushed with 3 mL of sample and then loaded onto the HPLC

column. The major products were collected in clean eppendorf vials as they eluted off the

column. This process was repeated 2 or 3 times until enough sample had been collected.

Some samples collected also had their U.V.-Visible spectra recorded as well their mass

spectra.

Table 3.01. HPLC condition for pesticides.

3.3.5 Mass Spectra

Reaction products collected by HPLC had their masses determined by electrospray

mass spectrometry. The electrospray system used *ur á Finningan LC-Q Mass Spectrometer.

Reaction products were introduced into the LC-Q by infusion at flow rates of 10 to 20

¡tL per minute. Positive ion mode was used for the neutral pesticides Chlorsulfuron,

Cyromazine, Dimeth¡imiol, Hexazinone and Napropamide, while negative ion mode was

selected for the negatively charged compounds Acifluorfen, Dichlorophen, Ioxynil and

MCPA. To ensure good detection limits in negative ion mode, either an equimoiar amount of
Triproplyamine was added post separation to the collected products or the products were

extracted lith Dichloromethane. This has the effect of neutralising the acid essential for good

chromatographic separation of negatively charged compounds [69].

COMPOUND Detection
(nm)

Solvent A Solvent
B

Starting
Ratio A:B

Finishing
Ratio A:B

Gradient
Start Time

Retention
Time
(min)

Acifluorfen 228 .lVoTFN
HzO

CH3CN 70:30 40:60 8 24

Chlorsulfuron 236 .IVoTFN
HzO

CH¡CN 70:30 70:30 2I

Cyromazine 236 IVoBFN
HzO

CH3CN 90:10 90:10 19

Dichlorophen 254 .IVoTFN
HrO

CH¡CN 70:30 40:60 8 19.5

Dimethrimiol 236 HzO CHTCN 80:20 80:20 20
Hexazinone 246 HrO CH¡CN 80:20 50:50 15 t2

Ioxynil 238 .lVoTFN
HzO

CH3CN 70:30 40:60 8 I6

MCPA 232 .IVoTFN
HuO

CH3CN 70:30 40:60 8 16

Napropamide 288 &254 Hzo CHICN 65:35 40:60 8 18
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Once the mass of the compound had been determined, further structural information

was obtained by performing MSn experiments2. MS2 scans involve atl but the selected parent

ion being ejected from the ion trap. The selected parent ion is then fragmented into daughter

ions by reacting it with a collision gas (Helium) and the newly formed ions are then mass

analysed. This process can be repeated on the daughter ions several times and is known as

MSn. The advantage of this type of fragmentation pattern is that the step in the breakdown of

the molecule can be followed consecutively [70].

3.3.6 Ultra-Violet SPectra

Some reaction products collected by HPLC had their U.V.-Vis. spectra recorded. The

U.V.-Vis. spectrum was recorded on a Hewlett-Packard Diode Array Spectrophotometer'

The reaction products collected were placed into a special U.V.-Vis. Silica cell with a

path length of lcm and a width of 3mm. The blank used was a solution collected from the

HPLC (running the gradient) at the same time as the product without any sample present'

3.4 PULSED IRRADIATION (HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONS)

Three types of accelerators were used throughout this report, a 1'3 MeV Van de Graaff

accelerator located at the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO)

scientific laboratories, a 4 MeV Linea¡ Accelerator (LINAC) located at the Department of

Chemistry, University of Auckland and a 20 MeV Linear Accelerator located at the Australian

Radiation laboratory (ARL), Melbourne.

The Accelerator used for the majority of this work was the 1'3MeV Van de Graaff'

This was retired towa¡ds the end of this project and the two LINAC's were used to complete

tire work.

3.4.1 Accelerator Set uP

A schematic diagram of the apparatus used in the experiments is shown in Figure 3'01'

The 1.3 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator was used to deliver an approximate 2.5 microsecond

pulse of ionising radiation while the 4 MeV LINAC accelerator delivered a 200 ns pulse and

the 20 MeV a 500 ns pulse. The electron beam was directed at a fused silica cell' A U'V'-

visible detector was set up perpendicular to the direction of the ionising radiation. The signal

from the photomultiplier was passed to an electronic digitiser, providing the data in digital

2 The number n, was dependent on the sample's

The term MSn fragmentation is used throughout
signal to noise ratio as well as the amount of product collected'

this report where multiple fragmentation steps where used'
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form which was stored in the computer. The computer program "ELACC" was used to view

the resultant data. Due to variations in the dose deiivered between pulses, the error in all

measurements is estimated to be IjVo.

Van de Graaff /,Linear
Accelerator

Electron Beam

Photomultiplier Monochromator Xenon Lamp

Cell

Light Beam

A/D Converter Computer

Figure 3.01. Schematic diagram of the apparatus used in the pulse radiolysis experimenrs used at ANSTO and
ARL.

3.4.2 Pulse Radiolysis Studies

To a clean dry 250 mL volumetric flask an appropriate amount of pesticide was added

from a pre-dissolved stock solution. The flask was filled with approximately 150 mL of
Milli-Q water. Additional reagents (if any) where added along with buffer (phosphare lxlg-
3M), filled to the mark with Milli-Q water, saturated with the appropriate gas, and placed in

¡ the irradiation cell. The dose per pulse was varied between r0 to 23 Gray.

Experiments at low pH were repeated exactly, except HCto4 was added to adjust the
pH to 2.
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3.4.2.2 Competitíon Kinetics

A series of solutions ,were prepared in which pesticide concentration was varied such

that the ratio of the pesticide concentration to the SCN - concentration ranged between 10 : 1

to 0.1 : I (the SCN- concentration ìwas kept constant throughout). These solutions were

saturated with nit¡ous oxide and buffered with phosphate (pH 6.8) (1x10-3M) and the

magnitude of absorption (due to SCNz'I measured at 480 nm. Dose rates empioyed were

kept between 3.5 and 4 Gray per pulse (all data normalised to 4 Gray) to avoid the effect of

secondary. reactions.

The experiment was repeated at pH 2 using HCIO+, the absorbance of SCN2'- was also

redetermined at this wavelength, because of the lower G value of the hydroxyl radical formed

due to the competing reaction of the hydrated electron with the hydrogen ion.

3.4.2.3 Determination of the pKn-of the transient radical

Buffered pesticide solutions were made up at different pH values using H¡PO¿,

KHzPO+ and KzHPO¿ as the buffering reagents. An appropriate amount of stock pesticide

was pipetted into a volumetric flask. This flask was filled to the mark with a buffer of

appropriate pH. That solution was then saturated with N2O and the magnitude of the

absorption measured at a predetermined wavelength (Section 3.4.4.I). Small adjustments to

pH were made using NaOH or HCIO¿ with the frnal pH recorded using a pH meter. Dose

rates employed were kept between 3.5 and 4 Gray per pulse (all data normalised to 4 Gray) to

avoid the effect of secondary reactions.

3.4.2.4 F ormation Kinetics

From a stock solution of pesticide a series of dilute solutions of the pesticide were

made (l to lgxlg-ttvt). Using the 200 ns pulse of the LINAC, the rate of formation of the

radical being studied was monitored at a predetermined wavelength. The bimolecular rate

constant was determined from the slope of a plot of the resulting pseudo first order rate

constant against the concentration of the pesticide. Dose rates employed were kept between

3.5 and 4 Gray per pulse (all data normalised to 4 Gray) to avoid the effect of secondary

reactions.

3.4.2.5 Decav Kinetics

Using a pesticide solution made up from section 3.4.2.1, the decay of the trace was

fitted to both first and second order kinetics using the equations 3'01 and 3.02 respectively

\
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[71]. Dose rates employed were kept between 3.5 and 4 Gray per pulse (all data normalised to

4 Gray) to avoid the effect of secondary reactions.

A^Lnr = kt
A

11: =-+ktA '4"

(3.01)

7

(3.02)

t = time
Ao = Absorbance at t=0
A= Absorption at r=/ i
k = rate constant

3.5 MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT OF DATA

3.5.1 Dosimetry

The following equations ,ü/ere used to determine the dose of the Cobalt 60 source and

the Pulse Radiolysis The concentration of the species was determined by ultra-

at the appropriate wavelength (Fe3* at 304 nm for Cobaltviolet spectrometry and

oo anaþci$ ' - at 480 nm for pulse radiolysis) after inadiation [51]

Abs 6'.*3 ¡O+ nrl /(SCN2-. 480 nm) = Ê(F.3* 304 nm) / (scN2-. 480 nm) 
*/*([Fe3+]/[SCN2'l) (3.03)

The concentration of the ferric ion / SCN2'- was then used to determine the dose using

equation 3.04.

The dose of radiation delivered can be determined by using equation 3.04.

Dose (krad, - looo*lxl(mM)
G(X)* p*L024 (3.04)

where X = either Fe3* or SCNz'-

G(X) = G Value of X (- 15.5 for the

p = density of the solution

dosimetry)

The dose is converted into Grays by multiplying the dose (in krad) by ten

's La

Dose (Gray) = Dose (krad)x10 [52]
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3.5.2 Competition Kinetics

The reaction of X' with two compounds Sr and Sz

following equations (3.05 and 3.06).

X'+ Sr o' r P,

X'+ Sz o' , Pr.

The rates of formation of the Pr and Pz can be written as

dlp,l
r - kix 'l[s,]

ry=kzlx'ltsrl
dt

Experimental3l

can be summarised bY the

(3.0s)

(3.06)

(3.07)

(3.08)

Therefore

Therefore

lPrl
tP,l KtÍx 'l[s, ]

2

[X']tor¡= [Pr] + [Pz]

= [Pr]o

K2 slXI l (3.0e)

(3.10)

tP' l' - tP' l
IP, ]

krlSrl
/crISr]

and [Pt ]o =

[Pr]o when Sl is Present only

(3.1 1)

(3.r2)

(3.13)

and

and

Now

1 1 krls,l
t4l tP,lo'k,[s,][P,]o

[Pt]=
q

Therefore
- k,[S']

-lI--' ' k,¡s,J

By varying the concentration ratio of Sr to Sz over a suitable lange and monitoring the

Abttrìo

Abs¡r,1
absorbance of P1, a Plot of versus

k'IS']
k,Is,]

can be generated. The slope of the resulting
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k2
graph is If the rate constant of reaction 3.05 (k1) is known, then the rate constant ofkl

reaction 3.06 (lq) can be determined using the slope óf the graph.

3.5.3 Molar Absorbance of transient species produced by pulse Radiolysis

In pulse radiolysis there is no blank cell for the U.V.-Visible light. The blank instead

is considered the ground state of the compound that is about to be irradiated. When

determining the molar absorptivity of the transient species this absorbance of the ground state

compound must be included in the calculation.

es=(ÂAbsl/Y6¡)+ea (3.r4)

where en is the molar absorbance of the parent compound

Y51is the yield of the radical (determined using the SCN- dosimeter)

AAbs¡ is the absorbance measured in pulse radiolysis.

3.6 COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY METHODS

Compounds that were studied using this method had their structure generated using the

MOLDEN program 1721. The structure was then optimised using the Gaussian 94 [73] suite

of programs at the Hartree Fock level of theory with the basis set 6-3lc*x. The optimised

structure of the starting compound was then submitted for a natural 174l population analysis.

This type of analysis computes the charge distribution for the molecule. Since atomic charge

indicates the estimate of total charge on each atom in the molecule, it should be considered

arbitrary and not extrapolated from one molecule to another.

The optimised radical and the starting compound were submitted to the Spartan

program [75] and a single point energy calculation run, followed by the generation of the i)
Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO), ii) Lowesr Occupied Molecular Orbital
(LUMO) ot, iii) a spin density surface. The spiio"lrity surfaces can be used to describe the

imbalance between the spin-up (a spin) and the spin down (p spin) electron distribution in

open shell molecules. They provide information concerning the location of the unpaired

electron in free radicals. b

(
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4.0 Radiation Chemistry of Aqueous Napropamide
Solution

4.1 NAPROPAMIDE

Napropamide ((R,S)-N,N diethyl-2-( 1 -naphthyloxy) propionamide) (Figure 4.0 1 ) was

initially developed at 'Western Research Centre of the Stauffer Chemical Company [76]. It is

a white solid with a melting point of 74.8-75.7 oC. The maximum solubility of Napropamide

in water is73 mg/L[77).

CH"t'
HCN(CH"CH"),il'

o

Figure 4.01. Chemical Structure of Napropamide.

Napropamide was released by ICI Crop Care as a herbicide for broad leaf and pr,e-

emergence weed control. It is a selective herbicide which works by absorption into the roots

inhibiting root development and growth. Napropamide consists of two optically active

isomers. The D(-) isomer is used in the herbicide as it is 8 times more active than the L(+)

isomer [78].

Napropamide is stable to both acidic and alkaline conditions. Photodegradation by

direct photolysis has been shown to be the most important degradation pathway, with the

products of this degradation being fully characterised [79]. Microbial degradation is limited '

in normal conditions [80].

4.2 REACTION OF NAPROPAMIDE WITH THE HYDROXYL
RADICAL

Figure 4.02 shows the time resolved transient delta absorption (TDA) spectra obtained

upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Napropamide solution (1x10-a M) saturated with

nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer). It exhibits an absorption band with a maximum at

330 nm. In the presence of r- butyl alcohol (0.1 M), an effective hydroxyl radical scavenger

but a weak hydrogen atom scavenger, the absorption spectrum was considerably reduced. The

high G('OH) yield and appreciable decrease in the transient absorption suggests that the
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transient absorption spectrum in Figure 4.02 is due mainly to the reaction of the hydroxyl

radical with Napropamide.
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Figure 4.02. Time resolved transient delta absorbance (TDA) specÍa obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an
aqueous Napropamide solution (lxl0aM) saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer). (rDirectly,
o l0 ps , r 20 ps, o 100 ps and o 500 ps after the pulse).
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Figure 4.03. Molar absorbance spect¡a of Napropamide (solid line), and the transients arising from the reacrion
of Napropamide with hydroxyl radicals (o pH 6.8, I pH 2).

As well as a maximum, the spectrum in Figure 4.02 possesses a minimum which

contains a negative region between 270 to 290 nm. The negative absorption is due to

Napropamide having a large ground state absorbance in this region (Figure 4.03). The TDA
spectrum is corrected using equation 3.14 in chapter 3 and the assumption that the yield of
hydroxyl'radicals is equal to the yield of the transient radical (Figure 4.02). Since the yield of
transient radicals is not known for certain, our results shouid not be over interpreted.
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Reducing the radiation dose (and hence the amount of radical and transient) produced

an increased half life of the transient species. The radical therefore decays by second order

kinetics. When the curve was fitted to second order kinetics a decay rate of ZWII =l.lxl0s s-l

was obtained. Using the molar absorbance value given in Figure 4.03, it was determined that

2k = 6.6xL08 M-rs-l. The transient therefore decays by a radical-radical mechanism to form

products.

The ground state corrected spectrum (Figure 4.03) exhibits the same absorption

maximum at 330 nm. The extinction coefficient of this maximum is 6000 M-lcm-l.

The transient species arising from the reaction of Napropamide with hydroxyl radicals

may be formed by one of three ways.

1) One electron oxidation to yield a radical cation Nap *.

2) Hydroxyl radical addition to the aromatic rings.

3) Abstraction of a hydrogen atom from Napropamide.

The reaction of benzene and similar aromatic derivatives with hydroxyl radicals have

characteristic absorbance in the region of 300 to 340 nm [81-94]. This reaction has been

extensively studied and the resulting radical has been determined to be the OH-adduct. The

transient produced by the reaction of Napropamide with the hydroxyl radical absorbs in the

same region as the cyclohexadienyl type radicals, therefore the transient is assigned as a OH-

adduct.

Adjustment of the ionic strength of the solution by addition of NaCIO¿ ( I M) produces

no change in the observed rate of decay of the transient. This implies the transient is neutral,

as an increase in ionic strength would affect the rate of decay of a charged transient 195-971.

This is consistent with the OH-adduct, which would be neutral.

Competition kinetics produced a bimoiecular rate constant determined for the reaction

of the hydroxyl radical with Napropamide of 7 .5 x 10e M-rs-l lpH 6.8, phosphate buffer). The

competitorchosenforthekineticstudywasSCN-(Korr.+ScN-=1.1x1010M-lS-l)[98].The

rate constant indicates that Napropamide reacts with hydroxyl radicals at close to diffusion

controlled rates. The rate constant for the addition of the hydroxyl radical to Napropamide is

similar to that observed for the addition of the hydroxyl radical to a Naphthalene ring, which

has been reported as 9.4x10e M-ts-t [99]. The similar rate constants obtained for the two

compounds further supports the hypothesis that the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with
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Napropamide results in a OH-adduct, since it is known that Naphthalene reacts with hydroxyl

radicals to form this type of transient.

Steady state irradiation of an aqueous Napropamide solution (1.1x10-a M) saturated

with nitrous oxide using cobalt 60 produced a decrease in the absorbance due to Napropamide

at 288 nm (Figure 4.04). The decrease of the absorbance at288 nm was less than expected for

the dose of radiation. Therefore the compounds produced by this reaction must also absorb in

the 288 nm region. Likewise it can also be observed that the products absorb in the region

around 254 nm.

300 320 340 360 380 400
Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.04. Observed change in the optical absorbance of an aqueous Napropamide solution (l.lx10-4 M)
saturated with nitrous oxide and irradiated with gamma irradiation (0 to 200 Gray). Arrows indicate the direction
of absorbance change with radiation dose. Dose rate 80 Gray/hr.

High Perfonnance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) of the resulting irradiated solution

revealed the formation of new products and the decrease in the concentration of Napropamide

(Figure 4.05). The products showed small absorbance at 288 nm and larger absorbance at254
nm. Eight major products (A to H) were observed in the chromatogram, along with other

minor products, all of which except one had retention time less than that of Napropamide.

This makes the products more polar than Napropamide, since the Cs column releases

compounds according to their polarity. This result is consistent with the addition of a

hydroxyl group to the parent compound as the products of this type of reaction are expected to

be more polar. Re-running the solution using a steep acetonitrile gradient to ensure any non-

polar compounds are eluted off the column produced no other peaks in the HpLC trace,

suggesting dimer formation was not occurring. Merga et at.¡0Ol reported that the formation
of hydroxylated products was not as favourable as dimer formation for chlorobenzene. This
phenomenon is not observed in our experiments. The discrepancy in our results may be due
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to the low dose rate employed in the experiment when compared to Merga et aI. (one tenth the

dose rate) U001.

The area of the products formed at 254 nm does not equal the decrease in

Napropamide concentration. The G value for the loss of Napropamide (after 20Vo of

Napropamide had reacted) is 6.1. This value is greater than the G value of the hydroxyl

radical. If second order r€action kinetics are controlling the decay of the OH-adduct to form

hydroxylated derivatéíih¿; a G value of approximately 2.8 would be expected for the loss of

Napropamide. The result suggests that the transient formed is reacting through a pseudo first

order mechanism with Napropamide. This reaction transpires because steady state irradiation

produces a concentration of the transient that is many orders of magnitude less than the pulse

radiolysis study. This effectively allows the pseudo first order reaction between the transient

and Napropamide to compete with the second order radical-radical reaction. The result of the

pseudo first order reaction is high molecular weight compounds that do not elute off the

column readily.
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Figure 4.05. HPLC analysis following the gamma inadiation of a Napropamide (1xl0a M) solution saturated

with nit¡ous oxide. The t¡ace displays the products formed from the reaction of Napropamide with hydroxyl

radicals (A to H). See Figure 4.07 for compound identification.

The rate of Napropamide loss was linear against the concentration of hydroxyl radicals

added to the system (calculated using Frickie Dosimetry) until approximately 30Vo of

Napropamide had reacted (Figure 4.0S). The appearance of the products (Figure 4.08) was

also observed to be linea¡. The loss of linearity after approximately 30Vo of. the Napropamide

had disappeared indicates that products of the fîrst reaction also react with the hydroxyl
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radical. This information is important when considering the practical applications of radiation

mediated decay. To ensure recently formed compounds do not inflict more damage than the

original pesticide the reaction must continue until base compounds are formed. The reaction

of the initial products confirms that the degradation process is continuing.

The structures of the products observed in this trace were determined by electrospray

mass spectrometry and are recorded in Figure 4.07. When Napropamide is fragmented with a

collision gas inside the ion trap of the electrospray (MS2) it showed a loss of i3 Daltons

(NEt2), further collisions (MS3) with this daughter ion produce another loss of 28 Daltons

(CO), and then a further loss of 28 Daltons (HCH3) figure 4.06). The radiation products B to

F all produced the same 288 Daltons parent ion. This corresponds to the addition of an

oxygen atom to the parent molecule Napropamide. Fragmentation of the parent ion produced

the same loss of 73, followedby 28, then another 28 Daltons, as Napropamide. Since the

Napropamide fragmentation resulted in the loss of the chain attached to the aromatic ring, the

addition of the oxygen in the steady state irradiation must be attached to the ring since it
produced the same loss of the chain.

The compound G showed a mass to charge ratio (M+H) of 244 Daltons. This mass to

charge ratio is effectively the replacement of one ethyl group with a hydrogen atom from the

starting compound Napropamide. MS2 fragmentation of this compound produced daughter

ions at 199 and 171 Daltons, the same as the fragmentation products as observed for

Napropamide. This product must be Napropamide with a hydrogen replacing an ethyl group

on the amide.

Formation of the compounds B to F would occur through the disproportionation

reaction of the cyclohexadienyl transients to generate the observed .product and a

Napropamide molecule. Compound G's formation will be discussed in section 4.3.
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Figure 4.06. MS4 fragmentation of Napropamide using an electrospray mass spect¡ometer
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Figure 4.07. Products (B to G) of the gamma radiolysis of an aqueous Napropamide in nit¡ous oxide saturated

solution as determined by the analysis of electrospray mass spectrometric fragmentation data. Location of the

hydroxyl groups are not unambiguously assignable in structures B to F. See text for discussion.

The exact position of the addition of the hydroxyt radical to the naphthalene ring could

not be determined from the mass spectral data. The hydroxyl radical is electrophilic in nature

and therefore will react at the site of greatest electron density in the ring. Schuler et al. ll0l)
observed that hydroxyl radicals react with biphenyl at the electron rich ortho and para sites in

preference to the electron poor meta site. Ab initio calculations were used to analyse the

structure of the Napropamide molecule using natural population analysis. The calculations

assign a charge to each'atom in the molecule relative to every other atom in the system. The

full results of these calculations are recorded in appendix 1. As would be expected, the

smallest electron density on the ring carbons is on the carbons next to the oxygen. The most

electron dense carbons are those which are ortho or para to the electron donating oxygen' It is

suspected that the hydroxyl addition will occur here.
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4.3 REACTION OF NAPROPAMIDE WITH THE HYDROXYL
RADICAL IN ACIDIC SOLUTION

The TDA spectrum obtained from the pulse radiolysis of Napropamide (1x10-a M) in

acidic solution (pH 2, HCIO4) saturated with nitrous oxide can be observed to be different

from the spectrum recorded at neutral pH (Figure 4.09). Displayed also is the spectrum after

the contributing effects of the hydrogen atom are subtracted. Comparison of the effect of pH

on the transient species is shown more effectively in the molar absorbance spectra (Figure

4.03) because it takes into account the lower G value of the hydroxyl radical at pH 2 and the

effect of the hydrogen atom. From these figures the transient produced by the reaction of

Napropamide with hydroxyl radical at pH 2 cannot be assigned to the same transient produced

by the neutral pH reaction.
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Figure 4.09. TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Napropamide solution (lxl04M)
saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 2, HCIO4). (t Directly after the pulse and corrected for the absorbance of the
hydrogen atoms absorbance). Dotted lines are of the absorbance of the hydrogen atom (see figure 4.27) and the
combined absorbance ofthe hydroxyl radical and the hydrogen atom.

A plot of absorbance versus pH at 375 nm is shown in Figure 4.10. This gives a pK"

for the radical of 2.2. The behaviour of the absorbance at 375 nm indicates the transient can

be protonated at iow pH. Since this acid-base equilibria does not occur for Napropamide, it
can be concluded that this is a property of the radical. The differences in the TDA spectra

observed could be due to the rapid transformation of this transient species to a radical cation.

This reaction requires a large concentration of hydrogen ions to be present and results in the

addition of a hydrogen atom and the elimination of a water molecule from the transient

species.
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The rate constant for the reaction of Napropamide with the hydroxyl radical at pH 2

was determined using the competition kinetics technique to be 7.5x10e M-1s-1. This is the

same rate constant reported at neutral pH. This was expected since Napropamide remains

neutral at pH 2. The absence of any change in the rate constant for the reaction is consistent

with the hydroxyl radical adding to the ring, and the resulting transient undergoing

protonation to produce the spectrum shown in Figure 4.09.
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Figure 4.10. Variation of the t¡ansient absorbance with solution pH of aqueous Napropamide solution

(txtO4M) sarurared with nitrous oxide (pH adjusted using phosphate buffers and HCIO¿). Data is fitted with a

curve of best fit. Dara were measured at 375 nm. pK^ (375 nm) =2.2. Anows indicate the inflection point.

Gamma inadiation coupled with HPLC of a Napropamide (1x10-a M) solution

saturated with nitrous oxide at pH 2 (HCIO4) revealed that only one compound was formed'

wþg¡apropam¡d€-ì\¡as.æsçlgflgllq-w-pH (pHZ,HCIO4) (Figure 4.12). This product is one

of the minor species (G, Figure 4.05) formed in the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with

Napropamide at neutral pH. The same retention time of the compound in this reaction

suggests that it is the s¿une as compound G of Figure 4.05 . Electrospray mass spectrometry

confirms that the two products are the same by producing the same mass to charge ratio and

fragmentation pattern.

The product formed by the reaction of the hydroxyl radical at pH 2 would suggest that

the electrophilic addition of the hydroxyl radical to the aromatic ring is not as favourable as

the abstraction of hydrogen from the CH2 group on the amide. Considering the previous

evidence of similar rate constants for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with Napropamide at

neutral and low pH, the hydroxyl radical must react to form a OH-adduct which then forms a
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radical cation and then the observed product. Radical cations have previously been studied

using halogenated benzene compounds. It is known from these studies that radical cations a¡e

powerful one electron oxidants, removing electrons from halide ions [86-88, 90]. Without the

presence of any other compounds it is possible that intramolecular electron transfer takes

place, leading to the formation of the species observed in the HPLC chromatogram (Figure

4.rt).

CH:XCO)NEø CH¡XCO)NEtz

oH'

a

(CH¡XCO)NHEt (CH¡XCO)NEI

.<

Figure 4.11. Proposed scheme for the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with Napropamide at pH 2, See text for
discussion.
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Figure 4.l2.HPLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of a Napropamide (lx10{M) solution sarurared
with nitrous oxide at pH 2 (HCloa). The trace displays rhe producr fórmed from the reacrion of Napropamide
with hydroxyl radicals atpH2. see Figure 4.oj for the compound identif,rcation.

A plot of the peak area at 15 minutes versus the pH was attempted between the pH
values of 1.4 and 6. The results of this experiment indicated that the product had not fully
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formed at the lowest pH, with a sharp increase in the a¡ea sta¡ting at pH 2.5. The increase in

pH had not levelled off by pH 1.4 and lower pH values could not be tested due to the damage

a solution of this type would inflict on the HPLC column. While this experiment failed to

produce a result which could be compared to the pulse radiolysis pKu, it does indicate that the

pK" of the product is in the same region.

4.4 REACTION OF NAPROPAMIDE \ryITH THE HYDROXYL
RADICAL IN THE PRESENCE OF OXYGEN

The TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of Napropamide (1x10-4 M)

saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen (4:1 v/v) is shown in Figure 4.13. The TDA spectrum

appeaß simila¡ to that observed in Figure 4.02, except that the absorbance was approximately

half. Comparison of the decay rates of the transient species indicated a change from second

order kinetics to initial first order kinetics (Figure 4.I4). This indicates that transients

produced by the reaction of Napropamide with the hydroxyl radical react with oxygen through

initial pseudo first order kinetics. This is consistent with the OH-adduct mechanism as carbon

centred radicals are known to react rapidly with oxygen [48, 82,84, 102, 103]. The transient

produced by the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with Naphthalene has also been observed to

undergo a reaction with oxygen. The transient produced a similar TDA spectrum to that of

the de-oxygenated solution.
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Figure 4.13. TDA spectrum obtained from the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Napropamide (lx104 M) solution

sarurared with niuous oxide/oxygen (4:1 v/v) ai pH 6.8 (phosphate buffer). Spectrum recorded 10 ps after the

pulse.
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The inset of Figure 4.15 shows the change in the ultra violet spectrum obtained upon

garnma irradiation of an aqueous nitrous oxide/oxygen saturated solution containing

Napropamide (1x10-4 M). The change in spectra can be observed to be different from that

observed for the de-oxygenated system. This spectrum indicates a large loss at 288 nm and a

large increase in absorption at 250 nm. The HPLC chromatogram of the same solution was

observed to be different f¡om the trace for the de-oxygenated solution (Figure 4.15).
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Figure 4.14. Comparison of the pulse radiolysis üaces obtained from a solution of Napropamide (lxl04 M)
saturated with nitrous oxide and nitrous oxide/oxygen (4:l v/v). Absorbance data were collected at 330 nm.
Traces are normalised. Both radiation pulses are 2.5 ps long with dose of 10.4 Grays per pulse.
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Figure 4.15' HPLC analysis following gamma inadiation of an aqueous nit¡ous oxide/oxygen saturared solution
containing Napropamide (lxlOa M). Product's identity displayãd in Figure 4.16. Insel shows the observed
change in absorbance of the same solution (0 to 240 Gray). Arrows indicate the direction of absorbance change
with radiation dose. Dose rate 80 GrayÆrr.
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The a¡ea for the products is consistent with the observed change for the U.V. spectrum

at 254 nm. This result is in agreement with the hypothesis postulated in section 4.2, that is, a

pseudo first order reaction is transpiring between the OH-adduct and Napropamide in de-

oxygenated solution. The transient reacts faster with oxygen than it does with Napropamide

to form compounds which are more polar than those postulated in section 4.2 fot the pseudo

first order reaction between the OH-adduct and Napropamide, thus all the products are

detected in this trace.

OH

OH
B,C,I,J

nlz=304

A

nJz=288

CH3)CONEt2

oHc(Ho

oHC(HO)

E,H

ttJz=3Q6

D?
mJz=302

F,G

nlz=336

Figure 4.16. Compounds (A to J) of rhe gamma radiolysis of an aqueous Napropamide (1x104 M) solution

saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen as determined by the analysis of electrospray mass spectrometric

fragmentation data. Location of the new functional groups are not unambiguously assignable in structures A to J'

See text for discussion.

Collection of the products allowed for determination of the compounds observed in

Figure 4.16 using electlospray mass spectrometry and the MSn techniques.

products of the reaction of benzene with hydroxyl radicals in the presence of oxygen

have been studied previously by Pan et at. 1821. Compounds A To C and E to J are

derivatives similar to those observed in the Pan et a/. study. Product D's mass to charge ratio

(302 Daltons) equated to the addition of two oxygen atoms and the loss of two hydrogen

atoms from the starting compound Napropamide. This type of compound has not previously

been observed, possibly equating to either epoxide or carbonyl formation. Mass spectral data

did not allow for exact determination. The Pan et aI. study also showed a number of

compounds which resulted in fragmentation of the ring. This v/as not observed to the same
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extent in the current study. Two reasons for the observed difference in the results is

postulated. The first is that the fused ring system of the Naphthalene does not allow for the

correct positioning for the attachment of the second 02 such that the ring can fragment.

Secondly, it is also possible that these fragmentation products are forming, but do not absorb

at254 nm, and are therefore are not detected by the HPLC detector.

4.5 REACTION OF
OXIDANTS

NAPROPAMIDE WITH ONE ELECTRON

The dichloride radical anion formed in the pulse radiolysis of oxygen saturated sodium

chloride (0.02 M), Napropamide solution (2 x I}'a M) at pH 2 (HClOa) reacts as a srrong one

electron oxidant with a redox potential of 2.09 V (versus NHE) t431. The reaction of the

dichloride radical anion with Napropamide was studied by following the decay of the

dichloride radical anion absorption band at 340 nm. It was observed that in the presence of
Napropamide (2xI0-a M) this band decayed faster and by first order kinetics instead of second

order kinetics (Figure 4.I7).
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Figure 4.17. Comparison of the pulse radiolysis traces produced at 340 nm, with and without the presence of
Napropamide (2x10-a M) in an oiyg"n saturaied solution of NaCl (0.02 M) solurion (pH 2,HCIO4), indicating
that a reaction between the dichloride radical anion and Napropamide had occurred.

This indicates that'the following reaction has taken place.

Nap + Cl2'- + Nup* +2Cl- (4.02)

The bimolecular rate constant was determined toibe 8.3 x 108 M-ls-l from the slope of a plot
of the pseudo first order tut. çsn-stlnt against the concentration of Napropamide (5 to
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2Oxl0-s M). Time resolved studies initially produced a broad absorption with l,'* at 340 nm

due to the formation of the dichloride radical anion. Using the pseudo first order rate constant

it was determined that twenty microseconds after the pulse more than 90Vo of the dichloride

radical anion had reacted with the Napropamide, and thus the spectrum showed is mainly due

to the transient of this reaction. The spectrum exhibited a peak at 380 nm (Figure 4.18) and

while different to that observed in Figure 4.09, does produce the same maximtm for the

transient produced by the hydroxyl radicals reaction with Napropamide. It is therefore

possible to assign the spectrum to the same transient produced by the hydroxyl radical and

Napropamide at pH 2. The spectrum must therefore be due to the radical cation.
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Figure 4.18. Time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Napropamide solution

(ZilO"lr4), with 0.02 M Chloride ion, sarurated with oxygen atpH2 (HCIO4). (r Directly after the pulse, o 10¡rs

,r20ps,r50ps).

A HpLC chromatogram of the steady state irradiated solution of Napropamide

(1x10-a M) and sodium chloride (0.02 M) at pH 2 saturated with q41gq.q" qãi99. showed the

formation óf several compounds (Figure 4.20). One compound is detected at I4'5 minutes,

the same retentlon time as observed for the hydroxyl radical's major product at low pH'

Studies of the reactions of other radical anions such as the'Tulfate, dibromide,

thiosulfate radical anions with Napropamide were also conducted. The transient absorption

spectra resulting from these reactions is shown in Figure 4.19. The graphs display the spectra

recorded after at least 90Vo of the radical anion has reacted (determined from the pseudo first

order decay rate). It is observed that the spectra resulting from the reaction with the dichloride

and sulfate radical anions appÇar similar. The dichloride radical anion shows an absorbance
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less than the sulfate radical anion. This is due to a lower G value for dichloride radical anion

(2.8) t52l than the sulfate radical anion (3.3) t43). This suggests the two transient species are

similar. The dibromide radical anion produced a TDA spectrum different to that shown by the

other two radicals, suggesting the formation of another radical species. The reaction of the

dibromide radical anions is a lot slower than the other two radical reactions (Table 4.01). The

transients produced may be decaying while the reaction with the dibromide radical anion is

still occurring. This would iead to a situation where the full absorbance of the transient is not

observed. The bimolecular rate constant for each of the other reactions of the radical anions

was determined by a plot of the pseudo first order rate constant against the concentration of

Napropamide. As expected the bimolecular rate constant dec¡eases with the oxidising power

of the radical anion.
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Figure 4.19. TDA specÍa recorded for the reaction of Napropamide (2xlOaM) with I Br2'- (150 ¡rs), o SO4'-
(10 ¡rs), r Cl2'- (20 ps). Experimental conditions are as follows: Brz'-; pH 6.8, 0.02 M NaBr, oxygen sarurared.
SO¿'-; pH 6'8,0.02 M SzOe=,0.1 M r-butyl alcohol, nitrogen saturated. Cl2'-; pH 2, O.O2 M NaCl, oxygen
saturated.

rate constants determined for the reaction of Napropamide with one
Rates were determined from the slope of a plot of

o

^
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t^^

Radical pH Rate of reaction with
N

r't)

Wavelength of Determination
(nm)

Clz'- 2.0 8.3 x108 340

SO¿'- 6.8 1.9x10e 460

Brz 6.8 7.2x107 360

Table 7

rate constant against the concentration of Napropamide (50 to 200 pM).
the pseudo first order
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Unlike the dichloride radical anion the sulfate and dibromide radical anion can both be

readily formed at neutral pH. The TDA spectra of both radicals at pH 2 (HCIO+) correlated

with their spectra recorded at neutral pH. This implies that the one electron transfer reaction

from the radical anions to Napropamide is pH independent between pH 2 andpHT.

Napropamide was also reacted with the thiosulfate radical anion, azide radical and the

diiodide radical anions but no increase in the decay rates of these radicals was observed. fi*.

resolved studies indicated that there were no new absorbance maxima present between 250
2l

nm and 500 nm ìTh. dibtomide radical anion has a redox potential of 1.77 V (versus NHE)

[43] white the thiosulfate radical anion and the azide radical anion have redox potential's of

1.3 and 1.4 V respectively 167,104, 1051. Since Napropamide reacts with the dibromide

radical anion and not the thiosulfate radical anion or the azide radical anion the redox

potential for the Nap'*A{ap couple in reaction 4.03 must be between 1.17 and 1.4 V (versus

NHE).

Nap + Xz'- -) Nup*' +2X- (4.03)

HpLC traces resulting from the reactions of the dibromide radical anion and sulfate

radical anion with Napropamide after gamma irradiation are recorded in Figure 4-20.
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Figure 4.20. HPLC chromatograms recorded for the reaction of dichloride, dibromide and the sulfate radical

union, with Napropamide (lxiOt M¡. Experimental conditions a¡e as follows: Br2'-; pH 6.8, 0'02 M NaBr'

oxygen saturateã. SOo'-; ptt 6.8, 0.02 M SzOe=, 0.1 M r-butyl alcohol, nitrogen saturated. Clz' - ; PH 2, O'02 M

NuCt, o*yg"n saturated. ih" t u.", display the compounds formed from the reaction of Napropamide with the

radical anions. See text for discussion on the identification of specific products'
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The product distribution of the dichlo¡ide and sulfate radical anions produce two

compounds of simila¡ retention time. The dibromide radical anion, however, produces one

species which corresponds to the dichloride and sulfate radical anions, but the other major

product (15 minutes) is missing. In its place several other compounds are observed, including

one at a retention time longer than that of Napropamide.

Mass spectral analysis of the compounds produced in the one electron oxidation

reaction indicates that the sulfate radical anion's and dichloride radical anion's peak at 15

minutes were two different compounds. The 15 minute compound for the dichloride radical

anion had a parent ion of 244, while the sulfate radical anion had a parent ion of 326 Daltons.

The dichloride radical anion produced the compound observed at 15 minutes from the

hydroxyl radical at low pH. The fragmentation pattern of the parent ion also produced the

same daughter ions as the pH 2 hydroxyl radical experiment. Since it was postulated that this

transient proceeded through a radical cation to form the end species and dichloride radical

anions initially form this transient anyway, the formation of this compound is not surprising.

The major product in the dichloride radical anion reaction at7.5 minutes had a parent ion of -

226 Daltons which is 46 Daltons less than the starting compound. No fragmentation could be

obtained on this compound and a structure could not be assigned. The minor peak at 5
minutes did not produce a parent ion that could be distinguished from the base line.

The major peak in the HPLC trace for the reaction of the dibromide radical anion was

observed at 7 minutes and had a parent ion of 226 Daltons suggesting that it was a similar (or

the same) compound as that observed for the equivalent peak in the dichloride radical anion.

The compounds at 4.5 and 6 minutes had parent ions of 226 and,324 Daltons respectively.

While the compound with the parent ion of 226 Daltons did not undergo any observable

fragmentation, the 324 Daltons parent ion did. Two daughter ions were observed using MS2

:ì-agmentation at 231 and 197 Daltons. Since the parent ion is 54 Daltons mo¡e than the

starting compound it is likely that dimerisation followed by the breakdown of the resulting
product occurred to form the observed compound. The compound which is at the longest

retention time in this HPLC trace had two parent ions of equal intensity at 350 and 352
Daltons' The isotope pattern suggests the addition of bromine atom to the molecule. The

parent ion equates to addition of the a bromine atom and the loss of a hydrogen atom from
Napropamide. Fragmentation of the 350 Daltons parent ion produced a daughter ion at 276
Daltons (minus NMe2), further fragmentation produced another daughter ion at l9g Daitons
(minus B.tn). The fragmentation data suggests that the bromine atom is located on the
naphthalene ring since fragmentation of Napropamide did not lead to the formation of
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daughter ion of 199 Daltons. This ion consists of the naphthalene ring and the chain up to the

carbonyl group. The 198 Daltons peak is produced by the loss of the bromine atom from the

bromine substituted equivalent ion of the Napropamide ion, If the loss of the bromine atom

was to come from the chain, the ion would have a mass of 199 Daltons since it is now

equivalent to the Napropamide ion, however, if the bromine atom was on the ring and was

lost, then the daughter ion would be one Dalton less because the ion is missing one hydrogen

when compared to the equivalent Napropamide ion. The observed 198 Daltons daughter ion

in the fragmentation pattern confirms that the bromine atom is attached to the ring, The exact

position of the bromine atom in the ring could not be determined from the mass spectrometry.

The formation of this compound must result from the addition of the bromine atom from the

dibromide radical anion. This type of reaction has been observed before by Cruco et al. U06l

and can be summarised by the following reaction,

Br2'- + RH -+ RHBr'+ Br (4.04)

The resulting transient from reaction 4.04 must then proceed to react with another

radical to reform Napropamide and the species observed.

The compound observed at7 minutes in the HPLC trace between the reaction of the

sulfate radical with Napropamide was determined to have a parent ion of mass to charge ratio

of 22l Daltons. This is one Dalton greater than the corresponding peaks in the dibromide and

dichloride radical anions. Unlike those parent ions, the sulfate radical anion's parent ion did

fragment to produce daughter ions at 209,199,185 and 171 Daltons. The presence of the 199

and 171Daltons daughter ions indicates the ring structure of the compound is still intact' No

structure could be assigned to this compound from the data obtained. It is possible however

that the 227 peak is not the parent ion and the actual parent ion breaks down during the

ionisation process and is therefore not observed as the base peak. The other major product

observed in the HPLC trace produced a parent ion with a mass to charge ratio of 344 Daltons'

Fragmentation of the parent ion produced a daughter ion at 326 Daltons (minus 18, OHz).

Fragmentation of the daughter ion produced a grand-daughter ion at 253 Daltons (minus 73,

NEt2), Further fragmentation produced a great grand-daughter ion at 225 Daltons (minus 48,

CO) followed by another at 183 Daltons (minus 42, OCCHù. The fragmentation pattern of

this compound indicates the ring is still intact but with an additional 72 Daltons. This

suggests the addition of a group with a mass to charge ratio of 72 Daltons to the ring.

Tertiary-butyl alcohol has a mass to charge ratio of 74 Daltons, the loss of one hydrogen from

the Napropamide and another from the t-butyl alcohol would produce a molecule with mass to
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charge ratio of 344 Daltons. The compound at 15 minutes is therefore assigned to the
addition of a /-butyl alcohol to the Napropamide. The initial radical cation formed from the
reaction of Napropamide with the sulfate radical anion reacted with the l-butyl alcohol in a
similar way as was reported in the acid generated radical cation intramolecular reaction.

Compounds at 15 minutes for the dichloride and sulfate radical anions both have

similar retention times but the mass spectral data has revealed the two as completely different
species.

Ab initio calculations were performed on Napropamide minus one electron from its
full electron set at I#16-3lG** (with a doublet multiplicity) to determine the spin surface. A
spin calculation indicated the difference in alpha and beta spin orbitals and is reported in
Figure a.2I (a). This shows the unpaired electron is stabilised over the ring as would be

expected, and can be described by the resonance stabilisation as observed in Figure 4.22.
Calculations indicate that the electron taken by the one electron oxidants comes from the ring.

The optimised structure of Napropamide was calculated in the gas phase and therefore any

direct comparison to the aqueous phase should be done with appropriate caution. Figure 4.21

(b) displays the HoMo for Napropamide in the gas phase. It can be observed from this
illustration that the HOMO is also on the ring and therefore it is probable that the electron

was initially removed from this orbital. This is to be expected since the HOMO would be the
first orbital the one electron oxidant encounters.

(a) (b)

\\r

f igure 4.21. Plots of the electron qpin density surface (a), and highest occupied molecula¡ orbital (HOMO) (b),of Napropamide as detennined, by ab initio molecr:Iar orbital ti"oty. Calcr¡lations were performed at theHF/6-3IG+* level of t.oty' The electron spin density su¡face represents the difference in overall electron
density between ø and p (ie. Spin up versus spin down) elecfons. Þtot (a) was determined with a molecular
charge of +1 ¡¡¿ a multiplicity of 2. Plot (b) was determined for the neutral molecule possessing a
corresponding multiplicity of +1,
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Figure 4.22. Resonance structures accounting for calculated difference in electron spin density for a and p
electrons in the Napropamide radical cation. The difference in elect¡on was illustrated in Figure 4.21.

4.6 REACTION OF
ELECTRON

.*4

NAPROPAMIDE WITH THE HYDRATED

The absorbance of the hydrated electron at 640 nm was observed to increase in the

presence of small amounts of Napropamide (1x10-a M). This indicates a reaction between the

hydrated electron and Napropamide has occurred. The time resolved TDA spectra obtained

on the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous N (1x10'a M) solution containing /-butyl

alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen(pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) is shown in Figure 4.23.

This exhibits an absorbance peak at 330 nm.
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Figure 4.23.Tímeresolved TDA spectra obtained on the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Napropamide (1xl04M)
solution containing, r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer). (r Directly after,

o 20 ps, and ¡ 100 ¡rs after the pulse).

Though this spectrum appears similar to that observed for the reaction of the hydroxyl

radical with Napropamide, the size of the absorbance is significantly lower than that of the
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hydroxyl radical adduct. Even when the G value for the hydrated electron is taken into

account (2.7 versus 5.5) the absorbance of the hydrated electron adduct at the maximum of

330 nm is significantly lower (0.048 versus 0.076 for the OH-adduct).

The reaction of the hydrated electron with Napropamide should initially result in the

addition of an electron to Napropamide (ie. Nap'-). The site of the radical attack cannot be

determined by pulse radiolysis. Potential sites for radical addition in the molecule include the

carboxyl group on the side chain and the naphthalene ring, as these functional groups are both

known to react with hydrated electrons.

The bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of Napropamide with the hydrated

electron was determined at pH 7.0 (phosphate buffer and NaOH) from the slope of a plot of

the observed pseudo first order rate constant against the concentration of Napropamide. The

method produced a rate constant of 8.6x10e M-1s-1. Rate constants for the reaction of the

hydrated electron for naphthalene, acetone and N-Ethylacetamide are recorded below.

Naphthalene k=6.3x10e trrt-ts-' ¡t071

N-Ethylacetamide k=l.4x107 M-ls-t [108]

Acetone k=7.7x10eM-1s-r t1091

The rate constant information contained above indicates that the reaction of the hydrated

electron with the naphthalene ring is rapid while reactions with a simple amide is slow in

comparison to other molecules containing carbonyl groups like acetone. Presumably this is

due to the resonance stability the carbonyl provides to the nitrogen group of the amide. It is

therefore likely that the hydrated electron reacts with the naphthalene ring of Napropamide

since it has a similar rate constant to Naphthalene.

The maximum at 330 nm was observed to decay by second order kinetics with 2WeI =

4.4xI0s s-t. This indicates the transient decays to products by radical-radical mechanisms.

Gamma irradiation of an aqueous Napropamide (ix10-4 M) solution, containing l-butyl

alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) produced the HPLC

chromatogram shown in Figure 4.24. It indicates the formation of one major product at a

retention time of 10.5 minutes.

Electrospray mass spectral analysis of the major product shows a parent ion mass to

charge ratio of 545 Daltons. MS2 experiments showed that the parent ion produced a daughter

ion at 418 Daltons. A MS3 experiment produced a peak at274 Daltons. This compound
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corresponds to the singularly hydrogenated dimerised form of Napropamide (Figure 4.25).

This suggest the hydrated electron attaches to the naphthalene ring of the Napropamide

molecule, The transient produced by this reaction then reacts to add a hydrogen atom to form

the hydrogen radical adduct of Napropamide. The species then reacts with itself to form the

final product. The absence of other compounds in the HPLC trace suggests there is one site

which is preferential for attachment of the hydrogen ion. This site cannot be determined

using mass spectral data obtained.
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Figure 4,24. HPLC analysis following the ganìma irradiation of an aqueous Napropamide

1titO4 M) solution, containing t-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer)' The

trace displays the product formed from the reaction of Napropamide with the hydrated electron (10,5 minutes)'

See Figure 4,25 for product identification. Inset, Observed change in optical absorbance of the same solution (0

to 350 Gray). Arrows indicate the direction of absorbance change with radiation dose. Dose rate 80 Gray/ht',
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Figure 4.25, Reaction pathway for the reaction of the hydrated electron with Napropamide' The location of the

hvdrosen in the above scheme is arbitrary as the mass spectra data is unable to determine the exact site of attack,
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Ab initio calculations were performed on Napropamide plus one electron in its full
electron set at HF/6-31G** (with a doublet multiplicity) to determine the spin surface @igure
a.26 (a)). This shows location of the unpaired electron over the ring as expected from
experimental results, The optimised structure of Napropamide was calculated in the gas

phase and therefore any direct comparison to the aqueous phase should be.performed with
appropriate caution. Figure 4.21 (b) displays the LUMO for Napropamide in the gas phase.

It can be observed from this illustration that the LIJMO is also on the ring and therefore it is
probable that the electron was initially added from this orbital. This is to be expected since

the LUMO would be the first orbital the nucleophilic hydrated electron would encounter.

(a) (b)

F'igure 4.26. Plots of the electon qpin density surface uhr ortital (LIIMO) (b),of Napropamide as determined, byab initio moleqtl were performed at theÍIF/6-31G** level of theory. Plot (a) was determined w a muttþlicity of 2. plot
(b) was determined for the neuml molecule possessing a corresponding multiplicity of 1.

4.7 REACTION OF I\APROPAMIDE \ryITH THE ITYDROGEN ATOM

Figure 4'27 shows the time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis
of an aqueous Napropamide (1x10-aM) solution containin g, t-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated

with nitrogen (pH 2, IJCIOò. It exhibits an absorption peak with a maximum at 325 nm.
This spectrum appears similar to that observed for the reaction of the hydrated electron with
Napropamide. From the proposed mechanism for the reaction of the hydrated electron with
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Napropamide the observed spectra is to be expected. The magnitude of the peak at 330 nm is

slightly higher than that observed for the hydrated electron because the G value of the

hydrogen atom is slight greater than that of the hydrated electron (3.1 versus 2.7).

Formation kinetics conducted on the maximum at 325 nm produced a bimolecular rate

constant for the reaction of Napropamide with hydrogen atoms of 4.9x10e M-rs-l. Comparison

of the rate constant for Naphthalene with the hydrogen atom (3.4x10e M-ls-r) [1 10], indicates a

similar magnitude to that recorded for the reaction with Napropamide. The simila¡ity in the

rate constants would suggest Napropamide proceeds through a similar reaction mechanism to

naphthalene.

-0.005

-0.01 390 410 430 450250 2'10 290 3r0 330 350 370

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.2j. Time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Napropamide

tälOl frlj rolution conraining, r-uuty-t alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 2, HCIO¿). (r Directly after,

r 20 ps, and r 100 Ps after the Pulse)

Transient species arising from the reaction of Napropamide with hydrogen atoms may

result from th¡ee potential mechanisms

1) Hydrogen atom addition to a double bond,

2) One electron reduction to yieid a radical anion (Nap -)

3) Abstraction of a hydrogen from Napropamide' [63]

Since the TDA spectrum is similar in shape to that of a H-adduct obtained for the

addition of the hydrogen atom to naphthalene, the addition of the hydrogen atom to

Napropamide is probabty principally responsible for the spectrum observed. This reaction has

been studied extensively in the past and the reaction mechanism established, as shown in
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Figure 4.28 149, 64, 66, 83, 86-88, 92l.The HPLC trace (Figure 4.29) following gamma

irradiation of an aqueous Napropamide (1x10-4 M) solution containing /-butyl alcohol (0.1 M)

saturated with nitrogen (pH 2, HCIO4) showed the presence of three compounds which absorb

at 254 nm. One of these species (product C) absorbs at 288 nm and has a very similar

absorption spectrum to that of Napropamide. This compound is also at the same retention

time as the only product produced in the hydrated electron reaction. The electrospray mass

spectral data of this compound exhibits the same mass to charge ratio as well as the same

fragmentation pattern of the major product from the hydrated electron reaction. This

compound can therefore be assigned as the result of the hydrogen atom addition to the

aromatic ring, followed by the reaction of the transient with itself to form the dimer observed

in the reaction with the hydrated electron. The parent ion indicates no loss of molecular

hydrogen to reform the more thermodynamically stable aromatic compound.

)CONEtz ONEt2

--+ H
2x

a
H

H

H

H

a

mlz=545

Figure 4.28' Reaction pathway for the reaction of the hydrogen atom with Napropamide. The position of the
hydrogen in the above scheme is arbitrary as the mass spectral data is unable to determine the exact site of attack.

Product distribution for the reaction of the hydrogen atom with Napropamide shows

the formation of numerous and small peaks in the HPLC chromatogram when compared to
that observed for the equivalent HPLC trace involving the hydrated electron. Most of these

peaks were too small for any confident mass spectral results to be obtained, with only two
peaks producing positive results. These were compounds A and B which both produced a

mass to charge ratio of 274 Daltons, colresponding to addition of two hydrogen atoms to
Napropamide. Fragmentation data using the MS2 techniques showed formation of a daughter

ion at 201 Daltons' The MS3 experiment produced daughter ions at 145 and 130 Daltons. The
f

data indicate{ that the addition of hydrogen occurs on the ring, as the fragmentation pattern

indicates that the side chain has remained at the same mass to charge ratio while the
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naphthalene ring is two Daltons above that of the corresponding fragmentation in

Napropamide. The mass spectral data does not indicate the position of attachment to the ring

by the hydrogens.

Time (min)

Figure 4.2g. HPLC chromatogram following the gamma irradiation of an aqueous Napropamide (1x104 M)
solution containing t-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 2, HCIO4). The t¡ace displays the

products formed from the reaction of Napropamide with the hydrogen atom (A to C). See Figures 4.28 and 2.30

for product identihcation.

H

Figure 4.30. Compounds A and B of the gamma irradiation of a Napropamide (1xl0a M) solution containing 0' 1

M t-butyl alcohol, saturated with nitrogen (pH 2, HCIO4) as determined by the analysis of electrospray mass

spectromeEic fragmentation data. Location of the hydrogen atoms are not ambiguously assignable in st¡uctures

A and B. See text for details.

4.8 REACTION OF NAPROPAMIDE \ryITH REDUCING RADICALS.

Pulse radiolysis of a nitrous oxide saturated solution containing sodium formate (0.02

M) and Napropamide (1x104 M) produced a maximum below 250 nm with no other

absorbance maximum observed. Absorbance detected was due to formation of the carbon

dioxide radical. Time resolved studies indicated the presence of no new absorption in the

range of 250 to 600 nm. This suggests the carbon dioxide radical does not react 'with
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Napropamide. The redox potential of the carbon dioxide radical has been determined to be

-2.0V (versus NHE) [43, 111]. This suggests that the redox potential for the NapÆ.{ap'- is

more negative than -2.0 Y. Therefore, Nap' - is a strong reducing agent with a reduction

potential between -2.0 and -2.9 V (versus NHE).

4.9 OVERVIEW OF THE RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF
NAPROPAMIDE

For the first time this study has allowed the elucidation of the radiation chemistry of

aqueous Napropamide. The new chemistry for Napropamide is summarised in Figure 4.31.
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Figure 4.31. Overview of the radiation chemistry discovered in this study

The TDA spectrum obtained from the reaction of Napropamide with hydroxyl radicals

suggests the formation of a OH-adduct as an intermediate. The rate constant obtained for the

reaction of Napropamide with the hydroxyl radical is similar to that of naphthalene's reaction
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with the hydroxyl radical. Reaction of naphthalene with the hydroxyl radical is known to

proceed through a OH-adduct intermediate, supporting our hypothesis.

The decay rate of the OH-adduct shows no dependence on the ionic strength of the

solution, therefore the transient is neutral. The transient decays by second order kinetics,

indicating that degradation products are formed by radical-radical reactions. HPLC

characterisation of compounds formed by reactions of Napropamide with the hydroxyl radical

showed that these compounds have a retention time less than Napropamide. This suggests

that the degradation products are more polar than Napropamide. Mass spectrometric studies

have determined that the five major products each have masses equivalent to the addition of

one oxygen atom to the Napropamide molecule. Comparison of the mass spectrometric

fragmentation data collected for Napropamide with that of the newly formed compounds

indicate that the oxygen is attached to the naphthalene ring. This is in agreement with what

we have determined through the pulse radiolysis studies. The rate of Napropamide loss and

the formation of products from the reaction of Napropamide with the hydroxyl radical is

initially linear under steady state inadiation. As the amount of hydroxyl radicais is increased

past 30Vo of Napropamide's concentration, the loss of Napropamide and the formation of

products follows a higher order kinetic mechanism. This result suggests that the products of

the initial reaction also reacts with the hydroxyl radical to form (uncharacterised) compounds.

TDA spectrum obtained upon reaction of the hydroxyl radical with Napropamide at

pH 2 differs from that obtained for the same reaction at neutral pH. As such, transients

formed from the two reactions could not be assigned as the same species. The rate constant

for the reaction of Napropamide with the hydroxyl radical at pH 2 is not markedly different to

that obtained from the addition of the hydroxyl radical to Napropamide at neutral pH. The

similarity in rate constants suggests that the hydroxyl radical adds to the naphthalene ring at

pH 2 and the transient formed then reacts with hydrogen atoms producing a radical cation.

Transient absorbance aT.375 nm for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with Napropamide

showed a pH dependence typical of an acid-base equilibria. Gamma irradiation coupled with

HPLC of Napropamide at pH 2, has shown that the compounds observed for the reaction of

Napropamide with the hydroxyl radical at neutral pH are no longer formed. Instead, a single

product is observed. Mass spectral fragmentation data indicate that this compound is, in fact,

Napropamide with a hydrogen atom replacing one ethyl group. The exact mechanism for the

formation of the observed product could not be determined from the data collected.
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The transient produced from the reaction of Napropamide with the hydroxyl radical

has been shown to be reactive with oxygen. Gamma inadiation coupled with HPLC shows

formation of different compounds than those obtained for the de-oxygenated experiment.

Mass spectral fragmentation data indicates that the products result from the addition of

molecular oxygen to the transient. The newly produced transient then reacts to form the

observed products. A previous study found that addition of a single oxygen atom to the

starting compound was the most prevalent product for the reaction of benzene with the

hydroxyl radical in the presence of oxygen [82]. Napropamide reacts to produce compounds

with the addition of two oxygen atoms. It has also been observed that fragmentation of the

ring structure seen for benzene is not occurring for the equivalent Napropamide reaction. The

difference in results arise because the naphthalene ring of Napropamide reduces the chance for

the correct positioning of the second oxygen molecule which is required for the ring

fragmentation.

TDA spectra obtained from the reaction of Napropamide with one electron oxidants

differs from that obtained for the OH-adduct of Napropamide. The spectra obtained for the

dichloride and sulfate radical anions are similar to the radical cation spectrum for the reaction

of Napropamide with hydroxyl radicals at pH 2. The dibromide radical spectrum is different

to all other previously recorded TDA spectra. It is suspected that the difference in spectral

appearance might be caused by the slower rate constant for the reaction of Napropamide with

the dibromide radical anion. Rate constants for the bimolecular reaction of Napropamide with

one electron oxidising agents decreased as expected with the redox potential of the oxidising

agents. Napropamide is not observed to react with the azide radical and therefore the radical

cation of Napropamide is a powerful one electron oxidant with a redox potential between 1.7

V and 1.4 V. This suggests that in natural and industrial waste water, if the Napropamide

anion was formed, it could react as an oxidising agent with electron donating compounds

present to reform Napropamide.

Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC for the one electron oxidising agents indicated

the product distribution varied with the oxidant used, however, a common product is observed

between the oxidising agents. The structure of this compound cannot be determined from the

mass spectrometric data obtained. We have determined that one of the products formed from

the reaction of Napropamide with the sulfate radical anion, arises following the reaction of the

transient with the t-butyl alcohol required for the study. The dichloride radical anion's

reaction produces a compound that is formed from the radical cation of Napropamide and

therefore is in agreement with the putative notion that transient spectrum produced is in part
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made up from the radical cation. This indicates that formation of the radical cation can only

be stabilised to form products at this low pH. Napropamide's reaction with the dibromide

radical anion produces a product which results in the addition of a bromide atom to

Napropamide.

Ab initio calculations indicates that the HOMO of Napropamide is located over the

naphthalene ring. It is suspected that the electron lost to the oxidant occurs from this orbital,

which is in agreement with the experimental results. The spin density surface is also located

on the ring, and can be accounted for by resonance theory'

TDA spectrum obtained for the reaction of Napropamide with the hydrated electron

suggests formation of a H-adduct as the transient. The rate constant obtained for the reaction

of Napropamide with the hydrated electron is simila¡ to that of naphthalene. It is known that

the naphthalene reacts with the hydrated electron by addition to the aromatic ring, followed by

the addition of a hydrogen ion to form a H-adduct. The decay of the radical is second order

and thus the intermediate reacts through radical-radical mechanisms to form products.

Gamma inadiation coupled with HPLC found the formation of one major product. Using

mass spectral fragmentation data we have determined that the product is a dimer of

Napropamide. The radicai anion of Napropamide has been shown to be a strong reducing

agent with a redox potential of between -2.0 and -2.9 V, however, in natural and industrial

waste water, if the Napropamide anion is formed it would react rapidly to form a H-adduct

instead of via electron transfer with other compounds to reform Napropamide. This would

lead to the break down of Napropamide'

Ab initio calculations indicate that the LUMO of Napropamide is located over the

naphthalene ring. It is suspected that the electron gain would initially occur in this orbital,

which is in agreement with the experimental results. The spin density surface is also located

on the ring.

The TDA spectrum for the reaction of Napropamide with hydrogen atoms is similar to

the TDA spectrum obtained for Napropamide's reaction with the hydrated electron,

supporting the hypothesis that the hydrated electron adds to the naphthalene ring. Gamma

irradiation coupled with HPLC shows the formation of one major product' Using mass

spectral fragmentation data the product was determined to be the same compound as

determined for the hydrated electron. Minor products have also been detected and

characterised as a mono-saturated form of Napropamide'
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Napropamide will degrade upon the reaction with a number of free radicals produced

in natural and treated industrial discharge water, however, upon the formation of the radical

cation of Napropamide, this radical could also act as an oxidant with other compounds to

regenerate Napropamide.
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5.0 Radiation Chemistry of Aqueous Ioxynil Solution

5.1 IOXYNIL

Ioxynil (4 hydroxy-3,5-di-iodobenzonitrile) (Figure 5.01) is a white solid with a

melting point of 212-213 oC. The maximum solubility of Ioxynil in water is 50 mg/L tl12l.
Ioxynil has a pÇ of 4.0, therefore at a pH of 5.0 and above Ioxynil will be predominantly in

its anionic form, while at a pH below 3.0 the neutral form will predominate [113]. The

solubility of the anion is substantially greater than the neutral form.

OH

Figure 5.01. Chemical structure of Ioxynil.

Ioxynil was released by Rhone-Poulenc for broad leaf weed control as a post-

emergent herbicide 11141. Ioxynil is normally used in combination with other pesticides to

provide better crop protection. When higher application rates are used, it can control total

plant growth tl131. Ioxynil works to inhibit photosynthesis by the uncoupling of oxidative

phosphorylation lII2).

Ioxynil has been reported to be stable in both alkaline and acidic environments.

Degradation has been reported through direct photolysis of Ioxynil [115]. Another process

that may degrade Ioxynil is the deiodination to less toxic substances such as hydrobenzoic

acid through micro-organisms such as Agrobacterium radiobacter 8/4. Ulz, II4l. A less

important factor in the degradation of Ioxynil was found to be volatilisation.

5.2 REACTION OF IOXYNIL WITH THE HYDROXYL RADICAL

Figure 5.02 shows the time resolved TDA spectia obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of

a nitrous oxide saturated solution of Ioxynil (1x10-a M) at pH 6.8 (phosphate buffer). It

exhibits an absorption band with a maximum at 360 nm. In the presence of t-butyl alcohol

(0.1 M), an effective hydroxyl radical scavenger but a weak hydrogen atom scavenger, the

absorption spectrum was considerably reduced. The high G('OH) yield and appreciable

I
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decrease in the transient absorption suggests the transient absorption spectrum in Figure 5.02

is due mainly to the reaction of the hydroxyl radicalswith Ioxynil.

As well as a maximum, the spectrum in Figure 5.02 possesses a minimum that

contains a negative region between 280 to 330 nm. The negative absorption is due to the

Ioxynil anion having a large absorbance in this region (Figure 5.03). The TDA spectrum is

corrected by using the formula given in equation 3.14 and the assumption that the yield of

hydroxyl'radicals is equal to the yield of the transient radicals (Figure 5.04). Since the yield

of transient radicals is not known for certain the result should not be over interpreted.

The corrected spectrum (Figure 5.03) exhibits the absorption maxima at 280 and 360

nm. The extinction coefficients of these maxima are approximately 8000 and 2000 M-rcm-l

respectively.

Reducing the dose (and hence the amount of transient radical) produced an increased

half life of the transient species at 360 nm. The radical therefore decays by second order

kinetics to products via radical-radical mechanisms. When fitted to second order kinetics, the

curve produced a decay rate of 2Wel = 2.0x106 s-1. Using the molar absorbance value in

Figure 5.03, it was determined that 2k= 4xI0e M-ls-1.
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Figure 5.02. TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Ioxynil (lxlga M) solution
saturated with nitrous oxide saturated (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer). (¡ Directly after the pulse).

The reactions of phenoxide anion, iodobenzene and benzonitrile have been studied

previously 149, 116, II7l. All of the above compounds react through the addition of the

hydroxyl radical to the aromatic ring to form the OH-adduct. The cyclohexadienyl type
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transients then react with each other to form the original and hydroxylated products as well as

dimers. Phenoxide anion derivatives have however been observed to react through a different

mechanism, resulting in the production of a phenoxyl radical [1 18, 119].

12000

300 350 400

Wavelength (nm)
450 500

Figure 5.03. Molar Absorbance spectra of Ioxynil atpH2 and 6.8 (solid lines), and the t¡ansients arising from

the reaction of Ioxynil with hydroxyl radicals (pH 2.0 r, pH 6.8 o). Spectra recorded directly after the pulse.

The phenoxyl radical produced by the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with phenoxide

anion produces a U.V. spectrum with a maximum at 380 nm (molar absorbance

2200 M-tcm-r) wirh a sharp peak at 400 nm tl191. The transient produced by the reaction of

the Ioxynil anion with hydroxyl radicals has a TDA spectrum with a maximum at 360 nm with

a molar absorbance of a similar order of magnitude. The sharp spike at 400 nm observed in

the phenoxyl radical spectrum is not detected in the equivalent spectrum for Ioxynil. The

evidence presented allows for the tentative assignment of the transient produced by the

reaction of hydroxyl radicals with the Ioxynil anion as a phenoxyl type radical.

Changing rhe ionic strength of the solution by addition of NaCIO+ (1 M) at pH 6.8,

produced no change in the observed rate of decay of the transient. This implies that the

transient is neutral as an increase in ionic strength would effect the rate of decay of a charged

transient t1201. This is consistent with the formation of the phenoxyl radical which has no

charge.

Competition kinetics produced a bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of the

hydroxyt radicai with the Ioxynil anion of 1.5 x 1010 M-rs-l. The rate constant indicates that

the Ioxynil anion reacts with hydroxyl radicals at near diffusion controlled rates.
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Though this is the first reported rate constant for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical

with the Ioxynil anion, rate constants for molecules that contain similar functional groups

have been studied with the hydroxyl radical. These rate constants are:

Phenoxideanion k=9.6x10eM-ts-t ¡1171

Iodobenzene k=5.6x10eM-ls-t ¡t t61

Benzonitrile k=4.9x10eM-1s-1 ¡1211

3,5-Diiodotyrosine k=2.3x10r0M-ts-l ¡1221

From the values presented above it is observed that the phenoxide anion reacts with the

hydroxyl radical at a similar rate to the Ioxynil anion. A molecule which is structurally

similar to Ioxynil is 3,5-Diiodotyrosine. The study with the 3,5-Diiodotyrosine molecule also

concluded that hydroxyl radicals react to produce a phenoxyl radical as the resulting transient.

This is consistent with our hypothesis for a phenoxyl type radical resulting from the reaction

of hydroxyl radicals with the Ioxynil anion. In this molecule the electron withdrawing cyano

group is replaced with an electron donating CH2 group. It is observed that the rate constant

reported for the reaction of 3,5-Diiodotyrosine is slightly higher than for the value we have

reported. This is most likely due to the strong electron withdrawing effects of the cyano

group. Hydroxyl radicals are electrophilic and therefore the electron donating CH2 group on

the diiodobenzene increases the rate of reaction with the hydroxyl radical, while the electron

withdrawing cyano group decreases the reaction rate.
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Figure 5.04' Observed change in the optical absorbance of an aqueous Ioxynil (60 ¡rM) solution saturated with
nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) and irradiated with gamma irradiation (0 to 120 Gray). Arrows indicate
the direction of absorbance change with radiation dose. Dose rate 80 Gray/hr.

Steady state irradiation of an aqueous Ioxynil (60 pM) solution saturated with nitrous

oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) using cobalt 60 (80 Grays per hour) produced a decrease in

I
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the absorbance due to Ioxynil at 280 nm (Figure 5.04). The decrease in absorbance was less

than expected by the dosimetry. The products must therefore absorb in this region, or the

transient formed by the reaction of the hydroxyt radical with the Ioxynil anion reacts to reform

the starting compound.

HPLC of an aqueous Ioxynil (1x104 M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8,

phosphate buffer) and inadiated with gamma inadiation produced the formation of new

compounds and a decrease in the concentration of Ioxynil (Figure 5.05) at 232 nm. No change

in the product distribution was observed when the detection wavelength was changed to 280

nm. One predominate compound was detected in this trace (Product A). Three other minor

products were also formed. Since the C¡ column separates species on their polarity, and all

the compounds were at longer retention times than loxynil, the products of the reaction are

therefore less polar than the starting compound. Again this is consistent with the formation of

the phenoxyl radical as the transient because the products resulting from the addition of

hydroxyl radicals alone would be expected to be more polar than the starting compound and

therefore have a shorter retention time.
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Figure 5.0S. HPLC analysis following the gamma inadiation of a Ioxynil (lxlOa M) solution saturated with

nit¡ous oxide (pH 6.g, phosphate Uuffá;. The uace displays the products formed from the reaction of Ioxynil

with hydroxyl iadicals (A to D). See text for details for product identification'

Structures of the compounds observed in this trace were determined by electrospray

mass spectrometry. Ioxynil produced a pafent ion at 370 (M-H) Daltons and a fragmentation

pattern using MS2 experiment that consisted of daughter ions at I2l and 243 Daltons' The

ions correspond to an iodine atom and Ioxynil minus iodine atom respectively' The major

compound (A) produced a parent ion of 487 Daltons. This mass coresponds to the formation
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of a dimer from the phenoxyl radical, minus two iodine atoms. The fragmentation pattern of
compound A (using MS2 experiments), showed two sequential losses of iodine (127 Daltons).

This was followed by a loss of 28 Daltons (CO) and finally the loss of 39 Daltons (C2NH).

The exact mechanism for the formation of this compound is unknown. The dimerisation of
two phenoxyl radicais should result in the formation of a compound with a parent ion of 74L
Daltons. Elimination of 12 would result in the formation of a bicarbonyl compound with a

parent ion of 485 Daltons (observed for compound B). The mechanism for the addition of
two hydrogen atoms to the compound remains unsolved.

Mass spectra of the other minor compounds was also determined. Compound B was

determined to have a parent ion of 485 Daltons. This corresponds to the major product minus
two hydrogen atoms. This compound produced a fragmentation pattern that included the loss

of iodine, followed by a CO group. An MSa experiment exhibited the loss of a further iodine.

Compound C produced a parent ion with a mass to charge ratio of 730 Daltons. The

' MSn fragmentation showed the loss of 3 consecutive Iodine atoms. Furthe¡ MS5 experiments
produced the loss of another 28 Daltons (Co) and 84 Daltons. The structure of this product
could not be determined from the mass spectral data. Compound D's parent ion mass to
charge ratio could not be differentiated from the base line signal because of interference from
the TFA required as an ion pairing reagent for good separation ofthe products.
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50Vo of the Ioxynil anion had reacted. The rate of appearance of the products, followed by

HPLC, was also observed to be linear over this period. After this the production rate of these

compounds decreased, suggesting products of the initial reaction also reacted with the

hydroxyl radical.

5.3 REACTION OF IOXYNIL WITH THE HYDROXYL RADICAL IN
ACIDIC SOLUTION

Time resolved TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of Ioxynil (txt0-4 M)

in acidic solution (pH2, HCIO4) saturated with nitrous oxide can be observed to be different

from the spectrum recorded at neutral pH (Figure 5.07). The spectrum has a maxima at 280

and 360 nm. Reducing the dose produced an increase in the half life of the transient at 360

nm.. The radical therefore decays by second order kinetics. When the curves were fitted to

second order kinetics they produced decay rates of 2Vel = 1.5 and 21.0x10s s-t for 280 nm

and 360 nm respectively. The rate constant measured for the 360 nm absorbance is similar to

that recorded for the same absorbance at pH 6.8. This suggests the absorbance at 360 nm is

due to the same species.
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Figure 5.07. TDA specrrum obtai ed upon tire pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Ioxynil (1xl0a M) solution

saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 2, HCIO4). Spectrum recorded directly after the pulse (r)'

The effect of pH on the TDA spectrum can be observed more clearly in the mola¡

absorbance spectra (Figure 5.03) because it takes into account the lower G value of the
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hydroxyl radical and the difference in ground state absorbance between Ioxynil and the Ioxynil

anion. Since neutral Ioxynil has a protonated hydroxyl group, the electron density it has

available to donate into the ring is less than the deprotonated form. The U.V. absorbance

maximum of the neutral form therefore moves to a lower waveiength. This is observed in

Figure 5.03 with the ground state absorbance of the phenoxide form of Ioxynil being at 28O

nm while the phenolic form of Ioxynil is below 250 nm ll23l.

For reasons described in section 3.5.3 any change in the ground state absorbance will
effect the resulting TDA spectrum. It is therefore necessary to make a correction for this

effect. The result of this correction for the change in ground state absorbance and lower G

value of the hydroxyl radical at low pH is the formation of two moiar absorbance spectra for

the reaction of the anionic and neutral forms. A comparison of these spectra is observed in

Figure 5.03. From the spectra, the two transients, within experimental error are similar.

Therefore the anionic and neutral Ioxynil react to form the same transient species. Since it
was determined in section 5.2 that the transient observed for the reaction of the hydroxyl

radical with the Ioxynil anion was a phenoxyl radical, the transient produced by the reaction

with neutral Ioxynil must also be the phenoxyl radical.

Like the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with the phenoxide anion, the reaction with
phenol has also been extensively studied tl191. The hydroxyl radical initially reacts by

addition to the aromatic ring of the phenol. After the formation of the

dihydroxycyclohexadienyl radical differences in the literature are reported. Fields et al. lIIgl
report the dihydroxycyclohexadienyl radical undergoes an acid catalysed elimination of water

to form the phenoxyl radical. This type of mechanism is consistent with the result observed

for Ioxynil. The dihydroxycyclohexadienyl radical has a reported maximum in the region of
300 to 340 nm UI9,I24), the absence of any absorbance in this region and the maximum at

360 nm from the transient produced by the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with Ioxynil suggests

that the phenoxyl type radical is the transient produced. The spectrum also matches that of the

phenoxyl radical for 3,5-diiodotyrosine generated by photolysis at 24g nmlr22l.

The bimolecular rate constant determined using competition kinetics for the reaction

of hydroxyl radicals with Ioxynil (pH 2, HCIOa) was 9.4 x 10e M-rs-I. Thdrate constant

indicates that Ioxynil reacts with hydroxyl radicals slightly slower than its anionic form. This
effect has also been observed for the phenol/phenoxide anion system tl 19]. A decrease in the

rate of addition of the hydroxyl radical occurs because the phenol is protonated, reducing the

amount of electron density donated to the aromatic ring. This therefore effects the rate at

ù,
a
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which the electrophilic hydroxyl radical adds to the aromatic ring. The ¡ate constant for the

addition of a hydroxyl radical ro a phenol has been measured to be 6.6 xld M-rs-r t1191.

Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC of an aqueous Ioxynil (1x10-a M) solution

saturated with nitrous oxide (pH2, HCIO4) revealed only one major product was formed when

Ioxynil was reacted with hydroxyl radicals at pH 2 (HCIO4). This compound was at the same

retention time as the product observed in the neutral pH experiment. Electrospray mass

spectrometry on this compound revealed it was the same product observed in the neutral pH

experiment. The major compound aiso had the same mass to charge ratio and fragmentation

pattern (using MSn) as the neutral pH experiment's major product. It is therefore assigned as

the çame product. This observation is consistent with the pulse radiolysis data.

5.4 REACTION OF IOXYNIL WITH THE HYDROXYL RADICAL IN
THE PRESENCE OF OXYGEN

Comparison of the pulse radiolysis traces obtained from a solution of Ioxynil

(ix10-aM) saturated with nitrous oxide and nitrous oxide / oxygen (4:1 v/v), produced no

observable change in the rate of decay of the transient at 360 nm. This observation is

consistent with the transient being a phenoxyl type radical. It is known that while carbon

centred radicals react quickly with oxygen, oxygen centred radicals do not lI22l. The

consistent decay rates between the de-oxygenated and oxygenated system suggests that a non

ca¡bon centred radical is forming. This experiment was repeated at low pH (pH 2, HCIO¿)

with the same result as the Ioxynil anion being observed.

Steady state irradiation of a solution of Ioxynil (lx10-a M) saturated with nitrous oxide

/ oxygen produced no change in product distribution from that observed for the de-oxygenated

solution (neutral and low pH). The presence of oxygen does not have any effect on the

reaction of Ioxynil with hydroxyl radicals from the initial reaction to the final products.

Råaction of hydroxyl radicals with Ioxynil under steady state conditions was repeated,

with the solution saturated with oxygen only. The change in experimental method affected the

type of radicals produced by the radiation of the aqusous solution. The hydrated electron no

longer reacted with nitrous oxide to form hydroxyl radicals (reaction 2.03), but instead reacted

with oxygen to form the superoxide radical anion (reaction 2.07). The presence of the

superoxide radical anion did not affect the formation of the initial phenoxyl ¡adical (with the

same initial spectrum that was observed in Figure 5.02 being formed), but it did however react

with the phenoxyl radical once formed. Steady state irradiation of the above solution
ú,

rl-
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produced a G value near zero for the loss of the Ioxynil anion at pH 6.8 (phosphate buffer).

This was due to the reaction of the superoxide radical anion transferring an electron to the

phenoxyl radical reforming the original Ioxynil anion. This type of reaction has been observed

before by Jin et al. [I25] who reported the reaction of a superoxide radical anion with the

phenoxyl radical. Jin et al.ll25l found that superoxide reacts with the phenoxyl radical to

reform the phenoxide anion. Jin et al.lI25l also observed the addition of the superoxide

radical to the ring by the mechanism given in Figure 5.08. The addition reaction was not

detected with the Ioxynil anion to any significant extent, with nearly all the reaction occurring

through electron transfer to reform the starting compound (from the zero loss of the loxynil

anion). A possible explanation for this difference in observations is that it is favourable for

the superoxide radical anion to add to either the ortho or para positions on the ring for a

phenoxyl radical. For the phenoxyl type radical of loxynil, in both the ortho positions there is

a large iodine atom. This could provide enough steric hindrance such that addition to this

position is unfavourable. In the para position, a CN functional group provides the steric

hindrance. Jonsson et al. ll03l studied the reaction of 15 phenoxyl radicals with superoxide,

reaching an opposite conclusion to the Jin et al. 11251study, with electron transfer being as

high as 94Vo for some phenoxyl radicals.

A solution saturated with oxygen at pH 2 (HCIO4) irradiated under steady stare

conditions, did not produce the same ability to regenerate Ioxynil as the neutral pH solution.

The G value for the ioss of Ioxynil was the same as reported for the de-oxygenated solution.

Change in chemical behaviour should not be affected by the initial form of loxynil, since both

react with hydroxyl radicals to form the same transient species. The change in pH does not

only affect the protonation state of Ioxynil, it also affects the superoxide radical anion

concentration as it has a pK" of 4.8 [45]. At pH 2 superoxide is present as the perhydroxyl

radical. This result implies that reaction of the perhydroxyl radical with the phenoxyl radical

does not occur at an appreciable rate. Variation of the loss of Ioxynil (lxi0"aM) with solution

pH saturated with oxygen and irradiated under steady state conditions can be observed in

Figure 5.09. The plot produces an inflection point at approximately 4.8, the same pK" as

observed for superoxide and perhydroxyl radical, therefore indicating that superoxide radical

anion is responsible for the regeneration of Ioxynil in oxygenated sblution at neutral pH.
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Figure 5.08. proposed scheme for the reaction ofphenoxyl type radical ofloxynil with the superoxide radical

anion (A), and the scheme determined by Jin et at. fl25l for the reaction of the phenoxyl radical with the

superoxide radical anion (B).
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Figure 5.09. Variation of the loss of Ioxynil (1xl6a M) with solution pH saturated with-oxy-gen and irradiated

unãer steady sate conditions. Data were determined by HPLC at an analysis wavelength of 232 nm'

5.5 REACTION OF IOXYNIL WITH ONE ELECTRON OXIDANTS

The dichloride radical anion formed in the pulse radiolysis of oxygen saturated sodium

chloride (0.02 M) Ioxynil solution (1x10-a M ) at pH 2 (HClOa) reacts as a strong one elecrron

oxidant with a potential of 2.0g v (versus NHE) [43]. Reaction of the dichloride radical anion

with Ioxynil was studied by following the decay of the dichloride radical anion absorption

band at 340 nm. It was observed that in the presence of Ioxynil (1x10-a M) this band decayed

a reaction between Ioxynil and the dichloride radical anion had resulted'
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Iox + Clz'- + Iox+'+ 2Cl- (s.01)

The bimolecular rate constant was determined to be 1.2x10e M-ls-l from the slope of a
plot of the pseudo first order rate constant against the concentration of Ioxynil (5 to
tO x10-5M;. Time resolved studies initially showed a broad absorbance with 1,,n* at 340 nm

due to the formation of the dichloride radical anion. Using the pseudo first order rate constant

it was determined that more than 90Vo of the dichloride radical anion had reacted 20 ps after

the pulse. The spectrum at 20 ¡ts is similar to that recorded for Ioxynil's reaction with

hydroxyl radicals at pH 2, with absorbance maxima at 280 nm and 360 nm. Since the

dichloride radical anion is a specific one electron oxidant, it should react by electron transfer.

The resulting species must then undergo rapid hydrogen ion loss to form the phenoxyl type

radical observed in the reaction with the hydroxyl radical. TDA spectra cannot be recorded at

neutral pH because the dichloride radical anion cannot form readily at this pH.
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Figure 5'10' Comparison of the pulse radiolysis traces produced at 340 nm, with and without the presence ofioxynil (lx104M) in oxygen saturated, Nacl io.oz rvO (pir 2, Hclo4) solurion, indicaring rhar a reacrion berween
the dichloride radical anion and Ioxynil had occurred.

Steady state irradiation of a sodium chloride (0.02 M), oxygen saturated solution
containing Ioxynil (1x10-a M) at pH 2 (HCloa) produced a HpLC rrace which showed the
formation of one predominate compound (Figure 5.12). This compound appeared at the same
retention time as that observed for the major hydroxyl radical reaction product. Electrospray
mass spectrometry revealed this was the same product with an identical parent ion and mass
fragmentation pattern as that reported in section 5.2. Formation of indistinguishable
compounds is consistent with the pulse radiolysis data, since if the same transient species
were observed the same final compounds should result.
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Studies of the reactions of other specific one electron oxidants such as the sulfate,

dibromide, diiodide radical anions and the azide radicat with Ioxynil were also conducted. The

TDA spectra that resulted from these reactions can be observed in Figure 5.11' Data indicates

the spectra recorded following 90Vo completion of the reaction between Ioxynil and the one

electron oxidants (determined from the resulting pseudo first order rate constants).
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Figure 5.11. TDA specrra recorded for the reaction of Ioxynil (lxlOa M) with left hand side, pH 2 (HCIO4) r
Clz'-,¡ SOo'--, I Bii - and right hand side, pH 6.8 (phosphate buffer) I N3', o SO¿'-, t Br2'-' Experimental

conditions are as follows; Br2'-; 0.02 M NaBr, oxygen saturated. SO4'-,0'02 M S2O8=,0'l M r-butyl alcohol'

nirrogen saturated. cl2'-; pH 2,0.02M NaCl, oxygen saturated. Ni;0.02 M NaN3, nitrous oxide saturated'

TDA spectrum of the sulfate radical anion appeared similar to the dichloride radical

anion and hydroxyl radical TDA spectra. This is consistent with the one electron transfer

hypothesis proposed earlier in this section. The dibromide radical anion spectrum also

appears similar, however it is not within experimental error of the two previous spectra'

suggesting formation of another transient species when Ioxynil is reacted with the bromide

radical anion.

The transients formed at pH 6.8 by the azide radical, dibromide and the sulfate radical

anion, again produced a similar spectra to that determined for the hydroxyl radical at this pH'

previous studies have determined that the azide radical reacts with a phenoxide anion to form

phenoxyl radicals. The simila¡ity between these two spectra confirm that the transient

observed in the hydroxyl radical reaction is the phenoxyl radical.

The rate constant determined from the slope of a plot of the pseudo first order decay

rate (formation for N¡') against the concentration of Ioxynil (50 to 100 pM) for the reactions

with the specific one electron oxidants can be observed in Table 5'01'
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Radical pH Rate of reaction with Ioxynil
(jy1-ls-1¡

Wavelength of Determination

Clz'- 2.0 l.2xl0e 340

Brz'- 2.0 1.5x108 360

Brz'- 6.8 1.7x108 360

SO¿'- 2.0 3.7xl}e 460

SO¿'- 6.8 5.4x10e 460

N3' 6.8 6.9x10e 360

Table 5.01. Bimolecula¡ rate constants determined for the reaction of Ioxynil with one electron oxidants. Rates
were determined from the slope of a plot of the pseudo first order rate constant against the concentration of
Ioxynil (50 to 100 pM).

The rate constants decrease with the strength of the corresponding one electron

oxidant's redox potential of the radical, with the exception of the aeide radical. The azide

radical reacts at ciose to a diffusion controlled rate. This phenomenon has been observed

previously between the reaction of the phenoxide anion and the azide radical. Two possible

reasons have been postulated for this phenomenon. The azide radical has no charge while the

phenoxide anion possesses a single negative charge. The electrostatic repulsion between the

negative charge of the phenoxide anion and the radical anions is thought to slow the reaction

rates down. The self exchange rate between the azide radical and the azide anion is also

considerably faster than the corresponding self exchange rate for the radical anions [43].
Reactions of the radical anions with neutral Ioxynil produced a slower rate constant than for
the corresponding anion because the electron density available for the one electron transfer is

less due to the protonation of the oxygen.

A lite¡ature sea¡ch found that reactions of specific one electron oxidants were of a

similar order of magnitude as those recorded in table 5.01 when reacted in with phenol,
phenoxide and cyanophenoxide anion [69,126-12g]. í

Í
The diiodide radical anion formed on the pulse radiolysis of an oxygen saturated

solution containing Iodide (0.02 M) was not observed to decay faster in the presence of small
amounts of Ioxynil ltxtO-4 M). The diiodide radical anion is a one electron oxidant with
redox potential of 1.0 V (versus NHE) [44] while the azide radical has a redox porenrial of 1.4
v (versus NHE) [44]. Since Ioxynil reacts with the azide radical and not the diiodide radical
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anion the redox potential of the lox*'/Iox (Iox'ltox-) couple in reaction 5.02 must be between

1.4 and 1.0 Volts (versus NHE).

IoxTIox + X + Iox'/Iox*'+ X- (X=N3', SOa'-, X2') (5.02)

HPLC traces obtained from reactions of the sulfate, dichloride, and dibromide radical

anions generated by steady state gamma inadiation with Ioxynil are recorded in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12. Comparison of the HPLC Íaces produced by the reaction of dichloride, dibromide, and the sulfate

radical anion with Ioxynil (lxlOa M). Experimental conditions are as follows; Br2'-; pH 6'8' 0.02 M NaBr'

ôxygen sarurared. SO¿'-; pH 6.8,0.02 M S2O8=,0.1 M t-butyl alcohol, nitrogen saturated. Cl:'-; pH 2,0.02M
NáCt, o*yg"n saturared. The t¡aces indicate the differences in products produced from the reaction of radical

anions with Ioxynil. See text for discussion on the identification of specihc products.

The precursor for the formation of the sulfate radical anion (SzOa=) is known to

thermally oxidise a variety of compounds. Over the time scale of the reaction Ioxynil was

shown to be stable to thermal oxidation by testing a non-irradiated sample of the sulfate

radical anion mixture. The sulfate radical anion's HPLC trace was reproducible at both pH 2

and 6.8. A major product was observ ed at 22 minutes as a result of the irradiation. This is the

same retention time for the predominate compound produced by the reaction of Ioxynil with

hydroxyl radicals. Electrospray mass spectrometry confìrms this is the same species with an

identical parent ion mass to charge ratio and fragmentation pattern recorded. A minor

compound was observed at 15.7 minutes, this product was not observed in other radical

reactions with Ioxynil. Attempts to determine the structure of this compound using

SO¡-

^84
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electrospray mass spectrometry were unsuccessful due to interference from the ion pairing

reagent TFA.

The dibromide radical anion's HPLC trace shows the same predominate compound at

20 rninutes that has previously been observed. Minor products different to any previously

determined are also present in the chromatogram. Electrospray mass spectrometry revealed

the compound at20 minutes, to have two parent ions of equal intensity at 439 and,44I. Two
isotopes of equal intensity indicate the presence of a bromine atom in the molecule. The

parent ion corresponds to the formation of an Ioxynil dimer with the loss of three iodine atoms

and the addition of a bromine atom. The compound observed at 2l minutes in the dibromide

radical anion's trace also produces two peaks of equal intensity with the parent ions being

recorded at 437 and 439 Daltons. The compound's mass to charge ratio is two hydrogens less

than the compound at 20 minutes. The addition of bromide to a molecule during a reaction

with the dibromide radical anion has been reported by Cruco et aI. 1106l. The dibromide

radical can add to unsaturated bonds and can be symbolised by the following reaction scheme.

Br2'- + RH + RHBI'+ Br (s.03) [106]

The transient produced in reaction 5.03 must then eliminate an iodine atom to form the

corresponding phenoxyl radical. This radical must then combine to form the two compounds

observed in the HPLC chromatogram. The two compounds resulting from the combination

reaction must be similar to the products observed for the hydroxyl radical reaction since their
parent ion corresponds to that of the hydroxyl radical with a bromine atom replacing an

iodine. Formation of the minor products might pose a possible explanation for the different

pulse radiolysis spectra recorded, since their formation requires a different transient to the

minor species.

Ab initio calculations were performed on the Ioxynil anion and neutral Ioxynil with
one electron missing from its full electron set.Éhe compounds were optimised as a doublet at

HF/l-anL2DZ (HF/6-31G** was not used because the atomic number of the iodine was to
large for the basis setflIoxynil anion's spin is distributed largely over the carbon attached to'--l

the oxygen. The remaining spin is delocalised over the carbons ortho and para to the oxygen

atom as expected by the resonance structures. Neutral Ioxynil produced a completely different
spin surface, with the majority of the spin being located over one of the iodine atoms and the
ca¡bons which are meta and ipso to the oxygen atom. The spin surface calculations were

carried out on the optimised structure of the radical, the resulting geometry is asymmetrical.
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This explains why the resulting spin surface is also asymmetrical. The spin surface suggests

that electron loss would come from the iodine since the spin on the carbons is located on the

ortho and para positions to the iodine with the large spin surface located on it.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

f igure 5.13. Plots of the electron spin density surface (a and c ), HOMO (b and d), of lo4ynil (bottom) and
IoXynil anion (top) as determined,byab inilio molecular orbital theory. Calculations were performed at the
IlFtLanL2DZ level of theory. Plot (a) was determined with a neufal molecule and a multiplicity of 2. plot (b)
was determined for a molecula¡ charge of -1 possessing a corresponding multþlicity of +1. Plot (c) was
determined with a molecular charge of +1 and a multiplicity of 2. Plot (d) was determined for the neuftal
molecule possessing a correqponding multþlicity of +1.

The spin surface for the Ioxynil anion is contained within the HOMO surface of the

parent compound, suggesting the electron was taken from this orbital. The result is not

unexpected since this is the orbital of highest energy. The spin surface for neutral troxynil

was substantially, but not completely contained within the FtrOMO. The same argument that

was used for the Ioxynil anion can still be used here.
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5.6 REACTION OF IOXYNIL \ryITH THE HYDRATED ELECTRON

Absorbance of the hydrated electron at 640 nm was observed to increase in the

presence of small amounts of Ioxynil (1x10-a M) at pH 7.0 (phosphate buffer and NaOH).

This indicates a reaction between the hydrated electron and Ioxynil is occurring. TDA

spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Ioxynil (1x10-a M) solution

containing t-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen gas at pH 7.0 (phosphate buffer and

NaOH) is displayed in Figure 5.14. This spectrum exhibits alarge negative peak in the region

between 265 and 330 nm. There is only a small positive absorbance in the region from 330 to

450 nm. The negative absorbance is due to the large ground state absorbance of the Ioxynil

anion in this region.
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Figure 5.14. TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Ioxynil (1x10'a M) solution
containing t-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen gas at pH 7.0 (phosphate buffer and NaOH). Spectrum
recorded directly after the 2.5 ps pulse.

The bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of the hydrated electron with the Ioxynil

anion was determined from the slope of a plot of the decay rate of the hydrated electron at

640 nm against the concentration of Ioxynil (25 to 50 pM). The rate constant was determined

to be 7.5x10e M-ls-l. Though this is the first reported rate constant for the reaction of the

hydrated electron with the Ioxynil anion, rate constants for compounds with similar functional

groups have been reported and are reproduced below,

Iodobenzene 1 .2xl0t0 M-rs-r ll2gl

para-Cyanophenoxide anion 2.0x10e M-ls-l U29l
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3,5-Diiodotyrosine 8.3x10eM-1s-t ¡t:01

From these rate constants, it can be concluded the presence oflodine in Ioxynil increases the

rate at which the hydrated electron reacts with the para cyanophenoxide anion. The rate

constant obtained here is similar to that of 3,5-diiodotyrosine. The molecule 3,5-

diiodotyrosine is similar to Ioxynil in that it is a phenol with two iodines in both the ortho

positions and hydrogens in both the meta positions. It differs from 3,5-diiodotyrosine by the

presence of the electron withdrawing cyano group in the position para to the hydroxyl group.

Comparison of the rate constants for the reaction of the Ioxynil anion with the 3,5-

diiodotyrosine anion indicates that changing the group in the para position had little effect.

Decay of the transient produced by the reaction of Ioxynil with the hydrated electron

is observed to be slow at 290 nm. Time resolved studies out to 1000 ps produced only a

minimal decrease in the absorbance at290 nm, suggesting the transient reacts very quickly to

form stable compounds that do not decay any further and do not absorb in the 290 nm region,

or that the transient absorbance in this region is similar to the final products.

(a)

X'igure 5.15. Plots of the electron qpin density surface (a), and LLIMO with the density surface superimposed on
the LUMO (b), of Io><ynil as determinedbyab inifio molecular orbital theory. Calculations were perfonned at
the IIF/LanL2DZ level of theory. Plot (a) was determined with a molecular charge of -2 and a multþlicity of 2.

Plot @) was determined with a molecular charge of -1 possessing a correqponding multiplicity of +1. (Hydrogens
not shown).

From lhe ab initio and population analysis calculations reported in appendix I it can

be observed that the most electron deficient carbons are those next to the oxygen in the ring

and the carbon of the nitrile group. Figure 5.15 (b) displays an illustration of the LUMO of

the Ioxynil anion and indicates that this molecular orbital is located over the iodines and the

aromatic ring. Overlaying the density surface of the same molecule indicates that the iodine
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atoms are the most exposed for nucleophilic attack. The spin surface resulting from the

optimised structure of the Ioxynil anion with an electron added (charge -2, multipl icity 2)

produced the spin density delocalised over the ring, oxygen and carbon of the nitrile group.

No resonance structures could be drawn to encompass all the positions of the spin surface,

The spin surface does not resemble the LUMO suggesting that the molecular orbitals have

undergone substantial rearrangement due to the addition of an electron.
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Figure 5.16' HPLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of an aqueous Ioxynil (lxlo-a M) solution
containing, r-butyl alcohol (0,1 M) (pH 7.0 phosphate buffer and NaOH) and saturated with nitrogen. The rraces
displays the products formed from the reaction of Ioxynil with the Hydrated electrons. See text for discussion on
product identification, Inset, Observed change in optical absorbance of the same solution (0 to 350 Gray),
Anows indicate the direction of absorbance change with radiation dose, Dose rate 80 Gray/hr,

Gamma irradiation of an aqueous Ioxynil (1x10-a M) solution containing, f-butyl

alcohol (0,1 M) (pH 7.0 phosphate buffer and NaOH) and saturated with nitrogen produced

the HPLC trace reported in Figure 5. 16. The effect on optical absorbance was to decrease the

absorbance maxima at 280 nm and at 238 nm, forming a new maximum at Z3O nm. The

HPLC trace shows the formation of a major peak at 12 minutes with a minor peak at 4,5

minutes. The loss of Ioxynil calculated by HPLC was the same percentage as that observed in

the U.V. spectra at 290 nm, indicating that pulse radiolysis did result in permanent loss of
Ioxynil at290 nm.
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Electrospray mass spectrometry on the two predominate compounds proved

unsuccessful due to interference from the ion pairing reagent TFA required as part of the

chromatographic conditions to ensure reproducible peaks in the HPLC tlace'

5.7 REACTION OF IOXYNIL \ryITH THE HYDROGEN ATOM

Figure 5.17 shows the TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous

Ioxynil (1x10-aM) soiution containing t-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 2,

HCIO4). The spectrum itself is small when compared to the hydroxyl radical transient at the

same pH, indicating that the effect on the absorbance observed for that spectrum is minimal.

This spectrum is different from that observed for the reaction of the hydrated electron with

Ioxynil. Corrections made to the spectra to account for the differences in the ground state did

not form a match between the two spectra below 350 nm, but above this wavelength the two

spectra did match. This would suggest that the transienflproduced are different.t'
0.005
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-0.001

-0.002 32s 350 3'7s

Wavelength (nm)
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Figure 5.17. TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Ioxynil (lxlga M) solution

containing t-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 2, HCIO4)' Spectrum recorded l0 ps after the

pulse.

Formation kinetics were conducted on this maximum by obtaining the slope of a plot

of the pseudo first order rate constant against the concentration of Ioxynil at 360 nm' The

kinetic study produced a bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of 8.4x108 M-ls-l'

Comparison of the reaction rate of 3,5-Diiodotyrosine with the hydrogen atom (3'4x10eM-1s-l)

[130] is significantly higher than that recorded for the reaction with Ioxynil' This can be

rationalised using the same argument used to account for the reaction with the hydroxyl
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radical. The electrophilic nature of the hydrogen atom [66] is affected by the change of an

electron donating group to a strong electron withdrawing group.

Transient species arising from the reaction of Ioxynil with hydrogen atoms should

,\'result from the addition of a hydrogen atom to the double bonds witþin the aromatic ring. À

The transient observed in Figure 5.17 is therefore,assigned to the H-adduct.

{,

The HPLC analysis (Figure 5.18) following gamma irradiation of an aqueous Ioxynil
(1x10-aM) solution containing /-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 2,HCIO¿,)

showed the presence of one major product af 238 nm. The predominate compound had a
simila¡ retention time to that of the major product from the reaction of Ioxynil with the

hydrated electron. At pH 2 it is unlikely that any of the hydrated electron would react with
Ioxynil before it reacted with the hydrogen ions. Electrospray mass spectral data of this

compound also could not be determined from the noise created by the background signal due

to the TFA' Though direct evidence through mass spectral analysis for the two compounds in
the hydrated electron and hydrogen atom experiments could not be obtained, the similarity of
retention times suggests it is likely they are the same compound. Differences in the TDA
spectra recorded between the hydrated electron and the hydrogen atom must therefore result

from either the presence of the second compound observed in the HpLC trace or the

differences caused by the protonation-deprotonation of the hydroxyl group.

The H-adduct resulting from the addition of the hydrogen atom to Ioxynil can either
react to form a dimer or react with the r-butyl alcohol to form the hydrogenated product.

Decay of the transient produced by reaction with the hydrated electron is rapid. This would
suggest a reaction with r-butyl alcohol since it is in such high concentration. Dimerisation
would produce a second order decay, which was not observed in our experiment. Addition of
the hydrated electron to the Ioxynil anion could potentiaily result in the elimination of an

iodide ion from the molecule as this is common for the reaction of hydrated electrons with
halogenated compounds [51, 52,62]. Das et at.11301found that with rhe strucrurally similar
molecule 3,5-Diiodotyrosine the hydrated eiectron did not eliminate iodide.

Differences recorded in the pulse radiolysis experiment occurs because of the
protonation of the transient producing different spectra. No attempt was made to determine
the pÇ of the transient because of the large difference in ground state absorbance for the two
forms of loxynil in the region that the transients absorbed.
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Figure 5.1.8. HpLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of an aqueous Ioxynil (1x104 M) solution

conraining r-butyl alcohoi(0.1 M) satuiated *ith nittog.n (pH 2,HCIO4). The trace displays products formed

from the reaction of Ioxynil with hydrogen atoms. Inset, Observed change in optical absorbance of the same

solution (O to 350 Gray). Arrows indicate the direction of absorbance change with radiation dose. Dose rate 80

Gray/hr.

5.8 REACTION OF IOXYNIL WITH REDUCING RADICALS.

pulse radiolysis of a nitrous oxide saturated solution containing sodium formate (0'02

M) and Ioxynil (1x10-a M) produced a maximum below 250 nm with no other absorbance

maxima observed. Absorbance observed was due to the formation of the carbon dioxide

radical. Time resolved studies indicated the presence of no new absorption in the range of

250 nm to 600 nm our to 1.3 milliseconds. This ¡dÉoffi that the carbon dioxide radical does

not react with Ioxynil. The redox potential of the carbon dioxide radical has been determined

to be -2.0 V (versus NHE) 143, Illl implying the redox potential for the lox/Iox'- is more

negative than -2.0 V. Therefore, Iox'- is a strong reducing agent with a reduction potential

between -2.0 and -2.9 V (versus NHE).

5.9 OVERVIEW OF THE RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF IOXYNIL

This study has allowed for the first time the elucidation of the radiation chemistry of

aqueous Ioxynil. The new chemistry for Ioxynil is summarised in Figure 5'19'
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Figure 5.19. overview of the radiation chemistry characterised in this study

The TDA spectrum obtained from the reaction of Ioxynil with hydroxyl radicals did
not suggest the formation a OH-adduct as an intermediate. A large ground state absorbance

for Ioxynil is responsible for the negative delta absorbance observed. Correction for the
ground state absorbance of Ioxynil produced a spectrum which correlated to the phenoxyl
radical of 3,5-diiodotyrosine. It is observed that the rate constant obtained for the reaction of
Ioxynil with the hydroxyl radical is similar ro that of 3,5-diiodotyrosine ll22l. Reaction of
3,5-diiodotyrsine with the hydroxyl radical is known to predominantly proceed through a

CN
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phenoxyl type radical, supporting the transfer of an electron to the hydroxyl radical from

Ioxynil. The decay rate of the phenoxyl type radical showed no dependence on the ionic

strength of the solution, therefore the transient is neutral. The transient decays by second

order kinetics, indicating that degradation products are formed by radical-radical reactions.

HPLC characterisation of compounds formed by the reaction of Ioxynil with the hydroxyl

radical through steady state irradiation showed that these compounds have a retention time

greater than loxynil. This suggests the newly formed products are less polar than Ioxynil.

Mass spectrometric studies determined that the major product had a mass equivalent to the

dimer of Ioxynil minus two iodine atoms. This is in agreement with what we have determined

through the pulse radiolysis studies. The rate of Ioxynil loss and the formation of products

from the reaction of Ioxynil with the hydroxyl radical is initially linear under steady state

irradiation. As the amount of hydroxyl radicals is increased past 50Vo of Ioxynil's

concentration, the loss of Ioxynil and the formation of products follows a higher order kinetic

mechanism. This result suggests that the products of the initial reaction also react with the

hydroxyl radical to form (uncharacterised) compounds.

The TDA spectrum obtained upon the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with Ioxynil at

pH 2 differs from that obtained from the same reaction at neutral pH. Correction for the

ground state absorbance of Ioxynil produced a spectrum which matched the phenoxyl type

radical obtained at neutral pH. The rate constant for the reaction of Ioxynil with the hydroxyl

radical at pH 2 is lower than that obtained at neutral pH. Qualitatively, this can be explained

as follows: in the phenoxide form of Ioxynil the electron density is expected to be more

accessible than in the case of the phenolic form. Since the hydroxyl radical behaves as an

electrophile, its reaction with the electron rich phenoxide form is faster. Gamma irradiation

coupled with HPLC of Ioxynil at pH 2, has shown that the compounds observed for the

reaction of Ioxynil are those observed at neutral pH. Mass spectral fragmentation data

indicated that this product is the same compound.

The transient produced from the reaction of Ioxynil with the hydroxyl radical has

shown to be unreactive with oxygen as no change is observed in the decay of the transient.

Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC shows formations of the same products as in the de-

oxygenated solution. The major product's concentration is observed to decrease in the

presence of the superoxide radical anion. Variation of the major product's concentration with

pH indicated a dependence typical of an acid-base equilibria. Previous studies on the

reactions of phenoxyl radicals with the superoxide radical anion have produced conflicting
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results on whether addition takes place in preference to electron transfer [103] lL25l. Our

results indicate that electron transfer is the preferential mechanism.

The TDA spectrum obtained from the reaction of Ioxynil with-one electron oxidants is

similar to that obtained for the phenoxyl ¡adical of Ioxynil. The transient for the reaction of

the one electron oxidants is therefore assigned as a phenoxyl radical. Rate constants for the

bimolecular reaction of Ioxynil with one electron oxidising agents decrease with the redox

potential of the oxidising agents, with the exception of the azide radical, which has a higher

self exchange rate. Ioxynil is not observed to react with the diiodide radical anion and

therefore the phenoxyl radical of Ioxynil is a powerful one electron oxidant with a redox

potential between 1.4 and 1.0 V. Gamma inadiation coupled with HPLC for the one electron

oxidising agents shows that the major product is that observed in the hydroxyl radical

experiments. This is in agreement with what we have determined through pulse radiolysis

studies. Minor products observed differed to those obtained for the hydroxyl radical

experiment. Ioxynil's reaction with the dibromide radical anion produced a product which

resulted in the addition of a bromide atom to Ioxynil.

Ab initio calculations indicate that the HOMO of Ioxynil is located over the aromatic

ring in both the phenolic and a phenoxide forms. It is suspected that the electron loss occurs

from this orbital, which is in agreement with the experimental results. The spin density

surface is also located on the aromatic ring and the oxygen, and can be described by resonance

theory.

The TDA spectrum obtained for the reaction of Ioxynil with the hydrated electron

produced a large negative absorbance. The rate constant obtained for the reaction of Ioxynil

with the hydrated electron is similar to that of 3,5-diiodotyrosine 11301. It is known that

3,5-diiodotyrosine reacts with the hydrated electron by addition to the aromatic ring, followed

by the addition of a hydrogen ion to form a H-adduct. Decay of the transient is slow with little

decrease in the absorbance of the transient observed. This suggests that the transient reacts

quickly to form products that do not absorb in the 290 nm region. Steady state irradiation

found a large loss in absorbance in this region for the parent compound. Gamma inadiation

coupled with HPLC revealed the formation of one major product. Mass spectral anaiysis of
the product did not identify a conclusive parent ion, precluding the structure from being

determined. The radical anion of Ioxynil has been shown to be a strong reducing agent with a

redox potential between -2.0 and -2.9 V.
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Ab ínitio calculations indicate that the LUMO of Ioxynil is located over the aromatic

ring and the iodines of loxynil. It is suspected the electron gain would initially occur in this

orbital. The spin density surface is also located on the ring, which is in agreement with the

experimental results.

The TDA spectrum recorded for the reaction of Ioxynil with hydrogen atoms differs

from that recorded for the hydrated electron. Gamma inadiation coupled with HPLC shows

the formation of one major product. This product is at the same retention time observed for

the hydrated electron's major product. The radical anion produced by the reaction of Ioxynil

with the hydrated electron must therefore undergo addition of a hydrogen ion to form the same

products as observed for the hydrogen atom. Corrections made to the sPectra accounting for

the differences in ground state absorbance did not match the spectra, suggesting that the

transient species' absorbance is effected by pH.

Ioxynil will degrade upon the reaction with a number of free radicals produced in

natural and treated industrial discharge water, however, upon formation of the phenoxyl type

radical ofloxynil, it can react via electron transfer to regenerate Ioxynil.
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6.0 Radiation Chemistry of Aqueous Chlorsulfuron
Solution

6.1. CHLORSULFURON

Chlorsulfuron (2-chloro-N- [[(4-methoxy-6-methyl- 1,3,5, triazine-2-yl)-amino]

carbonyll benzenesulfonamide) (Figure 6.01) was first synthesised by Uhichet al. in 1966

tl31l. It is a white solid with a melting point of 174-178 oC. The maximum solubility in

water is 125 ppm [131].

O"NHCNH'il

Figure 6.01. Chemical st¡ucture of Chlorsulfuron

Chlorsulfuron was first released as a herbicide by the Du Pont company in 198i

tl3ll. Since then, it has been shown to provide control of a large number of weed species.

The great advantage of Chlorsulfuron is that only small quantities are required to give the

desired results, typically between 4 and 27 gllta [132] depending on the type of soil' The

effective quantity is 100 times less than that of the herbicides used previously t 1331.

The application rate required is low due to Chlorsulfuron's selectivity for weeds

li34l. Weeds are poisoned specifically because Chlorsulfuron has the ability to inhibit the

enzyme acetolactate synthetase, which is involved in the biosynthesis of valine and isoleucine

11341. Cereal crops (including wheat and corn) possess an enzyme which effectively

deactivate the herbicide to harmless conjugates for example, the O-glucose conjugates [135]'

Despite the relatively large number of advantages that Chlorsulfuron possesses, there

are also disadvantages to its use. The most negative aspect of Chlorsulfuron is its ability to

remain in the soil for periods longer than one crop rotation [136, 137]' This can be

detrimental to cereal crops which do become susceptible at higher concentrations of the

herbicide 11381. The other disadvantage of Chlorsulfuron is its potential to leach deep into

the soil, where microbiological activity is low t13Sl. Chlorsulfuron residues can therefore

persist for much longer periods of time, and ultimately reach the water table.

o
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Normal degradation of Chlorsulfuron occurs via two primary routes. The first is

through hydrolysis of the compound in slightly acidic environrqents. The second mechanism

is through microbiological degradation. However, when the pH rises above 7.5, both

chemical hydrolysis and microbiological degradation are restricted. Chlorsulfuron has a pÇ
of 3.3; at higher pH it deprotonates one of the nitrogens in the sulfonurea bridge [139], with

the negative charge created by the deprotonation of the nitrogen resonance stabilised over the

carbonyl. ln the hydrolysis of Chlorsulfuron, water attacks the carbonyl, as shown in Figure

6.02. When the carbonyl is resonance stabilising the negative charge at high pH it beco.mes

unavailable for this type of reaction. Chlorsulfuron is therefore more persistent in alkaline

environments [13I, 140, I4I].

OMe

N

(
Me

OMeOMe

+ CQ+
SO2NH2 HzN

+
Me

+

HzN Me

Figure 6.02. Reaction scheme for the hydrolysis of Chlorsulfuron.

6.2 REACTION OF CHLORSULFURON WITH THE HYDROXYL
RADICAL

Figure 6.03 shows the time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon pulse radiolysis of an

aqueous Chlorsulfuron (1x10-4 M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH6.8, phosphate

buffer). It exhibits an absorption band with maxima at 310 nm and 350 nm.

In the presence of t-butyl alcohol (0.1 M), an effective hydroxyl radical scavenger but

a weak hydrogen atom scavenger, the absorption spectrum was considerably reduced. The

high G ('OH) yield and appreciable decrease in the transient absorption suggests the transient

absorption spectrum in Figure 6.03 is due mainly to the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with
Chlorsulfuron.
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No negative absorbance was detected in the TDA spectrum recorded between the

hydroxyl radical and Chlorsulf¡ron. This is because the Chlorsulfuron anion does not have a

large ground state absorbance in the region of 250 to 450 nm. The TDA spectrum can be

corrected for the small ground state absorbance by using the formula 3.14 and the assumption

that the yield of hydroxyl radicals is equal to the yield of the transient radical. Since the

ground state absorbance in this region is not significant when compared to the absorbance of

the radical, the mola¡ delta optical absorbance spectrum of the radical does not vary

considerably in shape from the delta absorbance spectra observed in Figure 6.03.

Reducing the dose (and hence the amount of transient radical) produced an increase in

the half life of the transient species at these wavelengths. The radical therefore decays by

second order kinetics. 'When the decay curves were f,rtted to second order kinetics they

produced a fit with decay rates of 2Wel = 1.1x10s s-r and 1.8x105 s-r at 310 nm and 350 nm

respectively. Assuming that all the hydroxyl radicals react with Chlorsulfuron and the G

value of the hydroxyl radical is equal to that of the transient (ie. 5.5), the molar absorbance of

the maxima are 1600 and 1700 M-rcm-r for 310 and 350 nm, respectively. Using the molar

absorbance values, it was determined that 2k = 1.8x108 M-ls-r and 3.lx108 M-ls-l respectively. -

Differences in the decay rates suggests that the absorbance maxima at 310 nm and 350 nm

may be due to the formation of two different species.
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Figure 6.03. Time resolved TDA spectm obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Chlorsulfuron

(lxl04M) solution sarurared with niuous oxide (pH6.8, phosphate buffer). Spectra recorded at, I 10 ¡rs after the

pulse, o 100 ps after the pulse.
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Radiation chemistry studies on sulphone urea compounds and 1,3,5-triazines have not

been extensively studied in the past, however some molecules containing similar functionality

have been reported in the literature. This includes Sulphacetamide ll42l and several I,3,5-

triazine U43, l44l derivatives. Sulphacetamide showed the formation of a OH-adduct when

reacted with the hydroxyl radical; the reactions of 1,3,5-triazines with the hydroxyl radical

were dependent on the other functional groups present. Since Chlorsulfuron is an unsaturated

aromatic system, the spectrum observed in Figure 6.03 is most likely due to the formation of a

OH-adduct from the addition of the hydroxyl radical to Chlorsulfuron. Carbons on the I,3,5-

triazine ring are electron deficient and can be thought of as positively charged. This has been

described by Quirke Ii45] using the polar conical representation of I,3,S-Íriazine presented in

Figure 6.04. This makes the 1,3,5-triazine ring resistant to electrophilic reaction and suggests

the hydroxyl radical would add to the benzenesulfonamide ring. The presence of two maxima

decaying at different rates indicates the OH-adducts formed produce absorbances at different

regions of the spectrum.

+

+ a\

N,-

I

Ca

N

Figure 6.04. Polar canonical form of 1,3,5-triazine [145].

Adjusting the ionic strength of the solution by addition of NaCIO¿ (1 M) produced an

increase in the decay rate of both maxima. This suggests that the transient formed by reaction

of the hydroxyl radical with Chlorsulfuron possesses a charge. At pH 6.8 Chlorsulfuron is a

negatively charged species, and the transient resulting from the addition of the hydroxyl

radical to Chlorsulfuron is expected to be negative and therefore observed result is in
agreement with the postulated mechanism.

Competition kinetics produced a bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of the

hydroxyl radical with the Chlorsulfuron anion of 2.4 x 10e M-rs-r. This rate constant indicates

that the Chlorsulfuron anion reacts with hydroxyl radicals at slightly less than diffusion

controlled rates.

Though this is the first reported rate constant for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical

with the Chlorsulfuron anion, rate constants for molecules that contain similar functional

groups have been determined. These rate constants are:
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Sulphacetamide k=9.2xl0eM-1s-t ¡t421

\8N,\8N'-Diethyl-6-methoxy-1,3,5 -ftiazine-2,4-diamine k=4.7x10e M-ls-t ¡1+41

\8N,\8N'-Diethyl-6-(methylthio)- I,3,5-tiazine-2,4-diamine k=2.6x10e M-ts-t ¡t44i

6-Chloro-\8N'-(1,1-dimethylethyi)-\8N-ethyl-1,3,S-triazine-2,4-diamine k=2.8x10e M-1s-t It+3]

\8N-Ethyl-\8N'-(1-methylethyl)-6-(methylthio)-1,3,5-tríazine-2,4-diamine k=2.6x10r0 tvt-1s-1 ¡t4+1

\8N-Ethyl-6-methoxy-\8N'-(1-methylethyl) -1,3,Slo;iazine-2,4-diamine k=3.3.x10e tt¡-ts-t It44]

6-Chloro-\8N-ethyl-1 ,3,5-tiazine-2,4-diamine k=1.8x10e ttt-ts-l ¡t431

2-Chloro-4,6-diamino-1,3,5-triazine k=5x107 M-rs-r ll43l
6-Chloro-\8N-isopropyl-1,3,5-tri azine-2,4-diamine k=l.2x10e M-ts-t ¡t431

6-Hydroxy-\8N-ethyl-\8N'-isopropyl-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine k=2.6xiOe tVt-ts-l ¡t++1

From the rate constant data for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with a L,3,5-friazine ring, it

can be observed that the rate constants are highly dependent on the functional group attached

to the ring. The electron withdrawing chloro group generally produces a lower rate constant

than of the electron donating alkyl and methoxy groupr.t Studies conducted by De Laat et aI.

1143, 1441did not elaborate on possible mechanisms for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical

with the I,3,5-triazíne rings. It can, hower.'er, be observed from their results that the 2-Chloro-

4,6-diamino-1,3,5-triazine molecule is similar to melamine and is not highly reactive" as

predicted by the polar canonical diagram.

Sulfacetamide has a relatively high rate constant with hydroxyl radicals when

compared to the equivalent rate constant for Chlorsulfuron. This is explained by the presence

of the amino group attached in the para position in Sulphacetamide, which would be electron

donating therefore accelerating the electrophilic reaction. In Chlorsulfuron, the chloro group

in the ortho position decreases the rate of reaction with the hydroxyl radical because it is

electron withdrawing.

Steady state irradiation of an aqueous Chlorsulfuron (58 pM) solution saturated with

nitrous oxide (Dose 80 Grays per hour) produced only a small decrease in absorbance due to

the Chlorsulfuron anion at236 nm (Figure 6.06). The spectrum varied slightly over the range

of the dose radiation added to the system. The decrease in absorbance was less than expected

according to dosimetry, suggesting that either the products must absorb in this region, or the

transients formed by the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with the Chlorsulfuron react to

reform the starting material, or a combination of both.

HPLC of a Chlorsulfuron (1x10-a M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6'8,

phosphate buffer) and irradiated with gamma irradiation showed the formation of new species
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and a decrease in the concentration of Chlorsulfuron (Figure 6.07), at 236 nm. No change in

product distribution was observed at either 220 or 254 nm. Two predominate compounds (A

& B) were detected in this trace along with th¡ee other minor products (C, D & E). All
compounds were at a retention time less than Chlorsulfuron suggesting that all products were

more polar. This is consistent with the addition of the hydroxyl radical to Chlorsulfuron to

form hydroxylated species.
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Figure 6.05. Observed change in optical absorbance of an aqueous Chlorsulfuron (58 ¡rM) solution saturated
with nitrous oxide and inadiated with gamma radiation (0 to 120 Gray). Dose rare 80 Grays/trr.
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Figure 6.06. HPLC analysis following gamma irradiation of Chlorsulfuron (lxlga M) solution sarurared with
nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer). The trace displays the products formed from the reaction of Ioxynil
with hydroxyl radicals (A and E). See Figure 6.08 for product identification.

The area of the products formed at 236 nm does not equal the decrease in
Chlorsulfuron concentration. The G value for the loss of Chlorsulfuron (after 20Vo of
Chlorsulfuron had reacted) is 4.9. If second order reaction kinetics is controlling the decay of
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the OH-adduct to form the hydroxylated product then a G value of about 2.8 is expected for

the loss of Chlorsulfuron. The result suggests the transient formed is reacting through a

pseudo first order mechanism with Chlorsulfuron. The reaction transpires because steady

state irradiation produces a concentration of the transient that is many orders of magnitude

less than the pulse radiolysis study. This effectively allows the pseudo first order reaction of

the OH-adduct with Chlorsulfuron to compete with the second order decay. The result of this

reaction is high molecular weight compounds that do not elute off the column readily.

A linear rate of Chlorsulfuron loss against concentration of hydroxyl radicals added to

the system (calculated using Frickie Dosimetry) was observed, until approximately 30Vo of the

Chlorsulfuron anion had reacted. The appearance of the products was also followed by HPLC

and found to be initially linear, suggesting the compounds formed from the initial reaction

also react with hydroxyl radicals. This is important in determining whether or not

Chlorsulfuron undergoes full degradation in the environment. Further reactions of the initial

products is required to breakdown the product to base constituents.
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Figure 6.07. Loss of Chlorsulfuron anion (left axis) and. the formation of the products (right axis) from the

gu¡¡-u irradiation of an aqueous Chlorsulfuron (lxlOa M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8,

phosphate buffer). The products are A=E, B=4, C=I, D=o, E=..

Structures of the compounds created from the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with

Chlorsulfuron were determined by electrospray mass spectrometry and reported in Figure

6.09. Chlorsulfuron produced a parent ion with a mass of 358/360 (3:1) Daltons (M+H*) and

a fragmentation pattern (using MS2 experiment) that consisted of two daughter ions at 167 and

141 Daltons. This spectrum matches the previous recorded electrospray mass spectrum of

Chlorsulfuron [146]. The predominate compounds A and B both produced a parent ion at
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3741376 (3:1) Daltons. This mass corresponds to the addition of 16 Daltons or an oxygen

atom to Chlorsulfuron. The 3:1 isotope pattern observed for the major compounds indicates

that the chlorine atom is still located in the molecule. Fragmentation of the parent ion at 3'74

Daltons produced two daughter ions al 167 and 141 Daltons. These are the same two

daughter ions observed in the fragmentation of Chlorsulfuron. Since the two daughter ions

formed are from the triazine part of Chlorsulfuron, it is reasonable to assume the hydroxyl

radical did not add to this part of the molecule, adding instead to the benzenesulfonamide ring.

The exact position of the hydroxyl group on the benzenesulfonamide ring cannot be

determined from the mass spectrometric analysis, however the position of the hydroxyl group

must be in a different position to affect the polarity of the molecules and therefore displaying

them in a different position in the HPLC chromatogram.

The minor products D and E also showed the same mass spectra patterns observed for

A and B. Compounds D and E must also be Chlorsulfuron with the addition of a hydroxyl

group onto the benzenesulfonamide. The four products place a hydroxyl group on each of the

non sterically hindered carbons on the benzene ring. The amount of each compound formed

suggests that either the molar absorbance of the species varies widely with the position of the

hydroxyl group and./or the addition of the hydroxyl radical shows some selectivity to its
position in the ring. It is known that the hydroxyl radical shows some selectivity when adding

to a¡omatic systems. Schuler [101]demonstrated that the partial rate constants for addition of
the hydroxyl radical to the ortho and para positions of biphenyl is greater than for the addition

to benzene. Addition of the hydroxyl radical to the meta position was found to be less rapid.

The electrophilic hydroxyl radical will react with an electron rich site more rapidly than an

electron poor site.

Ab initio calculations performed on Chlorsulfuron for the deprotonated form (with one

proton missing from the triazine side of the sulphone urea bridge) showed the most electron

dense ring to be the benzenesulfonamide. The triazine ring produced natural populations

simila¡ to that described in Figure 6.04. On the benzenesulfonamide ring the non sterically

hindered carbons show varying natural populations. Carbons in both the meta positions to the

sulphone group produced the highest electron density, suggesting the hydroxyl radical would

preferentially react at these positions. The two remaining non sterically hindered carbons

(ortho and para to the sulphone group) show significantly less electron density in comparison.

As stated earlier, it is impossible from the mass spectra to determine the position of the

hydroxyl group. To determine the exact position of the hydroxyl group on the ring the

molecule would have to be obtained and then matched to the retention time in the trace. Since
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these compounds are not commercially available they would have to be

considered beyond the scope of this project and therefore was not attempted.

o

Figure 6.08. Compounds (4, B, D and E) of the gamma radiolysis of an aqueous Chlorsulfuron in nit¡ous oxide

saturated solution as determined by the analysis of electrospray mass spectrometric fragmentation data. Location

of the hydroxyl groups are not unambiguously assignable in the structures. See text for discussion.

6.3 REACTION OF CHLORSULFURON \ryITH THE HYDROXYL
RADICAL IN ACIDIC SOLUTION

The corrected TDA spectrum obtained from pulse radiolysis of Chlorsulfuron (lx10-a

M) in acidic solution (pH 2, HCIO¿) saturated with nitrous oxide was identical to that

observed in Figure 6.03 for the neutral pH experiment (10 ps). A correction to the spectrum

was made to take into account the lower G value at pH 2 due to formation of hydrogen atoms

from the reaction of hydrated electrons with the hydrogen ions. The maxima at 310 nm and

350 nm decayed by second order kinetics with 2Vel=2.5 and 3.2 x108 M-rs-l respectively.

The values are slightly higher than the figures reported in section 6.2. This evidence suggests

that the transient produced is the same as that observed at neutral pH. The higher decay rate

results because Chlorsulfuron has a pK" of 3.3, [139] and at low pH the transient will be

neutral and therefore will decay faster because it does not have to overcome electrostatic

repulsion.

The transient produced by the reaction of Chlorsulfuron with hydroxyl radicals is

independent of the pH of solution (pH 2.0 to 6.8), indicating that the protonation state of

Chlorsulfuron had no effect on the absorbing chromophore of the radical. The protonation-

deprotonation sites are the nitrogens of the sulphone urea bridge. The negative charge created

by the deprotonation is resonance stabilised by the carbonyl and the sulphone groups. This is

in agreement with the experimental results, since it was determined in section 6.2 that addition

of the hydroxyl radical took place on the benzenesulfonamide ring, which is electronically

isolated from the protonation-deprotonation point.

H
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Competition kinetics were used to determine a bimolecula¡ rate constant for the

reaction of the hydroxyl radical with Chlorsulfuron of 1.7 x 10e M-rs-l at pH 2 (HCIO¿). The

rate constant indicates that neutral Chlorsulfuron reacts with hydroxyl radicals at a rate

slightly less than the anion. This result is expected due to the electrophilic nature of the

hydroxyl radical.

At low pH Chlorsulfuron undergoes hydrolysis as shown in Figure 6.02. This process

is catalysed by the presence of the hydrogen ions [147]. Since steady state irradiations were

performed at dose rates of 60 to 80 Grays per hour, hydrolysis of Chlorsulfuron is not

insignificant over the reaction time scale. For this reason no steady state reactions of

Chlorsulfuron at pH 2 were conducted. Pulse radiolysis performed on solutions at pH 2 were

made fresh before the experiment with the experiment conducted over a short time scale so as

to avoid interference effects from the competing hydrolysis (determined by UV).

6.4 REACTION OF CHLORSULFURON \ryITH THE HYDROXYL
RADICAL TN THE PRESENCE OF OXYGEN

Decay of the transient produced by the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with the

Chlorsulfuron anion (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer), in a solution saturated with nitrous

oxide/oxygen (4:1 v/v), showed no observable change in the rate of decay of the transient at

310 nm and 350 nm. Carbon centred radicals are known to react quickJy with oxygen,

however the reaction of cyclohexadienyl type radicals is documented to be slower than other

ca¡bon centred radicals t100]. The observation that there is no increase in the decay rate
ÀG

indicates thatifu" reaction bctween-the transient and-ox-ygen is occurring, then the rever"se

rcaetion is faster. Delocalisation of the unpaired electron on the sulphone group would make

the reaction with oxygen unfavourable.

Steady state irradiation of a Chlorsulfuron solution saturated with nitrous

oxide/oxygen (4:1 v/v) (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) produced no change in the product

distribution from that observed in the nitrous oxide saturated solution. This result is
consistent with the pulse radiolysis data. Electrospray mass spectrometry confirmed that the

five species collected in the experiment were the same as those reported in section 6.2, as they

displayed the same parent ions and fragmentations patterns.
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6.5 REACTION OF CHLORSULFURON WITH ONE ELECTRON
OXIDANTS

The dichloride radical anion formed in the pulse radiolysis of oxygen saturated sodium

chloride (0.02 M) Chlorsulfuron solution (1x10-a M ) at pH 2 (HClOa) reacts as a strong one

electron oxidant with a potential of 2.09 V (versus NHE) t431. Reaction of the dichloride

radical anion with Chlorsulfuron was studied by following the decay of the dichloride radical

anion absorption band of 340 nm. It was observed that in the presence of Chlorsulfuron

(lx10-a M) this band still decayed by second order kinetics, therefore indicating that a reaction

between Chlorsulfuron and the dichloride radical anion had not resulted. When sodium

chloride was replaced with sodium bromide (0.02 M) (pH 6.8 and 2.0) no effect on the decay

of the dibromide radical anion at 360 nm tüas observed. This implies that the following

reaction is not occurring and therefore no electron is being transferred from Chlorsulfuron to

the dihalide radical anions.

chl + X2'- *+ chl*'+ 2X- X=cl,Br (6.01)

The sulfate radical anion formed in the pulse radiolysis of nitrogen saturated potassium

persulfate (0.02 M), r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M), Chlorsulfuron solution (1x10-a M ) at pH 6.8 and

2.0 (phosphate buffer and HCIO¿ respectively) reacts as a strong one electron oxidant with a

potential of 2.43 V (versus NHE) [43, 86, 148]. Reaction of the sulfate radical anion with

Chlorsulfuron was studied by observing the decay of the sulfate radical anion absorption band

at 460 nm. It was observed that in the presence of Chlorsulfuron (1x10-o M) this band

decayed faster than without the Chlorsulfuron, indicating a reaction between Chlorsulfuron

and the sulfate radical anion occurred. Since Chlorsulfuron reacts with the sulfate radical

anion and not the dichloride radical anion, it implies that the Chl*/Chl (Chlorsulfuron is

mainly protonated at pH 2) redox potential must lie between that of the sulfate and dichloride

radical anions. ie. between 2.43 to 2.09 Y (versus NHE).

Chf/chl + So+'- -) chl/Chl*'+ So¿= (6.02)

Using the pseudo first order rate constants of the decay of the sulfate radical anion at

460 nm it was determined that 13.5 ps after the pulse more than 90Vo of the sulfate radical

anion had reacted with Chlorsulfuron. The TDA spectrum obtained at this time is reported in

Figure 6.09. This spectrum shows two very broad peaks at 310 and 440 nm. The spectrum is

different to that obtained from the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with Chlorsulfuron and is

therefore not assigned to the OH-adduct. The recorded spectrum indicates that Chlorsulfuron
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does not react with the sulphate radical anion to form a transient which then transforms into a

OH-adduct.
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Figure 6.09. TDA spectrum obtained upon pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Chlorsulfuron solution (1x104 M)
containing potassium persulfate (0.02 M), t-butyl alcohol (0. I M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 6.8, phosphate
buffer). Spectrum recorded 13.5 ps after the pulse.

The rate constant for the reaction of Chlorsulfuroq with the sulfate radical anion was

determined from the slope of a plot of the pseudo first order rate constant of the decay of the

sulfate radical anion at 460 nm against the concentration of Chlorsulfuron. This produced a

bimolecular rate constant of 3.8x108 M-ls-I. It should be noted that the value recorded here

might show some effects from the absorbance of the transient at 460 nm. Sulfacetamide in its

protonated and deprotonated states has been reacted with a number of one electron oxidants

including the sulfate radical anion, the dichloride and dibromide radical anions. Rate

constants determined by Sunil et al. ll42l were observed to vary widely with the type of

oxidising radical used and the protonation state of Sulphacetamide. While Chlorsulfuron

produced no reaction with the less powerful one-electron oxidants the Sulphacetamide

molecule did. The difference in results between the compounds occurs because of the triazine

ring of Chlorsulfuron. 1,3,5 Triazine or any of its derivatives have not been reported to react

with one electron oxidants and thus little information is available tI49l. It is postulated that

they would be unreactive toward the triazine ring for the reasons given in section 6.2 and,

Figure 6.04. That is, the nitrogen in the ring has the greatest sha¡e of the electron density,

making it unsuitable for electrophilic reactions. The sulphone is the fully oxidised form of
sulphur and it is reasonable to assume that it will not readily donate an electron.

5s0
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Steady state irradiation of a Chlorsulfuron solution (1x10-a M) containing potassium

persulfate (0.02 M), r-butyl alcohol (0,1 M) and saturated with nitrogen (pH 6.8, phosphate

buffer) produced a loss of Chlorsulfuron and the formation of new species at 11 (A) and 14

(B) minutes in the HPLC trace (Figure 6.10). A non-irradiated sample of the above solution

displayed no loss of Chlorsulfuron therefore indicating the reaction products were not due to

thermal oxidation of Chlorsulfuron by the persulfate ion [43], Compounds formed by the

reaction of Chlorsulfuron with the sulfate radical anion are at a retention time less than that of

Chlorsulfuron. This indicates that the compounds A and B are more polar than Chlorsulfuron.

0 5 10 20 25 30

Figure 6.10. HPLC analysis following ganìma irradiation of an aqueous Chlorsulfuron solution
(1x10-aM ) containing potassium persulfate (O.OZ l¿), t-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) and saturated with nitrogen (pH
6,8, phosphate buffer). The trace displays the products formed from the reaction of Chlorsulfuron with the
sulfate radical anion (A and B). See text for details,

Electrospray mass spectrometry on the compounds produced the mass of 251/253 (3:l)

and 3231325 (3:1) Daltons for A and B respectively, Isotope patterns of 3:1 for both

compounds suggest the chlorine atom is still present in the molecule, since in both cases the

first peak is three times the size of the next peak. MSn experiments on A displayed the loss of

18 Daltons (OHz), followed by another 57 Daltons (C+Hs) and then a further 35 Daltons (a

chlorine atom). The fragmentation pattern indicates loss of a Êbutyl group from compound A.

The parent ion corresponds to the benzenesulfonamide ring with one double bond saturated

with hydrogen and the addition of r-butyl alcohol. Analysis of the products indicates that the

transient produced by the reaction of Chlorsulfuron with the sulphate radical anion reacts with

/-butyl alcohol. Compound B produced a daughter ion at 161 (the triazine ring to the

carbonyl) and at 153 Daltons (minus a further nitrogen). A subsequent MS3 fragmentation

experiment on the 153 daughter ion produced a loss of 28 Daltons (CO). The fragmentation
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pattern indicates that compound B still has the triazine ring intact. The total difference in

mass to charge ratio from that of Chlorsulfuron is 8 Daltons. No reasonable structure can be

determined from the data obtained for compound B. It does however indicate that the triazine

ring has remained unaffected by the one electron loss from Chlorsulfuron. This is to be

expected because the triazine ring does not contain electron density that is.available to the

oxidant.

No steady state reaction was performed using the dichloride radical anion since it

required low pH for its formation. This would produce signifrcant hydrolysis of

Chlorsulfuron over the time span of the experiment.

F'igure 6.11. Plot of the HOMO of Chlorsulfr;ron as determined, byab initio molewlar ortital theory,
Calculations were performed at the HF/6-3IG** level of theory. The plot was deterrnined for the neulral
molecule possessing a corresponding multiplicity of +1.

Ab initio calculations on the Chlorsulfuron anion failed to optimise successfully with

the molecule falling apart at the sulphone group during the calculations. Using a less

computationally expensive basis set like [IF/STO-3G did not effect this fragmentation. The

failure meant calculations \¡/ere confined to neutral Chlorsulfuron. Figure 6.11 displays the

HOMO for neutral Chlorsulfuron. It is observed from this diagram that the HOMO is located

over the benzene ring attached to the sulphonamide group. The position of the HOMO is in

agreement with the polar conical diagram presented in figure 6.04. It also agrees with the

experimental observations that the triazine ring remained unaffected by the oxidation, since

the electron would be expected to be removed from this orbital. Optimisation of
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Chlorsulfuron's radical cation also failed with the molecule falling apaÍ during calculations,

thus no spin surface could be generated for this transient

6.6 REACTION OF CHLORSULFURON WITH THE HYDRATED
ELECTRON

The rate of decay of the hydrated electron's absorbance at 640 nm was observed to

increase in the presence of small amounts of Chlorsulfuron (1x10-a M) at pH 7.0 (phosphate

buffer and NaOH). This indicates that a reaction between the hydrated electron and

Chlorsulfuron anion is occurring. The TDA spectrum obtained upon pulse radiolysis of an

aqueous Chlorsulfuron (1x10-aM) solution containing /-butyt alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with

nitrogen gas (pH 7.0, phosphate buffer and NaOH) is reproduced in Figure 6.12. This

spectrum exhibits a small absorbance in the region between 250 and 400 nm. The maximum

of the spectrum was recorded at 330 nm, with what seems to resemble a small shoulder at 290

nm. No signihcant absorbance was recorded in the region between 400 and 640 nm.

Comparing the TDA spectrum recorded here with the equivalent reaction of the hydrated

electron with sulphanilamide shows a different TDA spectrum [150], indicating that a

different mechanism is occurring between the two compounds. Sulphanilamide is known to

react with the hydrated electron to produce a transient with the radical residing on the sulfur.

The transient obtained for Chlorsulfuron's reaction with the hydrated electron therefore

cannot be of a similar nature.

The bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of the hydrated electron with

Chlorsulfuron was determined from the slope of a plot of the decay rate of the hydrated

elecrron at 640 nm against the concentration of Chlorsulfuron (20 to 50 pM). The rate

constant determined was 1.7x1010M-ls-l. Though this is the first reported rate constant for the

reaction of the hydrated electron with the Chlorsulfuron anion, rate constants for compounds

with similar functional groups have been reported and can be observed below.

Chlorobenzene 'k=5.0x108 M-ls-r ll29l

Sulphanilamide k=2.4x10r0 M-ls-t [t50]

Benzenesulphamide k=9.8x10eM-rs-r t1501

No rate constants on 1,3,5-triazine or any derivative have been recorded with the

hydrated electron ll4gl. The rate constant for the reaction of Chlorsulfuron is closer to the

benzenesulphamide than chlorobenzene, suggesting a reaction similar to that of

benzenesulphamide.
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Figure 6.12. TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Chlorsulfuron (1x104M) solution
containing r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen gas (pH 7.0, phosphate buffer and NaOH). The
spectrum was recorded 5 ¡rs after the pulse.

A study by Phillips et al. t1501 on the reaction of hydrated electron with

benzenesulphamide and its derivatives found the end result of the reaction to be highly

dependent on the other functional groups present in the molecule. In all cases the reaction of

hydrated electrons with the benzenesulphamide resulted in the addition of the electron to the

molecule, usually to the sulphone group.

Reaction of the hydrated electron with Chlorsulfu¡on should initiatly result in addition

of an electron to Chlorsulfuron to form the Chlorsulfuron radical di-anion (ie. Chl'2-). The

site of the addition of the electron should be to the sulphone group. Once the sulphone group

has captured the electron, it is likely that the radical will be stabilised into the

benzenesulfonamide ring. This would then be expected to result in the dissociation of a

chloride ion from the parent molecule.

Ab initio calculations performed on neutral Chlorsulfuron indicated that the sulphur

atom was the most electron poor atom in the molecule. Spin calculations on the

Chlorsulfuron radical anion could not be completed because the molecule fragmented in much

the same way as was observed for the radical cation. The LUMO is displayed in Figure 6.13

with the density surface map superimposed on it. The diagram indicates that the LUMO is
located over the sulfur atom with part of this orbital protruding out of the density map,

indicating that this is the most likely spot for nucleophilic attack. This result is in agreement

with the experimental results.
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F'igure 6.13. Plot of the LUMO with the superimposed density surface of the LUMO of Chlorsulfiron as
determined by ab initio molecular orbital theory. Calculations were performed at the IIF/6-31G** level of
theory. The plot was determined for the neutml molecule possessing a corresponding multiplicity of +1.

Time resolved studies out to 1000 ps showed no formation of any new peaks in the

region of 250 to 600 nm, suggesting that the reaction forms stable products which do not

absorb in this region.

Gamma inadiation of an aqueous Chlorsulfuron (8.4x10-tM) solution containing l-

butyl alcohol (0.I M) and saturated with nitrogen (pH 7.0, phosphate buffer and NaOH)

produced the TIPLC trace observed in Figure 6.14. The effect on optical absorbance was to

decrease the absorbance maximum at 236 nm and to form a new maximum at 230 nm. The

HPLC trace of the same solution indicated the formation of a major species at 15 minutes.

Mass spectrometry on this compound produced a mass to charge ratio at 324 Daltons. Loss

of the isotope pattern indicates the chlorine atom is no longer present in the molecule. The

mass to charge ratio of 324 Daltons is 34 Daltons less than that of Chlorsulfuron, or minus

one chlorine atom, plus one hydrogen atom. MS2 fragmentation of the 324 peakproduced the

familiar daughter ion of 161 and 141 Daltons which are formed from the triazine ring when

the same experiment is performed on Chlorsulfuron. The exact mechanism for the reaction of

the hydrated electrons with Chlorsulfuron would be initial electron capture, followed by

ejection of a chloride ion leaving an alkyl radical. This radical would then extract an

hydrogen atom from the l-butyl alcohol to form the observed compound. These observations

allow for the postulation of the mechanism in Figure 6. 15 .
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Figure 6.14, HPLC analysis following the gamma iradiation of an aqueous Chlorsulfuron (8.4x10-5M) solution
containing r-butyl alcohol (0,I M) and saturated with nitrogen (pH 7,0, phosphate buffer and NaOH). The arrow
indicates the direction of absorbance change. Inset, Observed change in optical absorbance of the same solution
(0 to 400 Gray).
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Figure 6.15. Proposed scheme for the reaction of the hydrated electron with Chlorsulfuron, See text for
discussion.

Analysis of the above solution after steady state irradiation indicated the presence of

chloride ion. The G value determined for the production of the chloride ion was 0.75, and the

G value for the loss of chloride ion is the same value as determined for the destruction of

Chlorsulfuron. This indicates the chloride anion is being eliminated quantitatively from the

molecule as a result of the hydrated electron's reaction with Chlorsulfuron.
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6.7 REACTION OF CHLORSULFURON \ryITH THE HYDROGEN
ATOM

Figure 6.16 shows the TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous

Chlorsulfuron (Ix10-4M) solution containing f-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen

(pH 2,HCIO4). It exhibits an absorption peak with a maximum at 340 nm. The TDA

spectrum is similar in shape to that obtained for theoH-adduct, therefore the absorbance

observed from this reaction probably results from the addition of the hydrogen atom to the

benzene ring.

Formation kinetics conducted from tlhe slope of a plot of the pseudo first order rate

constant against the concentration of Chlorsulfuron at 340 nm, produced a bimolecular rate

constant for the reaction of 1.4x10e M-ls-I. This rate is fast for a hydrogen atom, but is still

slower than that of the reaction with hydroxyl radicals at the same pH. No direct comparison

could be made with the reactions of similar functional groups as none have been reported in

the literature [149].
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Figure 6.16. TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Chlorsulfuron (lxl0a M) solution

containing 0.1 M r-butyl alcohol saturated with nitrogen (pH 2,HClo4). spectrum recorded l0 ps after the

pulse.

Hydrolysis of Chlorsulfuron is signifîcant at the low pH values required for the

formation of the hydrogen atom, thus the steady state reaction could not be carried out' The

formation of the H-adduct can therefore not be confirmed comprehensively,
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6.8 REACTION OF CHLORSULFURON WITH REDUCING
RADICALS.

Pulse radiolysis of a nitrous oxide saturated solution containing sodium formate (0.02

M) and Chlorsulfuron (lx10-aM) (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) produced a maximum below 250

nm with no other absorbance maxima observed. Absorbance observed was due to the

formation of the carbon dioxide radical anion. Time resolved studies out to 1000 ps indicated

the presence of no new absorption in the range of 250 nm to 600 nm. This suggests that the

carbon dioxide radical does not react with Chlorsulfuron. The redox potential of the carbon

dioxide radical has been determined to be -2.0 V (versus NHE) [43, 111] suggesting that the

redox potential of the ChlTChl'2- is more negative than -2.0 V. Therefore, Chl''- is a strong

reducing agent with a reduction potential between -2.0 and -2.9v (versus NHE).

Gamma irradiation of the same solution showed no loss of Chlorsulfuron when

sufficient radical was placed into the matrix to react with 50Vo of the available starting

compound. This confirms results obtained in the pulse radiolysis experiments. In natural and

industrial waste water the elimination of the chloride ion would stop the radical anion

reforming Chlorsulfuron, thus allowing for its breakdown.

6.9 OVERVIEW OF THE RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF
CHLORSULFURON

This study has allowed for the first time elucidation of the radiation chemistry of
aqueous Chlorsuifuron. The new chemistry is summarised in figure 6.17.

The TDA spectrum obtained from the reaction of Chlorsulfuron with the hydroxyl

radical suggests formation of a OH-adduct as an intermediate. Two maxima were observed in
the TDA spectrum, suggesting that that the OH-adducts formed absorb in different regions of
the spectrum. Ab initio calculations indicate that the tnazine ring of Chlorsulfuron is
unfavourable for electrophilic addition of the hydroxyl radical. The rate constant for the

reaction of Chlorsulfuron with the hydroxyl radical is significantly slower than that of
Sulphacetamide's reaction with the hydroxyl radical lI42l. This is attributed to the electron

withdrawing affect of the chlo¡ine atom on the benzenesulfonamide ring. The decay rate of
the OH-adduct showed dependence on the ionic strength of the solution, therefore the

transient is charged. The transient decayed by second order kinetics, indicating the

degradation products are formed fiom radical-radical reactions. HPLC characterisation of the

compounds formed by the reaction of Chlorsulfuron with the hydroxyl radical showed that all
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of these species have retention times less than Chlorsulfuron. This suggests that the newly

formed compounds are more polar than Cilorsulfuron. Mass spectrometric studies

determined that the four major species each have masses equivalent to the addition of one

oxygen atom to the Chlorsulfuron molecule. Comparison of the mass spectral fragmentation

data collected for Ctrlorsulfuron with that of the newly formed compounds, indicate that the

oxygen atom is attached to the benzenesulfonamide ring. This is agreement with what we

determined through the pulse radiolysis and ab initio studies. The rate of Chlorsulfuron loss

and the formation of products from the reaction of Chlorsulfuron with the hydroxyl radical is

initially linea¡ under steady state irradiation. As the amount of hydroxyl radicals is increased

past 3OVo of Chlorsulfuron's concentration, the loss of Chlorsulfuron and the formation of

products follows a higher order kinetic mechanism. This result suggests that the products of

the initial reaction also react with the hydroxyl radical to form (uncharacterised) compounds.

The corrected TDA spectrum obtained upon the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with

Chlorsulfuron at pH 2 matches that obtained from the same reaction at neutral pH. The rate

constant for the reaction of Chlorsulfuron with the hydroxyl radical at pH 2 is lower than that

obtained at neutral pH. Qualitatively, this can be explained as follows: in the anion form of

Chlorsulfuron the electron density is greater than in the case of the neutral form. Since the

hydroxyl radical behaves as an electrophile in its reactions, reaction with the electron rich

species is faster. Steady state irradiations of Chlorsulfuron at pH 2 were not carried out

because the degradation of the starting compound is no longer insignificant.

The OH-adduct produced by the reaction of Chlorsulfuron with the hydroxyl radical

was shown to be unreactive with oxygen. It is postulated this occurred because of the

delocalisation of the radical over the sulphone group. Identical compounds were identified

using gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC as were produced in the de-oxygenated study.

The TDA spectra obtained from the reaction of Chlorsulfuron with the sulfate radical

anion differs from that obtained for the reaction OH-adduct of Chlorsulfuron, thus the

transient produced does not transform into a OH-adduct. Chlorsulfuron is not observed to

react with the dichloride radical anion and therefore the resulting radical of Chlorsulfuron is a

powerful one electron oxidant with a redox potential between 2.43 to 2.09 Volts (versus

NHE). Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC for the sulphate radical anion shows that

newly formed compounds are more polar than Chlorsulfuron. We have determined that one

of the products formed from the reaction of Chlorsulfuron with the sulfate radical anion a¡ises

following the reaction of the transient with the Êbutyl alcohol required for the study.
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Figure 6.17. overview of the radiation chemistry characterised in this study

Ab initio calculations indicate that the HOMO of Chlorsulfuron is located over the

benzenesulfonamide ring. It is suspected that the electron lost occurs from this orbital, which

is in agreement with the experimental results. The spin density surface could not be

calculated.

The TDA spectrum for the reaction of Chiorsulfuron with the hydrated electron differs
from that obtained for sulphanilamide. The rate constant for the reaction of Chlorsulfuron

with the hydrated electron is simila¡ to that of sulphanilamide t1501. Reaction of the two
compounds therefore might proceed via similar mechanisms, but result in different transients.

It is known for sulphanilamide that the radical resides on the sulfur, but the difference in TDA
spectra indicates this is not true of the transient obtained from Chlorsulfuron, thus another part

of the Chlorsulfuron moiecule must affect the transient.

Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC found one major product for the reaction of
the hydrated electron with Chlorsulfuron. Using mass spectral fragmentation we have

H
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determined that the product is the dehalogenated form of Chlorsulfuron. The different TDA

spectrum is accounted for by the formation of the benzyl radical on the elimination of the

chloride ion. The radical anion of Chlorsulfuron is a strong reducing agent with a redox

potential of between -2.0 and -2.9 V. In natural and industrial waste water the elimination of

the chloride ion would stop the radical anion reforming Chlorsulfuron, thus allowing for its

breakdown.

Ab initio calculations indicate the LUMO of Chlorsulfuron is located over the sulfur

atom. An overlayed density surface suggests this is the most accessible site for nucleophilic

attack. It is suspected that the electron gain would initially occur in this orbital, which is in

agreement with our experimental results.

The TDA spectrum for the reaction of Chlorsulfuron with hydrogen atoms is similar to

that expected for a H-adduct. Steady state irradiations of Chlorsulfuron at pH 2 were not

carried out because the degradation of the starting compound is no longer insignificant.

Chlorsulfuron will degrade upon the reaction with a number of free radicals produced

in natural and treated industrial discharge. Upon reduction by free radical processes chloride

ion elimination will occur.
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7.0 Radiation Chemistry of Aqueous Dichlorophen
Solution

7.1. DICHLOROPHEN

Dichlorophen (4,4'-dich\oro-2,2'-methylenediphenol) (Figure 7.01) is a white solid

with a melting point of 176-177 0C [tSt]. The maximum solubility of Dichlorophen is 30

ppm, though this increases when the pH rises above the first pKa. The two pKs of

Dichlorophen are 7.5 and 11.5 t1521. The first pKu value when compared to that of 4-

chlorophenol (pÇ=10) is low. This is most likely attributable to the intermolecular hydrogen

bonding between the two hydroxyl groups.

OH OH

CI

Figure 7.01. Chemical st¡ucture of Dichlorophen

Dichlorophen is an algicide, fungicide and bactericide with contact action' In

particular, it is used to protect horticulturai benches, textiles and equipment from moulds and

algae. The compound is known to be slowly oxidised by air but undergoes photo-

transformation in direct sunlight ll52l. Photo-transformation has previously been postulated

to cause its degradation in natural water. Dichlorophen is also a photo-allergic compound to

skin due to its photo-labile carbon-chlorine bond. This photoallergy has been postulated to be

due to the formation of free radicals interacting with skin after irradiation with U.V. light

[1s3].

Inadiation of Dichlorophen with U.V. light has been studied by Grabner et aI. [154].

Results of their study demonstrated the formation of a carbene as an intermediate. This

intermediate then reacts with water, oxygen and Dichlorophen itself to form benzoquinone,

hydroquinone and coupling products.

CI
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ROH
cl + HCI

Figure 7.02. Reaction mechanism for the photolysis of Dichlorophen as proposed by Evans et al. ll52l

7.2 REACTION OF DICHLOROPHEN \ryITH THE HYDROXYL
RADICAL

Figure 7.03 shows the time resolved TDA spectrum obtained upon pulse radiolysis of

an aqueous Dichlorophen (1x10-aM) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH9.2,NaOH). It
exhibits an absorption band with a maximum at 310 nm. Figure 7.03 is similar to that

recorded by Getoff et aL [94] for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with 4-chlorophenol.

ln the presence of t-btttyl alcohol (0.1 M), an effective hydroxyl radical scavenger but

a weak hydrogen atom scavenger, the absorption spectrum was considerably reduced. The

high G ('OH) yield and appreciable decrease in the transient absorption suggests the spectrum

in Figure 7.03 is mainly due to the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with Dichlorophen.

No negative absorbance was detected in the TDA spectrum between the hydroxyl

radical and Dichlorophen. This is despite the Dichlorophen anion having a ground state

absorbance in the region of 250 to 500 nm (maximum at 300 nm). The TDA spectrum can be

corrected for the small ground state absorbance by using formula 3.14 and,the assumption that

the yield of hydroxyl radicals is equal to that of the transient radical. The corrected spectrum

is presented in Figure 7.04. Since the yield of transient radicals is not known for certain the

result should not be over interpreted.

Reducing the ¡adiation dose (and hence the amount of transient radical) produced an

increase in the half life of the transient species at 310 nm. The radical therefore decays by

second order kinetics. When the decay curve at 310 nm was fitted to second order kinetics it
produced a decay rate of 2Vel = 1.8 x 105 s-r. Assuming that all hydroxyl radicals react with

Dichlorophen and the G value of the hydroxyl radical is equal to that of the transient, (ie. 5.5)

the molar absorbance of the maxima is 9100 M-rcm-l for 310 nm (Figure 7.04). Using this

mola¡ absorbance value, the second order decay constant was determined to be 2k= 1.6 x 10e

M-1s-1.

hv O"I_-+
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250 300 450 500

Figure 7.03. Time resolved TDA specnum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Dichlorophen

(lx10a M) solution sarurated with nitrous oxide pH (9.2 NaOH). (r 5 ps after the pulse, o 1000 ps after the

oulse).
:lÞ

Reactions of chlorinated aromatic compounds have been extensively studied in the

past. These compounds include chlorobenzene, 3-chlorotoluene, 2,3 and 4-chlorophenol and

2,3 and4-chlorophenoxide anion. The neutral compounds all react with the hydroxyl radical

to form OH-adduct intermediates as the major transient. Phenoxide ions have been reported

to form the phenoxyl radical. Since the spectrum recorded here appears similar to that of the

OH-adduct of 4-chlorophenol, tllSl it is reasonable to assume that the hydroxyl radical also

reacts with Dichlorophen to form the same type of intermediate. At pH 9.2 Dichlorophen

possesses one ring which will be phenolic and another which will be a phenoxide ion. Since

the spectrum does not resemble the phenoxyl radical spectrum, and resembles the spectrum

for a OH-adduct, it can be concluded that the hydroxyl radical reacts with the phenol ring in

preference to the phenoxide ring. The small absorbance at 400 nm would be due to the

phenoxyl radical resulting from the oxidation of the phenoxide ring.

Adjusting the ionic strength of a solution by the addition of NaCIO+ (1 M) produced a

change in the rate pf decay of the transient at 310 nm (pH 9.2). This suggests the transient

species is charged, consistent with the OH-adduct assignment.

Competition kinetics produced a bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of hydroxyl

radicals with the Dichlorophen anion of 3.1 x 10e M-ls-I. The rate constant indicates the

Dichlorophen anion reacts with hydroxyl radicals at slightly less than diffusion controlled

rates.
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Figure 7.04. Molar Absorbance spectra of Dichlorophen at pH 2 and9.2 (solid lines) and the transients arising
from the reaction of Dichlorophen with hydroxyl radicals (i^pH9.2,; pH2). Spectra recorded 5 ps after the
pulse.

Though this is the first reported rate constant for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical

with the Dichlorophen anion, rate constants for molecules that contain similar functional

groups have been determined. These rate constants are:

Chlorobenzene k=5.6x10e M-ls-r t1551

4-Chlorophenol k=7.6 xlOeM-ls-r t156l

3-Chlorotoluene k=3.5 x10eM-rs-r ti57l

4-Chlorophenoxide anion k=4.6x10eM-rs-r t1581

The ¡ate constant determined for the reaction of Dichlorophen with the hydroxyl radical is a

similar magnitude to that obtained for both phenolic and phenoxide forms of 4-chlorophenol.

Steady state irradiation of an aqueous Dichlorophen (58 ¡rM) solution sarurated with

nitrous oxide using cobalt 60 (Dose 60 Grays per hour) resulted in only a small change in

absorbance due to the Dichiorophen anion at 300 nm (Figure 7.05). The spectrum varied

slightly over the range of the dose of radiation, with only a small increase in the absorbance at

265 nm. The stability of the absorbance spectrum of Dichlorophen inferred that either the

products absorb in this region, or the transients formed by the reaction of the hydroxyl radical

with Dichlorophen react to reform the starting material, or a combination of both.

HPLC of a Dichlorophen (1x10-a M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 9.2

(NaOH) and irradiated with gamma irradiation indicates the formation of new species and a
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decrease in the concentration of Dichlorophen at 254 nm (Figure 7.06). No change in the

product distribution was observed by altering the analysing wavelength to either 220 or 254

nm. One predominate compound (A) was detected in the trace along with two other minor

products (B & C), no other species were observed out to 40 minutes. All compounds

produced were at retention times less than Dichlorophen, suggesting all the products were

more polar than the starting compound. This is consistent with the addition of the polar

hydroxyl group to Dichlorophen. Re-running of the solution using a steep acetonitrile

gradient indicated that there were no compounds at longer retention time and therefore dimer

formation was not likely. Merga et al. U00l found the opposite for chlorobenzene, that is, the

preferentialiy formation of dimers. Differences between the results suggest the lower dose

rate employed in this study affected the type of second order reactions occurring to form

products.
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Figure 7.05. Observed change in optical absorbance of an aqueous Dichlorophen (58 pM) solution saturated with

nitrous oxide and inadiated with gamma inadiation (0 to 120 Gray). Arrows indicate the direction of absorbance

change with radiation dose. Dose rate 66 Gray/hr.

The rate of Dichlorophen loss against the concentration of hydroxyl radicals added to

the system (calculated using Frickie Dosimetry), was difficult to determine quantitatively

using HPLC. The experiment was unsuccessful due to an absence of reproducibility in the

HPLC quantitative measurements. This was most likely due to the low solubility of

Dichlorophen. The experimentai failure makes it impossible to put forward any suggestions

on the further reactions of the products from the initial reaction with the hydroxyl radical.
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Figure 7.06. HPLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of a Dichlorophen (1xl0a M) solution sarurated
with nit¡ous oxide (pH 9.2 (NaOH). The trace displays the products formed from the reaction of Dichlorophen
with hydroxyl radicals (A to D). See Figure 7.07 for product identification.

Structures of the compounds created from this reaction were determined by

electrospray mass spectrometry and are reported in Figure 7.07. Dichlorophen produced a

parent ion mass to charge ratio of 267/269/271 (4:3:1) Daltons (M-H*) with a fragmentation

pattern (using MS2 experiment) that consisted of a single daughter ion at 127 Daltons. The

isotope pattern of 4:3:1 is consistent with two chlorine atoms being present in the molecule

t1591. The major compound A produced parent ions at 247/249 (3:1) Daltons. This mass ro

charge ratio corresponds to the addition of a hydroxyl group and loss of a chlorine atom.

Change in the isotope pattern to 3:1 also indicates the presence of only one chlorine atom in

the molecule. Fragmentation of the parent ion at 247 Daltons produced a daughter ion at 2I9

Daltons (minus CO). Replacement of the chlorine atom by a hydroxyl group has previously

been observed for chlorobenzene by Merga et al. lI00l. The reaction mechanism postulated

by Merga et al.ll00l involved addition of the hydroxyl radical to the aromatic system to form

the OH-adduct. The disproportionation reaction of the OH-adduct produced one hydroxylated

product and a mono saturated version of the starting compound. The thermodynamically

more favoured aromatic species is then formed by elimination of HCI to produce the observed

compound. A chloride test produced a G value of 1.3 for chloride ion production.

Comparison of the G value for the production of the chloride ion to the loss of Dichlorophen

could not be made because of the aforementioned solubility reasons" This result is consistent

with the results produced by mass spectrometry.

The minor product B produced a mass spectrum with the parenr ions at 283/295/2Bj

(4:3:1) Daltons. The parent ion conesponds to the addition of 16 Daltons or an oxygen to the

starting compound. The isotope pattern of 4:3:1 is consistent with two chlorine atoms being

A

D
B

C
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present in the molecule t1591. A MS2 fragmentation experiment on the parent ion at 283

Daltons produced a single daughter ion peak at 127 Daltons, the same daughter ion as

observed for Dichlorophen. Compound B is therefore assigned as Dichlorophen with a

hydrogen atom replaced by a hydroxyl group. Compound C produced a parent ion with a

complex isotope pattern of 5351537/539 Daltons. The parent ion corresponds to double the

mass to charge ratio of Dichlorophen, while the complex isotope pattern indicates that more

than two chlorine atoms are present in the molecule. This compound must be formed from

the phenoxyl radical which subsequently reacts with another phenoxyl radical to form the

dimer observed in the HPLC trace. Generally dimers are less polar than the starting

compound, however, in this situation the dimer is shown to be more polar than the starting

compound (from the relative retention times in the HPLC trace). The dimer has four hydroxyl

groups compared to the monomer's two, explaining the increase in polarity observed. The

variety of each product formed suggests the addition of the hydroxyl radical showed some

selectivity to the position in the ring and therefore affected the chemistry of the products. It is

known that the hydroxyl radical does show some selectivity when adding to a¡omatic systems.

Schuler [101] reported that the partial rate constants for the addition of the hydroxyl radical to

the ortho and para positions of biphenyl is greater than the addition to benzene, while the

addition to the meta position was found to be less rapid. The electrophilic hydroxyl radical

reacts with an electron rich site more rapidly than an electron poor site.

Ab initio calculations showed the greatest electron density on the aromatic carbons to

be on the carbon ortho to the O- and meta to the CH2 bridging group on the deprotonated ring'

To determine the exact position of the hydroxyl group on the ring, the molecule would have to

be obtained and matched to the retention time in the trace. Since these compounds are not

commercially available they would have to be synthesised. This was beyond the scope of this

project and therefore not attempted.

OH OH OH OH OH OH OH

HO
ct Ho

Product A
cl cl cl

Product C

cl
Product B

Figure 7.07. Products (A to C) of the gamma radiolysis of aqueous Dichlorophen in nitrous oxide saturated

solution as determined by the analy is oi electrospray mass spectrometric fragmentation data. Location of the

new functional groups aró not unambiguously assignable in structures A to C. See text for discussion'
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7.3 REACTION OF DICHLOROPHEN WITH THE HYDROXYL
RADICAL IN ACIDIC SOLUTION

Time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous

Dichlorophen (1x10-a M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 2, HCIO4) is different to

the spectrum recorded at pH 9.2 (Figure 7.08). The spectrum has maxima at 300 nm with a

shoulder out to 400 nm. When the decay curve at 295 nm is fitted to second order kinetics it

produces a f,rt with a decay rate of 2WeI = 2.2 x 105 s-1. Using the molar absorbance of the

radical determined at295 nm from Figure 7.04,2kwas determined to be 1.2 x 10e M-ls-l. The

decay rate observed here is similar to that observed for the reaction conducted atpH9.2.
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Figure 7.08. Time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Dichlorophen
(lxlO-aM) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 2, HCIO4). (r 5 ps after the putse, o 1000 ¡rs after the

pulse).

The spectrum is similar to that observed for 4-chlorophenol by Stafford et al. lIISl
and Getoff et aI.ll}0l and therefore assigned as the OH-adduct. The absorbance at 400 nm is

assigned to the formation of small amounts of phenoxyl radicals formed through the known

acid catalyst splitting process of the OH-adduct t1001.

Effect of pH on the TDA spectra can be observed more effectively in the molar

absorbance spectra (Figure 7.04) because it takes into account the lower G value of the

hydroxyl radical, the difference in ground state absorbance between Dichlorophen and the

Dichlorophen anion and the contribution to the spectra made by the hydrogen atom adduct.

Since neutral Dichlorophen has both hydroxyl groups protonated, the electron density oxygens

have to donate into the ring is less than that of the deprotonated form. Therefore the U.V.
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absorbance maximum of neutral Dichlorophen moves to a lower wavelength. This is

observed in Figure 7.04 with the absorbance maxima of the anionic form being at 301 nm

while the neutral form it is at Z8i nm [123].

Spectral difference between the transients produced at high and low pH can be

attributed to the deprotonation of one of the phenol groups in much the same way as is

observed for Dichlorophen. pKu determination was not attempted because of the change in

absorbance of the parent compound in the region of the absorbance of the transients. The

isosbestic points could not be used because of the similarity in the absorbance of the two

transients at these points.

The bimolecular rate constant determined for the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with

Dichlorophen by competition kinetics (pHZ,HCIO¿) was 3.5 x 10e M-rs-t. This rate constant

indicates that Dichlorophen reacts with hydroxyl radicais at a similar rate to that of the

Dichlorophen anion. Considering the electrophilic nature of the hydroxyl radical, the absence

of any change in the rate constant suggests addition is occurring on the phenolic ring in the pH

9.2 experiment. If addition of the hydroxyl radical was occulring on the phenoxide ring then

protonation of the hydroxyl group at pH 2 should lead to a decrease in the observed rate

constant because of the reduction in the electron density being donated into the ring.

Gamma inadiation coupled with HPLC revealed that only one major species was

formed when Dichlorophen was reacted with hydroxyl radicals in the presence of excess

hydrogen ions. The compound was at the same retention time as the product observed at pH

9.2 (Figure 7.06). Electrospray mass spectrometry on this compound revealed it was the same

product as compound A (Figure 7.01). The compound had the same parent ion and

fragmentation pattern (using MS2) for the pH 9.2 experiment. Minor species (B and C)

observed in the plF-9.2 experiment were also present at pH 2, these compounds were also

consistent with the products observed previously. Formation of the same species at different

pH values is consistent with the hypothesis that the different TDA spectra observed in Figure

7.04 were due to the protonation of the phenol group since the formation of structurally

different transients would produce different compounds in the HPLC trace. The HPLC

running solvent is at a pH of approximately 3 and therefore the products of the reaction

whether conducted at high or low pH have the same chromatogram.
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7,4 REACTION OF DICHLOROPHEN \ryITH THE HYDROXYL
RADICAL IN TI{E PRESENCE OF OXYGEN

Time resolved TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous

Dichlorophen (1x10-a M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen (4:1 v/v) (pH 9.2,

NaOH) can be observed in Figure 7.09. The TDA spectrum is different to that observed in

Figure 7.03, with new absorbance peaks observed at 285 and 420 nm. Comparison of the

decay rates of transient species illustrates a deviation from second order kinetics (Figure 7.10)

with the addition of oxygen (310 nm). A deviation in the kinetics indicates that transients

produced by the reaction of Dichlorophen with the hydroxyl radical react through pseudo first

order kinetics with oxygen. Reaction of the transient with oxygen is consistent with the OH-

adduct mechanism, as carbon centred radicals are known to react with oxygen [48, BZ, g4,

102, 1031.
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Figure 7.09. Time resolved TDA spectrum obtained upon pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Dichlorophen (lxl0a
M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen (4:l vlv) (pH9.2,NaOH). (r 20 ¡rs, o 50 ps, r 100 ¡r.s, o 500
ps after the pulse).
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Figure 7.10. Comparison of the pulse radiolysis traces obtain from a solution of Dichlorophen (lx1O4 M)

saturated with nitrous oxide and nit¡ous oxide/oxygen (4:l v/v). Absorbance data were collected at 310 nm.

Traces a¡e normalised. Both radiation pulses are 2.5 ¡rs long with a dose of 10.0 Gray per pulse.

Change in absorbance of a Dichlorophen (1 x 104 M) solution at pH 9.2, saturated

with nitrous oxide/oxygen after gaÍìma irradiation can be observed in the inset of Figure 7.1 1'

The maximum at 310 nm was replaced with a new maximum aÎ 285 nm. Change observed in

this experiment was different to that observed in the de-oxygenated experiment, therefore the

presence of oxygen is producing an effect on the products of the reaction between the

hydroxyl radical and Dichlorophen.
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saturated with nitrous óxide/oxygen. fn" trace displays the products formed from the reaction of the

Dichlorophen with hydroxyl radicals in the presence ofoxygen. Inset. Observed change in optical absorbance of

the same solution (0 to 180 Gray). Arrows indicate the direction of absorbance change.
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The HPLC trace recorded following gamma irradiation of an aqueous Dichlorophen

(1x10-aM) solution saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen (displayed in Figure 7.11) indicates

the formation of one major species at 18.5 minutes (A) along with several other minor

compounds. The main peak in the de-oxygenated system at 16.5 minutes was observed to be

absent from this HPLC trace. Mass spectral analysis of the major product A produced a

parent ion of 28312851287 (4:3:1) Daltons. The mass to charge ratio corresponds to the

addition of an oxygen atom to the Dichlorophen. An isotope ratio of 4:3:1 indicates there are

two chlorine atoms present in the molecule. A simila¡ mass to charge ratio was observed with

the reaction of the hydroxyl radical in de-oxygenated solution, however, this compound

possessed a different retention time from the species observed here, therefore the positioning

of the hydroxyl group must be different. MS2 fragmentation of the major peak also produced

a different pattern from the compound observed in the de-oxygenated system. Daughter ions

were observed at I45 Daltons, 16 Daltons more than that observed for Dichlorophen. Pioduct

E was also observed to have a parent ion of 283/285/287 Daltons and therefore must be a

similar type of compound as product A.

Product F recorded a mass to charge ratio of 299/30I/303 (4:3:I) Daltons

corresponding to the addition of two oxygens to the starting compound. The isotope ratio of

4:3:1 indicates the presence of two chlorine atoms in the molecule. MSz fragmentation of the

parent ion produced a base peak daughter ion of 143 and another ion at 267 Daltons. This

type of reaction was discussed in chapter 4 and results from the addition of an oxygen

molecule to the OH-adduct followed by a disportionation reaction to form a product with two

hydroxyl groups added to the aromatic ring [82].

Product G's parent ion was observed at 291/299/30I (4:3:1) Daltons which is two

Daltons less than compound F and results from the addition of two oxygen atoms and the

elimination of two hydrogen atoms. The exact structure of the compound cannot be

determined from the mass spectrometric data, but it is suspected that either a benzoquinone or

epoxide type compounds are forming. The product is not the result of the addition of four

oxygen and the elimination of a chlorine atom since the isotope pattern still indicates the

presence of two chlorine atoms in the compound. The mechanism for the formation of this

compound could not be determined.

Products B, C and D all produced the same parent ion of 307 /309 Daltons. MS2 and

MS3 fragmentation of this peak produced a daughter and grand daughter ion at 287 (-20) and
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267 (-20) Daltons, respectively. No structure could be assigned to these species from the

available mass spectral data.

Reaction of benzene with hydroxyl radicals under steady state conditions in the

presence of oxygen have previously been shown to form phenol in yields of between 50 to

90Vo, depending on the conditions [82]. No quantitative results were obtained from the

percentage of phenol derivates formed from this reaction. Qualitatively however, results

obtained for Dichlorophen are in agreement with this observation as the predominate

compound results from the addition of the hydroxyl group.

o

o
HO CI OH clcl CI

AandE F G?

Figure 7.L2. Products (4, E, F and G) of the gamma radiolysis of an aqueous Dichlorophen solution as

determined by analysis of electrospray mass spectrometric fragmentation data. Location of the new functional

groups are not ambiguously assignable in the st¡uctures A, E, F and G. See text for discussion.

7.5 REACTION OF DICHLOROPHEN WITH ONE ELECTRON
OXIDANTS

The dichloride radical anion formed in the pulse radiolysis of oxygen saturated sodium

chloride (0.02 M) Dichlorophen solution (1x10-a M ) at pH 2 (HClOa) reacts as a strong one

electron oxidant with a potential of 2.09 V (versus NHE) [43]. Reaction of the dichloride

radical anion with Dichlorophen was studied by following the decay of the dichloride radical

anion absorption band at 340 nm. It was observed that in the presence of Dichlorophen

(lx10aM) the band decayed faster and by first order kinetics instead of second order kinetics

(Figure 7.13) indicating a reaction between Dichlorophen and the dichloride radical anion had

clCI

resulted

Dich + Clz'- + Dich*' +2Cl- (7.01)
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Figure 7.13. Comparison of the pulse radiolysis traces produced at 340 nm, with and without the presence of
Dichlorophen (lx10a M) containing NaCl (0.02 M) in an oxygen saturated solution (pH 2, HCIO4), indicating a
reaction between the dichloride radical anion and Dichlorophen had occuned.

The bimolecular rate constant was determined to be 4.2x108 M-ls-l from the slope of a

plot of the pseudo hrst order rate constant against the concentration of Dichlorophen (5 to 10

x10-5M¡ at 340 nm. Time resolved studies initially produced a broad absorbance with l,rr* at

340 nm due to the formation of the dichloride radical anion. Using the pseudo first order rate

constant it was determined that more than 95Vo of the dichloride radical anion had reacted 50

ps after the pulse. The spectrum at 50 ¡rs produced absorbance maxima at 300 nm and 400

nm. Since the dichloride radical anion is a specific one electron oxidant, it should react by

electron transfer and be followed by deprotonation to form the phenoxyl radical.

Steady state irradiation of a sodium chloride (0.02 M), oxygen saturated solution

containing Dichlorophen (1x104 M) at pH 2 (HClOa) produced a HPLC trace which resulred

in the formation of one major compound (Figure 7.16). This product appeared at the same

¡etention time as that observed for the hydroxyl radical reaction. Electrospray mass

spectrometry on the predominate compound produced a mass to charge ratio of 535/335/339

Daltons with a complex isotope pattern. This corresponds to double the mass to charge ratio

of Dichlorophen, indicating formation of the phenoxide ion which subsequently reacts with a

similar radical to form a dimer.

Studies of the reactions of other specific one electron oxidants such as the sulfate,

dibromide radical anions and the azide radical with Dichiorophen were also conducted. The

TDA spectra that resulted from these reactions are shown in Figure 7.15. Graphs presented

illustrate the spectra recorded after 90vo of the reaction had proceeded.

Cþ-' ltus Dichlorophen

AloneC\
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Figure 7.15. TDA spectra recorded for the reaction of Dichlorophen (1x10aM) with I Cl2'-, o N3', and r SO¿'-.

Experimental conditions are as follows; SO¿'-,0.02 M SzOe=,0.1 M Êbutyl alcohol (pH 9.2 NaOH), nitrogen

saturated. Cl2'',0.02 M NaCl, oxygen saturated (pH2, HCIO4). N3.;0.02 M NaN3, nitrous oxide saturated (pH

9.2 NaOH).

The TDA spectrum of the sulfate radical anion appears similar to that of the azide

radical. It is known that the azide radical reacts with the phenoxide ion to form the phenoxyl

radical, these radicals are known to absorb at approximately 400 nm. The spectra shown here

for the azide radical and sulfate radical anion are therefore assigned as the corresponding

phenoxyl radical of Dichlorophen. The phenoxyl radical recorded at the isosbestic point of

Dichlorophen (290 nm) at pH 9.2 (N¡', SO¿'-) is different to that recorded at pH 2 (C12').

Since only one of the phenol rings forms the phenoxyl radical, the other ring can still

participate in acid-base equilibria. Difference in absorbance at the isosbestic point is

attributed to the acid-base behaviour of the second phenol group. Spectrum recorded for the

reaction of Dichlorophen with the azide radical at pH 6, matched that of the dichloride radical

anions (data not shown). Thus the pK" for this acid-base equilibrium is between pH9.2 and 6.

The dibromide radical anion produced on the pulse radiolysis of NaBr (0.02 M), did

not exhibit any increase in decay rate when a small amount of Dichlorophen (1x104 M¡ was

added. The azide radical has a redox potential less than the dibromide radical anion, so the

dibromide radical anion would be expected to show a reaction with Dichlorophen. Absence

of evidence for this reaction indicates that the reaction is too slow to be measured by the pulse

radiolysis techniques as the competing second order self disproportionation is faster. The

reaction between the dichloride radical anion and Dichlorophen was observed to occur in the

mid 108 M-rs-r. At pH 9.2 Dichlorophen carries a single negative charge as does the bromide

radical anion, causing repulsion between the compounds as they approach each other to react,
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thus slowing the reaction rate. Since the azide radical is neutral, it is not repelled by the

negative Dichlorophen and thus a reaction can occur. The azide radical also has a higher self

exchange rate with the azide ion when compared to the dihalide radical anions Í441,

explaining the difference in rate of reaction of the dichloride radical and azide radical.

Attempts to react Dichlorophen with the dithiosulfate and diiodide radical anions both proved

unsuccessful as no increase in the rate of decay of these ion was detected at 475 and 380 nm,

respectively. The diiodide radical anion is an one electron oxidant with redox potential of 1.0

V (versus NHE) while the azide radical has a redox potential of 1.4 V (versus NHE). Since

Dichlorophen reacts with the azide radical and not the diiodide radical anion the redox

potential of the Dich'/Dich- couple in reaction 7.02 must be between 1.4 and 1.0 Volts (versus

NHE).

Dich-lDich + X + Dich'/Dich*'+ X- (X=N3', SO¿'-, Xz') Q)

Rate constants determined from the slope of a plot of the pseudo first order decay rate

(formation for N¡') against the concentration of Dichlorophen (50 to 100 pM) for the reactions

with the specific one electron oxidants are given in Table 7.01.

Table 7.01. Bimolecular rate constants determined for the reaction of Dichlorophen with one electron oxidants.
Rates were determined from the slope of a plot of the pseudo first order rate constant against the concent¡ation of
Dichlorophen (50 to 100 ¡tM).

Rate constants decreased with the corresponding one electron oxidant's redox

potential, with the exception of the azide radical. The azide radical reacts at close to a

diffusion controlled rate. This phenomenon can be explained by the same reasoning used to

explain why the azide radical reacts with the Dichlorophen anion and the bromide radical

cannot (ie. because the azide radical has no charge while the radical anion possesses a single

negative charge). Electrostatic repulsion between the negative charge of the phenoxide anion

and the radical anions is thought to slow the reaction rates down. For the reaction of the

chloride radical anion with the neutral form of Dichlorophen, the electron density available for

the one electron transfer is less due to the protonation of the oxygen.

Radical pH Rate of reaction with
Dichlorophen

(M'1s-1)

Wavelength of Determination
(nm)

Clz'- 2.0 4.2 xI08 340

SO¿'- 9.2 I.2xIOe 460

N3 9.2 6.2xl}e 400
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Comparison of the oxidation of phenol and Dichlorophen by the dichloride radical

anion indicated that the rate constant for the oxidation of phenol is of a similar magnitude

(3.8x108 M-rs-l) t1601. Reaction of 4-chlorophenol and 4-chlorophenoxide anion with one

electron oxidants has not been widely studied. The only rate constant that could be found

after a comprehensive literatu¡e search [149] was the reaction with the azide radical. The rate

constant for the reaction of the azide radical with 4-chlorophenol was determined to be

4x107 M-ls-I.

Reaction of the chlorophenoxide anion with the azide radical has not previously been

recorded. Rate constants for the reaction of the dibromide, diiodode and dithiocyanide radical

anion have been reported Uzl\ Reactions for the latter two radicals were not observed with

Dichlorophen, and a rate constant could not be determined for the dibromide radical anion.

HPLC chromatograms obtained from the reactions of the dichloride, dibromide radical

anions and the azíde radtcals generated by steady state galnma irradiation with Dichlorophen

are shown in Figure 7.16.
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Figure 7.16. Comparison of the HPLC traces produced by the reaction of dichloride, dibromide radical anion,

andtheazideradicalwithDichlorophen(lx10aM). Experimentalconditions¿ìreasfollows;Br2'-;pH9.2and

pH 2, O.O2 M NaBr, oxygen saturated. N¡'; pH 9.2 and pH 6.2,0.02 M N3-, nitrous oxide saturated. Clz'-; pH2,

0.02 M NaCl, oxygen saturated. The traces indicate the differences in products produced from the reaction of

radical anions with loxynil. See text for discussion on the identihcation of specific products.

Dibromide radical anion formed on the steady state irradiation of a NaBr (0.02 M),

nitrous oxide saturated Dichlorophen (1x10-a M) solution produced a decrease in the

concentration of Dichlorophen as well as the formation of new products in the HPLC trace' In
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the pulse radiolysis experiments no reaction was observed. The reaction was observed using a

steady state method because the concentration of the dibromide radical anion is less than in

the pulsed experiment. In a pulse radiolysis experiment the concentration of the radicafare in
i1

the order of micro-molar, where as in the steady state reaction the concentration is many

orders of magnitude{ lower. The end effect is that the disproportionation reaction of the

dibromide radical anion becomes less favourabieand it therefore reacts with the solute I1011.

It can be observed from the HPLC traces in Figure 7.16 that the product distribution

from the reaction with oxidising radicals is highly dependent on pH. The azide radical atpH j
produces a peak at 16.5 minutes, while at pH 9.2 this peak decreases with new peaks observed

at 35 and 36 minutes. This same phenomenon is also observed with the dibromide radical

anion. The dichloride radical anion can only be formed at low pH and produced the same

HPLC trace as observed for the pH 9.2. A piot of the peak area at 16.5 minutes, produced by

the reaction of the azide radical with Dichlorophen at different pH's, can be observed in

Figure 7.17. The graph presented displays a pKu of 8.0, suggesting that Dichlorophen's

protonation state is not involved in the change in product distribution observed since

Dichlorophen has a pKu of 7.5 U521. This is in agreement with the pulse radiolysis data

suggesting the second phenolic group in the phenoxyl type radical possessed a pKu between

pH 9.2 and 6. The protonation state of the transient is therefore controlling the resulting

product distribution. The difference in area of the major products between the two pH's is

latge, suggesting that in basic solutions the second order reaction might be over shadowed by

the pseudo first order reaction between the transient and Dichlorophen. These products would

be of higher molecular weight and might not readily elute off the column.

Electrospray mass spectrometry was used to determine the structure of the newly

formed compounds. A peak observed at 16.5 minutes produced a mass to charge ratio of
535/335/339 Daltons with a complex isotope ratio. The mass to charge ratio and isotope

pattern corresponds to the same compound observed for the dichloride radical anion's major

species' The compound at 35 minutes produced a mass to charge ratio of 4g7l4gg/5}I (4:3:l)

Daltons. This compound is also formed from the phenoxyl radical. The radical then reacts to

again form the dimer, but this time the position of one of the radicals must be in the para

position while the other must be in the ortho position. This positioning would allow for
elimination of the HCI and formation of a compound with a mass to charge ratio of 49:-

Daltons (498-1H = 497).
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Figure 7.l7.Yaiation of the area of the product at 16,5 minutes with solution pH of aqueous Dichlolophen
(1x10-aM) solution containing 0.02 M NaN3 saturated with nitrous oxide. pH adjusted using phosphate buffers

and NaOH, pK, (254nm) = 7.8. Arrows indicate point of inflection.

Ab initio calculations were performed on Dichlorophen in both its neutral and mono-

deprotonated forms. These compounds were optimised at HF/6-3lGx* both for the radical

(minus one electron from its full electron set) and the starting compound. The spin surfaces

generated from the calculations are reported in Figure 7.18.

The spin surface for the deprotonated Dichlorophen indicates the radical is located

over the oxygen and the carbons ortho and para to the oxygen on that ring. As expected, the

spin is on the deprotonated ring with only a small spin surface also being observed over the

other ring. The HOMO of the parent compound can be observed to be located over the

deprotonated ring. The spin surface can be accounted for by resonance theory (Figure 7.19)

Neutral Dichlorophen has a similar spin surface to the deprotonated molecule, except

that the carbon attached to the oxygen also has a spin surface over it. The reason for the

difference between the two molecules is that the electron must be removed from the ring

instead of the oxygen as described by the resonance structures shown in Figure 7.19. In both

cases the spin surface can be observed to be located within the HOMO of the parent ion, As

discussed previously this is to be expected since this is the first orbital that the one electron

oxidant would encounter.
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(a)

Chapter 7

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.18. Plots of the electon spin density surface (a and c ), and HOMO @ and d), of Dichlorophen as
determined by ab initio molecular oúital theory. Calculations were performed at the 1¡176-316** lèvel of
theory. Ptot (a) was determined with a neufal molecule and a multþlicity of 2. Plot (b) was determined for a
molecular charge of -1 possessing a correqponding multiplicity of +1. Plot (c) was determined with a molecular
charge of +1 and a multþlicity of 2. Plot (d) was determined for the neufal molecule possessing a
conesponding multiplicity of +1.
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Figure 7.19. Resonance structures accounting for the calculated difference in electron spin density for a and c

electrons for the Dichlorophen radical cation and the Dichlorophen phenoxyl type radical. The difference in

electron spin density was illust¡ated in Figure 7.18.

7.6 REACTION OF DICHLOROPHEN WITH THE HYDRATED
ELECTRON

The decay of the hydrated electron's absorbance at 640 nm increased in the presence

of small amounts of Dichlorophen (1x10* M) at pH 9.2 (NaOH). This indicates that a

reaction between the hydrated electron and Dichlorophen is occurring. Time resolved TDA

spectra obtained upon pulse radiolysis of a Dichlorophen (1x104 M) solution containing r-

butyl aicohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen gas (pH 9.2, NaOH) is shown in Figure 7.20.

The spectrum exhibits a small absorbance in the region between 250 nm and 450 nm.

Maxima of the spectra varied with time indicating the reaction was not instantaneous when

compared with the 2.5 ¡rs pulse. kritially maxima were observed at 280 nm and 450 nm. The

maximum at the wavelength greater than 450 nm rwas due to the absorbance of the hydrated

electron and quickly disappeared to show the formation of a new maximum at 365 nm. In

addition to the positive absorbance, the spectrum also shows a negative absorbance in the
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region between 290 and 320 nm. This negative absorbance is due to the ground state

absorbance of Dichlorophen in this region (Figure 7 .04).
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Figure 7.20. Time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon pulse radiolysis of a Dichlorophen ( I x l0a M) solution
containing r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen gas (pH 9.2, NaOH). (r Directly after Pulse, o l0 ps).

The bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of the hydrated electron witl
Dichlorophen was calculated from the slope of a plot of the decay rate of the hydrated electron

at 640 nm against the concentration of Dichlorophen (20 to 50 pM). The rate constant

determined was 2.0x10e M-1s-1. Though this is the first reported rate constant for the reaction

of the hydrated electron with the Dichlorophen anion, rate constants for compounds with

similar functional groups have been reported and are:

Chlorobenzene k=5.0x108 M-rs-r t1611

4-Chlorophenol k=l.5x10eM-ls-r 1162l

3-Chlorotoluene k=8.8x1081rt-ts-l ¡1631

4-Chlorophenoxide anion k=6.5x108M-ts-r ¡1621

The rate constant for the reaction of Dichlorophen with the hydrated eiectron recorded here is

similar to that observed for the same reaction with 4-chlorophenol. The rate constant for the

reaction of the hydrated electron is less for the phenoxide anion when compared to the

corresponding phenol. Since the rate constant is similar to the 4-chlorophenol it is probable

the hydrated electron will add to the protonated ring of Dichlorophen resulting in the transient

Dich'2-. The transient would then be expected to result in the dissociation of a chloride ion

from the parent molecule.
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Ab initio calculations performed on the Dichlorophen anion showed that the carbon

atom attached to the chlorine atom on the protonated ring is the most electron deficient in the

molecule. This would, in theory, make it the most favourable for electron attack which is

consistent with the rate constant data obtained on Dichlorophen.

No new absorbance maxima were detected in the region 250 to 600 nm in time

resolved studies out to 1000 ¡rs, suggesting the reaction forms stable compounds that do not

absorb in this region.

100

Time (min)

Figure 7,21. HPLC analysis following the gamma inadiation of an aqueous Dichlorophen (8,4x1O-sM) solution
containing r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 9.2, NaOH), The trace displays the product
formed from the reaction of Dichlorophen with the hydrated electron, Inset, Change in optical absorption of the
same solution (0 to 400 Gray), The arrow indicates the direction of change with radiation dose.
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Figure 7.22. Reaction pathway for the reaction of the hydrated electron with Dichlorophen.

Gamma irradiation of an aqueous Dichlorophen (8.4x10-5 M) solution containing t-

butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH9,2, NaOH) followed by HPLC produced

the trace in Figure T ,2L The effect on optical absorbance was a decrease in the absorbance

maximum at 300 nm with no new maximum observed throughout the irradiation period. The

HPLC trace shows the formation of a major peak at 18 minutes. Mass spectrometry on this

peak produced a double mass to charge ratio at 2331235 (3:1) Daltons. A change in the

isotope pattern from 4:3:1 to 3:1 indicates that one chlorine atom is missing when compared
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to the parent molecule, The mass to charge ratio of 235 Daltons is 34 Daltons less than that

of Dichlorophen (minus one chlorine, plus one hydrogen). MS2 fragmentation of the 233

Daltons ion produced a daughter ion at I27 and 93 Daltons. The 127 peak has been observed

previously and assigned in Dichlorophen, the 93 mass unit daughter ion is the 127 ion minus

35 Daltons (one chlorine). The exact mechanism for the reaction of the hydrated electron

with Dichlorophen would be initial electron capture, followed by ejection of a chloride ion

leaving an alkyl radical. This radical would then extract a hydrogen atom from the /-butyl

alcohol to form the final stable product [94]. These observations allow the postulation of the

mechanism in F igure 7 .22.

The G value for the production of the chloride ion was determined to be 1.0. No comparison

with the loss of Dichlorophen could made because of the solubility problems mentioned in

section 7.2.

(a) o)

F'igure 7.23. Plots of the elecffon qpin density surface (a ), and the LUMO (b), of Dichlorophen as determined by
ab initio molecular ortital theory. Calculations were performed at the IIF/6-31G** level of theory. Plot (a) was
determined with a molecular charge of -2 and a multþlicity of 2. Plot (b) was determined for a molecular charge
of -1 possessing a correqponding multiplicity of +1.

Ab initio calculations were carried out on Dichlorophen, in it's mono phenoxide form,

with an extra electron in its full electron set. Structures that resulted from the optimisation at

IIF/6-3IG** (as a doublet) produced the spin surface observed in Figure 7.23. The

deprotonated Dichlorophen produces a spin surface located over the neutral ring. This result

is consistent with the nucleophilic nature of the hydrated electron.
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The LUMO of the neutral Dichlorophen molecule is located over all of the ca¡bons

ortho and meta to the oxygen on the phenolic ring. This is a different site suggested by

electron density cafculation (natural population analysis).

7.7 REACTION OF DICHLOROPHEN \ryITH THE HYDROGEN ATOM

Figure 7.24 shows the TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous

Dichlorophen (1x10-a M) solution containing f-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen

(pH2, HCIO4). It exhibits absorption with maxima at 355 nm and 305 nm. The spectrum

also exhibits a small negative absorbance in the region of 280 nm to 290 nm. This is due to

the ground state absorbance of Dichlorophen at this pH. The spectrum is simila¡ to the spectra

recorded by Getoff et aI. l94l for the reaction of the hydrogen atom with 4-chlorophenol. The

4-chlorophenol transient produced by the reaction with hydrogen atoms was assigned to a H-

adduct. We can therefore assign the transient observed for the reaction of Dichlorophen with

hydrogen atoms to the same type of transient.

Formation kinetics were performed on the maximum at 340 nm by obtaining the slope

of a plot of the pseudo first order rate constant against the concentration of Dichlorophen.

This produced a bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of 3.0x10e M-rs-1. The rate constant

for the reaction of hydrogen atoms with 2-chlorophenol was measured at 1.5x10e M-rs-l by

Getoff et at. 1941. As expected the rate constant is similar to Dichlorophen due to the

similarities between the two compounds.

Steady state irradiation of an aqueous Dichlorophen (1x10-a M) solution containing f-

buryl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 2, HCIO¿) produced a decrease in

absorbance area of the peak in the HPLC trace conesponding to Dichlorophen. Formation of

three compounds in the HPLC trace was also observed. The products had retention times of

4, 5.5 and 8 minutes (data not shown). Absorbance of the species was small suggesting the

molar absorbance of the product was not large at 254 nm. All attempts at trying to determine

the mass to charge ratio of the compounds using electrospray mass spectrometry failed due to

interference form the ion pairing reagent TFA. From the pulse radiolysis result it can be

assumed that the compounds are the result of an addition of the hydrogen atom to the starting

compound.
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Figure 7.24. TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Dichlorophen (lxl0a M) solution
containing t-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH2, HCIO4). Specrrum recorded l0 ps after the
pulse.

7.8 REACTION OF DICHLOROPHEN WITH REDUCING RADICALS.

Pulse radiolysis of a nitrous oxide saturated solution containing sodium formate (0.02

M) and Dichlorophen (lxiOa M) (pH 9.2, NaOH) produced a maximum below 250 nm with

no other absorbance observed. This maximum observed was due to the formation of the

carbon dioxide radical anion. Time resolved studies out to 1000 ps indicated the presence of

no new absorption in the range of 250 to 600 nm. This suggests the carbon dioxide radical

does not react with Dichlorophen. The redox potential of the carbon dioxide radical has been

determinedtobe-2.0V(versusNHE) 143, 1111. Theredoxpotentialof Dich-/Dich'2-must

therefore be more negative than -2.0 V. Therefore, Dich''- is a strong reducing agent with a

reduction potential between -2.0 and -2.9 V (versus NHE).

Gamma irradiation of the same solution showed no loss of Dichlorophen when

sufficient radical was added into the matrix to react with 50Vo of the available starting

compound. This result confirms those obtained in the pulse radiolysis experiments.

7.9 OVERVIEW OF
DICHLOROPHEN

THE RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF

This study has allowed for the first time the elucidation of the radiation chemistry of
aqueous Dichlorophen. The new chemistry for Dichlorophen is summarised inqigure 7 .25.
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Figure 7.25 Overview of the radiation chemistry for Dichlorophen characterised in this report.

The TDA spectrum obtained from the reaction of Dichlorophen with hydroxyl radicals

suggests the formation of a OH-adduct as an intermediate. The transient spectrum is compæed

to that from the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with 4-chlorophenol and the

4-chlorophenoxide ion, it is observed that the transient resembles that obtained for the 4-
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chlorophenol. Reaction of 4-chlorophenol is known to proceed through a OH-adduct

intermediate, supporting our hypothesis [118]. The decay rate of the OH-adduct shows a

dependence on the ionic strength of the solution, therefore the transient possesses a charge.

The transient decays by second order kinetics, indicating the degradation products are formed

by radical-radical reactions. HPLC characterisation of the compounds formed by the reaction

of Dichlorophen with the hydroxyl radical showed that these compound have a retention time

less than Dichlorophen. Mass spectrometric studies determined the predominate compound is

the hydroxylated, mono dehalogenated form of Dichlorophen. Minor products were

characterised as the hydroxylated form of Dichlorophen as well as a dimer. This is in
agreement with what we have determined through pulse radiolysis. The rate of loss of
Dichlorophen and the formation of products from the reaction with the hydroxyl radical could

not be studied under steady state conditions because of the low solubility of Dichlorophen.

The TDA spectrum obtained upon the reaction of Dichlorophen with the hydroxyl

radical at pH 2 differs from that obtained for the same reaction at neutral pH. The spectrum

obtained still resembled a OH-adduct. Correction for the ground state absorbance of
Dichlorophen produced a spectrum different to that of the neutral pH experiment, suggesting

the OH-adduct possesses a pÇ between pH 2 and 9.2. Ground state absorbance of
Dichlorophen is such that it is not possible to determine the pKu of the OH-adduct. The rate

constant for the reaction of Dichlorophen with the hydroxyl radical at pH 2 is simila¡ to that

obtained at neutral pH. Considering the electrophilic nature of the hydroxyl radical this

implies that its addition to the mono phenoxide form of Dichlorophen occurs on the phenolic

ring. Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC of Dichlorophen at pH 2, has shown that the

predominate compound for the reaction of Dichlorophen is that observed at pH 9.2. Mass

spectral fragmentation data indicates that this compound is the same product.

The transient produced from the reaction of Dichlorophen with the hydroxyl radical

has been shown to be reactive with oxygen. Gamma irradiation coupled with HpLC reveals

the formation of different compounds than those obtained for the de-oxygenated experiment.

Mass spectral fragmentation data indicates that the major products results from the addition of
molecular oxygen to the transient. The newly produced transient then reacts to form a major

compound corresponding to the addition of a hydroxyl group to Dichlorophen. This is in
agreement with a previous study which found that addition of a single oxygen atom to the

starting compound was the most prevalent product for the reaction of benzene with the

hydroxyl radical in the presence of oxygen [82].
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The TDA spectrum obtained from the reaction of Dichlorophen with one electron

oxidants is similar to that obtained for the phenoxyl radical of 4-chlorophenol. The transient

for the reaction of the one electron oxidants is therefore assigned as a phenoxyl radical. Rate

constants for the bimolecular reaction of Dichlorophen with one electron oxidising agents

decrease with the redox potential of the oxidising agents, with the exception of the azide

radical, which has a higher self exchange rate. Dichlorophen is not observed to react with the

diiodide radical anion and therefore the phenoxyl radical of Dichlorophen is a powerful one

electron oxidant with a redox potential between 1.4 and 1.0 V. Gamma irradiation coupled

with HPLC for the one electron oxidising agents shows a pH dependence on the type of

products formed. The pK" determined for the control of the formation of the major product is

observed to be different to that of Dichlorophen (using the azide radical as the oxidant),

suggesting the phenoxyl type radical resulting from the oxidation has a different pKu. The

protonation state of the phenoxyl radical of Dichlorophen controls the product distribution'

Ab initio calculations indicate that the HOMO of Dichlorophen is located over the

phenoxide ring. It is suspected that electron loss occurs from this orbital, which is in

agreement with the experimental results. The spin density surface is also located on the

aromatic ring and the oxygen, and can be accounted for by resonance theory.

The TDA spectrum for the reaction of Dichlorophen with the hydrated electron

produces a negative absorbance due to the ground state of the starting compound. The rate

constant obtained for the reaction of Dichlorophen with the hydrated electron is similar to that

of 4-chlorophenol U62), suggesting the hydrated electron reacts with the phenolic ring.

Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC found one major product for the reaction of the

hydrated electron with Dichlorophen. Using mass spectral fragmentation we have determined

that the compound is the dehalogenated form of Dichlorophen. The radical anion of

Dichlorophen is a strong reducing agent with a redox potential of between -2.0 and -2.9 Y. ln

natural and industrial waste water the elimination of the chloride ion would prevent the radical

anion from reforming Dichlorophen, thus allowing for its breakdown.

Ab initio calculations indicate that the LUMO of Dichlorophen is located on phenolic

ring. It is suspected that the electron gain would initially occur in this orbital, which is in

agreement with experimental results.

The TDA spectrum for the reaction of Dichlorophen with hydrogen atoms is simila¡ to

that observed for the H-adduct obtained upon the reaction of 4-chlorophenol with hydrogen
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atoms [94]. Steady state irradiations of Dichlorophen at pH 2 produced three compounds in

the HPLC chromatogram, but no structures could be determined.

Dichlorophen will degrade upon reaction with a number of free radicals produced in

natural and treated industrial discharge water. Chloride ion elimination will occur for the

reaction of Dichlorophen with one electron oxidising agents (pH greater than 8), the hydrated

electron and the hydroxyl radical.
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8.0 Radiation Chemistry of Aqueous Cyromazine Solution

8.1 CYROMAZINE

Cyromazine (N-cyclopropyl-1,3,5-triazine 2,4,6 trrarntne) (Figure 8.01) is a white

solid with a melting point of 220-222 oC. The maximum solubility in water is 11 g/L at pH

7.s u641.

",*Y.Y."<
NHz

Figure 8.01. Chemical structure of Cyromazine.

The Ciba-Giegy Chemical Company released Cyromazine as a systemic insecticide'

It is an insect growth regulator, which is effective against fly larvae and leaf miners t165].

Unlike most triazines, Cyromazine exhibits no herbicidal activities.

The major dealkylation product of Cyromazine (melamine (Figure 8.02)) is a

suspected carcinogen even though it gives negative results as a mutagenic in an Ammes test

t1661. The suspected carcinogenic properties of melamine has caused the US Environmental

Protection Agency to issue stringent guidelines for the analysis of food that has been exposed

to Cyromazine [165].

Figure 8.02. Cyromazine major degradation product Melamine [165]

Degradation of Cyromazine occurs in plants where it is readily metabolised to its

principal metabolite melamine t1651. Cyromazine degradation has been shown to utilise the

bacteria Pseudomonds spp. (strains A and D). This bacterium is known to degrade

Cyromazine down to carbon dioxide and ammonia [167]. Cyromazine is not expected to

undergo direct photolysis since it does not absorb light above 290 nm.

NH,
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In addition, Cyromazine has two reported pK" values, one at 5.3 and the other at I.7, making

it a weak base [168].

8.2 REACTION OF CYROMAZINE \ryITH THE HYDROXYL RADICAL

Figure 8.03 shows the time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon pulse radiolysis of an

aqueous Cyromazine (1x10-a M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate

buffer). It exhibits an absorption band with a maximum at275 nm with a shoulder at 350 nm.

The spectrum does not match that obtained for a cyclohexadienyl type radical, thus addition of

the hydroxyl radical to Cyromazine is not occurring.

In the presence of r- butyl alcohol (0.1 M), an effective hydroxyl radical scavenger but

a weak hydrogen atom scavenger, the absorption spectrum was considerably reduced. The

high G COH) yield and appreciable decrease in the transient absorption suggests \ the transient

absorption spectrum in Figure 8.03 is due mainly to the reaction of the hydroxyt radical with

Cyromazine.

No negative absorbance \ryas detected in the TDA spectrum recorded from the reaction

of the hydroxyl radical with Cyromazine. This is because Cyromazine does not have a large

ground state absorbance in the region of 250 nm to 450 nm. The TDA spectrum can be

corrected for the small ground state absorbance by using equation 3.14, and the assumption

that the yield of the hydroxyl radical is equal to the yield of the transient radical. Since

Cyromazine does not absorb strongly in the region of 250 to 450 nm, the molar absorbance

spectrum of the transient does not vary considerably in shape from that of the delta absorbance

spectrum.

Reducing the dose (and hence the amount of transient radical) produced an increase in

the half-life of the transient species at275 nm. The radical therefore decays by second order

kinetics. 'When the decay curves were fitted to second order kinetics they produced fits with

decay rates of 2WeI = 6.8x104 s-l and 8.4x105 s-t at275 and 350 nm, respectively. Assuming

that all the hydroxyl radicals react with Cyromazine and the G value of the hydroxyl radical is

equal to that of the transient (ie. 5.5), the molar absorbance of the maxima a¡e 4580 and l l40
M-rcm-l for 275 and 350 nm, respectively. Using these molar absorbance values, it was

determined that 2k = 5.1x108 M-ls-l and 9.5x108 M-ts-l, respectively. Differences in the decay

rates at the maximum and shoulder indicate they are formed by different radicals. The second

order decay of the transient indicates that products are formed through radical-radical

reactions. r
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Figure 8.03. Time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Cyromazine

(1x104 M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer). (r Directly after the pulse,l 200 ps

after the pulse, A 1000 ps after the pulse).

Reactions of 1,3,5-triazines and cyclopropane with hydroxyl radicals has not been

extensively studied in the past, however, some molecules containing this functionality have

been reported in the literature. Reaction of 1,3,5-triazines with the hydroxyl radical [143,

144] were dependent on the other functional groups present. Cyromazine is an unsaturated

aromatic system, however, carbons on the \,3,s-îiazine ring are electron deficient and can be

thought of as positively charged (as described by Quirke [145] and observed in Figure 6.04).

This makes the I,3,5-triazine ring unsuitable for electrophilic reactions, suggesting the

hydroxyl radical does not react with the 1,3,5-triazine ring. Absorbance maximum at275 nm

is not consistent with the formation of a OH-adduct as these types of radicals tend to have a

maximum in the region of 300 to 340 nm. It is therefore likely that the transient is from

hydrogen abstraction from the cyciopropane ring.

Adjusting ionic strength of the solution by the addition of NaCIO¿ (1 M) produces no

change in the decay of the transient, indicating the transient is not charged. This result

suggests electron transfer is not occurring between the hydroxyl radical and Cyromazine, since

at pH 6.8 Cyromazine is neutral and electron transfer to the hydroxyl radical would result in a

charged species.

Competition kinetics were used to determine the bimolecula¡ rate constant for the

reaction of the hydroxyl radical with Cyromazine. The rate constant obtained was

4.3 x lge M-rs-r indicating that Cyromazíne reacts with the hydroxyl radical at slightly less

than diffusion controlled rates. This is the first reported 
¡ate 

constant for the reaction of the

I

o
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hydroxyl radical with Cyromazine. Reactions of hydroxyl radicals with 1,3,5-triazine were

summarised in chapter six. To date the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with cyclopropane has

not been studied, however reactions with cyclopentane and cyclohexane have. The rate

constants for these reactions are:

cyclopentane k=4.9 x10e M-rs-l t1691

cyclohexane k=6.1x10e M-rs-l t1701

It can be concluded from these rate constants for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with the

given cylcoalkanes are similar in magnitude to that of Cyromazine's reaction with hydroxyl

radicals.

Steady state inadiation of an aqueous Cyromazine (a8 pM) solution saturated with

nitrous oxide at pH 6.8 using cobalt 60 (Dose 80 Grays per hour) produced only a small

decrease in the absorbance due to the Cyromazine at 208 nm (Figure 8.04). The spectrum

varied slightly over the range of the radiation dose added to the system with the maximum

shifting to the slightly lower wavelength of 206 nm. Decrease in absorbance was less than

expected by the dosimetry. This implies that either the products must absorb in the region

between 190 nm and 250 nm, or the transients formed by the reaction of the hydroxyl radical

with Cyromazine reacts to reform the starting material, or a combination of both. Since

absorbance does not vary greatly with dose, the chromophore (the I,3,5-triazine) is not

affected by reaction with the radical.

1.6

1.4

t.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4
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0
190 210 230 250

Wavelength (nm)
270 290

Figure 8.04. Observed change in optical absorbance resulting from the gamma inadiation of an aqueous
Cyromazine (48 ¡tM) solution saturated with nitrous oxide at pH 6.8 (0 to 100 Gray). Dose rate g0 GrayÆrr.
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High Perforrnance Liquid Chromatography of a Cyromazine (1x10-a M) solution

saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) and irradiated with gamma irradiation

showed formation of new products and a decrease in the concentration of Cyromazine (Figure

8.05), at 240 nm. Loss of Cyromazine rwas followed at 240 nm because the ion-pairing

reagent required in the chromatography absorbed strongly at lower wavelengths. No change

in the product distribution was observed at 254 nm. All six products were of varying

intensities in the trace (A to F) with all products possessing a retention time less than

Cyromazine, suggesting that they were more polar than the starting compound.

Time (min)

Figure 8.05. HPLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of Cyromazine (1xl0a M) solution saturated with

nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer). The t¡ace displays the product formed from the reaction of Cyromazine

with hydroxyl radicals (A to F). See Figure 8.07 for product identification.

The rate of Cyromazine loss was linear against the concentration of hydroxyl radicals

added to the system (calculated using Frickie Dosimetry), until approximately 3OVo of the

Cyromazine had reacted. Appearance of the products was also followed by HPLC and found

to be initially linear. This suggests that the products of the initial reaction also react with

hydroxyl radicals to form new products and thus continue the degradation ofthe pesticide.

Absorbance of the products (A to F) is small compared to the loss of absorbance for

the Cyromazine. When compared to the change in U.V. spectrum reported in Figure 8.04, it is

observed that all products of the reaction are not detected in the HPLC trace. Due to the low

concentration of the transient produced by steady state irradiation, it is possible that the

second order reaction observed in the pulse radiolysis is being over shadowed by a pseudo

first order reaction with Cyromazine. The G value for the loss of Cyromazine (after 20Vo loss)

is 5.0, stightly less than the G value for the hydroxyl radical. However, it is anticipated that
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the second order reaction would reform one Cyromazine molecule as well as one product.

The G value for ihis reaction process is 2.8. This result suggests that a pseudo first order

reaction is occurring and the products formed from the reaction are of a high molecular weight

which do not readily elute off the column.
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Figure 8.06. Loss of Cyromazine (left axis) and the formation of the products (right axis) from the gamma
irradiation of aqueous Cyromazine (1xl0aM) solution saturated with nitrous oxide [H 6.8, phosphate buffer).
Products a¡e A=r, E=a, F=o, B, C, and D not shown.

The structures of the products from this reaction were determined by electrospray mass

spectrometry and are shown in Figure 8.07. Cyromazine produced a parent ion with a mass to

charge ratio of 167 Daltons (M+H+) and a fragmentation pattern (using MS2¡ that consisted of
daughter ions at 140 and 125 Daltons. The ions correspond to the triazine ring missing two

carbons of the cyclopropane ring (140 Daltons) and missing the whole cyclopropane ring (125

Daltons). The major peak, A, produced a parent ion of 127 Daltons. This corresponds to the

product melamine, therefore the transient must fragment to lose cyclopropane. A non-

irradiated sample over the same time period displayed no lqss of Cyromazine and no

formation of any products, indicating their presence was due to irradiation of the solution.
Products E and F both produced the same parent ion of 183 Daltons. The mass to charge ratio

of the parent ion fo¡ E and F is 16 Daltons more than the starting compound and therefore

corresponds to the addition of an oxygen atom to Cyromazine. Fragmentation of the parent

compound produced daughter ions at 165 and 127 Daltons. The daughter ion at 127 Daitons

, is the I,3'5-triazine ring alone which implies oxygen must have added to the ring. It is
suspected from the pulse radiolysis that Cyromazine reacts with the hydroxyl radical to form
an alkyl radical on the cyclopropane ring. It would be expected that this radical would
disproportionate to form an unsaturated bond in the cyclopropane ring. The unsaturated bond

loss

I

¡
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would be highly strained in a cyclopropane ring and consequently be highly reactive. Solvent

water must therefore add across the unsaturated bond resulting in the addition of a hydroxyl

group to the cyclopropane group. This reaction would be catalysed by the electrophilic

addition of a hydrogen ion (from the ion pairing reagent BFA) across the double bond

followed by the addition of water. Compounds B and C produced a parent ion of 165 Daltons

which is two hydrogens less than the starting compound Cyromazine. Products B and C can

consequently be postulated to be the precursor to the products E and F. Attempts to determine

the mass to charge ratio of compound D using the electrospray technique failed and thus no

information pertaining to this compound can be gained.

Ab initio calculations performed on Cyromazine produced a natural population similar

to that described in Figure 6.04. Natural population analysis consequently agrees with the

hypothesis that the 1,3,5-triazine ring is unsuitable for addition of the electrophilic hydroxyl

radical. Carbons on the cyclopropane ring do show an excess of electron density when

compared to the other atoms in the molecule.

OH

N

HN

HzN NHz N NHz

B&C E&F

Figure 8.07. Products (A, B, C, D, F) of the gamma radiolysis of aqueous Cyromazine (1x104 M) solution

saturated with nitrous oxide as determined by the analysis of electrospray mass spechometric fragmentation data.

Location of the new functional groups are not unambiguously assignable in structures B, C E and F.

8.3 REACTION OF CYROMAZINE \ryITH THE OXIDE RADICAL

The TDA spectrum obtained on pulse radiolysis of a nitrous oxide saturated solution

of Cyromazine (1x10tM; at pH 13.2 (NaOH) exhibits an absorption band with a maximum at

275 nm with a shoulder at 350 nm. At this pH the hydroxyl radical formed by the pulse

radiolysis experiment deprotonates to form the oxide radical as described in section 2.I.6.

Stability of the Cyromazine molecule at this pH was established by U.V. spectroscopy and

was found to be stable over the time period of both the pulsed and steady state experiments.

The oxide radical reacts through hydrogen abstraction to form the hydroxide ion and an alkyl

radical t1711. The spectrum is identical within experimental error to that observed in Figure

A
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8.03. Since the spectrum in Figure 8.03 was also attributed to the abstraction of a hydrogen

atom from Cyromazitie; it is reasonable to assume that both arise from the same transient.

Therefore this data n .ttr., supports the hypothesis given in section 8.2.

Oxide radicals are known to react with substrates at approximately an order of

magnitude less than the conesponding reaction with a hydroxyl radical. This allows the rate

constant for the reaction of the oxide radical to be measured directly from the build up of the

transientabsorbance at275 nm. Aplotof thepseudofirstrateconstantof thereactionagainst

the concentration of Cyromazine produced a bimolecular constant for the reaction of the oxide

radical with the substrate of k=7.0x108M-1s-1. No rate constant data is available on'molecules

similar to the l,3,5-triazine. This value is reasonable for the abstraction of hydrogen from an

unsaturated ring. Rate constants for the abstraction of a hydrogen atom from methanol and

ethanol have been recorded at 7 .5 and 12 x108 M-ls-l, respectively þal. The rate constant for

the hydrogen abstraction from cyclopentene has been reported at approximately 7x108 M-ls-I.

This rate constant is simiiar to that recorded for the abstraction of hydrogen from the

cyclopropane ring of Cyromazine lI72l.

Steady state irradiation of a 1x10aM Cyromazine solution at pH 13.2 saturated with

nitrous oxide proved unsuccessful. The HPLC trace produced a large change in retention time

for the Cyromazine molecule. A non-irradiated sample at this pH also exhibited this shift in

retention time, suggesting the change was due to the high pH of the solution. For this reason

no quantitative data could be tâBen from the experiment. However, while the trace did show

peaks at different retention times, these appeared equivalent to those observed in the hydroxyl

radical experiment. Mass spectral analysis was not performed on the products because the pH

of the solution would result in damage to the HPLC column and affect the resulting

chromatography, thus making any comparison impossible.

8.4 REACTION OF CYROMAZINE WITH THE HYDROXYL RADICAL
IN ACIDIC SOLUTION

The corrected TDA spectrum obtained from pulse radiblysis of Cyromazine (lx10-4 M)
in acidic solution (pH 2, HCIO4) saturated with nitrous oxide was identical (within

experimental error) to that observed in Figure 8.03 for the neutral pH experiment (10 ps). A
correction to the spectrum was made to take into account the lower G value for hydroxyl

radicals [52] at pH 2, due to formation of hydrogen atoms from the reaction of the hydrated

electrons with extra hydrogen ions. The maxima at275 and 350 nm decayed by second order

kinetics with 2lclel = 2.8 and 37.0 x10a s-1, respectively. These values are in a similar ratio to
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that reported in secti on 7.2, but the absolute {alues are approximately half that recorded at

neutral pH. The absorbance spectra suggests the transient produced was,!he same as observed

at neutral pH, however decay of the resulting transients was affected by the pH of the solution.

Cyromazine has pÇ values of 5.3 and 1.7 [168] with the protonation-deprotonation site being

the nitrogens, the positive charge created by the protonation being resonance-stabilised across

the ring. Therefore at pH 2 the transient should be charged and the resulting electrostatic

repulsion would be responsible for the slower decay rate observed. The transient produced by

the reaction of Cyromazine with hydroxyl radicals is independent of the pH of the solution

(pH 2.0 to 6.8), so the protonation state of Cyromazine and the point of protonation has no

effect on the absorbing chromophore of the transient.

Competition kinetics determined a bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of the

hydroxyl radical with Cyromazine of 1.4 x 10e M-1s-1. This rate constant indicates that the

protonated form of Cyromazine reacts at a slower rate to that observed for the neutral form.

Steady state inadiation of the same solution produced an identical HPLC trace to that

of the reaction conducted at neutral pH. This result is in agreement with the pulse radiolysis

data, which also implies that the protonation state or the presence of excess hydrogen ion (pH

2 to 7) does not affect the reaction. Products observed in the HPLC trace were collected and

analysed by electrospray mass spectrometry. This produced the same result as that described

in section 8.2.

8.5 REACTION OF CYROMAZINE \ryITH THE HYDROXYL RADICAL
IN THE PRESENCE OF OXYGEN

The TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of Cyromazine (1x10-4 M)

saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen (4:1 v/v) is illustrated in Figure 8.08. The TDA spectrum

appears different from that observed in Figure 8.03, with absorbance aT 275 nm no longer

present. Comparison of the decay rates of the transient species indicates a change from

second order kinetics to initial first order kinetics (Figure 8.09) with the addition of oxygen.

This implies that the transients produced by the reaction of Cyromazine with hydroxyl radicals

reacts with oxygen initialiy through pseudo f,rrst order kinetics. This is consistent with the

hydrogen abstraction mechanism since alkyl ca¡bon centred radicals are known to react

rapidly with oxygen [48, 82, 84, 102, 103]. Figure 8.09 also indicates that the transient

produced by the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with Cyromazine reacts rapidly compared to

the transients previously discussed. It is known that OH-adducts react much more slowly (and

through a reversible reaction) than other carbon centred radicals [85, 173]. The rate of the

l1!

lt
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reaction observed in Figure 8.09 agrees with the hypothesis that the hydroxyl radical reacts

through hydrogen abstraction and not addition. Following the rapid first order reaction, the

reaction then undergoes a slower process which can be observed to be taking place,between

20 and 400 ¡rs in Figure 8.09.
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Figure 8.08. TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of Cyromazine (lxl0a M) saturated with nitrous
oxide/oxygen (4:1 v/v). Spectrum recorded l0 ps after the pulse.
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Figure 8.09. Comparison of the pulse radiolysis traces obtained from a solution of Cyromazine (lxl04 M)
saturated with nitrous oxide and nit¡ous oxide/oxygen (4:l vlv). Absorbance data were collected at 280 nm.
Traces are normalised. Both radiation pulses are 2.5 ps long with a dose of l0.O Gray per pulse.

The inset of Figure 8.10 demonstrates the change in the ultra violet spectrum upon

gamma irradiation of the Cyromazine (22 ¡tld) solution saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen.

This is different from that observed for the de-oxygenated system. This spectrum exhibits a
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small decrease in absorbance at 208 nm with no new absorbance at lower wavelengths. This

suggests that the products should absorb strongly in the region of 190 to 250 nm.

200

180

Time (min)

Figure 8.10. HPLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of a Cyromazine (lx10a M) solution saturated with

nitrous oxide/oxygen. The trace displays the products formed from the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with

Cyromazine in the presence of oxygen (A to E). See Figure 8.11 for reaction mechanism. Inset' Change in

optical absorbance of the Cyrom azite (22 pM) solution saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen produced by gamma

.irradiation (O to 40 Gray). Arrow indicates the direction of absorbance change with radiation dose.

HPLC analysis of a gamma inadiated Cyromazine (lx10-a M) solution saturated with

nitrous oxide/oxygen can be observed to be different to that recorded for the de-oxygenated

solurion (Figure 8.10). Products previously observed at 7.5 and I2.5 minutes have

disappeared from the trace. In addition, peaks at the beginning of the trace have increased in

size compared with the de-oxygenated experiment. This indicates that these compounds are

different from those observed in the hydroxyl experiment, even though they have a similar

retention time. Collection of the products allowed for mass spectrometric determination of

the species observed in Figure 8.11. Compounds B, D and E all possessed the same parent

| ¡'
ion with a mass to charge ratio of 199 Daltons. This masstÐ charge ratio is 32 Daltons greater

than the starting compound, Cyromazine, and conesponds to the addition of two oxygens to

the Cyromazine molecule. MS2 fragmentation of the peak at I99 Daltons produced a daughter

ion at 181 Daltons (minus OHz). Further fragmentation of this ion produced a peak al 127

Daltons. The 127 Daltons ion corresponds to the triazine ring, indicating the additional

oxygens were attached to the cyclopropane ring. Initially the reaction results in the addition of

oxygen to the radical to form the RHOz' transient. The RHOz' radical further reacts with the

perhydroxyl radical to form the corresponding organic hydroperoxide (RHOzH). Compounds

A & C produced a parent ion of 215 Daltons. This equates to the addition of 3 oxygens to the

starting Cyromazine molecule. The MS2 fragmentation pattern shows a peak at 197 Daltons
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(minus OHz). A further fragmentation demonstrated a daughter ion at 143 (minus 54

Daltons). As the daughter ion of I27 Daltons was not observed in these experiments no data

is available to determine the position of the extra oxygens in the new molecule. It is therefore

impossible to assign structures for the molecules A and C.

Or'

02H

*'\*

**ÅÅ^,* -l- oz

Figure 8.11. Proposed scheme for the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with Cyromazine in the presence of oxygen
for products B, D and E. The exact location of the new functional group in the above scheme is arbitrary as the
mass spectra data is unable to determine the exact site of addition.

Comparison of the size of the absorbance of the products indicates that the pseudo first

order reaction between the transient and Cyromazine under steady state conditions is

occurring in the de-oxygenated solution. Since the change in optical absorbance of the two

solutions is similar, it would be expected that for the same decrease in Cyromazine

concentration, the same total area in products should be observed. It is, however, observed

that the area of the products in the HPLC chromatogram for the de-oxygenated experiment is

less than a quarter of that of the oxygenated experiment. Difference in the results occur

because the transient reacts faster with oxygen than it does with Cyromazine to form

compounds more polar than those postulated in section 8.2 for the pseudo first order reaction

between the cyclopropanyl radical and Cyromazine, thus all the products are detected in the

oxygenated trace.

8.6 REACTION OF
OXIDANTS

CYROMAZINE \ryITH ONE ELECTRON

The dichloride radical anion formed in the pulse radiolysis of oxygen saturated sodium

chloride (0.02 M) Cyromazine solution (1x10-a M ) at pH 2 (HClOa) reacrs as a strong one

electron oxidant with a potential of 2.09 V (versus NHE) t431. Reaction of the dichloride

radical anion with Cyromazine was studied by following the decay of the dichloride radical

anion absorption at 340 nm. It was observed that in the presence of Cyromazine (1x10-4 M)
this band still decayed by second order kinetics indicating a reaction between Cyromazine and

the dichloride radical anion had not resulted. When sodium chloride was replaced with
sodium bromide (0.02 M) (pH 6.3 and 2.0), no effect was observed on rhe decay of the
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dibromide radical anion at 360 nm. This implied that no reaction occurred with the dibromide

radical anion either, ie. the electron transfer reaction from Cyromazine to the dihalide radical

anions does not occur.

Cyr + Xz'- -><+ Cyr*' + 2X- X=Br & Cl (8.01)

The sulfate radical anion formed upon the pulse radiolysis of a nitrogen saturated

potassium persulfate (0.02 M), r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M), Cyromazine solution (1x10-a M) at pH

6.8 (phosphate buffer) reacts as a strong one electron oxidant with a potential of 2.43 Y

(versus NHE) [43, 86, 148]. Reaction of the sulfate radical anion with Cyromazine was

studied by fotlowing the decay of the sulfate radical anion absorption at 460 nm. It was

observed that in the presence of Cyromazine (5x10-4 M¡ this band decay was accelerated when

compared to the solution without Cyromazine. The change in decay rate indicates that a

reaction between Cyromazine and the sulfate radical anion had resulted. Since Cyromazine

reacts with the sulfate radical anion and not the dichloride radical anion, it implies that the

Cyr*/Cyr redox potential must lie between that of the sulfate and dichloride radical anions, ie'

between 2.43 to 2.09 Y (versus NHE).

Cyr+SO+'-ìCyr*+SO¿= (8.02)
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Figure 8.12. TDA spec[um obtained l0 ps after the pulse of a nitrogen saturated potassium persulfate (0'02 M)'

r-Uutyt alcohol (0.1 M), Cyromazine (1x104 M ) solution at pH 6.8 (phosphate buffer). Inset, Comparison of the

pulse radiolysis t u"". produced at 460 nm, with and with the presence of Cyromazine

iS*tO" M) in a nirrogen saturated potassium persulfate (0.02 M), t-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) solution. The t¡aces

indicate that a reaction has occurred between Cyromazine and the sulfate radical anion.
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Using pseudo first order rate constants of the decay it was determined that 10 ps after

the pulse more than 90Vo of the sulfate radical anion had reacted with Cyromazine. The TDA

spectrum obtained at this time is shown in Figure 8.12. The spectrum has one peak at 260

nm. This spectrum is different from that obtained from the reaction of the hydroxyl radical

with Cyromazine and so therefore is not assigned to the same type of transient observed for

this reaction.

The rate constant for the reaction of Cyromazine with the sulfate radical anion was

determined by a plot of the pseudo first order rate constant against the concentration of

Cyromazine. This produced a bimolecular rate constant of 6.0x10e M-ls-l. Reactions of 1,3,5

triazine or any of its derivatives have not been studied with one electron oxidants and thus

little information is available ll49l. It is postulated that the sulfate radical anion would have

diminished reactivity towards the triazine ring for the reasons given in section 6.2 and Figure

6.04. That is, the nitrogen in the ring has the greatest share of the electron density, making it
unsuitable for electrophilic reactions.

Steady state irradiation of a nitrogen saturated potassium persulfate (0.02 M), t-butyl

alcohol (0.1 M), Cyromazine solution (1x10-aM) at pH 6.8 (phosphare buffer) resulted in the

complete loss of Cyromazine from the HPLC trace (Figure 8.13). A non-irradiated sample of
the above solution displayed no loss of Cyromazine, indicating the products were due to the

radical reaction and not due to the thermal oxidation of Cyromazineby the persulfate ion [43].
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Figure 8.13. HPLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of a Cyromazine (lxlOa M ) containing potassium
persulfate (0.02 M), t-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer).
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Electrospray mass spectrometry on the products found a mass to charge ratio of 167

Daltons, which is equivalent to the mass to charge ratio of Cyromazine. Previously it was

stated that a non-irradiated sample of Cyromazine produced no thermal degradation, therefore

it can be assumed that the presence of the persulfate anions has not affected the

chromatography of the IIPLC trace in Figure 8.13. The resulting ion observed must therefore

result from the breakdown of the parent ion during the ionisation process.

Steady state reactions performed using the dichloride radical anion at low pH

produced no significant degradation of Cyromazine over the radiation dose. This is in

agreement with the pulse radiolysis results.

Ab initio calculations were carried out on Cyromazine minus one electron from its full

electron set atFIF/6-3lG** (with a doublet multiplicity) to determine the spin surface. The

surface (shown in Figure 8.1a (a) displayed an even spin distribution over the nitrogens in

the triazine ring and the nitrogen connected to the cyclopropane ring. The spin surface is also

located over the cyclopropane ring. These observations can be reconciled by resonance

structures for the ring, but not the cyclopropane ring, since the spin surface does not seem to

be located over any particular atom. The HOMO surface is also displayed in Figure 8.14 (b)

and when compared to the spin surface it is observed that the spin surface is nearly contained

within the HOMO, suggesting that the electron is removed from this orbital by the one

electron oxidant.

(a) o)

Figure 8.14. Plots of the electron spin densþ surface (a), and HOMO O), of Cyromazine as determined þå
initio moleanlar ortital theory. Calculations were perfonned at the HF/6-31G** level of theory. Plot (a) was
determfured with a molecular charge of +1 and a multiplicity of 2. Plot (b) was determined for the neutral
molecule possessing a corresponding multiplicity of +1.
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8.7 REACTION OF
ELECTROI\

Chapter 8

CYROMAZINE WITH THE HYDRATED

Decay of the hydrated electron's absorbance at 640 nm (generated in a f-butyl alcohol
(0.1 M) nitrogen saturated solution) was observed to be independent of small amounts of
Cyromazine added to the solution (10 to lx10-a M ) at pH 7.0 (phosphate buffer and NaoH)
even up to a concentration of 10 mM Cyromazine. This indicates that a reaction between the

hydrated electron and Cyromazine does not occur.

As mentioned in section 6.6, no reaction on 1,3,5-tri azine or any derivatives have been

recorded with the hydrated electron t1491. It was also determined in chapter 6 that the

hydrated electron did not react with the triazine part of the Chlorsulfuron molecule but instead

reacted with the other ring. This result and the absence of any reported reactions in the

literature suggests that hydrated electrons are unreactive towards 1,3,5-triazine rings.

Gamma irradiation of an aqueous Cyromazine (lx10-4 M) solution containing r-butyl

alcohol (0'1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 7.0 NaOH and phosphate buffer) produced no

change in the optical absorbance over the dose range. The solution revealed no loss of
Cyromazine when the peak area of the compound was measured and compared to the area of a

non-irradiated sample. In addition, the HPLC trace revealed the formation of no new

products' These results are consistent with the pulse radiolysis results and indicate that

Cyromazine does not react with the hydrated electron.

Pulse radiolysis of a solution containing Cyromazine (1x10-a M) in sodium formate

(0.02 M) and saturated with nitrous oxide produced a peak below 250 nm. Time resolved

studies showed the formation out to 1000 ps after the pulse. Steady state irradiation of the

same solution produced no loss of Cyromazine when measured by HPLC over the range of the

dose, This result is expected as the carbon dioxide radical resulting from the irradiation is a

less powerful reducing agent than the hydrated electron.

Ab initio calculations performed on Cyromazine with an extra electron above its full
electron set allow for the generation of the spin surface [75] recorded in Figure 8.15 (a). The

spin can be observed to be located over the ring in a pattern which is not reconcilable with

resonance structures. The LUMO of the starting compound is also presented in Figure 8.15

(b) and indicates that the LUMO is mainly located over the ring . The spin surface is slightly

different but nearly contained within the LUMO suggesting that the electron would add to this

orbital. The structure of the ftiazine ring makes nucleophilic addition of the hydrated electron
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difflrcult. The position of the LUMO over the ring suggests this might be the reason for no

observable reaction between Cyromazine and the hydrated electron.

(a)

X'igure 8.15. Plots of the electron spin density surface (a), and LUMO @), of Cyromazine as determined @
initio molecular oúital theory. Calculations were performed at the IIF/6-31G** level of theory. Plot (a) was
determined with a molecular charge of -1 and a multþlicity of 2. Plot (b) was determined for the neutral
molecule possessing a conesponding multiplicity of +1.

8.8 OVERVIEW
CYROMAZINE

OF THE RADIATIOI\ CHEMISTRY OF

This study has allowed for the first time the elucidation of the radiation chemistry of

aqueous Cyromazine. The new chemistry for Cyromazine is summarised in Figure 8.15.

The TDA spectrum obtained from the reaction of Cyromazine with hydroxyl radicals

does not suggest the formation a OH-adduct as an intermediate. Ab initio calculations indicate

the triazine ring of Cyromazine is unfavourable to electrophilic addition of the hydroxyl

radical. Reaction of Cyromazine with the oxide anion (a known hydrogen atom abstracter)

produces the same spectrum as observed for the hydroxyl radical, suggesting a cyclopropanyl

radical as the transient. When the rate constant obtained for the reaction of Cyromazine with

the hydroxyl radical is compared to that of cyclohexane and cyclopentane [69][170], it is

observed that the rate constants are similar. The decay rate of the cyclopropanyl radical

showed no dependence on the ionic strength of the solution, therefore the transient is neutral.

The transient decays by second order kinetics, indicating degradation products are formed by

radical-radical reactions. HPLC characterisation of the compounds formed by the reaction of

Cyromazine with the hydroxyl radical showed that all of these species have retention times

less than Cyromazine. This suggests that the newly formed compounds are more polar than
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Cyromazine' Mass spectrometric studies determined that the two major species each have

masses equivalent to the addition of an oxygen atom to the Cyromazine molecule.

Comparison of the mass spectral fragmentation data collected for Cyromazine with that of the

newly formed compounds indicate that the oxygens are on the cyclopropane ring. This is in
agreement with what we determined through the pulse radiolysis and. ab initio studjes. The

rate of Cyromazine loss and the formation of products from the reaction of Cyromazine with
the hydroxyl radical is initially linear under steady state irradiation. As the amount of
hydroxyl radicals ,is increased past 3OVo of Cyromazine's concentration, the loss of
Cyromazine and the formation of products follows a higher order kinetic mechanism. This

result suggests that the products of the initial reaction also react with the hydroxyl radical to

form (uncharacterised) compounds.

The corrected TDA spectrum obtained upon the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with

Cyromazine at pH 2 matches that obtained from the same reaction at neutral pH. The rate

constant for the reaction of Cyromazine with the hydroxyl radical at pH 2 is lower than that

obtained at neutral pH. Qualitatively, this can be explained as follows: in the neutral form of
Cyromazine the electron density is greater than in the case of the cation form. Since the

hydroxyl radical behaves as an electrophile, reaction with the electron rich species is faster.

Steady state irradiations of Cyromazine at pH 2 reproduced the results obtained at neutral pH.

The transient produced from the reaction of Cyromazine with the hydroxyl radical has

been shown to be reactive with oxygen. Gamma irradiation coupled with HpLC shows the

formation of different compounds than those obtained for the de-oxygenated experiment,

Mass spectral fragmentation data indicate that the products result from the addition of
molecular oxygen to the transient. The newly produced secondary intermediates then react to

form the observed products.

The TDA spectra obtained from the reaction of Cyromazine with the sulfate radical

anion differs from that obtained for the cyclopropanyl radical of Cyromazine, thus the

transient produced does not transform into a cyclopropanyl type radical. Cyromazine is not

observed to react with the dichloride radical anion indicating that the resulting radical cation

of Cyromazine is a powerful one electron oxidant with a redox potential between 2.43 to 2.09

Volts (versus NHE). Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC for the sulphate radical anion

shows the complete loss of Cyromazine, indicating a chain reaction has occurred. Mass

spectral data of the product produced a mass to charge ratio the same as Cyromazine,

suggesting the parent ion breaks down during the ionisation process.
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Figure 8.15. Overview of the radiation chemistry characterised in this study

Ab initio calculations indicate that the HOMO of Cyromazine is located over the

triazine ring. It is suspected that the electron lost in the one electron oxidation occurs from

this orbital. The spin density surface shows the radical of the cation evenly distributed over

the nitrogens of the triazine ring and the nitrogen connected to the cyclopropane ring. The

spin density surface can be accounted for in part by resonance theory.

Cyromazine was shown to be unreactive towards the hydrated electron both through

pulse radiolysis and steady state studies. This is due to the îiazine ring of Cyromazine being

unsuitable for addition of an electron.
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Ab initío calculations indicate that the LUMO of Cyromazine is located above the ring

and it is expected that if one electron gain was to transpire then addition would occur in this

orbital. The structure of the triazine ring makes nucleophilic addition of the hydrated electron

difhcult. Positioning of the LUMO over the ring suggests this is the reason for no observable

reaction between Cyromazine and the hydrated electron.

Cyromazine will degrade upon the reaction of hydroxyl radicals produced in natural

and treated industrial discharge water. Reduction of Cyromazine through free radical

processes, however, will not occur.
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9.0 Radiation
Solution

Chemistry of Aqueous Dimethrimiol

9.1. DIMETHRIMIOL

Dimethrimiol (5-butyl-2-dimethylamino-6-methylpyrimiidin-4-ol) (Figure 9.01) is a

white solid with a melting point of l02oc. The maximum solubility of Dimethrimiol in

water is 1.2 glLUTal.

H2CH2CH3

H¡C H

N

N(CH3)2

Figure 9.01. Chemical Structure of Dimethrimiol.

Dimethrimiol has been released by ICI Crop Ca¡e as a systemic fungicide. After

application it is absorbed by the plant through its roots and is then translocated into the xylem

where it controls Powdery Mildew [174] on cucurbits [175].

Dimethrimiol is reportably stable in both alkaline and acidic environments [174].

Metabolism of Dimethrimiol in plants is known to involve dealkylation of the dimethylamino

group ll74l. It is also expected that significant amounts of Dimethrimiol will undergo direct

photolysis as it absorbs at wavelengths greater than 290 nm at neutral pH. A study involving

the photochemical reactions of Dimethrimiol was conducted by Cavel et al. ll75). This study

determined the quantum yield for photo-reaction of Dimethrimiol to be 0.09 for an excitation

wavelength between 290 and 330 nm. The products were determined to be the photo-

dimerised products of Dimethrimiol.

9.2 REACTION OF DIMETHRIMIOL WITH THE HYDROXYL
RADICAL

Figure 9.02 disptays the time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis

of an aqueous Dimethrimiol (1x104 M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8,

phosphate buffer). It exhibits absorption bands with maxima at 330 nm and 490 nm. In the

presence of r- butyl alcohol (0.1 M), an effective hydroxyl radical scavenger but a weak

hydrogen atom scavenger, the absorption spectrum was considerably reduced. The high
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G('OH) yield and appreciable decrease in the transient absorption suggests the spectrum in

Figure 9.02 arises mainiy from the reaction of the hydroxyl radicalwith Dimethrimiol.

The spectrum of the transient produced in the reaction of Dimethrimiol and the

hydroxyl radical shows no negative absorbance in the region between 250 nm and 600 nm,

despite there being a ground state absorbance in the region of 250 nm to 350 nm. The ground

state corrected spectrum (Figure 9.03) exhibits an absorption maximum at 275 nm. The

extinction coefficient of this maximum is 5500 M-lcm-l.

The maximum at 330 nm gives way to a new maximum at 320 nm, 50 ps after the

pulse, indicating the formation of a new species. This maximum remains until all absorbance

decays back to the base line. The 490 nm peak does not decay away to produce the formation

of a new maxima.
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Figure 9.02. Time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Dimethrimiol
(1x104 M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer). (r Directty after the pulse, o 50 ¡rs,
r 500 ps).

Reducing the dose (and hence the amount of transient radical) produced an increased

half life of the transient species at this wavelength. The radical therefore decays by second

order kinetics. When the curve was fîtted to second order kinetics it produced decay rates of

ZVel = 3.1 and 16.5 x 10s s-l respectively for 330 and 490 nm. Using the molar absorbance

value in Figure 9.03, it was determined that 2k = 8.2xI08 M-rs-r and 1.2x10e M-ls-r. Our

experimental error of IÙVo shows the decay rates are similar, but not identical This suggests

that the maxima observed in the spectra are formed from different transient species. The
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second order rate constant indicates that the transients decay be radical-radical interactions to

form products.

Reactions of phenol, pyrimidine, toluene and aniline derivatives have been studied

previously 149, 116, Il7l. All react through addition of the hydroxyl radical to the aromatic

ring to form the OH-adduct. The resulting OH-adducts have an absorbance maximum in the

region of 300 to 340 nm. Though the nitrogens on pyrimidine are the most electron rich,

addition to these atoms has not been observed. This phenomenon has been studied previously

by Anthony et al. Í1761. Ab initio calculations, showed that for pyrimidine the electron

density was not the only factor to control the selectivity of the addition of the hydroxyl radical

to the heterocyclic ring. Energy of the resulting transient also controlled the addition process.

In the case of pyridine the transient resulting from the addition of the hydroxyl radical to the

nitrogen atom was found to be energetically unfavourable (and hence is not observed

experimentally). Addition of the hydroxyl radical to other nitrogen containing heterocyclic

atoms has been observed with the ¡eaction of the neutral 2,2'-bipyridine with the hydroxyl

radical to form the nitrogen addition cyclohexadienyl radical. Protonation of one of the

available nitrogens results only in the addition of the hydroxyl radical to the carbons in the

ring. Addition of the hydroxyl radical to nitrogen has been shown to produce a maximum

around 370 nm, while attack on the carbon produces a maximum at 305 nm. Absence of any

maxima in the 370 nm region coupled with the transient of this reaction producing a maxima

at 330 nm makes it reasonable to assume that this maximum is due to the formation of a OH-

adduct by addition onto one of the ca¡bons. All four carbons on the aromatic ring possess

another functional group, this means all positions will be sterically hindered and therefore no

site of attack should be favoured over any other on steric reasons alone.

Ab initio calculations showed that only the carbon attached to the butyl group is

electron rich. The other three carbons in the ring are all adjacent to electron withdrawing

nitrogens, making them unfavourable for the addition of the electrophilic hydroxyl radical.

Comparisons of the calculated energies of all the possible transients produced by the addition

of the hydroxyl radical to the a¡omatic ring can be observed in table 9.01. This table indicates

that addition of the hydroxyl group to the nitrogens produces transients which are higher in

energy than the corresponding transient were the hydroxyl group is attached to a carbon atom.

This is in agreement with the pulse radiolysis data which suggested that a carbon centred OH-

adduct was formed. The lowest energy transient formed was at the HO-C-Me position with

the second lowest being HO-C-OH position.
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Table 9.01. Energy as determined by ab initio molecular orbital theory of the six possible isomers for the
hydroxyl radical addition to Dimethrimiol. Calculations were performed at the HF/6-3lG** level of theory.
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Figure 9.03. Molar Absorbance spectra of Dimethrimiol at pH 2 and 6.8 (solid lines) and the rransient arising
from the reaction of Dimethrimiol with hydroxyl radicals (pH 2.0 r, pH 6.8 o). Transient spectra recorded
directly after the pulse.

Adjusting the ionic strength of the solution by the addition of NaCIO+ (1 M) at pH 6.8,

produced a change in the observed rate of decay of the transient at 330 nm. This implies that

the transient is charged which is not consistent with the formation of a neutral OH-adduct.

This result therefore suggests the transient radical formed undergoes a reaction resulting in a

charged species.

TRANSIENT ENERGY (Hartrees)

HO-C-Bu -741.2701364

HO-C-Me -741.2766520

HO-N -74r.2001286

HO-C-NMez -741.2709887

HO-N -741.t983637

HO-C-OH -741.2732916

Dimethrimiol Alone -665.877r55

OH Alone -75.388331

pH 6.8

t

pH 2.0
{-

pH

pH2.
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The rate constant for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with Dimethrimiol

determined by competition kinetics was 4.7 x 10e M-ls-I. This rate constant shows that

Dimethrimiol reacts with hydroxyl radicals at less than diffusion controlled rates.

Though this is the first reported rate constant for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical

with Dimethrimiol, rate constants for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with molecules that

contain similar functional groups have been studied. These rate constants are:

þrimidine k=1.6x108M-ls-r Í1171

Phenol k=1.4x10101,t-ts-1 ¡tt91

Aniline k=1.5x1oroM-ts-t [89]

Toluene k=5.1x10eM-rs-rt17sl

These values show that pyrimidine has the slowest recorded rate constant. The other three

compounds all have high rate constants because of their electron donating substituents. The

rate constant reported here for that of Dimethrimiol with the hydroxyl radical is therefore

higher than that observed for pyrimidine because of the electron donating substituents on

Dimethrimiol.
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Figure 9.04. Observed change in optical absorbance of an aqueous Dimeth¡imiol (60 pM) solution saturated with

nir¡ous oxide and inadiated with gamma inadiation (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) (0 to 200 Gray). Arrow indicates

the direction of absorbance change with radiation dose. Dose rate 80 Gray/hr.

Steady state irradiation of an aqueous Dimethrimiol (60 pM) solution saturated with

nitrous oxide and irradiated with gamma irradiation (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) using cobalt

60 (S0 Grays per hour) produced a decrease in the absorbance duè to the Dimethrinriol at

228 nm (Figure g.O4). The decrease in absorbance was less than expected by dosimetry. The
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products must therefore absorb in this region, or the transient formed by the reaction of the

hydroxyl radical with Dimethrimiol reacts to reform the starting compound.

HPLC analysis of a Dimethrimiol (lx10-aM) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH

6.8, phosphate buffer) after irradiation with gamma radiation produced the formation of new

products and a decrease in the concentration of Dimethrimiol (Figure 9.05) at 228 nm. No

change in the product distribution was observed when the detection wavelength was changed

to 280 nm. One major product was detected in this trace (Product A). Four other minor

products were also formed. All the products were at a retention times less than Dimethrimiol

suggesting that the products of the reaction of Dimethrimiol with the hydroxyl radical are

more polar than the starting compound. This result is consistent with the formation of the

OH-adduct, as the products resulting from addition of the hydroxyl radical to Dimethrimiol

would be expected to be more polar than Dimethrimiol and therefore at a retention time less

than Dimethrimiol.

Time (min)

Figure 9.05. HPLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of a Dimethrimiol (ixl0a M) solution sarurared
with nit¡ous oxide (pH 6.8,phosphate buffer). The t¡ace displays the products formed from the reaction of
Dimethrimiol with hydroxyl radicals (A to E). See Figure 9.07 for product identifrcation.

The solution was re-run through the HPLC column, this time with a steep acetonitrile

gradient to determine if any non-polar products were bonded to the column. No compounds

were observed to elute off the column at a longer retention time. The area of the products

formed at228 nm does not equal the decrease in Dimethrimiol concentration. The G value for
the loss of Dimethrimiol (after 20Vo of. Dimethrimiol had reacred) is 5.5. This value is the

same as the G value for the hydroxyl radical. If second order reactions kinetics is controlling

the decay of the OH-adduct to form hydroxylated products then a G value of approximately
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2.8 would be expected for the loss of Dimethrimiol. The result suggests the transient formed

is reacting through a pseudo first order mechanism with Dimethrimiol also. This reaction

transpires because steady state irradiation produces a concentration of the transient that is

many orders of magnitudes less than the pulse radiolysis study. This effectively allows the

pseudo first order reaction between Dimethrimiol and the transient to compete with the second

order decay. The result of this reaction is high molecular weight compounds that do not elute

off the column readily.

The rate of Dimethrimiol loss was linear against the concentration of the hydroxyl

radical added to the system (calculated using Frickie Dosimetry) until approximately 30Vo of

the Dimethrimiol had reacted. Product formation was also observed to be initially linear.

After approximately 30Vo of Dimethrimiol had reacted, the rate of loss of the starting

compound and the formation of products lost their linearity, suggesting that the initial species

of the reaction also react with the hydroxyl radical.

The structures of the products observed in this trace were determined by electrospray

mass spectrometry and a¡e shown in Figure 9.07. Dimethrimiol produced a parent ion of 210

Daltons (Dim+H) and a fragmentation pattern using a MS2 experiment consisted of a base

peak at 140 Daltons with less intense daughter ions at 150 and 167 Daltons. The daughter

ions correspond to the loss of 70 Daltons (minus NCNMez), 60 Daltons (minus a butyl group)

and 43 Daltons (minus HOCN). The second major product (B) produced a parent ion at 226

Daltons. This mass to charge ratio corresponds to the addition of an oxygen atom to the

Dimethrimiol molecule. The fragmentation pattern of this product using MS2 experiments,

showed the formation of only one peak at 208 Daltons (minus OHz). Further fragmentation of

the first daughter ion produced another ion at 166 Daltons (minus CNO). No further

fragmentation was achieved on this ion. The fragmentation pattem reveals very little

concerning the position of the new oxygen atom in the molecule. In the addition of the

hydroxyl radical to benzene the hydrogen on the ring is replaced by the hydrogen attached to

the oxygen, thus the end result is just the addition of i6 Daltons. Unlike benzene,

Dimethrimiol has no hydrogens on the actual ring to be replaced by the hydroxyl group. This

suggests that a hydrogen must be lost eisewhere (like the methyl or butyl groups) for the

molecule to produce the addition of 16 Daltons.

Minor products C, D and E also produced a parent ion at 226 Daltons. The

fragmentation pattern for C and D was, howeyr, different from that of B. Fragmentation of

the 226 parent ion produced a single daughter ion at 114 (or the formation of the ion
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MeC(OH)NCNMez or MeCNC(OH)NMez). The loss of lLZ Daltons (minus BuCC(OH)N)

indicates that this part of the molecule did not receive any additional oxygen. The last product

(E) was in low concentration and so could not have its fragmentation pattern determined. The

parent ion does, however, correspond to the addition of 16 Daltons or an extra oxygen.

The major product A produced a parent ion at 196 Daltons. It was determined from

the isotope pattem that this compound was singularly charged. The product is 14 Daltons

lighter than the starting compound Dimethrimiol and must correspond to either the loss of a

nitrogen atom or the loss of a methyl group and the gain of one hydrogen. Since it is

impossible for any molecule to be formed with a parent ion of 196 Daltons from just the loss

of nitrogen alone the compound must correspond to Dimethrimiol with a methyl group

replaced by a hydrogen. Fragmentation of the parent ion produced a base peak daughter ion of

140. This ion has been previously recorded for the fragmentation ion of Dimethrimiol. In

Dimethrimiol it conesponded to the loss of the NCNMe2 fragment. In the case of product A it

corresponds to the loss of NCNHMe, thus indicating that the major product of A has had one

of its methyl groups replaced from the NMe2 group by a hydrogen.

The reaction mechanism for the formation of the products B through to E is the

addition of the hydroxyl radical to Dimethrimiol to form the OH-adduct followed by the

disproportionation reaction to reform the starting material and the hydroxylated product.

Formation of product A is mo¡e complex. Loss of an alkyl group from a compound has been

observed before in this study. In section 4.3 the major product observed between

Napropamide and the hydroxyl radical at pH 2 resulted in the formation of a compound which

had an ethyl group replaced by a hydrogen. In that section, the product resulting from the

reaction of the hydroxyl radical with Napropamide was attributed to the formation of the OH-

adduct, followed by conversion to a radical cation. This cation then reacted to form the end

product. In the Napropamide example the formation of the radical cation was due to a shift in

equilibrium brought about by the excess hydrogen ions present in solution, the Dimethrimiol

experiment however was performed at close to neutral pH. The driving mechanism for the

formation of a radical cation from the Dimethrimiol's OH-adduct must be the steric strain

caused by the other functional groups present in the molecule. The addition of the hydroxyl

radical to sterically hindered benzene derivatives like hexachlorobenzene and

Idopentafluorobenzene results in the formation of the OH-adduct followed by the elimination

of a good leaving group (such as the iodide or chloride ion) to give a phenoxyl radicat [90].
Dimethrimiol does not possess any good leaving groups as substituents on the pyrimidine

ring. Addition of the hydroxyl radical to the pyrimidine ring effectively makes the newly
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added hydroxyl group the best leaving group in the molecule. Donation of a lone pair of

electrons from a nitrogen atom into the ring can eject the hydroxyl group from the transient to

form a radical cation. The resulting radical cation then decays to form the hnal product

observed. The relative size of the peak observed in the HPLC trace compared with the other

products indicates that this is the major reaction path. Formation of the other products which

are simply the hydroxylated products, indicates that the radical cation is not an exclusive

reaction pathway.

0
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

lDimethrimoll/[OH]

0.7 0.8

Figure 9.06. Loss of the Dimeth¡imiol (left axis) and the formation of the products (right axis) from the gamma

inádiation of aqueous Dimethrimiol (1xlOaM) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer)

as determined by HPLC. The products are A=A, B=o. C, D and E are not shown'
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Figure 9.07. Proposed reaction pathway for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with Dimethrimiol to form the

major product observed in the HPLC trace (A)'

9.3 REACTION OF DIMETHRIMIOL \ryITH THE HYDROXYL
RADICAL IN ACIDIC SOLUTION

The TDA spectrum obtained upon by pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Dimethrimiol

(1x10-a M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH2, HCIO4) is different from the spectrum

recorded at neutral pH (Figure 9.08). The spectrum has maxima at 305 nm and a less intense

I-oss
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absorbance at 490 nm. Reducing the dose produced an increase in the half life of the transient

species at 305 nm. The radical therefore decays by second order kinetics. When the curve is

fitted to second order kinetics it produces a decay rate of 2WeI = 1.7 x 10s and I.2 x106 M-ls-l

for 305 nm and 490 nm, respectively. Comparing the decay rates for the 490 nm maximum of

the neutral and low pH transients shows that the rates of decay are similar, therefore the

transients that produced the absorbance at 490 nm are probably due to the same species.
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Figure 9.08. TDA spectrum obtained upon by pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Dimethrimiol (1x10a M) solution
saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 2, Hclo4). Spectrum recorded 5 p.s after the pulse.

Effect of pH on the transient species can be observed more effectively in the molar

absorbance spectra (Figure 9.03) because it takes into account the lower G value of the

hydroxyl radical and the difference in ground state absorbance between Dimeth¡imiol and the

Dimeth¡imiol cation. Since the cationic form of Dimethrimiol has a protonated nitrogen

atom, the electron density it has available to donate into the ring is less than for neutral

Dimethrimiol. This results in a change in the ground state absorbance of the parent compound

and for reasons described in section 3.5.3 any change in the ground state absorbance will
effect the resulting TDA spectrum. It is therefore necessary to make a correction for this

effect' The result of this correction is the formation of two molar absorbance spectra for the

reaction of the cationic and neutral forms. Comparison of these spectra in Figure 9.03

indicates that the transients are different. Transients produced from the reaction of the

cationic and neutral forms of Dimeth¡imiol are either different transients or the same transient

but with a spectrum that va¡ies with pH. The TDA spectrum is similar to that of a
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cyclohexadienyl type radical so it is plausible that the OH-adduct is still formed at low pH,

and like Dimethrimiol it has a pIÇ in the region between pH 2 and 6.8.

A literature value for the pKu of Dimeth¡imiol could not be found by the author and so

was determined by a plot of the absorbance of Dimeth¡imiol (1.lx10-4 M) at23O nm against

the pH of the solution. The pÇ of the Dimethrimiol molecule in aqueous solution was

determined tobe 4.7 using this procedure.
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Figure 9.09. Observed change in absorbance of Dimethrimiol at pH 5.0 and 8.4. Inset. Variation of the

absorbance of Dimethrimiol with solution pH. (pH adjusted using phosphate buffers, HCIO4 and NaOH). Data

were measured at230 nm. A¡rows indicate point of inflection.

A ptot of the change in molar absorbance of the transient with pH at 340 nm, is shown

in Figure 9.10. This graph produces a pK. for the transient of 4.8. This value is close to the

value of the parent compound. It therefore could correspond to the same deprotonation-

protonation point that is observed in Dimethrimiol.

The bimolecular rate constant determined for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with

Dimeth¡imiol using competition kinetics (pH 2, HCIO4) was 2.3 x 10e M-rs-r. This rate

constant indicates that the Dimethrimiol cation reacts with the hydroxyl radical at a slightly

slower rate than the neutral form. This effect has also been observed for the aniline/aniline

cation system 189, 1191. The effect is due to the protonated aniline reducing the amount of

electron density that is available for donation to the aromatic ring. This therefore affects the

rate at which the electrophilic hydroxyl radical adds to the aromatic ring. The measured rate

constants for the addition of a hydroxyl radical to aniline and the aniline cation are 1.5 and

0.48 x10r0 M-rs-r respectively [89, 179].
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Figure 9.10. Va¡iation of the transient absorbance with solution pH of an aqueous Dimethrimiol (lxl04 M)
solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH adjusted using phosphate buffers and HCIOa). Data were measured at
340 nm. Arrows indicate the inflection point.

Comparison of the HPLC traces generated by gamma irradiation of a Dimethrimiol

(1x10-aM) solution saturated with nitrous oxide at pH 2.0 and,6.8 can be observed in Figure

9.1 1. Comparisons revealed that the major product formed when Dimethrimiol was reacted in

the presence of hydroxyl radicals at neutral pH was not formed at low pH. The minor

products of the neutral pH experiment were still observed in the chromatograms. Loss of the

major product suggests that protonation of Dimethrimiol affects the resulting radiation

chemistry. In the previous section it was postulated that the major product was created

through the formation and subsequent decay of a radical cation. Formation of the radical

cation relied on the lone pair of electrons from the nitrogen feeding into the aromatic ring to

expel the hydroxyl group. The cationic form of Dimethrimiol has the electron pair from the

nitrogen unavailable for donation because it is bonded to the hydrogen ion. The transient

formed by the addition of the hydroxyl radical to Dimethrimiol therefore does not have the

available electron density to displace the hydroxyl group from the ring to form the radical

cation and transient observed at pH 6.8. The transient therefore has to react to form the

hydroxylated products.

Comparison of the area of minor products formed in the HPLC chromatogram

indicates no substantial increase in the concentration of these compounds. Loss of the

intramolecular reaction to form the major compound at neutral pH should result in the

creation of more minor products at low pH. This observation is in agreement with the

hypothesis postulated in section 9.2, that is, the transient is proceeding through a pseudo first
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order reaction with Dimethrimiol instead of second order kinetics because of the low

concentration ofthe transient produced by steady sate irradiation.

Mass spectral analysis of the compound observed in the HPLC trace showed that

compounds A, B, D and E all possess a parent ion with a mass to charge ratio of 226 Daltons,

compound C had a parent ion of 417.4 Daltons. The fragmentation pattern of compound A

and B were similar with a major daughter ion at 114 Daltons. This fragmentation pattern has

been observed in the previous section and thus no further discussion is needed. The first

daughter ion for compounds D and E had an initial peak at 208 Daltons (minus OHz), further

fragmentation produced a daughter at 166 Daltons (minus CNO). Compound E was observed

in the equivalent neutral pH experiment. The small absorbance at 12 minutes (Compound F)

had a parent ion of 196 Daltons and thus is the same compound as that observed in the

neutral experiment at the same retention time. Formation of this compound indicates that

some of the radical cation still forms at this pH.
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Figure 9.11. Comparison of the HPLC traces following the gamma irradiation of a Dimethrimiol (1x104 M)

solution saturated with nit¡ous oxide. nitrous oxide at pH 2 and 7 Inset. The initial section of the pH 2 HPLC

trace.

Variation of the area of the peak at 12 minutes with pH produced a curve displaying an

inflection point at 4.6 pH units. This value is close to the pK. of Dimethrimiol, further

supporting the radical cation hypothesis for its formation.
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9.4 REACTION OF DIMETHRIMIOL \ryITH THE HYDROXYL
RADICAL IN THE PRESENCE OF OXYGEN .

The TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Dimethrimiol

(1x10-a M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen (4:1 v/v) is shown in Figure 9.12.

The TDA spectrum is different from that observed in Figure 9.03; the absorbance at 330 nm

and the maximum at 490 nm are no longer present. Comparison of the decay rates of the

transient species indicates a change from second order kinetics to initial first order kinetics

(Figure 9.13) with the addition of oxygen at 330 nm. This indicates that the transients

produced by the reaction of Dimethrimiol with hydroxyl radicals reacts through pseudo fîrst

order kinetics with oxygen. This is consistent with the addition mechanism, as carbon centred

radicals are known to react rapidly with oxygen [48, 82,84,102, 103]. After the rapid fîrst

order reaction a slower reaction can be observed to be occurring between 20 and 400 ps

(Figure 9.13).

As stated in the previous chapters, OH-adducts react relatively slowly (and reversibly)

with oxygen when compared to other carbon centred radicals. Figure 9.13 indicates the

reaction of the transient produced by hydroxyl radicals and Dimeth¡imiol occurs quickly. This

result indicates that the OH-adduct must be transformed into another carbon centred radical

which then undergoes the observed fast reaction with oxygen.
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Figure 9.12. TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Dimeth¡imiol (lxl0a M).solution
saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen (4:1 v/v). Spectrum recorded l0 ps after the pulse.
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Figure 9.13. Comparison of the pulse radiolysis traces obtain from a solution of Dimethrimiol (1x10aM) with

nitrous oxide and nitrous oxide/oxygen (4:1 v/v). Absorbance data were collected at 330 nm. Traces are

normalised. Both radiation pulses are2.5 ps long with a dose of 10.5 Gray per pulse.
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Figure 9.14 the observed change in optical absorbance of an aqueous

pM) solution saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen and inadiated with

gamma radiation. This is different from that observed for the de-oxygenated system. This

spectrum shows a decrease in absorban ce al 228 nm. This loss of absorbance at 228 nm was

still less than expected and therefore the products should absorb strongly at228 nm'
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Figure 9.1S. HpLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of an aqueous Dimeth¡imiol.(1xl0a M) solution

saturated with niuous o^id./o*yg"n. ih. t u." displays the products formed from the reaction of Dimethrimiol

with hydroxyl radicals in ttre presence of oxygen Inset. Observed change in optical absorbance of an aqueous

Dimethrimiol (72 tty1) solution saturated with nit¡ous oxide/oxygen and irradiated with gamma irradiation (0 to

173 Grays). Arrows indicate the direction of absorbance change with radiation dose.
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The HPLC trace recorded following the gamma irradiation of an aqueous

Dimethrimiol (1x10-a M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen produced a different

trace from that observed for the de-oxygenated solution (Figure 9.15). It can be observed that

the products previously seen at 5.5 and 12 minutes remain in the trace while there is the

formation of new peaks at the beginning of the chromatogram.

The area for the products is consistent with the change observed for the U.V. spectrum

a|228 nm. This result is in agreement with the hypothesis postulated in section 4.2, that is, a

pseudo first order reaction is transpiring between the transient and Dimethrimiol. Oxygen

reacts with the transient to form compounds which are more polar than those postulated in

section 9.2 for the pseudo first order reaction between the OH-adduct and Dimethrimiol, thus

all the products are detected in this tráce. The area of the major product at 12 minutes is not

influenced by the presence of oxygen. The radical cation that leads to its formation does not

react with oxygen.

Collection of the products allowed for the determination of the products reported in

Figure 9.16. Products A andB produced ap¿ìrention the same as those observed in the de-

oxygenated experiment. MS2 fragmentation of the parent ions of compound A and B
produced the same fragmentation pattem as that observed for the de-oxygenated products.

This indicates that these compounds are the same as those observed for the de-oxygenated

experiment. The major product D produced a mass spectrum with a parent ion of 244

Daltons. Fragmentation of the 244 Dalton parent ion produced a daughter ion at 226 (minus

OHz) and 114 Daltons. Further fragmentation on the 226 Daltons ion produced a grand-

daughter ion at 208 Daltons ( or minus OHz). The parent ion corresponds to the addition of
OzHz to the Dimethrimiol molecule. Product C produced a sirnilar spectrum to that of D,
except that this compound was two Daltons less than D with a parent ion of 242 Daltons and

thus corresponds to the addition of only two oxygens. The fragmentation pattern showed the

formation of a daughter ion at225,195 and 181 with the base peak recorded at 195 Daltons.

Further MS3 fragmentation on the 225 Daltons daughter ion produced a grand-daughter ion of
195 Daltons. The fragmentation pattern therefore corresponds to the loss of OH, followed by
a ON or COHz group' The structure of this compound could not be determined from the data

presented here' The formation of carbonyl goups is not possible because this wouid require

the elimination of one of the other functional groups. The formation of an epoxide is however
possible, though no mechanism could be determined for its production.
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Compound E (Figure 9.16) had a parent ion of 226Daltons indicating the presence of

a species that had an oxygen atom added to the Dimethrimiol molecule. A fragmentation

pattem could not be determined for this ion. The last two products F and G had parent ions of

244 and 242 Daltons, respectively. Compound F corresponds to the addition of OzHz, while

compound G corresponds to the gain of two oxygens. These products are similar to

compounds D and C of this experiment respectively.

OH
Bu

D&F

Bu

B&E

Figure 9.16. Products (8, D, E, F) of the gamma irradiation of a Dimeth¡imiol (1xl0a M) solution saturated

with nitrous oxide/oxygen as determined by the analysis of electrospray mass specuometric fragmentation data.

Location of the hydroxyl groups are not ambiguously assignable in the st¡uctures B, D, E, F.

9.5 REACTION OF DIMETHRIMIOL WITH ONE ELECTRON
okrnrnrs

The dichloride radical anion formed in the pulse radiolysis of oxygen saturated sodium

chloride (0.02 M) Dimethrimiol solution (1x10-a M ) at pH 2 (HClOa) reacts as a strong one

electron oxidant with a potential o12.09 V (versus NHE). Reaction of the dichloride radical

anion with Dimethrimiol was studied by following the decay of the dichloride radical anions

absorbance band at 340 nm. It was observed that in the presence of Dimethrimiol (lx10-4 M)

this band decayed faster and by first order kinetics instead of second order kinetics (Figure

9.I7), indicating that a reaction between Dimethrimiol and the dichloride radical anion had

resulted.

The change in the decay rate of the dichloride radical anion indicates the following reaction

has taken place:

Dim+ Clz'- + Dim*'+2Cl- (e.01)

The bimolecular rate constant was determined to be 1.1x108 M-ls-l from the slope of a plot of

the pseudo first order rate constant against the concentration of Dimethrimiol (2 to 10 x

l0-4M). Time resolved studies produced an initiat broad absorbance with l,** at340 nm due

to the formation of the dichloride radical anion. Using the pseudo f,rrst order rate constant it
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was determined that more than 90Vo of the dichloride radical anion had reacted 20 ps after the

pulse. The spectrum at 20 ps displayed similar maxima to that of Dimethrimiol's reaction

with hydroxyl radicals at pH 2, ie. absorbance maxima were recorded at 305 nm and 490 nm.

0
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Figure 9.17. Comparison of the pulse radiolysis traces produced at 340 nm, with and without the presence of
Dimeth¡imiol (1x104 M) in oxygen saturated solution NaCl (0.02 M) solution (pH 2, HCIO4). The traces
indicate that a reaction between Dimethrimiol and the dichloride radical anion had occurred.

Since the dichloride radical anion is a specific one electron oxidant, it should react by

electron transfer. The resulting product should therefore be a dication radical anion or a

phenoxyl radical. Since the spectra exhibits the same maxima as the hydroxyl radical

transient, then the reaction with the dichloride radical anion probably forms the radical cation

which then reacts with water and eliminates a hydrogen ion to form a OH-adduct.

Steady state irradiation of a Dimeth¡imiol (1x10-a M¡ solution containing sodium

chloride (0.02 M) and saturated with nitrous oxide at pH f (UClOo) produced a HpLC trace

with the formation of one major product at 5.5 minutes (Figure 9.16). This product was at the

same retention time as that observed for one of the minor products of the hydroxyl radical

reaction. Electrospray mass spectrometry revealed that this was the same product with the

same mass fragmentation pattern as that reported in section 9.2. The size of the HPLC peak is

larger than that observed for the hydroxyl experiment, suggesting that the dichloride radical

anion formed a predominant transient that reacted to form the OH-adduct and the observed

product. Formation of the major product from the neutral pH hydroxyl experiment was not

observed because the nitrogen was protonated.

Studies of the reactions of other specific one electron oxidants such as the sulfate,

dibromide, diiodide radical anions and the azide radicai with Dimethrimiol were also
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conducted. The TDA spectra that resulted from these reactions are displayed in Figure 9.18.

Graphs presented display the spectra recorded after 90Vo of the reaction had proceeded

(determined from the resulting pseudo first order rate constants). At low pH a reaction was

observed with the sulfate and dichloride radical anions only. Spectra obtained from the

sulfate radical anion and the dichloride radical anion exhibit the same maxima but with

different relative heights. The same was observed at neutral pH, with the transient produced

by the sulfate radical anion and the azide radical producing different sized maxima at 305 and

490 nm. This is in agreement with the two maxima formed by different transient species as

suggested in section 9.2.

The dibromide radical anion was observed to react with neutral Dimethrimiol but at

low pH no reaction was observed with the protonated form of Dimethrimiol. The difference

in the reactivity between the neutral and protonated forms can be explained by the decrease in

electron density explained in section 9.3.
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Figure 9.18. TDA spectra recorded for the reaction of Dimeth¡imiol (lx10a M) with Left hand side, pH 2

(H-C1O4) o Cl2'-,r SOo'--¿n¿ right hand $de, pH 6.8 (phosphate buffer) a N3', I SOa'-, o Br2'-' Experimental

conditions are as follows; Brz'-;0.02 trrt Ñær, oxygen saturated. SO¿'-,0.02 M SzOa=,0.1 M t-butyl alcohol,

nitrogen saturated. Cl2'-; pH 2,O.O}M NaCl, oxygen saturated. N¡';0.02 M NaN3, nit¡ous oxide saturated.

The rate constant determined from the slope of a plot of the pseudo first order decay

rate (formation for N3) against the concentration of Dimethrimiol (50 to 100 pM) for the

reactions with the one electron oxidants can be observed in Table 9.02.
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Radical pH Rate of reaction with
Dimethrimiol

(M'1s")

Wavelength of Determination (nm)

Clz'- 2.0 1.lx108 340

Brz'- 2.0 No reaction 360

Brz'- 6.8 2.5x108 360

SO¿'- 6.8 1.7x10e 460

N3' 6.8 3.9x108 360

Table 9.02. Bimolecular rate constants determined for the reaction of Ioxynil with one electron oxidants. Rates
were from the slope of a plot of the pseudo first order rate constant against the concentration of

0 ro 100 pM).

At pH 6.8 Dimethrimiol has the phenol group protonated and is therefore neutral. The

reaction of the one electron oxidants does not react with Dimethrimiol to form phenoxyl

radicals, but in preference removes the electron from the ring. The rate constant for the

reaction of Dimethrimiol with the azide radical is an order of magnitude higher than that

reported for phenol 11601. The large difference in rate constants suggests that the azide

radical does not react with Dimethrimiol to form a phenoxyl radical as it does with phenol.

The diiodide radical anion formed on the pulse radiolysis of a nitrous oxide saturated

solution containing iodide anion (0.02 M) \,vas not observed to decay faster in the presence of
a small concentration of Dimethrimiol (1x10-4 M). The diiodide radical anion is an one

electron oxidant with redox potential of 1.0 V (versus NHE) [43] while the azide radical has a

redox potential of 1.4 V (versus NHE) [43]. Since Dimeth¡imiol reacts with the azide radical

and not the diiodide radical anion the ¡edox potential of the Dim*'/Dim couple in reaction 9.02

must be between 1.4 and 1.0 Volts (versus NHE).

Dim + X + Dim*'+ X- (X=N3', SOa'-, X2') (g.02)

DimH+ + X -+ Dim'2* + X- (X=SOa'-, X2'-) (e.03)

The redox potential for the protonated form of Dimethrimiol must be between that of the

dichloride and dibromide radical anions. Thus the redox potential for reaction 9.03 is between

2.09 and 1.7 Volts using the same reasoning.

The spin surface generated from the ab initio calculations on Dimethrimiol with a
electron missing from its full electron set is shown in Figure 9.19. The spin can be

Ï
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rationalised using resonânce stabilisation structures, with the absence of four spin sites in the

ring suggesting the electron was not lost from the ring but from the nitrogen in the NMe,

group. The spin surface can be observed to be located within the HOMO of the starting

compound. The spin surface does not indicate the spin pattern that would be expected f,or a

phenol, which is in agreement with the pulse radiolysis results.

(a) (b)

s

#

{

Figure 9.19. Plots of the electron spin density surface (a), HOMO) (b), of Dimetb¡imiol as detennined þó
injfio molecular orbital theory. Calculations were performed at the HF/6-31G*+ level of theory. Plot (a) was
determined with a molecular charge of +1 ¿t6 a multiplicþ of 2. Plot (b) was determined for the neutral
molecule possessing a corresponding mrftiplicity of +I.

HPLC traces obtained from the reactions of Dimethrimiol with the dichloride,

dibromide radical anions and the azide radicals generated by steady state gamma irradiation

are displayed in Figure 9.20.

The precursor (SrOr=) for the formation of the sulfate radical anion is known to

thermally oxidise a variety of compounds. Over the time scale of the reaction it was shown

that small amounts of the starting compound did undergo thermal oxidation. The HPLC trace

of a non-irradiated sample of Dimethrimiol (1x10-4 M) containing persulfate anion (0.02 M),

Êbutyl alcohol (0 I M) at pH 6.8 (phosphate buffer) indicated that the total loss through this

reaction was approximately SYo. The HPLC trace of an irradiated sample displayed almost

the complete loss of Dimethrimiol, despite the presence of only enough radical to react with

50o/o of the starting compound, suggesting that the transient produced by the reaction of
Dimethrimiol undergoes a chain reaction (data not shown). The sulfate radical anion's IIPLC
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trace differed with pH with both pH 2 and 6.8 having slightly different product distributions

Mass spectral analysis on the products was not attempted.
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Figure 9.20, Comparison of the HPLC traces produced by the reaction of dichloride, dibromide radical anions,
andtheazideradicalwithDimethrimiol(1x10-aM). Experimentalconditionsareasfollows;Br2'-;pH6.8,0.02
M NaBr, oxygen saturated, N¡'i pH 6,8,0.02 M N¡-, nitrous oxide saturated. Clz'';pH2,0.02 M NaCl, oxygen
saturated. The traces indicate the differences in products produced from the reaction of radical anions with
Ioxynil. See text for discussion on the identification of specific products

The dichloride, dibromide radical anions and azide radical all produced different

product distributions. This is in agreement with the pulse radiolysis results which produced

no consistency in the spectra between the one electron oxidants. The azide radical displayed

the formation of three major products at 5.5,8 and 12 minutes. The mass spectral data on

these compounds indicated that the parent ions were 226,29I and 196 Daltons, respectively.

The compounds with parent ions of 226 and 196 Daltons have been previously observed in

section 9.2 and since they have the same retention times and fragmentation pattern, it is

probable that these are the same compounds, The compound with a parent ion of 291 Daltons

did not produce a MS2 fragmentation pattern and thus no information could be determined

concerning its structure,

The major product in the dichloride radical anion experiment was the compound with

retention time of 5.5 minutes. The mass spectral analysis found the parent ion of this peak to

be 226 Daltons which is identical to that of the other compounds with the same retention time.

The dibromide radical anion also showed the formation of the compound with a retention time

of 5.5 minutes and a parent ion of 226Daltons, The major product however was at 7 minutes,

this produced a parent ion of 417 Daltons. This ion corresponds to the coupling product of

Dimethrimiol formed from a phenoxyl type radical. The formation of this product must

0 t5
Time (min)
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therefore result from one electron loss from the hydroxyl group, followed by coupling with a

simila¡ transient. MS2 fragmentation of the 417 Daltons parent ion produced a daughter ion of

304 Daltons (minus 113 Daltons), further fragmentation produced a 24'7 Daltons grand-

daughter ion.

Results observed from the reaction of the one electron oxidants with Dimethrimiol

using steady state and pulse radiolysis techniques indicated that this type of reaction is highly

dependent on the type of oxidant used. The results of both the pulse radiolysis and steady

state experiments suggest that the oxidation power of the radical may be a determining factor

in what transient is created and thus what final product will form.

9.6 REACTION OF DIMETHRIMIOL WITH THE HYDRATED
ELECTRON

Absorbance of the hydrated electron at 640 nm was observed to increase in the
ffß-iç¡

presence of small amounts of Dimethrimiol (1x10-a M¡ at pH 7.0 (phosphate buffer and

NaOH). This indicates a reaction between the hydrated electron and Dimethrimiol is

occurring. The TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Dimethrimiol

(1x10-a M) solution containing r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 7.0,

phosphate buffer and NaOH) is shown in Figure 9.21. The spectrum recorded directly after

the pulse exhibits a maximum at 330 nm. Time resolved studies out to 1000 ps showed the

formation of no new peaks, thus suggesting the compound reacts to form the product directly.

The small absorbance out to 500 nm is a combination of the absorbance of the hydrated
Ira:,,{

electron and the transient species. This absorbance is observed to,disappeared 10 ps after the

pulse.

The bimolecula¡ rate constant for the reaction of the hydrated electron with

Dimethrimiol was determined from the slope of a plot of the decay rate of the hydrated

electron at 640 nm against the concentration of Dimethrimiol (25 to 50 pM). The rate

constant determined was 5.0x10e M-1s-1. Though this is the first reported rate constant for the

reaction of the hydrated electron with Dimethrimiol, rate constants for reactions of

compounds with simiiar functional groups have been reported previously and are shown

below:

Pyrimidine

Phenol

k=2.ox1oro M-rs-l t18ol

k=2.0x107 M-rs-r tlo9l

I
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Toluene k=1.1x107M-rs-r t1091

Aniline k=3.0x107M-rs-1 lggl

2-Aminopyrimidine k=7.6x107 M-ls-r tlSll

The above rate constants show that the pyrimidine molecule had the fastest rate

constant, with toiuene, phenol and aniline all reacting approximately two to three orders of
magnitude slower. Because the functional groups present on these molecules are all electron

donating, the end effect is the deceleration of the nucleophilic reaction between the hydrated

electron and the substrate. Functional groups attached to the pyrimidine ring of Dimethrimiol

are all electron donating, thus it would be expected that the rate constant for the reaction of
the nucleophilic hydrated electron with Dimethrimiol would be less than that of pyrimidine.

This effect has also been observed for the 2-aminopyrimidine molecule which is similar to

Dimethrimiol [181].
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Figure 9.21. TDA specüum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Dimethrimiol (lxl0aM) solution
containing r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 7.0, phosphare buffer and NaOH). The specrrum
was recorded 5 ¡rs after the pulse.

Reaction of the hydrated electron with Dimethrimiol should proceed initially by the

addition of an electron, resulting in the formation of a Dimethrimiol radical anion. (ie. Dim-).

The site of addition of the electron should be the ring due to the electron deficient nature of
the carbons next to the nitrogens (as observed in the ab initio calculations). The resulting

radicai anion then must react to form the two major products which were observed in the

steady state reaction (Figure 9.23).
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Ab initio calculations on Dimethrimiol using natural population analysis Í741

indicated that the atom with the least amount of electron density is located on the carbon

between the three electron withdrawing nitrogens. The spin surface displayed inFigure 9.22

(a) indicates that the spin of the molecule is located over three of the atoms in the ring and

between a nitrogen and a carbon. The mechanism postulated in Figure 9.24 suggests that the

hydrated electron adds to the ring and a negative charge results on the nitrogen, with the

radical on the carbons adjacent to the nitrogens. This is in agreement with the spin density

pattern observed, in particular the largest spin density is observed on the carbons directly

adjacent to the nitrogens. The only discrepancy with Figure 9.2a @) is that radical character

would also be expected to be located on the carbon between the two nitrogens and this was

not observed. It might be expected that this resonance is unstable and therefore does not

form. The LUMO is located over all of the ring, indicating the most likely place for

nucleophilic addition to be on the aromatic ring.

(a) (b)

X'igure 9.22. Plots of the electron spin density surface (a), and the LUMO (b), of Dimethrimiol as determined by
ab initio molecular orbital theory. Calculations were performed at the I{F/6-31G** level of theory. Plot (a) was

determined with a molecular charge of -1 and a multiplicity of 2. Plot (b) was determined for the neutral
molecule possessing a corresponding multiplicity of 1.

Gamma irradiation of a Dimethrimiol (1x10-a M) solution containing, /-butyl alcohol

(0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 7.0, phosphate buffer and NaOtI) produced the HPLC

trace reported in Figre 9.23. The effect on optical absorbance was to decrease the

absorbance maximum at228 nm and the formation of a new maximum at 232 nm. The I{PLC
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trace showed the formation of two major compounds of roughly equal intensity at 5 and.7

minutes with a minor absorbance at 16.5 minutes. Mass spectrometry on the compounds

produced identical parent ion of 212 Daltons. This mass to charge ratio is that of
Dimethrimiol plus two hydrogen atoms, suggesting that the end product of the reaction of
Dimethrimiol with the hydrated electron is the saturation of a double bond. MS2

fragmentation of both parent ions resulted in formation of three daughter ions at 142, 124 and,

88 Daltons. While the last two ions were not detected in the fragmentation of Dimethrimiol,
the 142 Daltons ion had a similar ion observed before. The fragmentation of Dimethrimiol
lead to the formation of a daughter ion at 140 Dalton s, the 142 Daltons peak observed in this

experiment is the 140 Daltons ion plus two hydrogens. In the fragmentation of Dimethrimiol
the 140 ion was assigned to the fragment NCNMo2, thus the l4Z Daltons ion is assigned

(NCNMe2)Hz. The reaction of the hydrated electron must proceed through the addition of the

hydrated electron to the carbon between the three nitrogen atoms (the most electron deficient

shown by the Gaussian calculations) or the carbon attached to the methyl groups (as predicted

by the LUMO), resulting in the formation of a radical on that carbon and a negative charge on

one of the nitrogens. The negatively charged nitrogen then acquires a hydrogen ion from

water while the carbon centred radical abstracts a hydrogen from the f-butyl alcohol to form a

stable product with a mass to charge ratio of 2l2Daltons.

Time (min)

Figure 9,23' HPLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of a Dimethrimiol (1x10-a M) solution containing,
r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 7.0, phosphate buffer and NaOH). Th" t.u"" displays thi
formation of the products of the reaction of the hydrated electron with Dimethrimiol. See Figure g.iq rcr
proposed mechanism of reaction. Inset. Change in optical absorption of the same solution (0 to 460 Gray),
Anow indicates the direction of absorbance change,
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Figure 9.24. Reaction mechanism for the reaction of the hydrated electron with Dimeth¡imiol.

9.7 REACTION OF DIMETHRIMIOL \ryITH THE HYDROGEN ATOM

Figure 9.25 displays the TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an

aqueous Dimethrimiol (1x104 M) solution containing t-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with

nitrogen (pH2, HCIO4). It exhibits absorbance maxima at 300 and 500 nm. The spectrum is

different from that of the hydrated electron and thus cannot be assigned to the same radical

observed in that experiment.

Formation kinetics were carried out on the maximum from the slope of a plot of the

pseudo hrst order rate constant against the concentration of Dimethrimiol at 300 nm. This

produced a bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of 5.3x108 M-ls-I. This rate constant for

reaction with hydrogen atoms is an order of magnitude slower than the corresponding reaction

of Dimethrimiol with hydroxyl radicals at the same pH.
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Figure 9.25. TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Dimethrimiol (lxl0{ M) solution

conraining r-buryl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH2, HCIO4). Specüum recorded l0 ps after the

pulse.
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Steady state inadiation of a Dimethrimiol (1x10-4 M) solution containing, /-butyl

alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 2.0, HCIOa) produced a decrease in the

absorbance of the area in the HPLC trace which corresponded to Dimeth¡imiol. Two new

products were observed to form after the irradiation period. It can be seen from the graph that

the retention times of these products are identical to those of the products of the hydrated

electron experiment. Mass spectrometric analysis confirms that the products of this reaction

are they same as those reported for the reaction with the hydrated electron.

Pulse radiolysis experiments indicated that the transients produced by the reaction of

the hydrated electron and hydrogen atom are different while the steady state results indicated

that the products of the reactions are the same. The explanation for this apparent

contradiction can be explained by the different mechanisms by which the radicals react. The

reaction scheme forthe hydrated electron can be observed in Figure 9.24,and results in the

formation of a carbon centred radical adjacent the nitrogen atoms. The reaction of the

hydrogen atom results in the addition to this same carbon resulting in the formation of a

nitrogen centred radical. This nitrogen centred radical must then abstract a hydrogen from the

r-butyl alcohol to form a stable product which is identical to that observed for the hydrated

electron. This mechanism is ¡ecorded inFigure 9.27 .
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Figure 9,26. HPLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of a Dimethrimiol (lx1Oa M) solution conraining,
r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 2.0, HCIO4). The t¡ace indicates the products formed from
the reaction of Dimethrimiol with hydrogen atoms. Inset. Change in optical absorption of the same solution (0 to
240 Gray). Arrows indicate the direction of absorbance change with radiation dosè.
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Figure 9.27. Reaction mechanism for the reaction of hydrogen atoms with Dimethrimiol

9.8 REACTION OF DIMETHRIMIOL WITH REDUCING RADICALS.

Pulse radiolysis of a nitrous oxide saturated solution of sodium formate (0.02 M) and

Dimethrimiol (1x104 M) (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) produced a maximum below 250 nm

with no other absorbance maximum observed. Absorbance detected was due to the formation

of the carbon dioxide radical anion. Time resolved studies out to 1000 ps found no new

abso¡ption in the range of 250 to 600 nm. This suggests that the ca¡bon dioxide radical does

not react with Dimethrimiol. The redox potential of the carbon dioxide radical has been

determined to be -2.0 V (versus NHE) 143,1111, suggesting that the redox potential for the

Dim/Dim'- is more negative than -2.0 V. Therefore, Dim'- is a strong reducing agent with a

reduction potential between -2.0 and -2.9 Y (versus NHE).

Gamma inadiation of the same solution showed no loss of Dimethrimiol when

sufficient radical was placed into the matrix to react with 50Vo of the available starting

compound. This result confirms those obtained in the pulse radiolysis experiments.

g.g OVERVIEW OF THE RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF

DIMETHRIMIOL

This study has allowed for the first time the elucidation of the radiation chemistry of

aqueous Dimethrimiol. The new chemistry for Dimethrimiol is summarised in Figure 9.28.

N
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Figure 9.28. overview of the radiation chemistry characterised in this study.

The TDA spectrum obtained from the reaction of Dimeth¡imiol with hydroxyl radicals

suggests the formation of the OH-adduct and another type of radical as intermediates. The

rate constant obtained for the reaction of Dimethrimiol with the hydroxyl radical ranges

between that determined for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with the electron deficient

H üt*"
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pyrimidine and the electron donating functional groups. The reaction of these compounds

with the hydroxyl radical is known to proceed through a OH-adduct intermediate, supporting

our hypothesis.

Decay of the OH-adduct shows dependence on the ionic strength of the solution,

indicating the transient is charged. This disagrees with what would be expected from the OH-

adduct which should be neutral, suggesting the transient must undergo a transformation to

become charged. Ab initio calculations indicated that the transients with the lowest energies

are the OH-adducts with the hydroxyl group located on the ortho position of the nitrogens in

the ring. Positioning of the hydroxyl radical in this location allows for the nitrogen to

eliminate the hydroxyl group forming a radical cation. The intermediate decayed by second

order kinetics, indicating that degradation products are formed by radical-radical interactions.

HPLC characterisation of the compounds formed by the reaction of Dimeth¡imiol with the

hydroxyl radical showed that these compounds have retention times less than that of

Dimethrimiol. This suggests that the degradation products are more polar than Dimethrimiol.

Mass spectrometric studies have determined that the major product is equivalent to the

replacement of a methyl group with a hydrogen atom. Comparison of the mass spectrometric

fragmentation data collected for Dimethrimiol with the major degradation product indicates

that the methyl group replaced came from the NMe2. Minor products were determined to be

the hydroxylated form of Dimethrimiol. This is in agreement with what we have determined

through pulse radiolysis. The rate of Dimeth¡imiol loss and the formation of products from the

reaction of Dimethrimiol with the hydroxyl radical is initially linear under steady state

irradiation. As the amount of hydroxyl radicals is increased past 3OVo of Dimethrimiol's

concentration, the loss of Dimethrimiol and the formation of products follows a higher order

kinetic mechanism. This result suggests that the products of the initial reaction also react with

the hydroxyl radical to form (uncharacterised) compounds.

The TDA spectrum obtained upon the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with

Dimethrimiol at pH 2 differs from that obtained for the same reaction at neutral pH. As such,

transients formed from the two reactions could not be assigned as the same species. The rate

constant for the reaction of Dimethrimiol with the hydroxyl radical at pH 2 is approximately

half that determined from the addition of the hydroxyl radical to Dimethrimiol at neutral pH.

Qualitatively, this can be explained as follows: in the neutral form of Dimethrimiol the

electron density is expected to be more accessible than in the case of the cation form. Since

the hydroxyl radical behaves as an electrophile, its reaction with the electron poor cation is

slower. The effect of the variation of pH on the transient absorbance at 340 nm for the
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reaction of the hydroxyl radical with Dimethrimiol showed a pH dependence typical of an

acid-base equilibria. The pK" of the transient was shown to be similar to that of

Dimethrimiol. Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC of Dimethrimiol at pH 2, has shown

that the major compound observed for the reaction of Dimethrimiol with the hydroxyl radical

at neutral pH is no longer formed. Formation of the minoi products did not increase in

concentration indicating that under steady state conditions the transient formed reacts with

Dimethrimiol through a pseudo first order mechanism to form products.

The transient produced from the reaction of Dimeth¡imiol with the hydroxyl radical

has been shown to be reactive with oxygen. Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC shows

the formation of different compounds to those obtained for the de-oxygenated experiment.

Mass spectral fragmentation data indicate that the products result from the addition of

molecular oxygen to the transient. The newly produced transient then reacts to form the

observed products. A previous study found that addition of a single oxygen atom to the

starting compound.was the most prevalent product for the reaction of benzene with the

hydroxyl radical in the presence of oxygen [82]. Dimeth¡imiol reacts to produce compounds

with the addition of two oxygen atoms.. Gamma inadiation coupled with HPLC shows the

formation of new compounds as well as the major product obtained for the de-oxygenated

experiment. Mass spectral fragmentation data indicates the products result from the addition

of molecular oxygen to the transient. The newly produced transient then reacts to form the

observed products.

The TDA spectrum obtained from the reaction of Dimethrimiol with one electron

oxidants is a similar shape to that obtained for the transient produced by the reaction of

Dimethrimiol with the hydroxyl radical, however, the intensities of the maxima vary with the

oxidant used. Rate constants for the bimolecular reaction of Dimethrimiol with one electron

oxidising agents decrease with the redox potential of the oxidising agents. Dimethrimiol is

not observed to react with the diiodide radical anion at neutral pH and the dibromide radical

anion at low pH. The Dimeth¡imiol radical cation is a powerful one electron oxidant with a

redox potential between 1.4 and 1.0 V, while the dication has a redox potential between 1.7

and 1.4 V. Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC for the one electron oxidising agents

shows that the product distribution varies with the oxidising agent. This is in agreement with

what we have determined through the pulse radiolysis studies. In all cases the hydroxylated

product was formed.
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Ab initio calculations indicate that the HOMO of Dimethrimiol is located over the

aromatic ring and the nitrogen. It is suspected that the electron loss occurs from this orbital,

which is in agreement with the experimental results. The spin density surface is also located

on the aromatic ring and the nitrogen.

The TDA spectrum obtained for the reaction of Dimethrimiol with the hydrated

electron suggests the formation of a H-adduct as the transient. The rate constant obtained for

the reaction of Dimethrimiol with the hydrated electron lies between that determined for the

reaction of the hydrated electron with the electron deficient pyrimidine and the electron

donating substituent. It is known that the pyrimidine reacts with the hydrated electron by

addition to the aromatic ring, followed by the addition of a hydrogen ion to form a H-adduct,

further supporting our hypothesis.

Gamma inadiation coupled with HPLC found the formation of two major products.

Mass spectral analysis of the products identified the compounds as mono-saturated forms of

Dimethrimiol. The radical anion of Dimeth¡imiol has been shown to be a strong reducing

agent with a redox potential of between -2.0 and -2.9 V.

Ab initio calculations indicate that the LUMO of Dimethrimiol is located over the

aromatic ring. It is suspected that the electron gain would initially occur in this orbital, which

is in agreement with the experimental results. The spin density surface is also located on the

ring.

The TDA spectrum for the reaction of Dimethrimiol with hydrogen atoms differs to

the TDA spectrum obtained for Dimethrimiol's reaction with the hydrated electron. This

suggests that the transient formed from the reaction of Dimethrimiol with the hydrogen atom

is a different radical to the H-adduct produced by the hydrated electron. Gamma irradiation

coupled with HPLC shows the formation of two major products. Using mass spectral

fragmentation data the products were determined to be the same compound as for the hydrated

electron. Thus addition of the hydrogen atom to Dimethrimiol forms a different H-adduct

than the hydrated electron.

Dimethrimiol will degrade upon reaction with a number of free radicals produced in

natural and treated industrial discharge water.
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L0.0 Radiation Chemistry of Aqueous Hexazinone Solution

1.0.1 HEXAZINONE

Hexazinone (3 cyclohexayl-6-dimethylamino-1-methyl-1,3,5 triazíne-,2,4 (1H,3H)-

dione) (Figuqe 10.01) is a white solid with a melting point of 115-117oC. The maximum

solubility of Hexazinone in water is 33gll [182], which when compared to other triazíne

pesticides is high. The pKu as reported by Thompson et al. is 1.09 t1831. Thus Hexazinone

at pH 2 and above Hexazinone is primarily neutral.

(CH¡)zN

Figure 10.01. Chemical structure of Hexazinone.

Hexazinone (Du Pont) is a triazine herbicide used for the control of annual and

biennial weeds as well as unwanted ha¡dwood trees in pine plantations [184]. Typical

application rate for the forestry industry is 4kgltra [2, 185]. Hexazinone is a systemic

herbicide rhat works on inhibiting photosynthesis in the target plant. Rainfall or inigation is

needed to activate the pesticide .

Hexazinone has been reported to be stable in aqueous environments between the pH

values of 4 and pH 9. Microbial degradation is thought to be responsible for the breakdown

of Hexazinone. Degradation proceeds through the breaking of the triazine ring resulting in

the liberation of ca¡bon dioxide. Photodegradation has also been postulated for the loss of

Hexazinone [136]. The amount of loss is thought to be dependent on the light intensity and

depth of incorporation in the soil. Hexazinone's degradation rate in soil is also dependent on

soil type and climate [184]. Hexazinone does not evaporate to any appreciable extent from

the soil, it does however leach and has been found in the ground water in several states of the

USA. Products of the primary soil and metabolites degradation have been determined

previously [187, 188]. These consist ofthe addition of a hydroxyl group to the cyclohexane,

as well as the loss of the -NMe2 group.
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TO.2 REACTION OF IJEXAZINONE WITH THE HYDROXYL
RADICAL

Figure 10.02 displays the time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse

radiolysis of an aqueous Hexazinone (lx10-a M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8,

phosphate buffer). It exhibits an absorption band with a maximum at 280 nm with a less

intense maximum at 440 nm. The spectrum does not resemble that of a OH-adduct, therefore

the transient does not result from the addition of the hydroxyl radical to Hexazinone.

In the presence of r- butyl alcohol (0.1 M), an effective hydroxyl radical scavenger but

a weak hydrogen atom scavenger, the absorption spectrum was considerably reduced. The

high G (OH') yield and appreciable decrease in the transient absorption suggests that the

transient absorption spectrum in Figure 10.03 is due mainly to the reaction of hydroxyl

radicals with Hexazinone.

No negative absorbance was detected in the TDA spectrum recorded between the

hydroxyl radical and Hexazinone. This is because Hexazinone does not have a large ground

state absorbance in the region of 250 to 450 nm. The TDA spectrum can be corrected for the

small ground state absorbance by using formula 3.14 and the assumption that the yieid of

hydroxyl radicals is equal to the yield of the transient radical. Since the yield of transient

radicals is not known for certain the result should not be over interpreted. The molar

absorbance spectrum of the transient does not vary considerably in shape from that of the delta

absorbance spectrum.

Reducing the dose (and hence the amount of transient radical) produced an increase in

the half-life of the transient species at 280 nm and 440 nm. The radical therefore decays by

second order kinetics. When the decay curves were fitted to second order kinetics they

produced decay rates of 2WeI = 9.3x10s s-l and 3.3x106 s-r for 280 nm and 440 nm,

respectively. Assuming that ali the hydroxyl radicals react with Hexazinone and the G value

of the hydroxyl radical is equal to the G value of the transient (i.e. 5.5) the molar absorbance

of the maxima is 970 and 340 M-lcm-r for 280 and, 440 nm, respectivëly. Using the molar

absorbance values, it was determined that 2k = 9.0x108 M-ls-l and 1.lx10e M-ls-l for 2g0 nm

and 440 nm, respectively. The two-absorbance maxima decay at similar rates indicating that

they may be due to the same transient species.
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Figure 10.02. Time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Hexazinone
(1xl0rM) solution saturated with niuous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer). (r Directly after the pulse,o 50 ps

after the pulse, r 100 ps after the pulse).

As stated in chapters 6 and 8 the reactions of the 1,3,5-triazines with hydroxyl radicals

has not been extensively studied in the past. 1,3,5-Triazine reactions with the hydroxyl radical

that have been studied [143, I44] anð were found to be dependent on the other functional

groups. Hexazinone is an unsaturated aromatic system, however the carbons on the I,3,5-

triazine ring are electron deficient and can be thought of as positively charged, as described by

Quirke [145] and observed in Figure 6.04. This makes the 1,3,5-triazine ring unlikely to be

involved in an electrophilic addition ¡eaction and therefore suggests that the hydroxyl radical

does not add to the 1,3,5-triazine ring of the Hexazinone. Absorbance maxima at 280 nm is

also not consistent with the formation of a OH-adduct as these types of radicals tend to have a

maximum in the region of 300 nm to 340 nm. The reaction of hydroxyl radicals with

cyclohexane has been studied previously by Sauer and Mani [189]. They reported that the

hydroxyl radical reacts with cyclohexane in aqueous solution through hydrogen abstraction.

The absorbance maximum for the resulting cyclohexanyl radical was recorded at240 nm. The

Hexazinone transient displays a 40 nm red shift when compared to the transient of

cyclohexane. Since addition of the hydroxyl radical is unlikely, the reaction must therefore

proceed through hydrogen abstraction. There are three potential sites for hydrogen abstraction

from the molecule, at the NMe2, Me or cyclohexane groups. If the hydroxyl radical is reacting

with the cyclohexane ring then the shift in absorbance maximum observed when compared to

the cyclohexanyl radical results because of the rest of the molecule.

o
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Decay of the absorbance maximum at 280 nm was not affected by the addition of

NaCIO¿ (1 M), suggesting the transient species is neutral. This result is in agreement with the

abstraction of a hydrogen from the Hexazinone molecule, as the resulting transient is neutral.

Competition kinetics produced a bimolecular rate constant determined for the reaction

of the hydroxyl radical with Hexazinone of 5.1 x 10e M-rs-l. This rate constant indicates that

Hexazinone reacts with the hydroxyl radical at slightly less than diffusion controlled rates.

This is not the first reported rate constant for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with

Hexazinone. Mabury and Crosby [190] reported a rate constant for the reaction of the

hydroxyl radical with Hexazinone as 6.2x108 M-1s-1. The rate constant Mabury and Crosby

reported is nearly 10 times slower than the rate constant determined here. The reason for this

discrepancy may be due to the method of determination for the rate constants. Mabury and

Crosby used steady state inadiation competition kinetics to determine their rate constant.

Experiments performed to compare their reported value with pulse radiolysis indicated that

this method produced results that are up to five times slower. However, this does not expiain

the ten fold difference between the two values.

The reactions of hydroxyl radicals with 1,3,5-triazines were summarised in section 6.2

Rate constants for the reactions of hydroxyl radicals with cyclopentane and cyclohexane are:

cyclopentane k=4.9 x10e M-ls-r 11691

cyclohexane k=6.1x10e M-ts-t ¡t891

It can be observed that the rate constant for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with

cyclohexane is slightly higher than that of the Hexazinone. This is consistent with hydrogen

abstraction from the cyclohexane group of Hexazinone.

Attempts to react Hexazinone with the oxide radical (which is a known hydrogen atom

abstracter) proved unsuccessful due to the instability of Hexazinone molecuie at the pH

required to form the desired radical. Ultraviolet absorbance indicated the degradation of

Hexazinone as there was a change in the absorbance maximum over the time scale of the

experiment at pH 13.2 (NaOH).

Steady state irradiation of a Hexazinone (80 ¡rM) solution saturated with nitrous oxide

using cobalt 60 (Dose 80 Grays per hour) produced only a small decrease in the absorbance

due to the Hexazinone at 246 nm (Figure 10.03). Over the radiation dose the shape of the

obtained spectra does not vary greatly. The decrease in absorbance was less than expected by
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the dosimeter, implying that either the products absorb in this region, the transients formed by

the reaction with the hydroxyl radical react to reform the starting material, or a combination of

both. The absence of any change in the general shape of the spectra suggests that the hydroxyl

radical is not affecting the chromophore in the molecule. This result is consistent with the

formation of the cylcohexanyl type radical and formation of products from that radical, as the

cyclohexane ring is not part of the conjugated chromophore.

A HPLC trace recorded following the gamma irradiation of an aqueous Hexazinone

(1x10-a M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) displays the

formation of new products and a decrease in the concentration of Hexazinone at 246 nm

(Figure 10.04). No change in the product distribution was observed at either 220 or 254 nm.

In all, seven products of varying intensities were collected from the trace (A to G). All

products were of a retention time less than Hexazinone suggesting they were more polar than

the starting compound.
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Figure 10.03. Observed change in optical absorbance of a Hexazinone (80 pM) solution saturated with nit¡ous

oxide and inadiated with gamma irradiation (0 to 200 Gray). Anow indicates the direction of absorbance change

with radiation dose.

The rate of Hexazinone loss was linear against the concentration of hydroxyl radicals

added to the system (calculated using Frickie Dosimetry), until approximately 20Vo of the

Hexazinone had reacted. Appearance of the products was also followed by HPLC and found

to be initially linear. After this both the loss of Hexazinone and the gain of products curved

suggesting that the products of the initial reaction also react with hydroxyl radicals. The

major products A and B were observed to react with the hydroxyl radical because at higher

doses it can be observed that their formation slows down and actually decreases. The solution
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was re-run with a steep acetonitrile gradient. No products were observed at longer retention

times. The area of the products formed at 246 nm does not equal the decrease in Hexazinone

concentration. The G value for the loss of Hexazinone (after 20Vo of Hexazinone had reacted)

is 4.7. If second order reaction kinetics is controlling the decay of the cyclohexanyl type

radical then a G value of approximately 2.8 would be expected for the loss of Hexazinone.

The result suggests that the transient formed is reacting through a pseudo first order

mechanism with Hexazinone. This reaction transpires because steady state irradiation

produces a concentration of the transient that is many orders of magnitudes less than the pulse

radiolysis study. This effectively allows the slower pseudo first order reaction to compete

with the second order decay. The result of this reaction is high molecula¡ weight compounds

that do not elute off the column readily.
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Figure 10.04. HPLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of an aqueous Hexazinone ( l x 104 M) solution
saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer). The trace displays the products formed from the reaction
of Hexazinone with hydroxyl radicals (A to G). See Figure 10.06 for product identification.

' The major products A and B were collected and their U.V. spectra recorded. The

spectra are nearly identical in shape to the one recorded for Hexazinone. This indicates that

the product's chromophore must be similar to that of Hexazinone. The structures of the

products of this reaction were determined by electrospray mass spectrometry and can be

observed in Figure 10.06. Hexazinone produced a mass to charge ratio of 253 (M+H) with a

fragmentation pattem (using MS2 experiment) that consisted of a daughter ion at 171 Daltons.

This ion corresponds to the triazine ring missing the whole cyclohexane ring (CoHlo). Further

fragmentation of this peak produced grand-daughter ions at I28,85 and 71 Daltons. These
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peaks correspond to the loss of NMez, and the formation of NzCzOz and NCNMez ions,

respectively. The major peaks, A and B, showed identical mass spectra with a parent ion of

251 Daltons, which corresponds to Hexazinone minus two protons. Fragmentation of this

compound produced a daughter ion at 171 Daltons, which is identical to that of the first

daughter ion of Hexazinone. Further fragmentation of the 171 Daltons ion produced the same

daughter ion as previously mentioned for Hexazinone. Since the 171 Daltons daughter ion

had been assigned to the daughter ion of Hexazinone minus the cyclohexane ring, the two

protons must have been lost from the cyclohexane ring. The loss of 80 Daltons corresponds to

the loss of a cyclohexene ring. Therefore products A and B must be Hexazinone with an

unsaturated bond in the cyclohexane ring. Product G also displays the same mass spectra as

observed for A and B. The actual position of the formation of the double bond in the

cyclohexane ring cannot be determined by mass spectrometry, however it must be in a

different position for A, B and G to have different retention times in the HPLC trace.

Products C, D and F all produced the same parent ion of 269 Daltons in the mass spectral

analysis. This mass to charge ratio is 16 Daltons more than Hexazinone. It therefore

corresponds to Hexazinone plus oxygen. Fragmentation of the parent ion produced a daughter

ion at 251 Daltons (minus OHz). Further fragmentation of the daughter ion produced another

ion at 171 Daltons. Fragmentation of the grand-daughter ion produced the same ions

produced for the equivalent fragmentation of Hexazinone. Addition of an oxygen would

normally correspond to the addition of the hydroxyl radical to an unsaturated part of the

molecule. However the fragmentation pattern indicates that the oxygen is attached to the

cyclohexane ring. It is impossible for a hydroxyl radical to be added to a saturated bond' The

only explanation available for the formation of this product is the presence of trace amounts of

oxygen in the solution during the inadiation. This will be discussed at greater lengths in

section 10.4. Solvent water is not expected to add across the unsaturated bond resulting in the

addition of a hydroxyl group to the cyclohexene ring (as observed for cyclopropene ring of

Cyromazine). This reaction would not occur because hydrogen ions were not present in the

HPLC eluent because an ion pairing reagent was not used. The last peak (E) produced a

parent ion at 26i Daltons. This mass to charge ratio is two hydrogens less than the products

C, D and F. Fragmentation of E produced the daughter ion at 171 Daltons, and then followed

the equivalent fragmentation pattern observed for Hexazinone. Product E must result from

the formation of a carbonyl product on the ring. Again this could only be formed in the

presence of oxygen. Its formation will be discussed at length in section 10.4.
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Figure 10.05. Loss of Hexazinone (left axis) and the formation of the products (right axis) from the gamma
inadiation of aqueous Hexazinone (lxlOaM) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer).
The products are A=o, B=I, C,D,E,F,G not shown.

Ab initio calculations perfonned on Hexazinone produced a natural population similar

to that described in Figure 6.04 for the 1,3,5-triazine. This agrees with the hypothesis that the

hydroxyl radical would not add to the l,3,5-triazine ring. The carbons on the cyclohexane

ring do show an excess of electron density when compared to the other carbon atoms in the

molecule.
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Figure 10.06. Products (A, B and G) of the gamma radiolysis of an aqueous Hexazinone solution saturated with
nitrous oxide as determined by the analysis of electrospray mass specuometric data. Location of the double bond
is not unambiguously assignable in structures A, B and G. See text for discussron.

10.3 REACTION OF HEXAZINONE \ryITH
RADICAL IN ACIDIC SOLUTION

THE HYDROXYL

The corrected TDA spectrum obtained from the pulse radiolysis of Hexazinone

(1x10-a M) in acidic solution (pH 1.0, HCIO4) saturated with nitrous oxide was identical to

that observed in Figure 10.02 for the neutral pH experiment. A correction to the spectrum

was made to take into account the lower G value at pH 2 due to the formation of hydrogen

atoms from the reaction of hydrated electrons with the extra hydrogen ions. The maxima at

280 and 440 nm decayed by second order kinetics with 2Vel = 1.1 and 1.5 x10e M-ls-r,
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respectively. The values are simila¡ to that reported in section 10.2. This evidence suggests

that the transient produced is the same as observed at neutral pH. Hexazinone has a pIÇ of

1.09 [183] with the protonation-deprotonation site being the nitrogens. The positive charge

created by the protonation is resonance-stabilised on the ring. At pH 1, Hexazinone will be in

approximately a 50-50 mix of both the protonated and deprotonated states. The transient

produced by the reaction of Hexazinone with hydroxyl radicals is independent of the pH of

solution (pH 1.0 to 6.8).

Competition kinetics produced a bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of hydroxyl

radicals with Hexazinone of 4.9 x 10e M-1s-1. The rate constant shows that a mixture of the

protonated and deprotonated forms of Hexazinone reacts at a slightly slower rate than that

observed for neutral Hexazinone alone. Since the hydroxyl radical reacts primarily through

hydrogen abstraction, protonation of the 1,3,5 triazine ring would not be expected to influence

the rate of reaction.

Steady state irradiation of an aqueous Hexazinone (1x10-a M) solution saturated with

nitrous oxide (pH 2, HCIO¿) produced the same HPLC trace as observed in the reaction of

hydroxyl radicals with Hexazinone at neutral pH. This result is in agreement with the pulse

radiolysis data, which also implies that the protonation state or the presence of excess

hydrogen ion (pH I to 7) does not affect the reaction. Products observed in the HPLC trace

were collected and analysed by electrospray mass spectrometry. This produced the same

result as that reported in section 9.2.

10.4 REACTION OF HEXAZINONE WITH THE HYDROXYL
RADICAL IN THE PRESENCE OF OXYGEN

The TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Hexazinone

(lx10-aM) solution saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen (4:1 v/v) is displayed in Figure 10.07'

The TDA spectrum does not appear similar to that observed in Figure 10.02, the maxima

absorbance at 280 and 440 nm had disappeared. Comparison of the decay rates of the

transient species indicates a change from second order kinetics to initial ltrst order kinetics

(Figure 10.08) with the addition of oxygen. This indicates that the transients produced by the

reaction of Hexazinone with hydroxyl radicals react through pseudo first order kinetics with

oxygen. This is consistent with the hydrogen abstraction mechanism as carbon centred

radicals are known to react rapidly with oxygen [48, 82,84, 102, 103]. The reaction rate is

relatively fast, indicating that the carbon centred radical is not a OH-adduct [85]. This

observation is in agreement with hydroxyl radicals reacting with Hexazinone through
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hydrogen abstraction instead of addition. After the initial rapid first order process a much

slower reaction can be observed to be taking place between20 and 400 ¡rs in Figure 10.08.
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Figure 10.07. TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Hexazinone (1xl0aM) solution
saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen (4:1 v/v). Spectrum recorded l0 ps after the pulse. 
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Figure 10.08' Comparison of the pulse radiolysis traces obtained from a solution of Hexazinone (lxl04 M)
saturated with nitrous oxide and nit¡ous oxide/oxygen (4:l v/v). Absorbance data were collected at 2g0 nm.
Traces are normalised. All radiation pulses are 2.5 ¡rs long with a radiation dose of I 1.3 Gray per pulse.

Figure 10.09 displays the change in the ultra violet spectrum following gamma

irradiation of an aqueous Hexazinone (79 pM) solution saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen.

This is different from that for the de-oxygenated system. This spectrum indicates a larger

decrease in absorbance at246 nm when compared to the same experiment performed without

Without O,

wirh 02
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oxygen. The loss of absorbance at 246 nm was still less than expected and therefore the

products should absorb at246 nm.
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Figure 10.09. Observed change in optical absorbance of an aqueous Hexazinone (79 pM) solution saturated with

nitrous oxide/oxygen and irradiated with gam.ma irradiation (0 to 200 Gray). Arrow indicates the direction of
absorbance change with radiation dose. Dose rate of 80 Gray per hours.
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Figure 10.10. HPLC analysis following the gamma inadiation of an aqueous Hexazinone (lx104 M) solution

saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen. The trace displays products formed from the reaction of the hydroxyl

radical with Hexazinone in the presence of oxygen (A to H). See Figure 10.11 for product identification.

The HPLC trace of an aqueous Hexazinone (1x10-a M) solution saturated with nitrous

oxide/oxygen produced a different trace from that observed for the de-oxygenated solution

(Figure 10.10). Products previously observed at 5 and 8 minutes have disappeared. Also

peaks at the beginning of the trace have increased in size when compared to the de-
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oxygenated hydroxyl radical experiment. Collected products had their structures determined

using electrospray mass spectrometry and are shown in Figure 10.11. Products A and E

produced a parent ion of 285 Daltons. This is 32 Daltons more than Hexazinone, or

equivalent to the addition of two oxygens to the Hexazinone molecule. MS2 fragmentation of

the parent ion at 285 Daltons produced a daughter ion with a base peak of 171 Daltons along

with other daughter ions at 267 (mimts OHz) and 25I Daltons (minus OzHù. This

fragmentation pattem indicates that two oxygens must be on the cyclohexane ring as would be

expected from the de-oxygenated study. Further fragmentation of the daughter ion produced a

grand-daughter ion at 267 Daltons as well as the base peak grand-daughter ion at 17I Daltons

(minus the cyclohexane ring from Hexazinone). The reaction to form products A and E would

initially result in the addition of oxygen to the cyclohexanyl radical to form the RHOz'

transient. The RHOz' radical wouid then react with the perhydroxyl radical to form the

corresponding organic hydroperoxide (RHO2H). Compounds B, G, H, I produced a parent ion

of 269 Daltons. This equates to the addition of an oxygen to the starting Hexazinone

molecule. The MS2 fragmentation pattern produced a peak at 25I Daltons (rninus OHz).

Further fragmentation produced a daughter ion ar. I7I Daltons (the formation of Hexazinone

minus the cyclohexane ring). The products are Hexazinone with an additional oxygen on the

cyclohexane ring. Products C, D and F all had parent ions with mass to charge ratio of 267

Daltons. This mass to charge ratio corresponds to the formation of a product that is plus one

oxygen and minus two hydrogens from the starting compound. MS2 fragmentation of this ion

produced a daughter ion at 171 Daltons. As previously stated this is Hexazinone minus the

cyclohexane ring. The products must therefore result from the formation of a carbonyl

compound. The product with mass of 269 and267 Daltons must be formed from the addition

of the hydrogen abstracted Hexazinone radical to oxygen followed by the disproportionation

of the resulting radical to form the products observed (Reaction 10.04).

HexH2 +OH' -+ HexH'+ HzO (HexH2 = Hexazinone)

2HexH'+ HexH2 + Hex

HexH'iC,2) HexHO2'

2HexHOz'+ HexO + HexHOH + Oz

HexHO2' + HOz' + HexHOzH + Oz

(10.01)

(10.02)

(10.03)

(10.04)

(10.05)
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Figure 10.11. Products (A to I) of the gamma radiolysis of aqueous Hexazinone (1xl0a M) separated saturated
with nitrous oxide/oxygen as determined by the analysis of electrospray mass specûometric fragmentation data.
Location of the hydroxyl group are not ambiguously assignable in structures A to I. See text for discussion.

It was observed in the de-oxygenated experiment that some of the products could only

be formed in the presence of oxygen. It was suggested in section 10.2 that formation of these

products might be due to trace amounts of oxygen still remaining in the solution. Comparison

of the products between the two experiments confinned that the products at the beginning of

the HPLC trace are identified here and are observed in the de-oxygenated experiment. It was

also observed that the size of the peaks are substantially greater than that of the same peaks

detected in the de-oxygenated experiments. Figure 10.1 I also revealed that the reaction of the

hydrogen abstracted Hexazinone radical with oxygen is rapid when compared to the

bimolecular decay of the same radical. It is therefore likely that products C to G are formed

by the reaction of the cyclohexanyl radical with trace amounts of oxygen in the de-oxygenated

experiment.

The a¡ea for the products is consistent with the change observed for the U.V. spectrum

at246 nm. This result is in agreement with the hypothesis postulated in section I0.2, that is, a

pseudo f,rrst order reaction is transpiring between the cyclohexanyl type radical and

Hexazinone. Oxygen reacts with the transient to form compounds which are more polar than

those postulated to form in section 10.2 for the pseudo first order reaction between the

cyclohexanyl radical and Hexazinone, thus all the products are detected in this trace.

10.5 REACTION OF H.EXAZINONE WITH ONE ELECTRON
OXIDANTS

The dichloride radical anion formed in the pulse radiolysis of oxygen saturated sodium

chloride (0.02 M), Hexazinone solution (1x10-3M¡ at pH 2 (HCIO4) reacts as a strong one

electron oxidant with a redox potential of 2.09 V (versus NHE) [43]. The reaction of the

dichloride radical anion with Hexazinone was studied by following the decay of the dichloride

radical anion absorption at34O nm. It was observed that in the presence of Hexazinone (1x10-
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3M¡ this band still decayed by second order kinetics indicating that no reaction between

Hexazinone and the dichloride radical anion had resulted. When sodium chloride was

replaced with sodium bromide (0.02 M) (pH 6.8 and 2.0) no effect was observed on the decay

of the dibromide radical anion at 360 nm. This implies that no reaction occurred with the

dihalide radical anions and therefore no electron \Ã/as transferred from Hexazinone to the

dihalide radical anions.

Hex + X2'- -X+ Hex*' +2X- (10.06)

Hex + SO¿'- Ð Hex'* + SO¿2- (10.07)
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Figure 10.12. TDA spectrum obtained 20 ¡rs after the pulse of a nitrogen saturated potassium persulfate (0.02
M),0.1M t-butyl alcohol, Hexazinone solution (2xl0a M ) atpH 6.8 (phosphate buffer). Inser, Comparison of
the pulse radiolysis traces produced at 460 nm, with and with the presence of Hexazinone (2xl0a M) in a
nitrogen saturated potassium persulfate (0.02 M), r-butyl alcohol (0. I M) solution. The traces indicate that a
reaction has occurred between Hexazinone and the sulfate radical anion.

The sulfate radical anion formed in the pulse radiolysis of a nitrogen saturated

potassium persulfate (0.02 M), r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M), Hexazinone (2xIO-a M) solution at pH

6.8 (phosphate buffer) and 2.0 (HCIO4) also reacts as a strong one electron oxidant with a

potential of 2.43 V (versus NHE) 143,86,1481. The reaction of the sulfate radical anion with

Hexazinone was studied by following the decay of the sulfate radical anion absorbance at 460

nm. It was observed that in the presence of Hexazinone (2xI0a M) this band decayed faster

than without Hexazinone. The result indicates that a reaction between Hexazinone and the

sulfate radical anion had resulted. Since Hexazinone reacts with the sulfate radical anion and
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not the dichloride radical anion, it implies that the Hex'*ÆIex redox potential must lie between

that of the sulfate and dichloride radical anions. ie. between 2.43 to 2.09 Y (versus NHE),

This would make the Hexazinone radical cation a strong one electron oxidant,

Using the pseudo first order rate constant for the decay of the sulfate radical anion it

was determined that 20 ps after the pulse more than 95Vo of the sulfate radical anion had

reacted with Hexazinone. The TDA spectrum of a nitrogen saturated potassium persulfate

(0.02 M), r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M), Hexazinone (2x10-a M) solution at pH 6,8 (phosphate

buffer) obtained at this time can be observed in Figure 10.12, The spectrum exhibits a

maximum below 260 nm. The spectrum recorded for this reaction is different from that

obtained for the cyclohexanyl radical and so is not assigned to the same type of radical.

The rate constant for the reaction of Hexazinone with the sulfate radical anion was

determined by the slope of a plot of the pseudo first order rate constant against the

concentration of Hexazinone. This produced a bimolecular rate constant of 3.4x108 M-ls-l.

Reactions of 1,3,5 triazine or any of its derivatives with the sulphate radical anion have not

been studied and little to no information on their reaction kinetics is available ll49l. It is

postulated that oxidising radicals would exhibit diminished reactivity toward the triazine ring

for the reasons given in section 6.2, Figwe 6.04. That is, the nitrogen in the ring has the

greatest share of the electron density, making it unsuitable for electrophilic reaction.

However, the electron density value produced by the natural population analysis on the

nitrogens is large, potentially making them available for an electron to be removed by the

sulfate radical anion.

Ab initio calculations displaying the spin surface of the optimised structure of

Hexazinone minus one electron from its full electron set at HF/6-31G** indicates the radical

is located over the oxygen of the carbonyl, the nitrogen of the amine and the nitrogen of the

triazine ring between the two previously mentioned functional groups. The HOMO of

Hexazinone is also observed to be a similar shape to the spin surface. This would imply that

the electron is being removed from the HOMO orbital of Hexazinone and has not been

resonance stabilised around the ring (Figure 10. 13).
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(b)

X'igure 10.13. Plots of the elecÍon qpin density surface (a), and HOMO (b), of Hexazinone as determined by
ab initio molecular orbital theory. Calculations were performed at the IIF/6-31G** level of theory. Plot (a) was

determined with a molecular charge of +1 and a multþlicity of 2. Plot (b) was determined for the neutral
molecule possessing a correqponding multiplicity of +1.
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X'igure 10.14. IIPLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of an aqueous Hexazinone (lxlOile solution
containing potassium persulfate (0.02 M), r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) and saturated with nitrogen (pH 6.8, phoqphate
buffer). The trace diqplays the products of the reaction of the sulfate radical anion with Hexazinone (A and B)
See text for discussion.

Steady state iradiation of a nitrogen saturated potassium persulfate (0.02 M), /-butyl

alcohol (0.1 M), Hexazinone solution (1x10-aM) at pH 6.8 (phosphate buffer) produced

almost the complete loss of Hexazinone in the FIPLC trace (Figure 10.16). A non-irradiated

B

Hexazinone
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sample of the above solution displayed no loss of Hexazinone over the same time period

therefore indicating the observed products result from radiation chemistry and were not due to

the thermal oxidation of Hexazinone by the persulfate ion [43]. This suggests the transient

produced by the reaction of Hexazinone with the sulfate radical anion initiated a chain

reaction with Hexazinone. This effect has been previously observed by Vinchurlar et al.

[ler].

Electrospray mass spectrometry on the product A produced a mass to charge ratio of

710 Daltons. This is almost three times the mass to charge ratio of the original starting

compound. Fragmentation of the parent ion produced the daughter ions (all consecutive MSn

experiments) 518, (minus 192), M8 (minus 7O),225 (minus 225.6), 143 (minus 82), 126

(minus 17) Daltons. The mass spectral data presented here does not allow for the structure of

product to be determined. It was determined that product B had a mass to charge ratio of 239.

This is 14 Daltons less than Hexazinone. MSn fragmentation of the parent ion produced a

peak at 157 Daltons, which is again 14 Daltons less than that observed for the equivalent

fragmentation of Hexazinone. Fragmentation of the 157 ion produced more ions at 114, 85

and 71 Daltons. The last two daughter ions were also recorded for the equivalent

fragmentation of Hexazinone, however the 128 Daltons ion is missing and has been replaced

by the 114 daughter ion which is 14 Daltons less than the 128 Daltons ion. The 128 Daltons

ion in Hexazinone was determined to be the basic triazine ring structure with only both the

oxygens and methyl group attached to it. The replacement of this ion by a new daughter ion at

114 Daltons suggests that Product B must be the replacement of the methyl group attached to

the nitrogen in the triazine ring with a hydrogen atom. This effect has previously been

observed with the radical cations in chapters 4 and 9.

The steady state reaction performed using the dichloride radical anion at low pH

produced no significant degradation of Hexazinone over the time span of the experiment.

This is in agreement with the pulse radiolysis results'

10.6 REACTION OF HEXAZINONE WITH THE HYDRATED
ELECTRON

Decay of the hydrated electron's absorbance af 640 nm \ryas observed to increase in the

presence of small amounts of Hexazinone (1x10-a M) at pH 7.0 (phosphate buffer and NaOH).

This indicates that a reaction between the hydrated electron and Hexazinone is occurring. The

transient optical spectrum obtained on pulse radiolysis of a solution containing Hexazinone

(1x10-a M), /- butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen gas is shown in Figure 10.15.
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This spectrum initially exhibited a large absorbance at wavelengths longer than 500 nm,

which quickly disappeared to display a small absorbance at275 nm.
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Figure 10.15. Time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Hexazinone
(1xl0aM) solution containing, r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 7.0, phosphate buffer and
NaOH). (t Directly and o l5 ps after pulse).

The bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of the hydrated electron with the

Hexazinone was determined from the slope of a plot of the decay rate of the hydrated electron

àt 640 nm against the concentration of Hexazinone (20 to 50 pM). The determined rate

constant is 5.9x10e M-1s-1. Hexazinone as well as being a triazine also contains two carbonyl

groups making it structurally similar to compounds like Uracil and Thymine. Carbonyl

groups are known to be highly reactive towards the hydrated electron as can be observed from

the rate constants given below:

Uracil k=l.5x10ro trrt-ts-t ¡t921

Thymine k=l.8xlOroM-ts-t¡1931

No rate constants on 1,3,5-triazine or any derivatives have been recorded with the

hydrated electron ll49l. The rate constant for the reaction with Hexazinone is approximately

haif that of Thymine and Uracil, suggesting the presence of an additional nitrogen is affecting

the rate of reaction with Hexazinone.

It is expected that the hydrated electron will react initially with Hexazinone at one of

the carbonyl groups. This would result in the formation of a 'C-O- radical anion that can

potentially be protonated at the oxygen. No attempt was made to determine the pKu of this

radical. It wouid be expected that this would then react to form either monomeric or dimeric

I
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products. Hayon [194] determined the optical absorbance of ketyl radicals and radical anions

generated from a number of pyrimidines and found that the absorbance maxima varied with

the substituents on the ring between 260 and 330 nm. The molar absorbance of these maxima

where determined to be between 1000 and 6000 M-1cm-1, dependent on the substituents.

Molar absorbance at the absorption maximum of 275 nm was determined to be 950 M-'r-t,

and is of a similar magnitude to that recorded by Hayon, The result is consistent with the

formation of either a ketyl or radical anion from the reaction of the hydrated electron with

Hexazinone.

Ab initio calculations performed on Hexazinone found the lowest electron density on

the carbons of the carbonyl groups. This would make them the most favourable for the

addition of a nucleophile. This agrees with the mechanism postulated earlier in this section,

Time resolved studies out to 1000 ps found no new peaks in the region o1250 to 600

nm suggesting that the reaction proceeds to form stable products that do not absorb in this

region.
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Figure 10.16. HPLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of a Hexazinone (1,1x10-aM) solution containing,

t-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 7.0, phosphate buffer and NaOH) The trace displays no

observable products for the reaction of the hydrated electron with Hexazinone. Inset. Change in optical

absorption of the same solution (0 to 400 Gray). Anow indicates the direction of absorbance change.

Gamma irradiation of a nitrogen saturated solution containing only Hexazinone and t-

butyl alcohol (0.1 M) produced the HPLC trace observed in Figure 10.16. The HPLC trace

displayed the formation of no new major peaks at 246 nm. A 1 mL injection of the irradiated

solution did not produce any compounds in the trace, indicating that no products were being

masked by the base line. The irradiated solution was also allowed to run out to longer

retention times (60 minutes) using a steep acetonitrile gradient to determine if any non-polar
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products were produced. This experiment also found no products at longer retention times.

Only 50% of the expected loss of Hexazinone predicted by the dosimetry was observed,

suggesting that transient radicals resulting from the reaction of Hexazinone with the hydrated

electrons react to reform the starting compound. The effect on optical absorbance was to

decrease the absorbance maximum at246 nm with no new maximum forming. This indicates

the chromophore is being affected by the reaction. Loss of the 246 nm maximum was less

than predicted by the dosimetry, producing only a I5o/o decrease in the maximum while for
the equivalent dose 25Yo of Hexazinone was observed by HPLC to disappear . Comparison

of these experiments suggested there should be some products observed, however their

absorbance would be small. It is possible that compounds of high molecular weight are

forming which do not readily elute off the column.

(a) o)

X'igure 10.18. Plots of the electron spin density surface (a), and the LIIMO (b), of Hexazinone as determined by
ab initio molecular orbital theory. Calculations were performed at the IIF/6-3IG+* level of theory. plot (a) was
determined with a molecr¡Iar charge of -1 and a multiplicity of 2. Plot (b) was deterrnined for the neutral
molecule possessing a corresponding multiplicity of l.

The results of ab initio calculations can be observed in Figure 10. I 8 which shows both

the spin surface and LUMO for the Hexazinone radical anion and Hexazinone. The spin

surface is prominent over the carbon attached to the -NMer. This is not the carbon where the

extra electron tryas expected to attack, however the end result would be the same with a

negative charge resulting on the carbonyl. The spin surface suggests that the radical on the

carbon attached to the -NMe, is not resonance stabilised to any great extent. This is an

unexpected result because it was expected that the radical would be delocalised. The LUMO
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is located over the ring with the largest lobe on the carbon with the -NMez group attached to it

making it the most accessible for electron addition. The LUMO and the spin surface are

similar in shape suggesting that the electron is added to the LUMO of Hexazinone and not

delocalising. ,

1.0.7 REACTION OF HEXAZINONE \ryITH THE HYDROGEN ATOM

Pulse radiolysis of a nitrogen saturated, t-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) solution containing

Hexazinone (1xl0a M) at pH 2 (HClOa) produced only a small absorbance in the region of

250 to 500 nm. Hydrogen atoms would be expected to abstract a hydrogen atom from the

cyclohexane ring in much the same way as the hydroxyl radical. The absorbance of the

transient suggests that the cyclohexanyl must somehow reform Hexazinone. It is possible that

the transient species is actually abstracting hydrogen from the /-butyl alcohol present in the

solution to reform the starting compound.

Steady state irradiation of a nitrogen saturated, r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) solution

containing Hexazinone (1x104 M) at pH 2 (HCIO4) produced less than a 57o loss of

Hexazinone over the entire dose (200 Grays). The HPLC trace showed that no new products

were formed during the radiation. This is consistent with the transient species abstracting

hydrogen from the Êbutyl alcohol present in the solution and reforming the stafing

compound.

10.8 REACTION OF HEXAZINONE WITH RBOUCING RADICALS

Pulse radiolysis of a nitrous oxide saturated solution containing sodium formate (0.02

M) and Hexazinone (1x10-a M) (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) produced a maximum below 250

nm with no other absorbance maxima being observed. Absorbance observed was due to the

formation of the carbon dioxide radical anion. Time resolved studies out to 1000 ps indicated

the presence of no new absorption in the range of 250 to 600 nm. This suggests that the

carbon dioxide radical does not react with Hexazinone. The redox potential of the carbon

dioxide radical has been determined to be -2.0 V-lversus NHE) 143, 111l indicating the redox

potential of theHexÆIex'- is more negative than -2.0 V . Therefore, Hex'- is a strong reducing

agent with a reduction potential between -2.0 and -2.9V (versus NHE).

Gamma irradiation of the same solution produced no loss of Hexazinone when

sufficient radical was placed into the matrix to react wíth 50Vo of the available starting

compound. This result confirms those obtained in the pulse radiolysis experiments.
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10.8 OVERVIE\ry OF THE RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF
HEXAZINONE

This study has allowed for the first time the elucidation of the radiation chemistry of

aqueous Hexazinone. The new chemistry for Hexazinone is summarised in Figure 10.19.

The TDA spectrum obtained from the reaction of Hexazinone with hydroxyl radicals

did not suggest the formation a OH-adduct as an intermediate. Ab initio calculations indicate

that the triazine ring of Hexazinone is unfavourable towards electrophilic addition of the

hydroxyl radical, thus a cyclohexanyl radical is proposed as the intermediate. Reaction of

Hexazinone with the oxide anion (a known hydrogen atom abstracter) could not be achieved

because the high pH required to generate the radical ¡esulted in destruction of the starting

material. The rate constant obtained for the reaction of Hexazinone with the hydroxyl radical

is simila¡ to that determined for cyclohexane and cyclopentane's reaction with the hydroxyl

radical [169]11701. Decay rate of the cyclohexanyl radical showed no dependence on the

ionic strength of the solution, therefore the transient is neutral. The transient decays by

second order kinetics, indicating that degradation products are formed by radical-radical

reactions. HPLC characterisation of the compounds formed by the reaction of Hexazinone

with the hydroxyl radical showed that all of these species have retention times less than

Hexazinone. This suggests that the newly formed compounds are more polar than

Hexazinone. Mass spectrometric studies determined that the two major species each have

masses equivalent to the ioss of two hydrogen atoms from the Hexazinone molecule.

Comparison of the mass spectral fragmentation data collected for Hexazinone with that of the

newly formecl compounds, indicate that the hydrogens were lost from the cyclohexane ring.

This is in agreement with what we determined through the pulse radiolysis and, ab initio

studies. The rate of Hexazinone ioss and the formation of products from the reaction of
Hexazinone with the hydroxyl radical is initially linear under steady state irradiation. As the

amount of hydroxyl radicals is increased past 25Vo of Hexazinone's concentration, the loss of
Hexazinone and the formation of products follows a higher order kinetic mechanism. This

result suggests that products of the initial reaction also react with the hydroxyl radical to form
(uncharacterised) compounds.
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Figure 10.19. Overview of the radiation chemistry characterised in this study

The corrected TDA spectrum obtained upon the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with

Hexazinone at pH 2 matches that obtained from the same reaction at neutrai pH. The rate

constant for the reaction of Hexazinone with the hydroxyl radical at pH 2 is slightly lower

than that obtained at neutral pH. Steady state inadiations of Hexazinone at pH 2 reproduced

the results obtained at neutral pH.

The transient produced from the reaction of Hexazinone with the hydroxyl radical has

been shown to be reactive with oxygen. Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC shows the

formation of different compounds to those obtained for the de-oxygenated experiment. Mass
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spectral fragmentation data indicates that the products result from the addition of molecular

oxygen to the transient. The newly produced transients then react to form the observed

products.

The TDA spectra obtained from the reaction of Hexazinone with the sulfate radical

anion differs from that obtained for the cyclohexanyl radical of Hexazinone, thus the transient

produced does not transform into a cyclohexanyl type radical. Hexazinone is not observed to

react with the dichloride radical anion and therefore the resulting radical cation of Hexazinone

is a powerful one electron oxidant with a redox potential between 2.43 to 2.09 Volts (versus

NHE). Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC for the sulphate radical anion shows the

complete loss of Hexazinone, indicating a chain reaction occurred. Mass spectral data of the

products shows the formation of a compound three times the mass to charge ratio to that of

Hexazinone. The other product was similar to Hexazinone with a methyl group replaced by a

hydrogen atom.

Ab initio calculations indicate that the HOMO of Hexazinone is located only over

certain atoms in the triazine ring. It is suspected that the electron lost in the one electron

oxidation occurs from this orbital. The spin density surface shows the radical of the cation

has not been delocalised from the HOMO as it is a similar shape.

The TDA spectrum obtained from the reaction of Hexazinone with the hydrated

electron did not allow for a definite assignment to any known radical type, however, from

Hexazinone's structure and the transient spectra, it is suspected that either a ketyl or a radical

anion is forming. Steady state irradiation showed a loss in Hexazinone's absorbance at 254

nm suggesting that the conjugated ring structure is affected by the addition of the hydrated

electron. HPLC shows no products in the chromatogram, indicating that compounds of high

molecula¡ weight are being formed. The radical anion of Hexazinone has been shown to be a

strong reducing agent with a ¡edox potential of between -2.0 and -2.9 V . No comments can be

made on the fate of the transient in the presence of an oxidising agent as it is not known if any

transformations are occurring once the radical is formed.

Ab initio calculations indicate that the LUMO of Hexazinone is located over the

triazine ring. It is suspected that the electron gained in the one electron reduction would

initially enter this orbital. The spin density surface shows the radical of the anion has not been

delocalised from the LUMO as it is of a very similar shape.

Hexazinone will degrade upon the reaction of hydroxyl radicals produced in natural

and treated industrial discharge water.
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11.0 Radiation Chemistry of Aqueous MCPA Solution

1.1.1 METHYL CHLORO PHENOXY ACETIC ACID

MCPA ((4-chloro-2-methylphenoxy) acetic acid) (Figure 11.01), is a white solid with

a melting point of 118-119oC. The maximum solubility of MCPA in water is 0.82 gm/L

ll9sl.

2CO2H

Figure 11.01. Chemical Structure of MCPA,

MCPA was released nearly 50 years ago by Rhone-Poulenc as a systemic herbicide

for the control of perennial weeds in cereals, grasslands, trees and turf [196]. The herbicide

works by concentrating itself in the meristematic tissue (actively growing tissue) where it

interferes with protein synthesis, cell division and ultimately plant growth. MCPA has been

used extensively since its release, with annual application rates being recorded in the

Nethe¡lands at approximately 800 tonnes ll97).

MCPA has been determined to be very stable in water, with a half life of 3 weeks

being reported for the degradation of MCPA through the photolysis by sunlight in pure water.

Micro-organism such as Achromobacter and Pseudomonas spphave been observed to degrade

MCPA in an aquatic environment with a half life of two weeks [195, 196]. The major

metabolite of this type of degradation is 2-methyl-4-chlorophenol. Degradation in soil results

in the formation of 2-methyl-4-chlorophenol (through the same micro-organisms), but in soil

the breakdown continues via the hydroxylation of the ring followed by its fragmentation

l1esl.

MCPA is highly mobile in soil with its ability to leach increasing inversely with the

concentration of dissolved organic matter. The compound as been discovered in well water of

areas where its used in large quantities and has been listed by the (American) EPA as a

potential ground tù/ater contaminant [198].

Me

cl
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I.1.2 REACTION OF MCPA \ryITH THE HYDROXYL RADICAL

Figure 11.02 displays the time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse

radiolysis of an aqueous MCPA (1x10-a M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8,

phosphate buffer). It exhibits an absorption band with a maximum at 310 nm. In the presence

of r- butyl alcohol (0.1 M), an effective hydroxyl radical scavenger but a weak hydrogen atom

scavenger, the absorption spectrum was considerably reduced. The high GCOH) yield and

apprecia6le decrease in the transient absoqption suggests that the transient absorption

spectrum in Figure 11.02 is mainly due to the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with MCPA.

The absorbance spectrum resembles that of a OH-adduct, and thus the transient is assigned to

the intermediate formed by the addition of the hydroxyl radical to MCPA.

Spectrum of the transient produced in the reaction of MCPA and the hydroxyl radical

showed no negative absorbance in the region between 250 and 500 nm, because the ground

state absorbance of MCPA in the region of 250 to 500 nm is small. The ground state

corrected spectrum exhibits the same absorption maximum at 310 nm. The extinction

coefficient of this maximum is 6900 M-lcm-I.
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Figure 11.02. Time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous MCPA (1x104 M)
solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer).(r Directly after the pulse, o 20 ps, r 100 ps, o
500 ps).

Reducing the dose (and hence the amount of transient radical) produced an increased

half life of the transient species at 310 nm. The radical therefore decays by second order

kinetics. W'hen the curve was fitted to second order kinetics it produced a decay rate of 2Wel

= 1.2 x 105 s-l at 310 nm. Using the molar absorbance value determined for the maximum at
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310 nm, it was determined that 2k = 8.3x108 M-1s-1. The transient therefore decays to

products by radical-radical reactions.

The reactions of chlorobenzene, toluene, acetic acid and anisole have been studied

previously 18, M,93, 1781. All benzene derivatives react through the addition of the hydroxyl

radical to the aromatic ring to form the OH-adduct. Resulting OH-adducts all have

characteristic absorbance maximum in the region of 300 to 340 nm. Since the transient

observed in the reaction of MCPA with hydroxyl radicals had an absorbance maximum in this

region, it is reasonable to assume that MCPA's reaction with the hydroxyl radical also results

in an addition reaction with the formation of a OH-adduct.

Adjusting the ionic strength of the solution by addition of NaCIO¿ (1 M) at pH 6.8,

produced an increase in the observed rate of decay of the transient at 310 nm. This implies

the transient is charged. This is expected from the formation of the cyclohexadienyl, radical

which would be negatively charged at pH 6.8 due to the acetate functional group of MCPA

having a pKu of 3.1 [199].

Determination of a bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical

with MCPA by competition kinetics produced a rate constant of 8.3 x 10e M-rs-r. This rate

constant indicates that MCPA reacts with hydroxyl radicals at close to diffusion controlled

rates.

This is not the first reported rate constant for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with

MCPA. Mabury and Crosby [190] reported a rate constant for the reaction of the hydroxyl

radical with MCP A at 2.3xI0e M-rs-r. The rate constant reported by Mabury and Crosby is

nearly 4 times slower than the rate constant determined here. The reason for the discrepancy

between the two results have been discussed in section 10.2. Mabury and Crosby used steady

state irradiation competition kinetics to determine their rate constant. Experiments perform.¿ b3

to compare their techniques to that of the pulse radiolysis study indicates that the steady state

method produces results that are up to 5 times slower than the analogous pulse radiolysis

determined rate constant. The rate constant reported here is less than 4 times faster than the

rate constant reported by Mabury and Crosby and therefore the difference between the two can

be explained by differences in the methodology used to determine them.

Rate constants for the reaction of structurally similar molecules to MCPA are shown

below. It can be seen that rate constants for the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with acetic acid

is more than two orders of magnitude less than the rate constant for the reaction of hydroxyl

I

i
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radicals with MCPA. Chlorobenzene, anisole and toluene rate constants are slightly less than

that of MCPA. No information could be found on the reaction rate constant for phenoxyl

acetic acid [149]. The rate constant data presented here is in good agreement with the rate

constant determined for MCPA.
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Figure 11.03. Observed change in optical absorbance of an aqueous MCPA (lxl0a M) solution saturated with
nitrous oxide and irradiated with gamma irradiation (0 to 165 Gray). Arrows indicate the direction of
absorbance change with radiation dose. Dose rate 66 GrayÆrr

Steady state irradiation of an aqueous MCPA (1x10-a M) solution saturated with

nitrous oxide using cobalt 60 (66 Grays per hour) produced a small increase in the absorbance

due to the MCPA at232 nm (Figure 11.03). Towa¡ds the end of the irradiation period, an

increase in the absorbance at 2L5 and 255 nm was also observed. The increase in absorbance

suggests the products absorb in this region.

A HPLC trace recorded following the gamma inadiation of an aqueous MCpA
(1x10-a M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) indicated the

formation of new products and a decrease in the concentration of MCPA (Figure I 1.04) at 232

nm. One major product was detected in this trace (A). Three other minor compounds were

also formed. The major product's retention time was slightly longer than that observed for
MCPA indicating that it was less polar than the starting material. This suggests that the
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predominant species of the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with MCPA is the formation of a

dimer. Two of the three minor products were also observed at longer retention times than

MCPA. One product was observed at a retention time less than MCPA.

160

Time (min)

Figure 11.04. HPLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of an aqueous MCPA (1x104 M) solution

sarurated with nit¡ous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer). The t¡ace displays the products formed from the reaction

of MCPA with hydroxyl radicals (A). See text for discussron'

Rate of MCPA loss was linear against the concentration of the hydroxyl radical added

to the system (calculated using Frickie Dosimetry), until approximafely 35Vo of the MCPA

had reacted. Appearance of the products (followed by HPLC) was also observed to be

initialy linear. After approximately 35Vo of MCPA had reacted, the rate of loss of the starting

compound and the formation of products lost their linearity suggesting that the initial products

of the reaction also react with the hydroxyl radical.

Structures of the products observed in this trace were determined by electrospray mass

spectrometry and are recorded in Figure 1 1.06. MCPA produced a parent ion of I99 and 201

(3:1) Daltons (M-H). MS2 fragmentation of the parent ion produced daughter ions at 155 and

141 Daltons. The daughter ions correspond to the loss of the COz- and CH2COI groups. This

spectrum matches the previously recorded electrospray ionisation mass spectrum ll97l.

The major product (A) of the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with MCPA produced a

parenr ion ar 403/4051407 (4:3:1) Daltons. The mass isotope pattern of. 4:3:1 indicates the

presence of two chlorine atoms in the molecule and thus the formation of a dimer is

confrrmed. The parent ion mass to charge ratio is equal to a dimer formed from two OH-

adducts minus a carbon and an oxygen atom. MS2 fragmentation of the 403 Daltons parent

ion produced a daughter ion at2L5 Daltons. This ion corresponds to the presence of a MCPA
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molecule with an additional oxygen atom therefore confirming the presence of a OH-adduct as

an intermediate. Dimer formation through the OH-adduct should produce parent ions of (M-

H) 431/433/435 (43:1). Daltons. Formation of the observed parent ions instead of the

expected ions indicates the product must breakdown before the mass to charge ratio

measurements are made. Breakdown of the product could either occur in solution or in the

mass spectrometer during the ionisation process. A HPLC trace of the irradiated solution

which was allowed to sit for 24 hours produced an identical result to the earlier

chromatographic run. Hence if the compound is breaking down it occurs prior to the HPLC

analysis. The possibitity of the breakdown of the compound to produce an observed parent

ion in the mass spectrometer has not been eliminated either. Though electrospray ionisation is

a soft ionisation technique [70], the possibility of complete fragmentation of the parent ion

cannot be discounted.
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Figure 11.05. Loss of the MCPA (left axis) and the formation of the producrs (righr axis) from rhe gamma
irradiation of aqueous MCPA (lxl)a M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer),
determined by HPLC. The products are A=a, B=O, C=A.
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Figure 11.06. Minor product (at 2.5 minutes) of the gamma radiolysis of an aqueous MCpA solution saturated
with nitrous oxide as determined by the analysis of electrospray mass spectrometric fragmentation data.
Location ofthe hydroxyl group is not unambiguously assignable in the structure.
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The product observed at two and a half minutes generated a parent ion of 215/217

(3:1) Daltons. This parent ion equates to the addition of an oxygen atom to the starting

compound. This reaction would proceed through the formation of OH-adduct to products.

MSn fragmentation of the product produced daughter ions at 151 and 157 Daltons. The

daughter ions correspond to the loss of CHzCOz and OCHzCO2 from the parent ion.

The two remaining minor products at longer retention times (21 and 26 minutes) did

not produce a parent ion that could be distinguished from the base line and thus their

structures remain undetermined.

Ab initio calculations using natural [73] population analysis indicated the most

electron rich ca¡bon in the ring is the sterically unhindered carbon ortho to the OAc group.

Addition to the ring by the hydroxyl radical would be expected to occur preferentially to the

site with the most electron density and, therefore, on the basis of the calculations the hydroxyl

radical would be expected to add to this site. The other ca¡bons in the ring all have

substantially less electron density, making them unfavourable for the addition of the

electrophilic hydroxyl radical.

11.3 REACTION OF MCPA \ryITH THE HYDROXYL RADICAL IN
ACIDIC SOLUTION

The corrected TDA spectrum obtained from the pulse radiolysis of MCPA (tx10-4 M)

in acidic solution (pH 2.0, HCIO¿) saturated with nitrous oxide was similar to that observed in

Figure Il.O2 for the neutral pH experiment. A correction to the spectrum was made to take

into account the lower G value at pH 2 due to the formation of hydrogen atoms from the

reaction of the hydrated electrons with the extra hydrogen ions. This implies that the

protonation state of MCPA or the point of protonation has no effect on the absorbing

chromophore. MCPA has a pKu of 3.1 [199] with the protonation-deprotonation site on the

acid which is isolated from the ring. It is therefore not unexpected that addition of the

hydroxyl group to the aromatic ring has no effect on the transient species spectra. The

maximum at 305 nm decayed by second order kinetics with 2k = 1.8 x10e M-rs-l. This value

is approximately twice that reported in section 11.2, suggesting decay of the transient

produced by the reaction of MCPA with hydroxyl radicals is affected by the presence of extra

hydrogen ions in solution. The increase in decay rate results because at pH 2 the transient

would be neutral, and the bimolecular decay would not experience the same repulsion from

the negative charge.
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Steady state irradiation of a MCPA (1x10'a M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide at

pH 2 produced the same HPLC trace as observed in the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with

MCPA at neutral pH. The result is in agreement with the pulse radiolysis data, which also

implied that the protonation state or the presence of excess hydrogen ion (pH 1 to 7) does not

affect the reaction. Products observed in the HPLC trace were collected and analysed by

electrospray mass spectrometry. This produced the same result that as previously mentioned

in section 11.2.

11.4 REACTION OF MCPA WITH THE HYDROXYL RADICAL IN
THE PRBSEI{CE OF OXYGEN

The time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous

MCPA (1x10-aM) solution saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen (4:1 v/v) is shown in Figure

Il.O7. The TDA spectrum appears simila¡ to that observed in Figure 1L.02. Comparison of
the decay rates of transient species indicated a change from second order kinetics to initial

first order kinetics (Figure 11.08) with the addition of oxygen. This indicates thar transients

produced by the reaction of MCPA with the hydroxyl radical react through pseudo fîrst order

kinetics with oxygen. This was then followed by a slower decay as can be observed in Figure

1 1.08 This is consistent with the OH-adduct mechanism, as carbon centred radicals are

known to react with oxygen [48, 82,84,102, 103].
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Figure 11.07. Time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous MCPA (lx104M)
solution saturated with nit¡ous oxide/oxygen (4:1 v/v). (r 20ps, o 50ps, r, 100¡rs, o 500 ps after the pulse).
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Figure 11.08. Compa¡ison of the pulse radiolysis traces obtain from a solution of MCPA (1x104 M) saturated

with nitrous oxide and nitrous oxide/oxygen (4:1 v/v). Absorbance data were collected 305 nm. Traces are

normalised. Both radiation pulses a¡e 2.5 ps long with a dose of 10.7 Gray per pulse.

Change in optical absorbance after the gamma irradiation of an aqueous MCPA

(1x10a M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen is shown in the inset of Figure 11.09.

The maximum at 232 nm is observed to decrease, while the region around 250 nm increases

slightly. The change observed in this experiment is different from that observed in the de-

oxygenated experiment, therefore the addition of oxygen to the solution produced an effect on

the product distribution of the reaction between the hydroxyl radical and MCPA.
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Figure 11.09. HpLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of an aqueous MCPA (1xl0a M) solution

saturated with nit¡ous oxidó/oxygen. fnã trace ¿isplays the products formed from the reaction of the hydroxyl

radical with MCpA in the preiÃce of oxygen (A to D). Inset B. Change in optical absorbance of the same

solution (0 to 180 Gray). Arrows indicate the direction of absorbance change with radiation dose.
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The HPLC trace recorded following gamma inadiation of an aqueous MCPA

(1x10-a M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide/oxygen in Figure 11.09 indicates the

formation of^the four products (A-D). The compounds A and D have been previously

observed in Figure 11.04 and were confirmed by mass spectrometry. Concentration of

compound D (as determined by its area in the HPLC trace) was considerably reduced when

compared to the de-oxygenated sample, indicating a competing reaction with oxygen. Mass

spectrometry on the remaining compounds indicated that compound B also has a mass to

charge ratio of 2I5/2I7 (3:1) Daltons, and therefore has a similar structure to compound A.

MS2 fragmentation of the parent ion produced a daughter ion at 157 Daltons. This

fragmentation has a-lso been previously recorded, indicating that the new hydroxyl group is

located on the ring.

Compound C produced a similar mass spectrum to B, except that the parent ion was

two Daltons less at2I3/2t5 (3:1) Daltons. MS2 fragmentation of the parent ion produced a

daughter ion at 155 Daltons (minus CHzCOz), further fragmentation produced a grand-

daughter ion at 127 Daltons (minus CO). This product corresponds to the gain of an oxygen

and the loss of two hydrogens. This type of product formation was previously observed for

Dichlorophen, Napropamide and Dimethrimiol and was attributed to the formation of either a

carbonyl group or an epoxide.

11.5 REACTION OF MCPA WITH OXIDISING RADICALS

The dichloride radical anion formed in the pulse radiolysis of oxygen saturated sodium

chloride (0.02 M) MCPA solution (1x10-a M ) at pII 2 (HClOa) reacts as a strong one electron

oxidant with a potential of 2.09 V (versus NHE) [43]. The reaction of the dichloride radical

anion with MCPA was studied by following the decay of the dichloride radical anion

absorption band at 340 nm. It was observed that in the presence of MCPA (1x10-a M) this

band decayed faster and by first order kinetics instead of second order kinetics (Figure 1 1. 10),

indicating a reaction between MCPA and the dichloride radical anion had resulted.

MCPA + Clz'- + MCPA*' + 2Cl- (11.01)

¡
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Figure 11.10. Compa¡ison of the pulse radiolysis traces produced at 340 nm, with and without the presence of
MCPA (lx104M) in oxygen saturated NaCl (0.02 M) solution (pH 2, HCIO¿). The t¡aces indicate that a reaction

between Dimeth¡imiol and the dichloride radical anion had occuned.

The bimolecula¡ rate constant was determined to be 2.6x108 M-ls-l from the slope of a

plot of the pseudo first order rate constant against the concentration of MCPA. Time resolved

studies initially produced a broad absorbance with In'* at 340 nm due to the formation of the

dichloride radical anion. Rate constants of other structurally similar molecules have not

previously been determined [149], except for acetic acid (k<104 M-rs-r t2001). Reaction of the

dichloride radical anion with phenol derivatives show the electrophilic nature of this radical,

thus a reaction is expected with MCPA due to its electron donating substituents. There is

insufficient data published to draw conclusions on the magnitude of the rate constant'

Figure 11.11 shows the time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis

of an aqueous MCPA (1x10-a M) solution containing NaCl (0.02 M) saturated with nitrous

oxide (pH2, HCIO4). Using the pseudo first order rate constant it was determined that more

than 90Vo of the dichloride radical anion had reacted 20 ps after the pulse. The spectrum at

20 ps is simila¡ to that observed for the MCPA reaction with hydroxyl radicals at pH 2, with

an absorbance maximum at 305 nm and a shoulder out to approximately 350 nm. Since the

dichloride radical anion is a specific one electron oxidant, it should react by electron transfer.

The resulting product must then undergo rapid addition of 'water and simultaneous elimination

of a hydrogen ion to form the cyclohexadienyl type radical which would produce a spectrum

similar to that observed in Figure IL.O2.
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The maximum observed in Figure 11.11, when corrected for the lower G value is

within the IÙVo experimental error of the absorbance maximum observed at 305 nm in Figure

t]-.02.
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Figure 11.11. Time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous MCPA (lxl04M)
solution containing NaCl (0.02 M) saturated with nit¡ous oxide (pH 2, HCIO4). (r Directly after pulse, r 20 ps,
r 50 ¡rs and o 100 ¡rs).

Steady state irradiation of a sodium chloride (0.02 M), nitrous oxide saturated solution

containing MCPA (1x10-a M) at pH 2 (HClOa) produced a HPLC trace which showed the

formation of one major product. This product occurred at the same retention time as that

observed for the hydroxyl radical reaction. Electrospray mass spectrometry revealed that this

is the same product with the same parent ions and mass fragmentation pattern as that reported

in section 11.2. Of the minor products, only the compound at 21 minutes was observed to

form. Electrospray ionisation on this compound failed to produce a parent ion above the

baseline.

The decay rate of the dibromide radical anion produced on the pulse radiolysis of
sodium bromide (0.02 M) did not increase when a small amount of MCPA (1x10-3 M) was

added. Attempts to react MCPA with the dithiosulfate and diiodide radical anion and azide

radical all proved unsuccessful as no increase in the rate of decay of these ions was observed

at 475,380 nm or an increase in absorbance in the spectrum for the azide radical. The

dibromide radical anion is an one electron oxidant with redox potential of 1.77 V (versus

NHE) while the dichloride radical anion has a redox potential of 2.09 V (versus NHE). Since

MCPA reacts with the dichloride radical anion and not the dibromide radical anion the redox
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potential of the MCPA'/I\{CPA couple in reaction 11.02 must be between 2.09 and I.77 V

(versus NHE).

MCPA- + X + MCPA' + X- (X=SOa'-, Clz'I (11.02)

Decay of the absorbance of the sulfate radical anion at 460 nm produced by a nitrogen

saturated potassium persulfate (0.02 M), /-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) solution at pH 6.8 (phosphate

buffer) was observed to decay faster in the presence of MCPA (1x104 M), suggesting that

MCPA reacts with the sulfate radical anion. Time resolved spectra revealed the decay of the

460 nm maximum and the formation of a new maximum at 305 nm. The spectrum recorded

was a similar shape to that observed for the hydroxyl radical experiment and the dichloride

radical anion experiment, except that the 350 nm side absorbance was missing. A difference

was recorded in the relative heights of the absorbance at 305 nm when compared to the

hydroxyl radical experiment. After correction for the lower G value (2.7) the Delta

absorbance was recorded at 305 nm was approximately half that of the hydroxyl radical

experiment. This suggests the sulfate radical anion is reacting through other mechanisms. No

other absorbance was recorded out to 500 nm up to 1000 ps after the pulse.

Steady state irradiation of a nitrogen saturated potassium persulfate (0.02 M), /-butyl

alcohol (0.1 M), MCPA (lx10-aM ) solution at pH 6.8 (phosphate buffer) produced a different

trace to that observed for the dichloride radical anion and the hydroxyl radical. Near complete

loss of MCPA was observed with the formation of one major product at 8.5 minutes. A non-

irradiated sample produced a loss of 25Vo after a six hour period indicating MCPA undergoes

a slow thermai oxidation by the persulfate anion. This does not account for the near complete

loss of MCPA (measured in a time period less than the blank), indicating that a chain reaction

has been initiated by the reaction of MCPA with the sulfate radical anion. This effect has

been observed before for Cyromazine, Dimethrimiol and Hexazinone. A mechanism has

previously been postulated by Madhavan et at. l20l) and involves the reaction of the transient

produced by the initial reaction reacting with the persulfate ions generating a product and a

new sulfate radical anion.

Mass spectrometry on the product produced a parent ion at 2511253 (3:1) Daltons.

Isotope patterns indicate the presence of a chlorine atom in the molecule. Overall the

compound has gained 52 Daltons more than the starting compound. MS2 fragmentation of the

parent ion produced a daughter ion at22L Daltons (minus 30, or CO), further fragmentation of

the daughter ion produced an ion at t4I Daltons (minus 80 Daltons). The 141 fragmentation
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peak has been previously recorded for MCPA and corresponds to the MCPA minus the

CHzCOz group. It would be reasonable to assume that the ring structure has remained intact.

The actual structure of this product could not be determined from the mass spectrometric data.

Ab initio calculations performed on the MCPA when neutral and in its deprotonated

form (minus one electron from its full electron set) produced the spin surfaces observed in

Figure II.l2. The neutral form of MCPA had a spin surface similar to that observed for the

neutral form of Dichlorophen, with the radical mainly located over the ring and the oxygen.

The spin pattern can therefore be rationalised using similar resonance structures to those

observed in Figure 7.19. This spin surface would agree with the experimental results that

indicated the reaction of the one electron oxidant with MCPA resulted in formation of a

radical cation within the ring. Comparison of the HOMO of MCPA indicates a similarity

between the two surfaces, suggesting the electron would be removed by the one electron

oxidant from this orbital.

The spin surface for deprotonated MCPA is located over the oxygen of the carboxyl

group. This result is not in agreement with experimental results. Further theoretical

investigations using phenyl acetate produced the same result as MCPA. Madhavan et al.

[201] used esr spectroscopy to determine that phenyl acetate reacted with the sulfate radical

anion to form a radical cation on the benzene ring.

Single point and spin surface calculations on the optimised geometry of deprotonated

MCPA (singlet) as a neutral molecule and a multiplicity of 2 produced a spin pattern located

over the three carbons in the ortho and para positions to the OAc group as well as one of the

oxygens of the carboxylic acid. As expected, there is an increase in energy of approximately

10 kcal/mol between the optimised and non optimised geometries, indicating that it is not as

favourable to have the radical located over the ring as it is to have it over the carboxylic acid

group. It can therefore be concluded that the calculations do not produce the desired spin

pattern within the ring because there is a global minimum of lower energy than was accessed

in the theoretical experiment. As calculations are performed on molecules in the gas phase, it
is plausible that the calculations have achieved an energy level attainable for the radical cation

in the gas phase, but that is not available in aqueous solution due to subsequent reaction with

the solvent.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

F'igure 11.12. Plots of the electron qpin density surface (a and c ), HOMO (b and d), of Ioxynil as determined by
ab initio molecular oúital theory. Calculations were performed at the HF/6-31G** level of theory. Plot (a) was
detennined with a neutral molecule and a multiplicity of 2. Plot (b) was determined for a molecular charge of -1
possessing a coneqponding multiplicity of +1. Plot (c) was determined with a molecular charge of +1 and a
multiplicþ of 2. Plot (d) was determined for the neuûzl molecule possessing a correqponding multiplicity of +1.

11.6 REACTION OF MCPA WITH THE ITYDRATED ELECTRON

Decay of the hydrated electron's absorbance at 640 nm was observed to increase in

the presence of small amounts of MCPA (1x10-aM) at pH 6.8 (NaOH), indicating a reaction

between the hydrated electron and MCPA is occurring. The time resolved TDA spectrum

obtained on pulse radiolysis of a solution containing MCPA (1x10-a M) and /-butyl alcohol

(0 1 M) saturated with nitrogen gas is shown in Figure 11,13. This spectrum exhibits a small
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absorbance in the region between 250 nm and 450 nm. The maximum of the spectra varied

with time indicating that the reaction was not instantaneous when compared with the 2.5 ps

pulse. kìitially a maximum was observed at wavelengths longer than 500 nm which was due

to the absorbance of the hydrated electron, and quickly disappeared to show no new

maxlmum.

Time resolved studies out to 1000 ¡rs found no new absorbance in the region of 250 to

500 nm, suggesting that the reaction forms stable products that do not absorb in this region.
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Figure 11.13. Time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous MCPA (1x10-4M)
solution containing r-butyl alcohol (0,1 M) saturated with nitrogen gas (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer). (r directly
after the pulse, o 20 ps).

The bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of the hydrated electron with MCPA

was determined from the slope of a plot of the decay rate of the hydrated electron at 640 nm

against the concentration of MCPA (20 to 50 pM). The determined rate constant was 1.5x10e

M-rs-r. Though this is the first reported rate constant for the reaction of the hydrated electron

with the MCPA anion, rate constants for compounds with similar functional groups have been

determined and are:
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The hydrated electron's reaction with MCPA should initially result in the addition of an

electron to the MCPA radical (i.e. MCPA''). tt can be observed that the rate constant for the

reaction of MCPA with the hydrated electron is similar to that of chlorobenzene. It is

therefore probable that the hydrated electron reacts with MCPA in a similar method to its

reaction with chlorobenzene.

The HPLC trace of a MCPA (1x10-a M) solution containing, t-butyl alcohol (0.1 M)

and saturated with nitrogen (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer and NaOH) following gamma

irradiation is shown in Figure Il.l4. Effect on optical absorbance is a decrease in the

absorbance maximum at 232 nm with no new maximum observed throughout the inadiation

period. The maximum at 280 nm was not affected by the reaction of the hydrated electron

with MCPA. The HPLC trace indicated the formation of a major peak at 11 minutes. Mass

spectrometry on this peak produced no observable parent ion above base line. MS2

fragmentation at 165 Dattons (+/- I Dalton) produced a daughter ion at 121 Daltons. The

difference between the two ions equates to the loss of a CHzCOz group from the product. The

patent ion chosen for the MS2 experiment is MCPA with a chlorine atom replaced by a

hydrogen atom. Therefore this is the same fragmentation as observed for MCPA. Though the

observation of a parent ion at 165 Daltons would have been conclusive evidence for the

dehaiogenation reaction of MCPA, the MS2 fragmentation pattern does indicate that the

formation of this product is probable and its parent ion was not observable above the base

line. The exact mechanism for the reaction of the hydrated electron with MCPA would be

initial electron capture, followed by ejection of a chloride ion leaving an alkyl radical. This

radical would then extract a hydrogen atom from the Êbutyl alcohol to form the final stable

product [94]. These observations allowed the postulation of the mechanism in Figure 11.15.

Analysis of the above solution after steady state inadiation for the chloride ion

indicated its presence. The G value for the production of the chloride ion was determined to

be 0.50. For the loss of a chloride ion this G value is slightly less than that for the loss of

MCPA (0.66). This indicates the chloride anion is being eliminated from the molecule as a

result of the hydrated electron's reaction with MCPA.
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Figure 11.14. HPLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of a MCPA (1xl04M) solution containing, r-butyl
alcohol (0.1 M) and saturated with nitrogen (pH 7.0, phosphate buffer and NaOH). The trace displays rhe
products formed from the reaction of the hydrated electron with MCPA. See text for details. Inset. Change in
optical absorption of the same solution (0 to 400 Gray). Arrow indicates direction of absorbance change with
radiation dose.
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Figure 11.15. Reaction mechanism for the reaction of the hydrated electron with MCPA.

Ab initio calculations perfonned on the deprotonated form of MCPA revealed the

carbon atom attached to the oxygen atom of the OAc group to be the most electron deficient

in the molecule with the second most electron deficient the ca¡bon attached to the chlorine

atom. This would in theory make these sites the most favourable for electron addition.

Ab initio calcuiations were performed on the deprotonated form of MCpA when

neutral and in its deprotonated form (with the addition of an extra electron to its full electron

set) and optimised at HF/6-31G** as a doublet. During the optimisation process it was

observed that the chlorine atom fragmented from the molecule and moved away from the

remaining fragment of MCPA (Figure 11.16). The spin surface of the final optimised

structure was located on the carbon where the chlorine had been attached and on the carbons

in the meta positions. No spin surface was calculated on the chlorine atom (Figure ll.l7).
The LUMO was determined to be located over four carbons in the aromatic ring.
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+ -+

X'igure 11.16. Stårting, middle and final geomeûJ¡ of the deprotonated form of MCPA as determined@b initio
molecular oftital theory. Calculations were performed at the Itr'/6-31G** level of theory. The geometries
displayed indicate the departure of the chlorine atom from the molecule.

(a) o)

X'igure 11.17. Plots of the electron spin density surface minus the depafed chlorine atom (a), and LUMO O), of
MCPA as determined.byab initio molecular orbital theory. Calculations were perforrned at the IIF'/6-31G*+
level of theory. Plot (a) was determined with a molecular charge of -2 and a multiplicþ of 2. Plot (b) was
determined with a molecular charge of -1 possessing a coneqponding multiplicity of +1. (tlydrogens not shown).

11.7 REACTION OF MCPA WITH THE ITYDROGEN ATOM

Figure 11.18 shows the TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an

aqueous MCPA (1x10-4M) solution containing /-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen
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(pHZ, HCIO4), It exhibits absorption maxima at 305 and345 nm. The spectrum is similar to

the spectra recorded by Getoff et al. [94] for the reaction of the hydrogen atom with

4-chlorophenol and what we have determined for Dichlorophen. Since the TDA spectrum is

similar in shape to the 4-chlorophenol transient spectrum produced by the reaction with

hydrogen atoms, and this was assigned to a H-adduct, then the transient observed for the

reaction of MCPA with hydrogen atoms can also be assigned to the same type of transient.

Formation kinetics were performed on the maximum from the slope of a plot of the

pseudo first order rate constant against the concentration of MCPA at 345 nm. The result

indicates a bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of 2,6xl0e M-ls-1, The rate constant for

the benzene derivatives are of a similar magnitude to that of MCPA, Benzene derivatives

mentioned below all react with hydrogen atoms through addition to form a H-adduct,

Similarity of the rate constants below also strengthens the argument that hydrogen atoms add

to MCPA.
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k=1.4xloeM-ls-1 lzo4l

k=l.2xloeM-rs-l t66l

k=7,7x1oaM-rs-1 t2o5lAcetic acid
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Figure 11.18, TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous MCPA (1x10-a M) solution
containing r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M)saturated with nitrogen (pH2, HCIO4). Spectrum recorded 10 ¡rs after the
pulse.
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Steady state irradiation of an aqueous MCPA (1x104 M) solution containing /-butyl

alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH 2, HCIO¿) produced a decrease in the absorbance

area of the peak in the HPLC trace corresponding to MCPA. Formation of three products in

the HPLC trace was also observed at 6, 8 and 10 minutes (data not shown). Absorbance of the

products was small, suggesting the molar absorbance of the product was not large at 232 nm.

All attempts to determine the mass to charge ratio of these compounds using electrospray

mass spectrometry failed. From the pulse radiolysis results it can be presumed the products

produced from the reaction are the result of an addition of the hydrogen atom to the starting

compound.

11..8 REACTION OF MCPA \ryITH REDUCING RADICALS.

Pulse radiolysis of a nitrous oxide saturated solution containing sodium formate (0.02

M) and MCPA (1x10a M) (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) produced a maximum below 250 nm

with no other absorbance maxima observed. The absorbance observed was due to the

formation of the ca¡bon dioxide radical anion. Time resolved studies out to 1000 ps did not

find any new absorption in the raìrge of 250 nm to 600 nm. This suggests the carbon dioxide

radical does not react with MCPA. The redox potential of the carbon dioxide radical has been

determined to be -2.0 V (versus NHE) 143, 1111. Redox potential of MCPA-/IvICPA'2- must

therefore be more negative than -2.0 V. This means that MCPA'2- is a strong reducing agent

with a reduction potential between -2.0 and -2.9Y (versus NHE)'

Gamma irradiation of the same solution produced no loss of MCPA when sufficient

radical was added into the matrix to react with 50Vo of the available starting compound. This

result confirms those obtained in the pulse radiolysis experiments.

1.1.9 OVERVIEW OF THE RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF MCPA

This study for the first time has allowed elucidation of the radiation chemistry of

aqueous MCPA. The new chemistry for MCPA is summarised in Figure 1 1' 19'

The TDA spectrum obtained from the reaction of MCPA with hydroxyl radicals

suggests the formation of a OH-adduct as an intermediate. The rate constant obtained for the

reaction of MCpA with the hydroxyl radical is similar to that of compounds with the same

functionality with the hydroxyl radical. Reaction of these compound with the hydroxyl radical

is known to proceed through a OH-adduct intermediate, supporting our hypothesis.

I
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therefore the transientþ charged. The transient decays by second order kinetics,

indicating that degradation products are formed by radical-radical reactions. HpLC

characterisation of the compounds formed by the reaction of MCPA with the hydroxyl radical

shows the major product had a retention time greater than MCPA. This suggests that the

degradation major product is less polar than MCPA. Mass spectrometric studies determined

through isotope patterns that the major product is a dimer. This is in agreement with what we

have determined through the pulse radiolysis studies. Minor products were determined to be

the hydroxylated form of MCPA. The rate of MCPA loss and the formation of products from

Me
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the reaction of MCPA with the hydroxyl radical is initially linear under steady state

irradiation. As the amount of hydroxyl radicals is increased past 35Vo of MCPA's

concentration, the loss of MCPA and the formation of products follows a higher order kinetic

mechanism. This result suggests products of the initial reaction also react with the hydroxyl

radical to form (uncharacterised) compounds.

Corrected TDA spectrum obtained upon reaction of the hydroxyl radical with MCPA

at pH 2 matches that obtained from the same reaction at neutral pH. Steady state irradiation of

MCPA at pH 2 reproduced the results obtained at neutral pH.

The transient produced from the reaction of MCPA with the hydroxyl radical has been

shown to be reactive with oxygen. Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC shows the

formation of the major product obtained for the de-oxygenated experiment as well as new

species. Mass spectral fragmentation data indicates that the predominate species results from

the addition of molecular oxygen to the transient.

The TDA spectrum obtained from the reaction of MCPA with the dichloride radical

anion is similar to that obtained for the OH-adduct of MCPA, thus the radical cation produced

transforms into a OH-adduct via the addition of water and the elimination of a hydrogen ion.

MCPA is not observed to react with the dibromide radical anion and therefore the resulting

radical of MCPA is a powerful one electron oxidant with a redox potential between 2.09 to

1.71 Volts (versus NHE). Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC for the dichloride radical

anion shows that newly formed compounds are the same as those observed for the addition of

the hydroxyl radical to MCPA. The sulfate radical anion was observed to react through a

chain reaction mechanism under steady sate conditions.

Ab initio calculations indicate that the HOMO of neutral MCPA is located over the

benzene ring. It is suspected that the electron lost to the oxidant occurs from this orbital,

which is in agreement with the experimental results. The spin density surface is also located

on the ring, and can be accounted for by resonance theory. The HOMO of the deprotonated

form is located on the aromatic ring and the oxygen of the carboxylic group. The spin density

surface locates the radical over the oxygens, which is not in agreement with experimental

results. The surface produced indicates that the optimisation process has found a lower energy

state available for the radical cation in the gas phase than is available in aqueous solution.

The TDA spectrum for the reaction of MCPA with the hydrated electron produces a

small absorbance spectrum. The rate constant obtained for the reaction of MCPA with the
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hydrated electron is similar to that of chlorobenzene U621, suggesting that the hydrated

electron reacts with aromatic ring. Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC found one major

product for the reaction of the hydrated electron with MCPA. Using mass spectral

fragmentation we have determined that the compound is the dehalogenated form of MCpA.

This was confirmed by a positive chloride ion determination experiment. The radical anion of
MCPA is a strong reducing agent with a redox potential between -2.0 and -2.9 V. In natural

and industrial waste water the elimination of the chloride ion would prevent the radical anion

from reforming MCPA, thus allowing for its breakdown.

Ab initio calculations indicate that the LUMO of MCPA is located on the aromatic

ring. Geometry optimisation of the radical anion resulted in the chlorine atom departing from

the rest of the molecule. The spin density surface of the radical indicates the chlorine atom

has no radical character, while the aromatic ring shows radical character that is described by

resonance theory.

The TDA spectrum for the reaction of MCPA with hydrogen atoms is similar to that

observed for the H-adduct of Dichlorophen and 4-chlorophenot [94]. Steady state irradiations

of MCPA at pH 2 produced three products in the HPLC trace, however none of the structures

could be characte¡ised.

MCPA will degrade following reaction with a number of free radicals produced in

natural and treated industrial discharge water. Chloride ion elimination will occur for the

reaction of MCPA with one electron reducing agents.
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t2.0 Radiation Chemistry of Aqueous Acifluorfen Solution

12.0 ACIFLUORFEN

Acifluorfen (5-[2-chtoro-4-(trifluromethyl)phenoxyl]-2-nitrobenzoic acid) (Figure

L2.Ol) is a white solid with a melting point of 142-L60oC L206). The maximum solubility of

Acifluorfen is 120mg/L, though its solubility increases markedly in its deprotonated state.

2H

F¡C

Figure 1.2.01. Chemical Structure of Acifluorfen.

Acifluorfen is a contact herbicide used to control broad leaf weeds and grasses in crops

like soybeans, peanuts and peas [207]. Application can be both pre and post emergent.

Acifluorfen's activity is known to increase markedly when exposed to sunlight. This is due to

its ability to form singlet oxygen and the superoxide radical anion L208, 2091 when

photochemically excited. Susceptible plants absorb Acifluorfen through their roots and

Ieaves, with no resulting translocation. The result of no translocation is the inhibition of one

of the plants critical enzymes called pyrotopo¡phyrinogen oxidase. Resistant plants like

soybeans metabolise Acifluorfen into harmless non-toxic forms l2I0,2IIl.

Acifluorfen is a moderately persistent herbicide with detectable levels lasting from

four to six weeks in soil. Microbial action is thought to be responsible for the majority of

Acifluorfen degradation in the environment 1207, 2121. Leaching of Acifluorfen does not

occur since no detectable levels a¡e found more than three inches below the soil surface.

Presence of Acifluorfen has never been recorded in well water l2l2l.

Acifluorfen is stable to hydrolysis from water, with no observable degradation

occurring over a 28 day period. When Acifluorfen is exposed to sunlight the degradation is

greatly enhanced. The half life of Acifluorfen has been reported at 92 hours with continuous

irradiation l2l2l. Photodecomposition produces non-herbicidal products which tend to

vaporise into the atmosphere 12061.

cl

o
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I2.2 REACTION OF ACIFLUORFEN \ryITH THE HYDROXYL
RADICAL

Figure 12.02 shows the time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis

of an aqueous Acifluorfen (1x10-a M) solution saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate

buffer). It exhibits an absorption band with maxima at 350 nm and 440 nm. In the presence

of l- butyl alcohol (0.1 M), an effective hydroxyl radical scavenger but a weak hydrogen atom

scavenger, the absorption spectrum was considerably reduced. The high G ('OH) yield and

appreciable decrease in the transient absorption suggests the transient absorption spectrum in

Figure 12.02 1s mainly due to the reaction of hydroxyl radicalswith Acifluorfen.

A negative absorbance was detected in the TDA spectrum recorded between the

hydroxyl radical and Acifluorfen with the minimum being recorded at 295 nm. This is

because the Acifluorfen anion possesses a ground state absorbance in the region of 250 to 450

nm. It is observed that this absorbance continues to decrease with time producing a more

negative absorbance at 295 nm. The TDA spectrum can be corrected for the small ground

state absorbance by using formula 3.14 and the assumption that the yield of hydroxyl radicals

is equal to the yield of the transient radical. The resulting spectrum exhibits a maximum at

300 nm, with the molar absorbance of 9100 M-lcm-l.

Reducing the dose (and hence the amount of transient radical) produced an increase in

the half life of the transient species at both wavelengths. The radical therefore decays by

second order kinetics. When the decay curves were fitted to second order kinetics they

produced decay rates of 2Vel = 5.3 x10a s-l and 2.4xl0s s-l at 350 and,440 nm, respectively.

Assuming that all the hydroxyl radicals react with Acifluorfen and the G value of the hydroxyl

radical is equal to the G value of the transient (ie. 5.5) the molar absorbance of the maxima

were calculated to be 2870 and 418 M-rcm-r for 350 and.440 nm, respectively. Using these

mola¡ absorbance values, it was determined that 2k = 1.6x108 M-ls-l and 1.0x108 M-ls-l

respectively. Similarity in the decay rates suggests that the absorbance maxima at 350 and

440 nm may be due to the formation of the same species. The transient therefore decays to

products via radical-radical reactions.
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Figure L2,02. Tíme resolved TDA spectra upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Acifluorfen (1x104 M)
solution saturated with nit¡ous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer). (r Directly after the pulse, o l0 ps after the

pulse, r 100 ps after the pulse).

The reactions of chlorobenzene, nitrobenzene, benzoate anion and 1,4-nitrobenzoate

anion with the hydroxyl radical have all been previously studied. All these compounds react

with the hydroxyl radical through an addition reaction to form the OH-adduct. It is therefore

assumed that Acifluorfen aiso reacts through this type of mechanism. The reaction of o(oc[

trifluorotoluene with hydroxyl radicals had not been previously studied [149], thus no

information could be obtained from this reaction.

Adjusting the ionic strength of the solution at pH 6.8 with NaCIO+ (1 M) caused an

increase in the rate of decay of the transient at 350 nm, indicating the_transient is charged. A

charged transient is consistent with addition of the hydroxyl radical to Acifluorfen, as the

intermediate resulting at pH 6.8 would possess a negative charge. 
Õ t: i

Competition kinetics determined a bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of

hydroxyl radicals with the Acifluorfen anion of 2.7 x 10e M-rs-t. This rate constant indicates

that the Acifluorfen anion reacts with hydroxyl radicals at slightly less than diffusion

controlled rates.

Though the rate constant is the first reporled for the reabtion of the hydroxyl radical

with the Acifluorfen anion, rate constants for molecules that contain similar functional groups

have been determined. These rate constants are;

450

Nitrobenzene 4.0 xloe M-rs-1 t1551
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1,4 Nitrobenzoate 2.6xI0e M-ts-t ¡441

1,4 Nitrophenol 3.8x10e M-1s-1 ¡2t31

Chlorobenzene 5.8x108 M-ts-t ¡t551

It is observed from the data presented above that the rate constant obtained for Acifluorfen

with the hydroxyl radical is simila¡ to the reactions with compounds containing the same

functional groups. The relatively slow rate constant of Acifluorfen is due to the electron

withdrawing nature of all the substituents on both aromatic rings.

Steady state irradiation of an aqueous Acifluorfen (1x104 M) solution saturated with

nitrous oxide and irradiated gamma irradiation using cobalt 60 (Dose 66 Grays per hour)

produced only a small decrease in the absorbance due to the Acifluorfen anion at 300 nm

(Figure 12.03). Small increases in absorbance were also observed at260 and 390 nm.

HPLC analysis following gamma irradiation of an Acifluorfen (1x10-a M) solution

saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) found the formation of new products

and a decrease in the concentration of Acifluorfen (Figure 12.04) aT. 228 nm. One major

product (E) was detected in the trace along with other minor products (A to D & F to J). All
products were of a retention time less than Acifluorfen suggesting all the products were more

polar than the starting compound which is consistent with the addition of the hydroxyl radical

to Acifluorfen. Products A and B were at a retention time signif,rcantly less than that of the

rest of the products, suggesting that when compared to the remainder of the products, A and B

are appreciably more polar. Apart from the labelled compounds (A to J) the formation of an

appreciable amount of minor products was observed in the region between 15 and 19 minutes.
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Figure 12.03. Observed change in optical absorbance of an aqueous Acifluorfen (1xl0aM) solution saturated
with nitrous oxide and irradiated garnma irradiation (0 to 180 Gray). Anows indicate the direction of absorbance
change with radiation dose.
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Figure 12.04. HPLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of Acifluorfen (1xl0a M) solution saturated with

nit¡ous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer). The Uace displays the products formed from the reaction of

Acifluorfen with hydroxyl radicals (A to J). See Figure 12.08 for product identification.

Rate of Acifluorfen loss was linea¡ against the concentration of hydroxyl radicals

added to the sysrem (calculated using Frickie Dosimetry), until approximately 30Vo of the

Acifluorfen anion had reacted. Appearance of the products was also followed by HPLC and

found to be initially linear. This suggests the products of the initial reaction also react with

hydroxyl radicals.
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Figure 12.05. Loss of Acifluorfen anion (left axis) and the formation of the products (right axis) from the gamma

inãdiation of the aqueous Acifluorfen (lx10a M) solution saturated with nit¡ous oxide (pH 6.8 (phosphate

buffer). Products are B=1, C=O, D=À, E=a, F=O, G=tr, H=4, J=o. (A and I not shown)'
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Structures of the products from the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with Acifluorfen

were determined by electrospray mass spectrometry and a¡e recorded in Figure 12.06.

Acifluorfen produced a parent ion with a mass to charge ratio of 360/362 (3:1) Daltons (M-

H*¡ with a fragmentation pattern (using MS2 experiment) that consisted of two daughter ions

at 316 and 165 Daltons. The fragmentation pattern conesponds to the loss of COz and

Ph(NO2XCOz) from Acifluorfen, respectively. Further fragmentation of the 316 Daltons

daughter ion produced a grand-daughter ion at 286 Daltons (minus NO). Though it might be

expected that NOz would be lost instead of NO, fragmentation of this type for NO2 is common

l1sel.

The major product E produced a parent ion at 3761378 (3:1) Daltons. This mass to

charge ratio corresponds to the addition of 16 Daltons or an oxygen atom to the original

Acifluorfen. Fragmentation of the parent ion at 376 Daltons produced two daughter ions at

340 (minus HCI) and 296 Daltons (minus HCICO2). Fragmentation produced by this

experiment is different from that observed for Acifluorfen and does not allow for any

structural information to be obtained concerning the position of the hydroxyl group. Further

fragmentation of the 296 Dalton ion produced a loss of 30 Daltons (NO) followed by a

number of grand-daughter ions, including 176 Daltons which corresponds to CF3ph(OH)O.

This alÌows for the tentative assignment of product E as the hydroxylated product of
Acifluorfen with the OH group on the chlorobenzene ring.

Compound D also produced a parent ion at 376/378 (3:1) Daltons. The fragmentation

pattern of this product was diffe¡ent from that observed for the major product. MS2

fragmentation produced a daughter ion which was minus 44 Daltons (COz) from the parent

ion. Further fragmentation produced the loss of the NO atoms. No information could be

obtained concerning the position of the hydroxyl group in the compound.

Compounds G, H, I, J all produced the same parent ion of 755/757/759 (4:3:I)

Daltons. The mass corresponded to the dimerisation of the OH-adducts. The isotope pattern

of 4;3;l indicates there are two chlorine atoms in the molecule which is consistent with dimer

formation. MS2 fragmentation in all cases produced a base peak daughter ion of 376,which
conesponds to the monomer. Small va¡iations between compounds were detected in the

minor daughter ions observed in this fragmentation. The fragmentation pattern in all cases did
not allow for any further structural information to be obtained on the product. The mass of the

dimer suggests the product does not eliminate water to reform the more thermodynamically

stable aromatic species.
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Compound C produced a single parent ion of 342 Daltons. Absences of the 3:1

isotope pattern indicates that the chlorine atom is not present in the molecule. Product C

corresponded to the addition of a hydroxyl group and the loss of a chlorine atom. The

formation of a similar type of product has been observed for Dichlorophen. Addition of the

hydroxyl group occurs on the carbon ortho or para to the carbon attached to the chlorine atom.

Following the disproportionation reaction of the transient, the resulting species that has a

double bond from the aromatic ring saturated undergoes elimination of HCI to reform the

more thermodynamically stable aromatic product.

Products A and B both failed to produce parent ions which were above the base line,

thus no information can be ascertained concerning their structures. The polarity of the two

compounds when compared to the other compounds in the HPLC chromatogram suggests that

they are not structurally similar to the remaining products.

Ab initio calculations performed on the deprotonated form of Acifluorfen (with one

proton missing from the carboxylic acid) indicated that the chlorobenzene ring had more

electron density than the other ring. The total natural charge of the carbon in the

chlorobenzene ring is 0.13 of an electron greater than that of the other ring. The ca¡bon with

the highest natural population is the sterically unhindered carbon ortho to the oxygen in the

chlorobenzene ring. The next two highest are both on the nitrobenzoate ring. These results

suggest that the distribution of the hydroxyl radical addition would be evenly spread over both

rings.

CI

cr

F3

Noz

DandE C F,G,H,I,J
a possible isomer

Figure 12.06. products (C to J) of the gamma radiolysis of an aqueous Acifluorfen in nitrous oxide saturated

solution as determined by the analysis of electrospray mass spectrometric fragmentation data- Location of the

hydroxyl groups in structure D and E are not unambiguously assignable. Location of the bridge and the hydroxyl

group in F to J a¡e not unambiguously assignable.
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T2.3 REACTION OF ACIFLUORFEN \ryITH THE HYDROXYL
RADICAL IN ACIDIC SOLUTION

The corrected TDA spectrum obtained from the pulse radiolysis of Acifluorfen

(1x10-aM) in acidic solution (pH2, HCIO4) saturated with nitrous oxide was the same as that

determined for the neutral pH experiment. A correction to the spectrum was made to take into

account the lower G value at pH 2 due to formation of the hydrogen atoms from the hydrated

electron with extra hydrogen ions.

Competition kinetics determined a bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of

hydroxyl radicals with Acifluorfen of 1.6 x 10e M-ls-r. This rate constant indicates that the

neutral form of Acifluorfen reacts at approximately half the rate of the anion. The decrease in

the rate constant is expected because the available electron density of the neutral form is less

than that of the anion. This decreases the rate at which the electrophilic hydroxyl radical

reacts.

Steady state irradiation of Acifluorfen at pH 2.0 was attempted but no results could be

obtained because the Acifluorfen precipitated out of solution over the time scale of irradiation.

Ab initio calculations were repeated with the neut¡al form of Acifluorfen. Natural

population analysis revealed a change in the order of the atoms with the highest natural

charge. The most electron dense carbons were the two ca¡bons ortho to the carbon attached to

the oxygen on the nitrobenzoate ring (Appendix 1). Natural populations of both rings were

observed to decrease overall when compared to the anion. The reaction of Acifluorfen with
hydroxyl radicals occurs at less than diffusion-cont¡olled rates. There is also an observable

change in the natural population of Acifluorfen suggesting the electrophilic nature of the

hydroxyl radical may result in changes altering the position of the hydroxyl radical addition.

12.4 REACTION OF ACIFLUORFEN WITH THE
RADICAL IN THE PRESENCE OF OXYGEN

HYDROXYL

Decay of the transient produced by the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with the

Acifluorfen anion (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) in a solution satu¡ated with nitrous oxide/oxygen
(4:I v/v), produced no observable change in the rate at 350 nm. It is known that all but
cyclohexadienyl carbon centred radicals react quickly with oxygen [94]. OH-adducts are also

known to react reversibly with oxygen t9al. It is possible that the oH-adduct formed reacts

with oxygen too slowly to be observed by pulse radiolysis.
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Steady state irradiation of a Acifluorfen (1x104 M) solution saturated with nitrous

oxide/oxygen (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) produced a change in the product distribution from

that observed in the de-oxygenated solution (Figure 12.07). This result is consistent with the

reaction of oxygen with the transient being slow when compared to the bimolecular reaction

of the transient with itself. The steady state irradiation concentration of the transient is orders

of magnitude lower than pulse radiolysis, [101] making the pseudo first order reaction with

oxygen more favourable than the bimolecular reaction with itself.

l0 15

Time (min)
20 25 30

Figure 12.07. HPLC analysis following the gamma inadiation of a Acifluorfen (lxlOa M) solution saturated

with nitrous oxide/oxygen (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer). The Eace displays the products formed from the reaction

of Acifluorfen with hydroxyl radicals in the presence of oxygen (B to O). See text for discussion. Inset,

Observed change in optical absorbance of an aqueous Acifluorfen (1x104 M) solution saturated with nit¡ous

oxide/oxygen and irradiated gamma irradiation (0 to 180 Gray). Arrows indicate the direction of absorbance

change with radiation dose.

Electrospray mass Spectlometry on all of the minor products (B, C, D, E, F, G, H and

O) proved unsuccessful in producing a parent ion that was above the baseline because of

interference from the ion pairing reagent TFA used in the chromatography. Compounds J, K,

L, M and N all produced the same parent ion of 3761378 (3:1) Daltons, indicating they are all

the hydroxylared products. After addition of the hydroxyl radical to Acifluorfen, oxygen adds

to the OH-adduct which then reacts to form the corresponding hydroxylated product through a

mechanism described by Pan et aI. 182]. Fragmentation patterns of some products varied

slightly indicating no contamination had occurred between the collection of eluent.
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12.5 REACTION OF ACIFLUORFEN WITH ONE ELECTRON
OXIDANTS

The dichloride radical anion formed in the pulse radiolysis of oxygen saturated sodium

chloride (0.02 M) Acifluorfen solution (1x10-a M ) at pH 2 (HClOa) reacts as a strong one

electron oxidant with a redox potential of 2.09 V (versus NIIE) [43]. The reaction of the

dichloride radical anion with Acifluorfen was studied by following the decay of the dichloride

radical anion absorption band at 340 nm. It was observed that in the presence of Acifluorfen

(1x10-a M) this band still decayed by second order kinetics, indicating that no reaction

between Acifluorfen and the dichloride radical anion had occurred. 'When sodium chloride

was replaced with sodium bromide (0.02 M) (pH 6.8 and 2.0) no effect was observed on the

decay on the dibromide radical anion at 360 nm. This implies that no electron is being

transferred from Acifluorfen to the dihalide radical anions.

Aci + Xz'- -+<+ Aci*' + 2X- X = Cl, Br (12.01)

The sulfate ¡adical anion formed in the pulse radiolysis an aqueous Acifluorfen

(1x10-a M) solution containing KzSzOa (0.02 M), r-butyl alcohol (0.i M) and saturated with

nitrogen (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) reacts as a strong one electron oxidant with a potential of
2.43 Y (versus NHE) [43, 86, 148]. The reaction of the sr-llfate radical anion with Acifluorfen

was studied by following the decay of the sulfate radical anion absorption band at 460 nm. It
was observed that in the presence of Acifluorfen (1x104 M) this band decayed faster than

without Acifluorfen. The change in kinetics indicates that a reaction between Acifluorfen and

the sulfate ¡adical anion has occurred. Since Acifluorfen reacts with the sulfate radical anion

and not the dichloride radical anion, it implies that the AciTAci- (Acifluorfen is mainly

deprotonated at pH 6.8) redox potential must lie between that of the sulfate and dichloride

radical anions. ie. between 2.43 and2.0gY (versus NHE)

Aci-+ SO¿'- I Aci'+ SO¿2- (r2.02)

Using the pseudo first order rate constants of the decay of the sulfate radical anion at

500 nm it was determined that 13.5 ¡rs afterthe pulse more than 90Vo of the sulfate radical

anion had reacted with Acifluorfen. The TDA spectrum obtained at this time is shown in
Figure 12.08. The spectrum shows two very broad peaks at 360 and,40 nm. This spectrum

is a similar shape to that obtained by the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with Acifluorfen at the

same pH. The intensity of the signal is not as strong when compared to the hydroxyl radical

experiment (taking into account the lower G value of the sulfate radical anion). This result
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implies that formation of a OH-adduct might be resulting from the reaction of the sulfate

radical with Acifluorfen.

-0.002
250 350 450 500 s50

Figure 12.08. Time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Acifluorfen
(lx10a M) solution containing K2S2O3 (0.02 M), t-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) and saturated with nitrogen (pH 6.8,

phosphate buffer). (r Directly after pulse, r l0 ¡ts , r 14 ps).

The rate constant for the reaction of Acifluorfen with the sulfate radical anion was

determined from the slope of a plot of the pseudo first order rate constant at 500 nm against

the concentration of Acifluorfen (the experiment was perfonned at 500 nm to minimise the

interference from the resulting transient). The slope of the graph produced a bimolecular ¡ate

constant of 8.8x10e M-ls-I. The rate constant for the reaction of the structurally similar para-

nitrobenzoic acid has been previously reported at less than 10ó M-ts-t [68]. The authors

explained that the slow rate constant for this reaction was due to the electron withdrawing

effects of the nitro group. The same would be expected for the nitrobenzoate ring of

Acifluorfen. Thus it would be expected that the removal of the electron would occur from the

chlorobenzene ring.

Ab initio studies on the resulting radical produced a spin surface which is located over

both rings. The spin surface located on the nitrobenzoate is similar to that found for the

benzoate radical cation. The spin located on the chlorobenzene ring is similar to that of the

phenoxyl radical. As a molecule, the spin pattern could not be rationalised using resonance

theory. The HOMO of Acifluorfen was located over the two oxygens of benzoate. 7-emel et

al. l2l4l found that direct removal of electrons from the oxygens of the carboxylic acid was

slow and inefficient. The experimental results contradict what is predicted from the
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calculations and therefore either the HOMO generated from the calculations is wrong, or the

electron is not removed from the HOMO and thus predicting the position of electron loss via

the HOMO is incorrect in this example.

Steady state irradiation of an Acifluorfen (1x10* tut ) solution containing potassium

persulfate (0.02 M), r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) and saturated with nitrogen (pH 6.8, phosphate

buffer) produced a loss of Acifluorfen and the formation of new products at 19.5 (A) 20.0 (B)

and22.5 (C) minutes in the HPLC trace (Figure 12.03). A non-irradiated sample of the above

solution displayed no loss of Acifluorfen therefore indicating that products of the reactions

were not due to the thermal oxidation of Acifluorfen by the persulfate ion [43].

5

0 5 10 15

Time (min)
20 25 30

Figure 12.09. HPLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of a Acifluorfen (lxl0{M ) solution conraining
potassium persulfate (0.02 M), r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) and saturated with nitrogen (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer).
The t¡ace displays the products formed from the reaction of Acifluorfen with the sulfate radicãl anion (A to C).
See text for discussion.

Electrospray mass spectrometry on the products produced a parent ion of 376/37g

(3:1) Daltons for the product A. This must be the hydroxylated product observed in the

hydroxyl radical experiment. The MS2 fragmentation pattern of the parent ion and retention

times were identical to that observed for product E for the reaction with hydroxyl radicals

suggesting that it is the same product. Product B produced a parent ion at 309/311 (3:l)
Daltons. The isotope pattern of 3:1 indicates the chlorine atom is still present in the molecule.

The parent ion corresponds to the addition of a hydroxyl group and the loss of the CF3 group.

MS2 fragmentation of the parent ion produced daughter ions which correspond to the loss of
NO and CO2, indicating these functional groups are still present in the molecule. No parent

ion could be observed above the base line for product C.
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Formation of product A is in agreement with what was expected from the pulse

radiolysis results. Formation of product B however was not expected. The mechanism for its

formation would be the loss of one electron from the chlorobenzene ring followed by addition

of water to form the OH-adduct of Acifluorfen. This transient must then undergo a

disproportionation reaction to form the mono unsaturated product, which then eliminates CF¡

to reform the more thermodynamically stable aromatic ring. Elimination of CF¡ was not

observed in the hydroxyl radical experiment and is not expected in this reaction. CF¡ would

be expected to be a stable leaving group, through it would not be as good as the hydroxyl

group or chlorine atom.

No steady state reaction was performed using the dichloride radical anion since it

required low pH for its formation which would result in the precipitation of Acifluorfen from

the solution.

L2.6 REACTION OF ACIFLUORFEN \ryITH THE HYDRATED
ELECTRON

The decay of the hydrated electron's absorbance at 640 nm was observed to increase in

the presence of small amounts of Acifluorfen (1x10-o M¡ at pH 7.0 (phosphate buffer and

NaOH). Change in the decay rate of hydrated electron indicated that a reaction with the

Acifluorfen anion had occurred. The TDA spectrum produced upon the pulse radiolysis of an

aqueous Acifluorfen (1x10'a M) solution containing Êbutyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with

nitrogen gas (pH 7.0, phosphate buffer and NaOH) is shown in Figure I2.I0. The maximum

of the spectrum was recorded at 300 nm, with a less intense maximum at 420 nm. The

maximum at 420 nm did not decay away quickly with time and thus was due to the transient

and not the hydrated electron.

The maximum observed at 300 nm is similar to that reported for the reaction of ortho-

nitrobenzo ate l2|5)with the carbon dioxide radical anion. No maximum was observed at 450

nm suggesting that a slight difference existed between transients of the two reactions.

Transients produced by the reaction of o-nitrobenzoate with the carbon dioxide radical anion

was determined to be the NOz'- adduct t2151. Molar absorbance of the transient at 293 nm

was determined to be approximately 16000 M-lcrn-I. The molar absorbance of the electron

adduct with Acifluorfen was determined to be 13400 M-1cm-1. Assuming that all of the

Acifluorfen adduct was in the NOz'- form, the molar absorbance is similar to that of ortho-

nitrobenzoate at the end of the pulse.
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Figure 12.10. TDA spectrum produced upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Acifluorfen (1xl0a M) solution
containing r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen gas (pH 7.0, phosphate buffer and NaOH).

The bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of the hydrated electron with

Acifluorfen was determined from the slope of a plot of the decay rate of the hydrated electron

at 640 nm against the concentration of Acifluorfen (10 to 35.5 pM). The determined rate

constant was 2.7x1010 M-ls-I. Though this is the first reported rate constant for the reaction of
the hydrated electron with the Acifluorfen anion, rate constants for the reaction of the

hydrated electron with compounds with similar functional groups have been reported and are

displayed below.

Chlorobenzene k=9.1x108 M-ts-r ¡t621

Nitrobenzene k=3.gx1010u-ts-t ¡2t61

Benzoate anion k=3.0x10eM-ts-r ¡2021

4-Nitrobenzoate k=3.4x1010 M-ls-t ¡921

crcrqTrifluorotoluene k=1.gx10eM-ts-t ¡1291

Data presented here indicate that the nitro group is involved in the fastest reaction with
the hydrated electron. This is due to its strong electron withdrawing power making it
accessible for nucleophilic addition. The rate constant determined for Acifluorfen is of a

similar magnitude to that of the nitrobenzene, suggesting they are undergoing similar types of
reactions.

Ab initio calculations performed on the Acifluorfen anion indicate that the most

electron deficient atom is the ca¡bon attached to the three fluorine atoms. This is followed by
the carbon of the carboxyl group and the nitrogen of the NO2 group. The rate constant data
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indicates that the hydrated electron should react with the nitro group, thus implying the site of

radical attack of the hydrated electron with Acifluorfen is controlled by more than just the

most electron deficient atom.

Optimisation calculations on Acifluorfen after one electron gain proved too

computationally expensive at ltr'/6-3lc** and therefore were optimised at the less

computationally less expensive basis set of HF/STO-3G. The spin surface was determined

after the optimisation of Acifluorfen at IIF/STO-3G at the basis set of IIF/6-31G**. The spin

surface revealed that the radical is located over both rings. Resonance structures of the spin

pattern could only be rationalised through formation of a three membered ring. Possibility of

the formation of this three membered ring is minimal since the calculated bond distance

(2.47 Åù is too long for bond formation.

(a) (b)

X'igure 12.11. Plots of the electron spin density surface (a), and LUMO @), of Acifluorfen as determined by
ab initio molecular orbital theory. Calculations were performed at the IIF/6-3IG** level of theory. Plot (a) was
deterrnined with a molecular charge of -2 and a multiplicity of 2. Plot (b) was determined with a moleqfar
charge of -l possessing a corresponding multiplicity of +1. (Ilydrogens not shown).

Time resolved studies out to 1000 ¡rs showed no nev/ peaks in the region of 250 to 600

nm, suggesting the reaction reacts to form stable products which do not absorb in this region.

Gamma irradiation of an Acifluorfen (1x10-a M) solution containing, t-butyl alcohol

(0 1 M) and saturated with nitrogen (pH 7.0, phosphate buffer and NaOH) produced the

HPLC trace shown in Figure 12.12. The HPLC trace shows the formation of four major

compounds, all of which are more polar than the starting compound. Electrospray mass

spectrometry produced no parent ions above the baseline and thus no information was

obtained on the products structure.
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Figure 12,12. HPLC analysis following the gamma irradiation of a Acifluorfen (1x10-a M) solution containing, /-
butyl alcohol (0'1 M) and saturated with nitrogen (pH 7,0, phosphate buffer and NaOH). Trace displays the
products formed from the reaction of Acifluorfen with the hydrateã electron. Inset. Change in optical absoiption
of the same solution (0 to 400 Gray), Anows indicate the direction of absorbance charige with radiation dose.
Dose rate 66 Gray/hr.
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12.7 REACTION OF ACIFLUORFEN WITH THE HYDROGEN ATOM

Figure 12.13 shows the TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an

aqueous Acifluorfen (lx10-a M) solution containing /-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with
nitrogen (pH2, HCIO4), It exhibits an absorption peak with maxima at340 nm and 440 nm.

Formation kinetics performed on this maximum from the slope of a plot of the pseudo first
order rate constant against the concentration of Acifluorfen at 340 nm produced a rate

constant for the bimolecular reaction between the hydrogen atom and the Acifluorfen of
7.7x708 M-ls-I.
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Figure 12.13' TDA spectrum obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Aciflr¡orfen (1x10'a M) solution
containing r-butyl alcohol (0.1 M) saturated with nitrogen (pH2, HCIO4) Spectrum recorded l0 ps after the
pulse.
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The TDA spectrum is similar in shape to the OH-adduct formed by the addition of the

hydroxyl radical to Acifluorfen, the absorbance observed from this reaction probably results

from the addition of the hydrogen atom to one of the benzene rings to form the H-adduct.

Precipitation of Acifluorfen is significant at low pH and formation of the hydrogen

atom requires a low pH, therefore the steady state reaction failed. Formation of the H-adduct

of Acifluorfen can therefore not be concluded comprehensively.

12.8 REACTION OF ACIFLUORFEN \ryITH REDUCING RADICALS.

Pulse radiolysis of a nitrous oxide saturated solution containing sodium formate (0.02

M) and Acifluorfen (1x10-a M) (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) initially produced a maxima at

approximately 250 nm with no other absorbance maximum being observed. Absorbance

observed was due to the formation of the carbon dioxide radical anion. Time resolved studies

out to 1000 ps indicate the formation of a new maximum at 300 nm. This suggests that the

carbon dioxide radical reacts with Acifluorfen. The absorbance maximum is at a simila¡

wavelength to that of the transient produced by the hydrated electron's reaction with

Acifluorfen. The ca¡bon dioxide radical anion is known to undergo one electron transfer with

ortho-nitrobenzoate to form a transient that absorbs at 300 nm. The maximum at 300 nm was

determined to have mola¡ absorbance of 13300 M-ls-l, this value is a simila¡ size to that

recorded for the reaction of the carbon dioxide radical anion with ortho-nitrobenzoate,

indicating that an analogous reaction has taken place.

The rate of formation of the transient was determined by the slope of the pseudo fTrst

order rate constant against the concentration of Acifluorfen and produced a bimolecular rate

constant of 1.6x108 M-ls-I. The rate constant for the reaction of the ca¡bon dioxide radical

with ortho-benzoic acid was reported by Neta et al. Í2151 to be 3.0x108 M-ls-l. This rate

constant is of the same order of magnitude as that reported here for the reaction of the carbon

dioxide radical with Acifluorfen.
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Figure 12.14. Time resolved TDA spectra obtained upon the pulse radiolysis of an aqueous Acifluorfen
(1x10-aM) solution containing sodium formate (0.02 M)and satuiated with nirrous oxide þH 6.8, phosphate
buffer). (r Directly after the pulse, o 10 ps, r 20 ps, o 50 ps, o 100 ps, o 500 ¡rs).

Steady state irradiation of an aqueous Acifluorfen (1x10-a M) solution containing

sodium formate (0.02 M) and saturated with nitrous oxide (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer).

produced the HPLC trace observed in Figure 12.15. The chromatogram indicates the

formation of products at similar retention times to that of the hydrated electron. However,

concentration of the species was different suggesting that radicals reacting to produce the

transient may influence the product distribution (Figure I2.I5).

Electrospray mass spectrometry on the predominate compotnd at 22.5 minutes

produccd a parent ion at 346/348 (3:1) Daltons. The parent ion for the compound at22.5

minutes is 14 Daltons less than that recorded for the. parent ion, and therefore must corespond

either to the loss of a nitrogen or the loss of an oxygen and the addition of two hydrogen

atoms. MS2 fragmentation of the 246 parent ion produced daughter ions at 302 ( or minus

COz) and 266 Daltons. Further fragmentation of the 266 Daltons ion produced a grand-

daughter ion at 236 Daltons (minus NO) . The fragmentation pattern indicates that the

nitrogen has not been lost and the latter of the two proposed accounts for the production of the

parent ion.
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Figure 12.15. Comparison of the HPLC traces produced by the reaction of hydrated electron, carbon dioxide

radical anion and a-hydroxyisopropyl radical with Acifluorfen (1x104 M). Experimental conditions a¡e as

follows: COz'- ;0.02 M sodium formate, nitrous oxide saturated. e1*f ; 0.1 M t-butyl alcohol, nitrogen saturated.

cr-hydroxyisopropyl radical;0.1 M 2-propanol, nit¡ous oxide saturated. All experiments were performed at pH

6.8 (phosphate buffer). See text for discussion.

Pulse radiolysis of a nitrous oxide saturated solution containing 2-propanol (0.1 M)

and Acifluorfen (lx10t Vt) (pH 6.8, phosphate buffer) produced an absorbance maximum at

300 nm. Time resolved studies out to 1000 ps did not find any new absorption in the range of

250 to 600 nm. The redox potential of the o-hydroxyisopropyl radical has been determined to

be -1.1 V (versus NHE) t901. This suggests that the redox potential of the for the

AciTAci' t- is *o.. than -1.1 V. Therefore, Aci' 2- is a reducing agent with a reduction

potential greater than -1.1 V (versus NHE).

Gamma irradiation of the same solution produced a product distribution similar to that

observed for the hydrated electron experiment and the carbon dioxide radical anion.

Determination of the products by electrospray mass spectrometry proved unsuccessful in

producing parent ions above the base line, thus no structural information could be obtained on

the products.

I2.9 OVERVIE\ry OF THE RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF

ACIFLUORFEN

This study has allowed for the first time the elucidation of the radiation chemistry of

aqueous Acifluorfen. The new chemistry for Acifluorfen is summarised in Figure 12.16

0 5

c-hydroxyisopropyl

coz-'
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The TDA spectrum obtained from the reaction of Acifluorfen with the hydroxyl

radical is affected by the ground state absorbance of the starting compound. The rate constant

obtained for the reaction of Acifluorfen with the hydroxyl radical is similar to that of

nitrobenzoate's reaction with the hydroxyl radical Í441. The reaction of nitrobenzoate with

the hydroxyl radical is known to proceed through a OH-adduct intermediate, suggesting a

similar type of reaction for Acifluorfen.

The decay rate of the transient radical shows dependence on the ionic strength of the

solution, therefore the transient is charged. The transient decays by second order kinetics,
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indicating that degradation products are formed by radical-radical reactions. HPLC

characterisation of the compounds formed by the reaction of Acifluorfen with the hydroxyl

radical showed that these compounds have a retention time less than Acifluorfen. This

suggests that the newly formed compounds are more polar than Acifluorfen. Mass

spectrometric studies have determined that the major products were a mixture of the

hydroxylated, dimer and dehalogenated products. The rate of Acifluorfen loss and the

formation of products from the reaction of Acifluorfen with the hydroxyl radical is initially

linear under steady state irradiation. As the amount of hydroxyl radicals is increased past3ÙVo

of Acifluorfen's concentration, the loss of Acifluorfen and the formation of products follows a

higher order kinetic mechanism. This result suggests that products of the initial reaction also

react with the hydroxyl radical to form (uncharacterised) compounds.

The corrected TDA spectrum obtained upon the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with

Acifluorfen at pH 2 matches that obtained from the same reaction at neutral pH. The rate

constant for the reaction of Acifluorfen with the hydroxyl radical at pH 2 is lower than that

obtained at neutral pH. Qualitatively, this can be explained as follows: in the anion form of

Acifluorfen the electron density is greater than in the case of the neutral form. Since the

hydroxyi radical behaves as an electrophile in its reactions, reaction with the electron rich

species is faster. Steady state irradiation of Acifluorfen at pH 2 was not successful because

Acifluorfen precipitated out of solution over the time scale of the reaction.

Pulse radiolysis studies indicate that the OH-adduct generated upon the reaction of

Acifluorfen with the hydroxyl radical does not react with oxygen. Gamma irradiation coupled

with HPLC shows the formation of different compounds than those obtained for the de-

oxygenated experiment. This indicates that reaction of the OH-adduct of Acifluorfen is too

slow to be observed on the pulse radiolysis time scale. Mass spectral fragmentation data

indicates that the products result from the addition of molecular oxygen to the transient. The

newly produced transient then reacts to form compounds which correspond to the addition of

a hydroxyl group to Acifluorfen.

The TDA spectra obtained from the reaction of Acifluorfen with the sulfate radical

anion is similar to that obtained for the OH-adduct of Acifluorfen, thus the radical cation

produced transforms into a cyclohexadienyl type radical via the addition of water and the

elimination of a hydrogen ion. The rate constant for the reaction of the sulfate radial anion is

similar to that of chlorobenzene indicating that this ring is reacting in preference to the

nitrobenzoate ring. Acifluorfen is not observed to react with the dichloride radical anion,
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therefore the resulting radical of Acifluorfen is a powerful one electron oxidant with a redox

potential between 2.43 to 2.09 Volts (versus NHE). Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC

for the sulfate radical anion shows that a newly formed compound is at the same retention

time as that observed for the addition of the hydroxyl radical to Acifluorfen.

The TDA spectrum for the reaction of Acifluorfen with the hydrated electron is similar

to that obtained for the reaction of 2-nitrobenzoate with the same radical 1921. The rate

constant obtained for the reaction of Acifluorfen with the hydrated electron is similar to that

of 2-nitrobenzaote. It is known that 2-nitrobenzoate reacts with the hydrated electron forming

a radical anion on the nitro group [92]. Gamma irradiation coupled with HPLC found the

formation of four major products, none of which where identified by mass spectrometric

studies (due to interference by TFA). The carbon dioxide radical anion and the cr-

hydroxyisopropyl radical react with Acifluorfen producing similar transient spectra and HPLC

chromatograms to that of the hydrated electron, indicating a similar type of reaction is

occurring. The radical anion of Acifluorfen therefore has a redox potential greater than -1.1

V.

The TDA spectrum for the reaction of Acifluorfen with hydrogen atoms is similar to

the TDA spectrum obtained for Acifluorfen's reaction with the hydroxyl radical, suggesting

the formation of a H-adduct. Steady state irradiations of Acifluorfen at pH 2 were not

successful because Acifluorfen precipitated out of solution over the time scale of the reaction.

Acifluorfen will degrade upon the reaction with a number of free radicals produced in

natural and treated industrial discharge. Chloride ion elimination will not occur as a major

degradation pathway for any free radical processes.
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Figure 1. Competition kinetic results from the reaction of Napropamide with the hydroxyl radical.
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Figure 2. Competition kinetic results from the reaction of Napropamide with the hydroxyl radical atpH2.3
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Figure 3. Formation kinetic results from the reaction of Napropamide with the hydrogen atom at p}{2.3
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Figure 4. Decay kinetic results from the reaction of Napropamide with the hydrated electron at pH 7.1
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Figure 5. Decay kinetic results from the reaction of Napropamide with the chlorine ràdical anion at pH2.3
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Figure 6. Competition kinetic results from the reaction of Ioxynil with the hydroxyl radical.
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Figure 7. Competition kinetic results from the reaction of Ioxynil with the hydroxyl radical atpIJ2.3.
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Figure 8. Decay kinetic results from the reaction of Ioxynil with the hydrated electron at pH 7 .1
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Figure 9. Decay kinetic results from the reaction of Ioxynil with the chloride radiacal anion at pH2.3
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Figure 10. Decay kinetic results from the reaction of Ioxynil with the bromide radiacal anion at pH7.2.
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Figure 11. Formation kinetic results from the reaction of Ioxynil with the azide radiacalatpHT.2
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Figure 12.Decay kinetic results from the reaction of Ioxynil with the sulphate radiacal anion at pH7.2.
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Figure 13. Formation kinetic results from the reaction of Ioxynil with the hydrogen atom at p}J2.3
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Figure 14. Competition kinetic results from the reaction of Chlorsulfuron with the hydroxyl radical
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Figure 15. Decay kinetic results from the reaction of Chlorsulfuron with the sulphate radical anion.
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F igure 16. Competition kinetic results from the reaction of Chlorsulfuron with the hydroxyl radical at pH 2.3
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Figure 17. Formation kinetic results from the reaction of Chlorsulfuron with the hydrogen atom at pH2.3
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Figure 18. Decay kinetic results from the reaction of Chlorsulfuron with the hydrated electron at pH 7 .2.
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Figure 19. Formation kinetic results from the reaction of Dichlorophen with the hydroxyl radical atpH9.2.
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Figure 20. Formation kinetic results from the reaction of Dichlorophen with the hydroxyl radical atpH2.3
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Figure 21. Formation kinetic results from the reaction of Dichlorophen with the azide radical atpH9.2
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Figure 22. Decay kinetic results from the reaction of Dichlorophen with the sulphate radical radical at pH 9.2.
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Figure 23. Formation kinetic results from the reaction of Dichlorophen with the hydrogen atom at pH2.3
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F igure 24. Decay kinetic results from the reaction of Dichlorophen with the hydrated electron aL pH 7 .2.
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Figure 25. Competition kinetic results from the reaction of Cyromazine with the hydroxyl radical.
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Figure 26. Formation kinetic results from the reaction of Cyromazine with the oxide anion radical at pH 13 .2.
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Figure 27 . Formation kinetic results from the reaction of Cyromazine with the sulphate radical anion at pH 7 .2.
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Figure 28. Competition kinetic results from the reaction of Dimethirimiol with the hydroxyl radical
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Figure 29. Competition kinetic results from the reaction of Dimethrimiol with the hydroxyl radical atpH2.3
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Figure 30. Competition kinetic results from the reaction of Dimethrimiol with the chloride radical anion at pP'2.3
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Figure 31. Decay kinetic results from the reaction of Dimethrimiol with the hydrated electron atpH7.2
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Figure 31. Formation kinetic results from the reaction of Dimethrimiol with the hydrogen atom at pH2.3..
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Figure 32. Competition kinetic results from the reaction of Hexazinone with the hydroxyl radical.
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Figure 34. Decay kinetic results from the reaction of Hexazinone with the sulphate raducal anion at pH 7 .2
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Figure 35. Competition kinetic results from the reaction of MCPA with the hydroxyl radical at pH 1 .2
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Figure 39. Formation kinetic results from the reaction of MCPA with the hydrogen atom at pH2.3
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Figure 42. Formation kinetic results from the reaction of Aciflurofen with the carbon dioxide radical atpIJ7.2
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Figure 43. Formation kinetic results from the reaction of Aciflurofen with the hydrogen atom at pH2.3
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